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" Memorandum
TO : See list below DATB:I_iAR 7 _'

68-PA-T-54A

FROM : FA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: Sixth "C" Mission Rendezvous Mission Techniques meeting

!. This March i meeting conflicted with the President's speech but a few

of us dedicated jokers pressed on as follows.

2. It had been stated that all "C" mission SPS burns would be performed

in a heads down attitude (that is, 180 ° roll). This presents a problem

on one or two of the SPS burns in the rendezvous sequence--NCC_ and _aybe
LCC.--s:ince to constrain ouroelves in that way would make it impossible

to do the final sextant/star burn attitude check. These burns are
• . cO • .

expected _o be wzthln 19 radlal which makes heads up/heads down ra_her

meaningless anyway, except for the FDAI 8-ball presentation. Phil Shaffer

checked with Tom Stafford and got agreement that the attitude check was of
U

raore value than the _tandard 180 roll indication. Accordingly, it is our

plan to mmke NCC_ and iTCCo (if it is downward) in a heads up attitude and

include the sextant/star Sheek in the sequence.

"_ As reported in the last meeting's minutes it is our proposal that _

_,plat,form failure is detected just prior to NCC], it will be necessary
to delay the rendezvous exercise a day. Thio ruIing does not necessarily

npply go the PNGCS attitude tests prior to NCC_ and NSR since after NCC I
has been performed we are committed to the rendezvous exercise. Accord-

ingly_ if we can assume the GDC is aligned we probably should press on

with the rendezvous using the SCS, at least through NCC 2 and NSR.

_ Apparently_ consideration is being given by someone to extending the

launch window. In particular, it is apparently being proposed to launch

earlier in the day. It appears to us that to launch prior to local noon

would preclude making a platform alignment between NCC o and NSR. This

ali_nment leo thought to be essential for terminal phase. Accordingly,
we would like to request that very serious attention be given to this

•matter prior to dhoosJr_g a launch time earlier than currently planned.

_. An i_em came up concerning real time selection of the elevation angle

to be utilized in determining TPI time. As you recall, it is intended

to utilize the elevation angle option in the TPI targeting processors
such that if everything works properly TPI will occur when the line-of-

s_ght to the target vehicle coincides with the maneuver thrust vector

(spacecraft x-axis). According to Ed Lineberry, if dispersions in the
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-,r';jector7are not taken into account in designating this elew_tion angle,

the thru,_;tdirection at TPI will be substantially off the line-of-sight.lo
The elrvation angle adjustment should be less than 2 . Apparently, the
RTCC/MCC is capable of determining the optimum value by means of manual

iteration. Since the effect of this on crew TPI backup charts may be

unacceptable_ FCSD was given the action item of checking into that.

-[. Anol,h,_ract.ion item assigned the FCSD'was to establish which was more

;r.;ortanT_---li,r[h;ing cond itions during the braking maneuver or thrust

-:ectrz'co]nc:ident w.ith the line-of-sight at TPI. If the. lighting condLtlons

-,:_;the mor,: critical, it may be necessary to include a decision poin% in

cu_?operations to assure proper lighting at braking by not allowJ ng the

__. t.'me to r;l_p more than some specified amount---probably about i0 minutes.

if the TPI time based on the elevation angle option slips too much the crew

:rouirlhave to utilize the 'I_PI'_ime option" for targeting. @bviously the

decision would have to be made onboard the spacecraft after sextant data
had been inr_orporated into the PNGCS.

7. There h_ve bren a number of comments regarding the TPI backup charts

and their usefulness on the "C" and "D" missions. At the next meeting_
cur_rcntly scheduled at l:O0 p.m. on March 8, we will review this subject

_..n]try to establish the role of the PNGCS, MBFN and backup charts for
_,.e 'i_Ir,aaneuver. _he primary questions to be answered are : shall there _-

even be TPI backup charts, and if there are_ should they or the MBFN
_omputation for TPI be used in the event of a PNGCS failure. It is

_vident that in e_ther case the subsequent midcourse correction will have

he be based on charts_ since the MSFN has no capability for computing that
I%ane urea;.

Addressees :

(See attached list)
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Memorandum
TO : See list below DATE: MAY J 0 _96_

68-PA-T-99A

FROM " PA/Chief, Apollo Data l_'iority Coordination

SUBJECT: "C" rendezvous open item clean up

I. Paul Kramer_ Phil S[mffer_ Duane Mosel_ Ed Lineberry, and myself
spent the morning of May 7 trying to close out raajor open items

remaining on the "C" mission rendezvous. These items were:

a. How to handle an excessive slip in TPI time.

b. What kind of cross checking and backup modes should be used for
the TPI maneuver.

This memorandum briefly summarizes the results of our discussion.

2. First of all_ let me point out that w_thout radar, it is ilaportant
that the CSM does not approach the S-IVB while in darkness since range

information is only obtained visually. Also, the sun must not be ±oo

near the line-of-sight - i.e., in back of the CSM - during braking for
the same reason. These two constraints can be used to establish a "window"

of acceptable TPI times to provide optimum lighting during the braking

phase.

a. At th_s meeting we concluded that it is still best to locate 'i_I

at the midpoint of darkness nominally.

b. In addition_ we have specified that tolerable slip in TPI time
is from 12 minutes early to 18 minutes late about that nominal time.

That is, if the onboard solution for TPI time, based on the first sextant

rendezvous tracking period following NSE falls within that period, no

steps will be taken to change it. (It is currently estimated that _he 3_
uncertainty of the onboard computation of TPI time at that point in the

mission is 4 minutes. Exceeding the bounds listed above by 4 minutes :is

not unacceptable.)

c. On the other hand, if the predicted TP! time slips earlier _mn !9

minutes or later than 18 minutes, the TPI elevation angle _ill be adjusted
as necessary to bring the TPI time back to the closest bound. Th_s is done

as follows. Let us assume that at the end of the first tracking period the

TPI time is found to be more than 12 minutes early by having run through the

TPI program (P34) using the "elevation angle option." P34 would be recalled

using the "TPI time option" and the crew will input a TPI tSme exactly 12

_- _¢" Buy U.S. s_l_,mgsBonds Regularly on the Pa),_H Sa_,in_ P/aJ_
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Memorandum
TO " ,C;ee list below DATE: JUN2 _ 1965

68-PA-T-Z38A
FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: "C" Rendezvous W-Matrix

This memorandum is to inform everyone in writing that MiT has now
agreed with _AD that it is acceptable to use the same values of

the W-YmtrJy when reinitializing (after three mrks of the last

batch of marks between mR and PTi) as are used initially. That
is_ it is not necessary for the crew to punch new values into the

DSKY - a clumsy procedure everyone wanted to delete if possible.

I think Paul Pixley is to be co_aended for finally getting M_IT's
agreement to this crew procedure simplification.

The actual values to oe used initially - that is_ the pre-launch

erasable load values - have not been finally agreed to ye_ but
that w_ll not affect ohe crew procedures. Today's best guess is
iOO© feet and i fps.

It is reco_ended that the flight crew and those responsible for

documenting crew procedures_ etc. adopt this mission techniques

in_aediate!y. I have already told most of those concerned by the
Don Ameche.

Howard W. Tindall, Jr.

Adcressees :

(See l_st attached)

PA:iDJTindall_ Jr.'.dS_ '
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Memorandum
TO ; See list attached DATE: J_k 9 _,_

68-PA-T-153A

FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: Good news on "C" mission SPS burns

The following is a verbatum copy of a note to me from Rick Nobles

(MPAD). i thought it worth distributing.

"The cross axis velocity errors resulting from SPS mistrim

(CSM alone) will be about one half of what was previously anticipated.
The reduction in error is due to the new DAP filter constants tha_

the G&CD is recommending for the "C" mission erasable load. The only

adverse effect is the mission planning that has been done to date."

Howard W. Tindall, Jr.

PA:HWTindalI, Jr. :is
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Memorandum
TO : See list attached DATE: JUL 2 3 _90_

68-PA-T-!62A

FROM : PA/Chief_ Apollo Data l>riority Coordination

SUBJECT: "C" Mission Retrofire and Reentry Mission Techniques meeting

On Friday raorning, July 19, we had a "C" Mission Retrofire and Reentry

Mission Techniques meeting to clean up some open items. It is evident

that a distribution of correction pages to our previously distributed
Mission Techniques document will be inadequate and it is our current

plan to rep_0!ish the whole book. Some of the most significant items
resolved at this meeting are described in this memo.

i. It has been established that the G&N guidance system will be

used in the event of a hybrid RCS deorbit. (A hybrid deorbit is one

in which both the command module and service module RCS jets are used.)
The retrofire will be targeted for a ha]f-lift reentry.

2. it has been established that the G&N is mandatory for perforz_ng

a hybrid deorbit; thus, if the G&N has failed and the service module

RCS remaining has fallen below the return-line limits_ the only remaining

system for retrofire is SPS using SCS control. Aecordingly_ there is a
mission rule that retrofire will be performed to land in the next best

planned recovery area (PLA).

3. It has been established that if insufficient time is available

for a fine alignment prior to retrofire, the G&A_ will be used with a
coarse alignment if that can be done. Current estimate is that a

coarse alignment will be to within 2° on all axis_ which can result

in as much as a 30 mile landing point miss.

4. In the absence of response to our request for better numbers 2
we have established tme following limits beyond which the G_ _ will be

declared No Go for reentry and the backup system will be used. The

DS_21 VG displays must be within I fps and the gimbal angles must be

within Io. Guidance and Control Division and MlT people please pay
particular note.

5o Apparently the procedure has been established that cor_and

module separation from the service module will be permor_._eamo_owmng

retrofire while still in the SPS thrust program (P40). This is to

Buy U.g. 5b_i_gs Bands Regularly an the Bayroll ga_ings Pla_z
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Memorand :m
TO : See list attached DATE: JU[ 2 3 _9_

68-PA-T-162A

FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: "C" Mission Retrofire and Reentry Mission Techniques meeting

On Friday morning, July i9_ we had a "C" Mission Retrofire and Reentry
Mission Techniques meeting to clean up some open items. It is evident

that a distribution of correction pages to our previously distributed
Mission Techniques document will be inadequate and it is our current

plan to republish the whole book. Some of the most significant items
resolved at this meeting are described in this memo.

i. It has been established that the G&N guidance system will be

used in the event of a hybrid RCS deorbit. (A hybrid deorbit is one

in which both the command module and service module RCS jets are used.)
The retrofire will be targeted for a half-lift reentry.

2. It has been established that the C4kN is mandatory for perfo_rlng

a hybrid deorbit; thus_ if the G&_ has failed and the service module

RCS remaining has fallen below the return-line limits, the only remaining

system for retrofire is SPS using SCS control. Accordingly, there is a
mission rule that retrofire will be performed to land in the next best

planned recovery area (PLA).

3. It has been established that if insufficient time is available

for a fine alignment prior to retrofire, the G&A_ will be used with a

coarse alignment if that can be done. Current estimate is that a

coarse alignraent will be to within 2° on all axis_ which can result
in as much as a 30 mile landing point miss.

4. In the absence of response to our request for better numbers_
we have established tae following limits beyond which the G_ will be

declared No Go for reentry and the backup system will be used. The

DSk_L VG displays must be within i fps and the gimbal angles must be

within I°. Guidance and Control Division and MlT people please pay
particular note.

5o Apparently the procedure has been established that command
module separation from the service module will be -_ --pez'_o_r_e_ following

retrofire while still in the SPS thrust program (P40). This is to

i
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keep Average G on durirLg the separation maneuver without having to

wait one minute as the entry programs are currently coded. The entry

programs (P61, P62_ etc.) will be sequenced after separation. Thus_
these progra_ are beimg used in a completely different way than they

were designed.

6. IMU PIPA and g$_o drift compensation values are monitored con-

tinuously by MCC-H. It has been established that if the values currently

loaded in the G&N are in error by more than .003 ft/sec _ and .075 °/hr,

they will be updated in the CMC.

Howard W. Tindall_ Jr.

PA:_Tindall_ Jr.:is
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To : See list attache& DATE: _ __ 4 _h_O_.

68-PA-T-167A

FROM : PA/Chiefj Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: July 19 "C" Rendezvous Y£ssion T_chniques meeting

-'_..... ___i_.o_discussed in our Frlday_ July 19 "C"A___nougn most of "the +'_, "'_-o

Readezvous Mission Tec)miques meeting are not of general interest_
there were a couple of things I would like to let you lanow about.

First of all, in an effort _o reduce the probability of having _o

make the NCC2 maneuver_ which _,ould be an extra SPS buz'n_ it has
been decided to trim the I_CC1 _V residuals if they are less _han

i0 fps. in addition_ the time of the I_BR maneuver will be adjusted

in real time by as r_.ch as 30 seconds thereby changing the differ-

ential altitude. These two new things together should be adequate

to maintain the nomiz_i TPI time, which is the primary objective in

targeting these mane_vers. The _ominal d_Jfe._ent_al altitude_ you

recali_ is about 7.8 n.m. and it was finally agreed that acceptable

targeting bounds are from 7 n.m. on the low side to 9 n.m. on the

high side. These adjustment limits give us a capability of adjust-

ing _Pi time by about 20 minutes to account for dispersions. Using

these procedures, it will only be necessary to _ke the _UC2 burn if _'e
encounter dispersions far in excess of those expected.

Something else which has been changed is that the elevation angle

at _YPI is considered more sacred than any lighting limits at all arid

should be retained at the nomiial value at all cost even though the

so-called lighting limits are violated. Previously the elevation angle

was to be changed if the lighting limits could not be met.

Another important mission rule adopted now is that the rendezvous exercise

will be terminated if tie G&N fails prior to NSR, and probably will be

terminated any time the G&N fails. _nis is to conserve SM RCS and permit
flying a full duration mission.

The changes to the mission techniques are relatively minor and it is

probable that it will. not be necessary to reissue the entire document.

Rather than that_ we will probably distribute change pages of some sort.

Howard W. Tindali_ Jr.

PA ;]@AT_indali_jr o:js
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TO : See list attached DATE: October 16, 1968

68-PA-T-222A

FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: C' maneuvers - SPS versus RCS crossover

Neil Townsend (EP2) informed me by phone - and will supply written
confirmation - that the minimum duration SPS burn for C' should be

no less than 0.5 seconds. We had been assuming something smaller.

According to MPAD (Otis Graf_ FM7) this makes the crossover point
between use of the RCS versus the SPS engine:

Translunar midcourse correction - 5 fps

Transearth midcourse correction - 12 fps

These values will be explained completely in an FM7 memo soon to be

distributed. I just want everybody to be aware of the new values and

to start using them in his planning ..... .

Howard W. Tindall± Jr.

PA:HWTindalI, Jro:js

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
_10-108
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.... Memorandum
TO : See list attached DATE: December 6_ i968

68-PA-T-266A

FROM : PA/Chief_ Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: C' Abort Maneuver 0verburn Monitoring

In response to a C' i_ission Techniques action item_ Rick Nobles

informs me that they have established the burn monitoring procedure

to guard against overburn during any non-nominal C' maneuver. As a

standard procedure the crew should manually shut down the SPS as soon
as the duration of the burn exceeds the nominal value by one percent

and the EMS AV Counter indicates an overburn of one percent over its

nomi_l_reading. The nominal value of burn time and AV Counter
readingare included in the PAD messages and block data relayed from

the MCC-H for all abort maneuvers. (Current Mission Techniques
Documentation reflects this procedure. ) It is to be emphasized that

this overburn monitoring procedure is only for the non-nominal maneuvers

and does not apply to _Ij L01_ and TEl for which specific techniques
have been developed.

Howard W. Tindall, Jr.

PA:HWTindall_ jr. :js

_,o-,_ Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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SUB]ZCT: ]-2"tk "]2" ;.-mssc.on ......... Y_u._ s,.tm_m_o_; ._m,=._._,_,_- meetinS---don"-0 • <,:

aD.O_LT, %_'±._CLC61rc ~>'---" ......... • _"
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_T PeQ-L &s 3__O'_'.-_I we _.a;Fe _.c_.ov-o]-is'2e<i CLLLte _ s_+=._iF= --b_<___ a[oea _.&",rJli_

" skou=_ :.c used throughoum -'-:- - ......

phase# wish one minor excegtiono !-t is _ik %seed on the groxT.c: rule
that on this mission t :_...... AQ.S s<ouid be mL:intained <_ .....or._ _ s'ca-se <.:hie:-_

u_=_= to perforn< the rendezvous in the event of f:.<U_b

R!LLkre° ms was r.ose£ that l_> a=._c._-, =._. _... -<._--_n=. . =,_ ...... -

teckr:iques i:! accordamce with -'oaac,g/curt& ru.;e_ i% is __ossible _oo

include some AGS systems tesss }iishout jeopardizing crew safety or

other mission objectives; they would be considered.

2. Kor.tinai situation: PbTGO£ ....._ee:'_s to be ,,,.ork_ng- --'-" pro-perky and "_o

pr-r:o; x.3£ •/Lust be Taai_iLai/<ed ±lq _-^<-_<'-', slate to _ _'__.=_.. _aK_ ore "_ iLq %b_e

eve'-'_st=_e P;,_GCS fails _his a-a_lies to a±'_ ....... uw_s---Oo_> ODK till.

, . _ ,...... ,............ ___ _.2_0'.2-2_.,a/ mr._c_<:ns of <'q_ PNC-OS _.,:-_ -me %y co:rparison _,i_ --'_-

CO::t'£L-tmd solution onlyo That - " ocm_car-isons of r.s_neuver targesl/tj

o_c_¢r' sources/ st;:ca as she _,'-< bac':quD charts or the 061','_ <.;ill_
lqo-% -ce _TLade to cos:zs_it co the _'<:_- -,'_:_,_b, qme__ =:,:,_,,-,b solution will be '___3

mrcvi6ins_ _ it is _,._=s._,-z.-''-_", aecep%ab-ie_ :"_-_'t__;=:,_.......__, C'.te 7+ZFX solution. " ,
oos:ibLe exoeoZion he-?e is -chat ss_q.ee _/le Om:a o'stles m_o,,ide veh

s b-: -<s solutions to the ,=m-Fdelta _T eo:rr_oone_-Zs_ermendicular Lo .:__

Line of sigh% cor:k_ar:Lson wish them '.?mybe advantageous°

>.., m... state ve4tors in +'_ will ......._! :..... c_c' ACS be updated each +_": '-'., "3"::
is conm'LrL.x_ to be _ o -_+_ wii_ likely be at each time

ooKl'_i-gted co make the next ;_neuver _sir.g the _

to) .-.u-_ alignm.enss wl!m be r.-._ade each tire_e the PEGOS is res_Lr]_aa
ar_ct each o___e c,_r-__sLase vector in tr_e AGS is updated from the 21723£

"' No radar data w-nl be in-out into the AC$ as ions as %ks .k [iS

-.s .'or(tlnSo in effecb> it is obtainin 8 benefit of the radar via _ 6

-_,:<_b scale vector updates since the £_',!'_Obis processing the _'_ _-



c_:.-; =.;..,'" ".- -,_ r&cLr) L'OALUB!ORS d-:J':"eJ' ",'.'e w:>'_]d be incZiLec to ....bu_±_ "-,-_

C.-_c c-_?r:s ,_ ,d use tka% so[Lu%'.o-'. 2-usbeaa of _'ue _-:_'._a=._,,.,_j.

:< Uke '>--' "...... j, j .... :-:-os- star-tilt:-; -" -' - reached ....z . COLIC_._'.G _on _oLLa ..r ;

-£=_"the ].:Y. P]):GSS i,.s _,,..'oz]:i"_,[ 7r-_y, r(-<dczt,-ou_-; r_Ld&r has fal]_ec_ we bay-u a
' C .; [_OL2 ....ser]c;kL:; z_r'O"L'SP] r....... W.!!;P. [he [b'-_ ..... ZiG 2:.'<t_rRL_m _L.tLL .,,-t77..__..... _e To_:_-0_ -co

_6:%£ _I'L-CQCr?LIR3 "'u o_;._. ------_._,L:L,_ {\C-_3 ... cAar;cb. _ _ is

el<±"-" reeo_;_lerLdaLl:_oL_._. -b:%a-b -sf±e coy£tk £i ..._--,'<_'76_.... execuce uGe _;PX L/_d' SU._Se-

,-: _'..-"-,""e Cozrec%lon "_---_ w-.--.,- " > biffs&Re dO _f_e ozam.i"zg11_._..... _ .LL,k

( ) " _ _;-_'e would "- ___ - ", a The cc.Rutran@ ._ .... corroax-e =_s OD-- SO±U_iOn wi_K %n"C

:'._S-';o -- " "'-"'-_" _ _ < _ favorable _cnas .......... c_

-P not;, tr.e coT:at%rid module would execute the },_'l( delta V's using i_s
own !;in;e of ignition.

'" -- -" _,._ the r?sr.euversI,c,) 'i':'/e cor_:.and module _.,o e voice relay to ='_- L>'i
it has executed in otter Shac the -".___± crew could update the ...... _ _-_;"_

state vectors in the LC_ using the Target Delta V program.

Co _-wou,_ld im_e to present here the rationale for making the comzr_nc

module active for TP! and midcourse when only the rendezvous radar has

failed° The justificat:-on is based on assuring ourselves the

capab'lity of making a good mideourse correction subsequent to _i

WLIOL is extremely i_:oortant since _,,ith -_o -_'-"_ _ _'' " _ ....... g=ng device _r_e brakin C

-:_neaver zs qoin_- to be very a_.zz_cu__ for the L!4 to s _ whole

poLnc iS L:laL Oi._![_ _ Lee COTiL_I_d .aO@_.__ @Die to main.cain a c__,_._.__ !co:s
=' [ ..... h ' ' " = -->_'.'-._.d_'e of _ne situacio:q _,.._u._!_s sextan:;) ana Tr_air._ain an uD-_o-Ltz.e

set sT £-3s_.%e vectors :n the cor;.pu%er _co ta-_get '-'*__{,u midcour'se correctio<

r::.ne,_r,'e-"o _w,irthermore_ it is only able -co do this well _:"_ it r.£kes -eke
_T :%c,.neuver. so thane its 2_'NGOS senses -chat %00° !t should be :2. ::ed that

.chis does noL use a g:__eat deal of aSH lqCS pro?silent, No]_nere :<aaL -_.:el
bud,<e:;e& for LH rescue, All of' the other _:_aneuvers are carried o<.-_ %y

the LK and the really _a.zg_ RCS drinker---braking---will also be ......... _-_

r"L %y the <r,,{ r_m_ __,:...... =_z_ reason for that_ of course_ is that since _b.e ......"

_.-:_......... be com.ing 4n from selow, viewiLqg the cop±t'_:_.d module °_''_'-+b=-..._b_ L sza -_

oacqC;,oun,= , it wiT7 bc in a much better -sosition to do the brakinz

:<%.neuver_ Zn additioi b _,rewould prefer to save aSH fuel where possible.

_'. .",nobvious _,d ......... advan-age to Lnus is that it kee:ps the

-srocedures as simple as possible in this criLica! situation, in Z's.a-t,

' de_.= P-_,--_-,_s aria %rg _:i%.o+, -.-do-- "" WPI for ' " '- grea-c .... -, of - ",---_,_.'_'- *:[-ci.s a ...._.:_rd as!< WF_,lC_:a

,,,.=_ "r_..v:: been ca-,-'-_,Te.__ i eli. On zne other n,a';o.a-" _ for -cae LH to .......,,-,,he .Lie <

b;'o :,itk:;Lvers woula .=".qu."..z;...._ a greai, &ca]_ of coordinatiou ar.d co-_'_zuK-ca _.c-z

bet,sen the soacecraft crews in rear,_ti!rm which is ur_desirab!e. Anti,

it ,:v('iis having to p:?e0are -orocedures ant training for this _c-:-

,F"



and _!.3S (with rad4-r) so!u%ions £i)'fer ,,,R- ,/o<id be inclined _o believe
_-:-_;_ c=Ar_s and use t_i!at solo/rich -ns-•"...._ead of ......one AOS anp,-;ay.

i" :' .... folkowLns is the _,.os_
_f i'm L],"._,_t._ is welling i)u% ._endezvous radar has lai_ee_ L,e ?:a';,_a

_:_..... _o<...,.... problem , _t_ <he _-;M s:'.nce no exberna! _aSa _,_,__.,_77be inpuL _o
• '" ' in _his case, it _srne spacecrazu systems---PNOOS_ r'rdS or cnar_so
our _.___.._-,'-_........... _t-_n._ that the cormtp_nd modu.le execute th__._ _Y and subse-

_•_,_ ..... mlacourse- correction maneuvers and _'_p___ LM do _he b=a_._ng-_•

'-= _' The cormmnd module would oomma-_e its :19i solution wi=h <he
k _" ]

,_•iS±,:,. i£ _ne corn-carlson is favorable that rp-neuver won!a me execute::;
- -f " _ the .... - ___ no_ cc;,m_ana _cduie would execute Zne _%%PN delta V's using "" _-

o",-+'n %in'c of igniLion_

t. oi '_k,_e co.Tsf_nd raoduie wouAd voice relay Zo the L_,,< =-'- _o_ ..... -•-_
it has executed in order tha-c the _'< _ _=_= crew could upda-0e -0he co.._:%andr_ccu=e

state vectors in the It/] using the Carge_c Dei-Oa V program_

6. 2 would _ _ e=_K_ to present here %he ra:iona!e for making she co.7=<-i:nS

mo<_<.< active for 1-91 and midcourse _@_er_ only the ren_ezvo_s -_ =-_ mas

fa!lcdo The justification is based on assurln@ ourselves the

c___ _=on subsequenz %o '±'r=cap_o±i__j of ms.xmng s. good midcour'se _-__'_"+_-
which is e>rt-_e_,e7,__ _._._y i_r@ortant since with no ranging device She -s--a:.elnc_._

r_anmuve '_ ±s going to be very difficult for _'- %K _he ,-,:=__c

"so!n: !s that. o_7,_ the co_:,=_-...... d _',od,_-_e is <.'-_'-_'-_.uto maintain a closed lco-s

-....h sextant) and _rlintaln an up-to-dazelcno->rledSe of the simuazion (...,-_. its
set 3±' state vec_ors in the computer to +0argot the mideourse correct!on

mr_ne._ve_-'_ __arthermore_ it !s only able to do this nell if it r_=akes %/_e

.... _.=_ ..... so on_o z_ss _CS senses tnat too. it should be no_. cha_
t _ : does not Lse a grea% deal of 051'4 R _c_ _........ _s mropel!ant_ l{o-,<<ere near • _&aL

buc_x-teS for _z_ rescue o All of %he other maneuvers are carries out %[,,"

t_-e L,,i and _he really large RCS drinker---braking---_ai!G also be ca__ried

OU3 -0'_ the _,io m, ^ un_%_ _....j ±no reason for _' _ of course_ is that since "C!le --'_

:_LA._ De co[iing in l'ro_l _oeio]•,'_ -",,le,.,,!lqc._'"_ the CO_Ar£lP.,d .._,d ..... _c:- -

>'_'-"_'_"_<_d it ":,,Till %(" in a r_u-,h better position to do %_ brakln-:

_ " .... _,,___ e possible.mar.euve-r'_ In addi%ioz_._ we would orefe-_ _o save uoi,< 2uel -_-_

_?. _\£ o%x<,!ous ad_-_Sional advantage So £kis is that it kee_s the

-- c=:_lc_,_ SitLtati01<° N;t f&ax_7procec.ures ss sirr:ple a:s _oossib!e in this -_-'_" _
• so_..:a___a CS}< _pi- for which a great deal o__ --_-_-_ .... -__

will have been carriec o:_to On the omher hand_ for the T_,},,Ito ::_=i.ta%[LOse

owe inan_Rvers would z'equire a greu.t deal of coordination ar_d _- _'': ....... " : _

be-s<,een the spacecraft crews in real time which is undesirable_ _:utS_

it ,v_-_._._._., having to .orepar@ Drocec_ures_ =_=u-_-_6raining for _'z-': s_ecua_ -
S ! "O l_.i'61 OF. _

F"



_. i% _,.'::s,_._ %y }PCOD ti_:.%t_:.cco_m<.'-_:koa'azepilot -':s- 9c u::/cke
%0 cc::y.;_&Lero_bo_\rd c'_ak'%so]_u%ioi_s_or k_£_iCRc to %he press o[' o-brier

_.c%:v;8v aud so they will not be avaiia%Le us a data source.

is _-'. -x){'c_iP-C. _._ Zelo ;,_. l__]._.._ £_lq©uvor :,_!Yuo LLS _xLez'-u&± _e_L-&a V
W£1.kC £ ;6ez'os bile reo:[[_steK-s and ...... '_ _ _ .....

s.iou< eack of the three bed/ _..-w_o._,probao.%y burning "the largest
corn-For-on<,flrsi, gke secuentia% ooeratlo_ is necessary since -there

{ s only one digital reacou_ o£. _:e _m___ registez'.

__-_. =< ...KO_C_ that az the nex5 meeting _,'o ,,4x-____review a=. this ar.c __:._=s
!5 <p a i-_sc.Leo _'- _cse zec.<A_.lc_.es Lo = ....._ ,,_u should then probably alo}lJ;4-,_ , . - _.._
ea.r._zur i'_R_o-%_P± maneuver which occurs na_z way through -ale
exercise including sisecial considerat-_ors associated wi_h a _Pi r:mne_,/er

"-_ !ikoe F_(I_na_ ,,.,,<do not reali_ ...... to execu,0e_

Kowa::'dW. :Dindaii, Jr. kJ

_- ___ of i_endees

Ac_-_essees:

- _ ' " "1;st)

/
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FROM : PA/Ohief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

St;BJECT: Seventh "D" Mission Rendezvous Mission Techniques meeting

i. The "D" Rendezvous Mission Techniques meeting of !z_areh iO ;:as nrobehtv

one of the least productive so far, and I sincerely apologize for i_.

F.ust have been tired or something. Even so, with all tbmt Dalen_ }resent:

there must be something worthwhile reporting.

2. At one of our earlier meetings _Je tentatively established tha< _Lazfc:--_

alignments would be performed by both vehicles during each period cf darkm.e:s

throughout the rendezvous exercise. Paul Pixley (NIOAD) oresen<ed zc_e da:_

at this meeting which showed that, from a rendezvous navigation sDandz%int_
loss of observational data---rendezvous radar in the it4 and __¢.__.._......... in the

CSM---during platform alignment hurts us more than a little p_=--'_--,__......._....._.

Aecordingly_ it is their proposal that platform aligrnnen%s onl5" be }erfc__ed

prior to the separation burn which initiates the football rendezvous in _he

beginning and in the darkness period shared by the psuedo-_i -'-^n_n-_.... _.-'"

is above the command module. This applies to both the L/_ and the 0S!(. Unless

someone has reason for disagreeing with this_ their recommendation is aoce_De_

and all further work should be based upon it.

3. In response to an action item from the very first meeting, the 0rbi_hL

Mission Analysis Branch (formerly the Rendezvous Analysis _ >'

their progress on developing techniques for insuring proper station c_ve_-_=ce

and lighting conditions during the rendezvous exercise in spite of +_:__u_ e2Lc r[,-

perturbations earlier in the mission. The most significant of these

perturbations_ of course, is failure to launch on time. As a resu!= cf

their _qork, it is anticipated they will recommend selection of an earlier

nominal launch time and change in direction of the SPS engine _es_s emrLy

in the mission so that the spacecraft will nominally fly in a higher crhi2_

during the period between them. In addition_ it will probably b= reec_--cended

that these big SPS burns be separated in time by approxim_te!y a de-.- in5qe_i

of occurring within the same period of activity, if these things 5re done

it will be possible to compensate for lift off time delays b,j " ..... :'2 --

horizontal, in-plane component of these SPS burns in real time such 2nat :me

s_o_ De_..._c -_spacecraft does not go to such a high altitude, thereby ' _ _:_- ..._

orbital period during that period. The implementation to caz'ry out large[in/

of these v_neuvers in :real time may utilize the rendezvous m/salon 7Lm---ning

tools in the RTCC that are already available. Taeir pl_osed =___=_:.- vcald

be to modify the SPS burns using the Gemini Agena maneuver logic -_o c_use

%

YI,._/

_ Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regular/), on the Pa),,vfl Savings P/an



...."T'_'c"< " -_ende:zvouswith a phantom _-'_"_-_ _-_- "- + _'_r;<-.

-._:::.--;,he_,'ethe spacecraft _#ould have been if it had been i_un'_'f.e_- c.'-
+'y_ ,.....e and had followed the nominal maneuver sequence, if thls t/_-c.-.ni_-_e

proves to be as reasonable as it seems to be no,J, c_mnges to the no-_in__

mission plan noted above will be processed through the }_OP my ],;......
Jenkins.

1._. i just reread that last paragraph and it sounds like i'm _,-'.7_.....

Does it make sense to you?
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Memorandum
TO :See listbelow DATE:dUN 2 5 1968

68-PA-T-137A

FROM : PA/Chief_ Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: "D" Rendezvous Mission Techniques Ground Rules, Working Agreements,
and other things

On June 14 we cranked up the "D" Rendezvous Mission Techniques

activities again. It was a grueling profitable day. In fact, we

had such a good time we've scheduled another one for July 12.

Prior to the meeting I distributed a list of working agreements I

thought we had reached previously. The crew presented another list

dealing primarily with the docked LM activation/mini-football period

based on a lot of planning and sirm/lations they have been doing lately.

The major part of the meeting was spent going through these lists. I
have since compiled a new set derived from those - including the

changes_ agreements_ and comments the discussion brought about. This
list is attached and we can review it July 12. The last section lists

some major discussion items still open. A list of action items is also

attached since they help to paint the picture of our current status_

which I would describe as being typically frantic.

Enclosures 3
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June 18, 1968

I'D"MISSION RENDEZVOUS GROUND RULES WORKING AGREEMaLNTS

AND THINGS LIKE THAT

i. General

a. The reference trajectory is that provided by MPAD dated June 7

1968.

b. Nomenclature for the burn sequence following undocking is:

(i) RCS Separation

(2) Phasing

(3) Insertion

(4) TPI ° - If abort from football

(_) csIl
(6) CD_l

(7) TPI 1 - If abort from ist bubble

(8) csl2
(9) CD_2

(lO)_PI2
(II)_P;

c. The rendezvous will be run throughout with the vehicle roll angles

0°. The only exception to this is the RCS Separation burn where the CSM roll

is 180°. A 180 ° roll will be performed by the CSM immediately prior to or

during the I_J alignment following the RCS Separation burn. (i.e., TPI from

above will be initiated "heads down" and TPI from below will be initiated

"heads up" for either vehicle.)

d. LMand CSM state vectors time tagged 12 minuted before RCS Separation

are uplinked to the CMC and LGC prior to undocking. State vectors are not

sent to either vehicle again until immediately after TPI1, when the rendezvous

navigation problem is reinitialized. At that time_ state vectors are sent

for both spacecraft and to both computers. I_ alignments will also be madei

at these points in the exercise and take precedence over the state vector
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updates if timeline conflicts develop.

e. On both spacecraft all rendezvous navigation will be carried out to

update the LM state vector. That is, the LM radar data would be used to

update the LM state vector in the LGC and the CSM sextant data would be used

to update the LM state vector in the CMC.

f. The CMC's LM state vector will be updated after each LMmaneuver

with the R-32 TargetAV routine using the preburn values as determined in

the ]_M's pre-thrust program.

g. The AGS should be maintained in that state which makes it most use-

ful to perform the rendezvous in the event of _NCS failure. If, after having

established the preferred techniques in accordance with that ground rule_

it is possible to include some AGS systems tests without jeopardizing crew

safety or other mission objectives, they would be considered.

h. The state vectors in the ACS will be updated each time PGNCS is

confirmed to be acceptable. This will likely be at each time it is

committed to make the next maneuver using the PGNCS except perhaps TPI.

i. AGC alignments will be made each time the PGNCS is realigned and

each time the state vector in the AGS is updated from the PGNCS.

j. If PGNCS_ RR, or CRkN fails, the rendezvous is terminated at the next

TPI opportunity.

k. The ACS is not mandatory for the rendezvous exercise. That is, if it

fails prior to or during this mission phase_ the exercise shall continue.

2. Frior to Undocking

a. The crew will synchronize the CMC clock as precisely as possible

utilizing information voiced from the grourfl. _he crew will provide initial

synchronization of the LGC to the CMC clock. The ground will provide th_

necessary information by voice for fine synchronization of the LGC clock.
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This supercedes the mission rule which specifies resynchronization of a

spacecraft clock only whenever it disagrees with the ground reference by more

than 0.5 seconds.

b. The LMRendezvous REFSMMAT is that of a "nominal" alignment for

T (align) : TIG (TPI2). It will be uplinked from the ground.

c. The CSM Rendezvous REFSMMAT is defined by a stable member orientation

where :

cam= LM

¥ csH: ¥ LM

z cam: -Y

d. Prior to undocking, the CSM will maneuver the docked vehicles to

an inertial attitude such that with no further attitude maneuvering the

CSM will be oriented approximately 180, O, 0 (roll, pitch, yaw) with respect

to the local vertical frame at the time of the RCS Separation. The difference

between the exact local vertical attitude and 180; 0, 0 is due to the regression

of the line of modes from TIG (RCS Separation) to TIG (TPI2) _ and the fact

that the CSMREFSMMAT is nominal at TPI 2.

e. Prior to undocking, but following the CSM attitude maneuver to RCS

Separation attitude_ the LM l_J will be aligned to the CM IMU using the docked

alignment procedure which takes advantage of a known CSM inertial attitude and

known CSM/LM geometry (with account of the docking ring angle_ being taken)

to coarse align the LM IMU to the inertial frame. The CSM and LM gimbal angles

are then compared directly (via VI6N20) and coarse align and attitude dead

banding errors are removed by direct torquing of the LM IMU gyros via the fine
f

align routine (V41).



f. The formula used for docked alignment with identical REFSMMATS is:

OaA_ = (3OO -A_) - OaACM

IGA_,M__ = IGAcM + 180

MGALM= -I¢_AcM

WhereA¢ is the docking ring angle.

g. The formula used for docked alignment where the stable members are

oriented:

-%M
%M: %M

ZLH = XCM

is:

oa% : (300-A¢)-OcACM

IGALM : IGAcM + 90

MG/_M = MCAcM = 0

This is a special formula only valid where the CM MGA = 0. This set of

equations will be used for the LM alignment prior to undocking.

3. Undocking; station keeping and LM inspection

a. Undocking will take place 15 minutes prier to the RCS Separation burn

with the CSM oriented to the inertial attitude for that burn. Average G will

not be on in either vehicle during the undocking or station keeping phase.

This will preserve the relative state vectors until average C comes on in the

CSM 30 seconds prior to RCS Separation.

b. Following undocking; the CSM will maintain attitude and will be

responsible for station keeping. The LM will yaw right 120 ° and pitch up

90o placing the two spacecraft "nose-to-nose." (crewmen "nose-to-nose") -_
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c. The LM will yaw through 360° (_l°/sec) permitting the CSM to conduct

a visual inspection of the landing gear and LM structure.

d. After completion of 3c, the LM assumesthe station keeping task while

the CSM prepares for RCS separation.

4. RCS Separation and Mini-football

a. The configuration of the spacecraft at the RCS Separation burn will

be LM leading the CSM, both heads down facing each other with zero relative

velocity. (Orbit rate FDAI's - LM: O, 180, 0 - CSM: 180, O, 0). (FDAI

total attitude is read in the order roll, pitch, yaw; IMU gimbal angles are

read in the order outer, inner, middle).

b. The CSM will execute a I FPS radial inward burn for the RCS

Separation burn; i.e., the CSM will burn i FPS -Z (body). This burn will

employ the P-30_ P-41 sequence. LMuses R-32 to update CSM state vector in

the LGC.

c. On entering darkness after the RCS Separation both spacecraft will

perform REFSMMAT IMUalignments.

d. The LM COAS will be calibrated during the mini-football and will not

be moved again after that.

5. Phasing Maneuver

a. Phasing targeting is established pre-flight.

b. The phasing burn will be executed under AGS control with I_NCS

monitoring. The throttle will be set at !0% for 15 seconds at which time it

will be advanced crisply to approximately 40_ and left there til auto-cutoff. The

PGNCS residual velocities will be burned to zero by use of programs 30 and 40°
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c. The horizon i_ used as a burn attitude check prior to the phasing

burn when AGS is under control. The ground supplies the LPD pitch angle for

this check.

a. If PGNCS_ rendezvous rad ar_ or CSM G&N fails prior to insertion but

after phasing_ TPI 0 is performed. As a standard operating procedure during

the football rendezvous_ the LM and CSM should both be targeted and prepared

to execute the TPI if an abort is necessary. If the failure is LM PGNCS_ AGS

is used for executing TPI. A 130° transfer angle shall be used for aborts

from the football rendezvous. (See action item 5)

7. Insertion Maneuver

Preflight targeting will not be used for this maneuver. The ground

procedures for determining the insertion maneuver are as follows: The MCC/

RTCC will utilize the two-impulse logic (NCC/NSR combination) to achieve

the proper differential altitude. The computed value of the NCC maneuver

will be used as the insertion maneuvero The NSR will be forced to occur

at apogee even if station coverage will not be available there for this

(CDHI) 1_neuver.

8. CSII, 2 and CDHI, 2

a. As a nominal procedure, the command module will be targeted with

"mirror image" maneuvers to be executed with a one minute time delay in the

event the LM is unable to maneuver. Some biases will be added (See action

item No. 4)
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b. In the event the LM has performed an ullage maneuver prior to a

main engine failure, the LM will remove that _V to maintain correct targeting

of the CSM mirror image burn.

c. LM PGNCS _V solutions will be compared with the ground. If the

solutions agree_ the PGNCS solution will be burned. There will not be

comparisons with AGS, charts, or CSM.

d. In the event the ground solution is to be used, it will be executed

using the AGS which has been targeted with the MBFN solution as a standard

procedure. The externalAv mode is used.

e. No radar data shall be input into the AGS prior to CSI and CDH.

f. There will not be any backup charts used for CSII, 2. The LM shall

have backup charts for CDH and TPI. The command module pilot will be unable to

compute onboard chart solutions for TPI due to the press of other activity

and so they will not be available as a data source.

9. TPI0_I_ 2

a. If the LMPGNCS is working but rendezvous radar has failed, no

external data will be input to thespacecraft systems .... PGNCS, AGS or

charts. In this case_ the command module executes the TPI and subsequent

midcourse correction maneuvers and the LM does the braking maneuver if

visibility permits. However_ the command module_ of course, must compare

its TPI solution with the MBFNand that comparison must be favorable. (If

not_ see lob) The command module would voice relay to the LMthe maneuvers

it has executed in order that the LM crew could update the command module state

vector in the LGC using the target _V program.
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b. If the LM PGNCS has failed but the RR is working_ compare the onboard

chart solution for TPI with the MSFN. If the co_)arison is favorable_ execute

the chart solution and_ if not, use the _FN _V's executed at a time determined

onboard the spacecraft. The maneuver would be made usin_ the AGS external _V

mode.

i0. For Discussion

a. CDH

If LMPGNCS/MBFN comparison shows disagreement, shall a LM chart/

MBEN comparison be made and used if favorable or shall the ground so]mtion

be burned regardless of the chart solutions?

b. If both RR and CSM G&N have failed_ shall the LM perform TPI using

chart solution or what?

c. G&CD has recommended in their memo_ EG21-M-59-68-376; that the AGS

be used in the following manner on the "D" Rendezvous:

(I) Align and initialize the AGS to the PGNCS after each PGNCS

alignment.

(2) Perform AGS targeting for all real ar_ pseudo-burns using the

onboard solution. Execute the burns with PGNCS, unless PGNCS has failed.

(3) Perform an accelerometer calibration before each real and pseudo-

burn.

(4) Perform gyro calibrations in sufficient number (at least four

times over a two-hour period)to verify the technique.

(5) Perform at least one AOT or COAS alignment of the AGS, preferably

AOT.
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(6) Update the AGS with the RR near the second _PI burn.

(7) In the event of a PGNCS failure during the second rendezvous

sequence_ compare the A(_ solutions with either charts or M_FN and execute

the burns with the AGS _if there is reasonable agreement. The AGS should be

updated with the RR.

d. Review procedure and expected accuracy of the initial LM platform

drift test made while docked to the CSM.

e. Review Mission Control Center/crew pad message formats.



June 18, 1968

"D" RENDEZVOUS MISSION TECHIVIQUES

ACTION ITEM LIST

(To be discussed at next meeting)

i. FCSD and MI°AD will provide for review an up-to-date rendezvous navigation

tracking schedule for both the LM and CSM.

2. MPAD to present the pre-rendezvous nmneuver ground rules and techniques to

provide adequate lighting conditions and station coverage.

3. MIDAD to report on analysis regarding modification of the RCS Separation

burns to reduce probability of recontact due to small maneuver execution

dispersions.

4. MI°AD to report on which mirror image maneuvers need be biased as well

as consequence of not doing so.

5. Crew will report results of simulator exercise regarding use of unstaged

LM in terminal phase rendezvous.

6. FCD to report on techniques for checking the rendezvous radar during

the mini-football and the football phase for purpose of go/no go.

7. MI°AD to report consequences of using the MSFN uplinked PGNCS CSI/CDH

targeting in the AGS for maneuver execution in the event of PGNCS failure.

That is_ are the errors thus incurred acceptable?

8. FCSD will define limits of acceptable TPI time slippage beyond which

corrective action must be taken. Apparently, they will be based on CSM

active rendezvous lighting constraints.

9. MI_AD to establish acceptable difference limits for use in comparison

of onboard vs MBFN rendezvous targeting (CSI, CDH, and TPI).

i0. MIT to present reco:_mended procedure for controlling the W-matrix by

crew input to the LGC and CMCo

Enclosure 3
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ii. MI_D to report results of their survey into the onboard computation

of CDH execution time which has been showing a tendency to be late. If

this persists, it will result in TPI time slip, excess RCS _V costs, and

difficulty in solution comparison.

12. FCD will report on acceptability of onboard ]?GNCS accelerometer bias

determination while out of _SFN station coverage.

13. Rendezvous maneuver monitoring procedures will be reviewed for both

critical and non-critical rendezvous phase burns. Attitude, attitude rate,

and over and under speed limits will be established as well as the actions

to be taken if they are exceeded. This, in effect, encompasses the procedures

to be followed in the event of a partial burn.
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UNITED STATES GOVERJ_MENT

Memorandum
'ro : See list attached DATE: JUL 2 5 1968

68-PA-T-168A

FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: "D" Rendezvous

1. A great mar_ things were discussed and resolved at the July 22

"D" Rendezvous MissionTechniques meeting. They will all be fully

recorded in the minutes. There were three items, however, I would
like to call particular attention to at this time by this memo.

2. In order to avoid any chance of recontaet as a result of maneuver

dispersions in t_ CSM RCS separation maneuver which starts off the

"D" mission rendezv_is, it was decided to increase its magnitude

from 1.O to 2.5 fps. It will still be performed in a radial direction.

This was brought about when it was recognized that an error of about
0.4 fps in the horizcntal retrograde direction wou_ result in

recontact after the big phasing burn. Dispersions of that magnitude

could easily occur he to imperfect velocity nulling during s_tion

keeping, G&_N maneuver dispersions, spacecraft venting, etc.

3. It has been established that the elevation ang_ to be used by

both spacecraft in determining all TPI times - nominal and contingency -
will be 27.5 °.

4. The out-of-plane component of the TPI maneuvers shall be targeting to
force a node at TPF rather than at the second midcourse correction

maneuver. This will also apply to the lunar rendezvous mission,
which the "D" was attempting to simulate in this respect. The change

is being made to simplify t_ crew timeline and procedures; it is felt

to be entirely adequate based on the recently adopted plans for handling
out-of-plane on the lunar rendezvous.

5. The above decisions are considered firm and should be immediately

incorporated in all aspects of the Apollo Program to which they apply.

They will only be changed if there is a darned good reason - not just
to make things a little better!

@z51
Howard W. _ndall, Jr.

PA:HWTindall, Jr.:is
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO : See list attached DATE: OUL 26 1968

68-PA-T-172A

FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: "D" Rendezvous Mission Techniques meeting of July 22

i. We cleaned up a lot of stuff at the subject meeting. Attached

are updated "Grou_ Rules, Working Agreements, and other things,"
and another list of open •items to be discussed at our next meeting

currently scheduled for September 6, 1968, or whenever the crew is
available after t_mt.

2. One facet of this business that has become extremely critical/
involves how to do rendezvous navigation! The tracking schedule

overwhelms and influences everything else the crew is doing. It

is essential that it be established immediately along with W-matrix

initialization procedures - whatever that is - taking into account

the rendezvous radar thermal control required, etc. If all this

changes much from that which has been assumed to be proper, crew

training- among other things - will be severely impacted. Accord-

ingly, a Rendezvous Navigation Mission Techniques Panel is being
established to concentrate on this and get it all squared away. I
have attached to this memo a "charter" which explains exactly what they

are to do and lists the specific people assigned to do it. Anyone who

can help these guys are requested to do so - particularly with regard
to those rendezvous radar thermal constraints. Those are really going

to screw us, I'm afraid.

_wardW. Tindall, Jr.

Enclosures 3

Rendezvous Navigation Mission Techniques Panel

Charter and Co_?osition

Working Agreements, etc.
Open Items

PA:HWTindall, Jr.:js



July55,1968

"D" MISSIONRENDEZVOUS NAVIGATION

MISSION TECHNIQUES PANEL

I. Objectives of the panel are to establish the following rendezvous
navigation mission techniques

A. Initially to establish a tracking schedule for the "D" Mission

Rendezvous Navigation

B. Investigate tme schedule determined in "A" by considering the

following:

a. W-matrix reinitialization procedures

b. Thermal constraints of the rendezvous radar

c. Standardization of tracking schedules around a maneuver

d. Desire to minimize the effect of missing marks as a result

of procedural or spacecraft systems problem

e. Larger than nominally expected _FN errors

C. Standardize the mission techniques which establish the following:

a. The expected navigation accuracy at maneuver times for:

(1) The LM PGNCS using RE tracking data

(2) The CSM PGNCS using sextant tracking data

b. E-memory constants specifications

II. Membership of the panel

A. P. T. Pixley_ Chairman Code FM

B. J. Shreffler FM

C. R. W. Becker FM

D. P. Shannahan FM

E. H. D. Reed FC

F. W. E. Fenner FC

G. D. Blue CF

H. D. K. Mosel CF

I. E. Muller MIT

J. P. Kach_r MIT

K. N. Nevins MIT

L. R. Larson MIT

M. A. Satin TRW

N. S. Paddock MDC

0o A G&CD _n to be named soon

Enclosure 1



July 22, 1968

• "" "D" M//_SIONRENDEZVOUB GROUND RUL_ WORKING AGREEMENTS

AND THINGS LIKE THAT

1. General

a. The reference trajectory is that provided by MPAD dated June 24, 1968.

b. Nomenclature for the burn sequence following undocking is:

(i) RCS Separation

(2) Phasing

(3) Insertion

(4) TPI - If abort from footballo

(5)csl1
(6) cD_
(7) TPI1 - If abort from !st bubble

(8) csi2
(9) cD_2
(10)_Pi2
(ll)_PF

c. The rendezvous will be run throughout with the vehicle roll angles

0°. The only exception to this is the RCS Separation burn where the CSM roll

is 180°. A 180° roll will be performed by the CSM immediately prior to or

during the IMUalignment following the RCS Separation burn. (i.e., TPI from

above will be initiated "heads down" and TPI from below will be initiated

"heads up" for either vehicle.)

d. LM and CSM state vectors time tagged 12 minutes before RCS Separation

are uplinked to the CMC and LGC prior to undocking. State vectors are not

sent to either vehicle _gain until immediately after TPII, when the rendezvous

navigation problem is reinitialized. At that time, state vectors are sent

for both spacecraft and to both computers. IMU alignments will also be made

at these points in the exercise and take precedence over the state vector

updates if timeline conflicts develop.

Enclosure 2



e. On both spacecraft all rendezvous navigation will be carried out to

update i_he LM state vector. That is, the LM radar data would be used to

update the LM state vector in the LGC and the CSM sextant data would be used

to update the LM state vector in the CMC.

f. On both spacecraft the rendezvous navigation W-Matrix will be set to

lO00 feet and i fps initially and whenever it is reinitialized periodically

during the rendezvous.

g. The CMC's LM state vector will be updated after each LM maneuver

w_ith the R-32 Target Av routine using the pre-burn values as determined in

the L_4's pre-thrust program.

h. The AGS should be maintained in that state which makes it most useful

to perform the rendezvous in the event of PGNCS failure. If, after having

established the preferred techniques in accordance with that ground rule, it

is possible to include some AGS systems tests without jeopardizing crew safety

or other mission objectives, they would be considered.

J. The state vectors in the AGS will be updated each time PGNCS is

confirmed to be acceptable. This will likely be at each time it is

committed to make the next maneuver using the PGNCS except perhaps TPI.

j. ACC alignments will be made each time the PGNCS is realigned and

each time the state vector in the AGS is updated from the PGNCS.

k. If PGNCS, ER, or G&_ fails, the rendezvous exercise is aborted at the

next TM opportunity.

I. The AGS is not mandatory for the rendezvous exercise. That is, if it

fails prior to or during this mission phase, the exercise shall continue.

2. Prior to Undocking

a. The crew will synchronize the CMC clock as precisely as possible utiliz-

ing information voiced from the ground. The crew will provide initial synchro-



nization of the LGC to the CMC clock. The ground will provide the necessary

information by voice for fine synchronization of the LGC clock. This

supercedes the mission I,_le which specifies resynchronization of a space-

craft clock only whenev@_r it disagrees with the ground reference by more

than 0.5 seconds.

b. The LM Rendezvous REFSMMAT is that of a "nominal" alignment for

T(align) = TIG (TPI2). It will be uplinked from the grountl.

c. The CSM Rendezvous REFSMMAT is defined by a stable member orientation

where :

cam = Z LM

Y caM-- Y

Z CSM = -_ LM

d. Prior" to undocking, the CSM will maneuver the docked vehicles to

an inertial attitude such that with no further attitude maneuvering the

CSM will be oriented approximately 180, O, O, (roll, pitch, yaw) with respect

to the local vertical frame at the time of the RCS Separation. The difference

between the exact local vertical attitude and 180, O, 0 _s due to the regression

of the line Of modes from TIG (RCS Separation) to TIG (TPI2)_ and the fact

that the CSM REF_MMAT is nominal at TPI2.

• e. The only _in-flight adjustment of the LGC PIPA bias compensation

parameters include4 in the nominal fligh% pla n shall be done by the crew while

do'cked to the _M. The values will be _pdated regardless of hQw small the

cha_ge_ no The willInfo=theMCC-threshold. )

of the new Values aS the next MSFN station contact possible. The MCC-H will

Contlnumi_y mon_%e_ ,t_e II_Jperformance, andwill advise and assist in additional

updates if the _o_p_hsation becomes in error by more than a specified threshold.

4
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f. An AGS accelerometer calibration shall be performed while docked at

about the same time as the PIPA compensation. This will be the only AGS

accelerometer calibration in the nominal flight plan unless time is available

for a second one between TPI_ and CSI 2. AGS gyro ca]_ibration shall no___tbe

performed during the rendezvous exercise period of activity,

g. l_rior to undocking_ but followSng the CSm attitude maneuver to RCS

Separation attitude, the LM IMU will be aligned to the CM I_@J using the docked

alignment procedure which takes advantage of a known CSM inertial attitude and

known CSM/LM geometry (with account of the docking ring angleA_ being taken)

to coarse align the IM IMU to the inertial frame. The CZM and LM gimbal angles

are then compared directly (via VI6N20) and coarse align and attitude dead

banding errors are removed by direct torquing of the LM IMU gyros via the fine

align routine (V41).

h. The forF_lla used for docked alignments with identical REFSMMATS is:

= (3oo -0 cM

IGALM = IGAcM + 180

MGALM = -MGAcM

Where A_ is the docking ring angle.

i. The formula used for docked alignment where the stable members are

oriented:

r_
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is:

OGALM : (300 - ¢) - OGAcM

= IGAcM+ 9O

MGALM = MGAcM = 0

This is a special formula only valid where the CM MGA = O. This set of

equations will be used for the LM alignment prior to undocking. (Equation i

Iverification is given in MIT/IL Apollo _ System Test Group Memo No. 1187,

dated July 8, 1968.)

3. Undocking, station keeping and LM inspection

a. Undocking will take place 15 minutes prior to the RCS Separation burn

with the CSM oriented to the inertial attitude for that burn. Average G will

not be on in either vehicle during the undocking or station keeping phase.

This will preserve the relative state vectors until Average G comes on in the

CSM 30 seconds prior to RCS Separation.

b. Following undocking, the CSM will maintain attitude and will be

responsible for station keeping. The LMwill yaw right 120° and pitch up

90o placing the two spacecraft "nose-to-nose." (crewmen "nose-to-nose")

c. The LM will yaw through 360° ( l°/sec) permitting the CSM to conduct

a visual inspection of the landing gear and LM structure.

d. After completion of 3c, the LMassumes the station keeping task while

the CSM prepares for RCS Separation.

4. RCS Separation and Mini-football

a. The configuration of the spacecraft at the RCS Separation burn will

be LM leading the CSM, both heads down facing each other with zero relative

velocity. (Orbit rate FDAI's - LM: O, 180, 0 - CSM: 180, O, 0). (FDAI

total attitude is read in the order roll, pitch, yaw; I_J gimbal angles are

read in the other outer, inner, middle).
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b. The CSM will execute a 2.5 fps radial inward burm for the RCS

Separation burn; i.e., the CSM will 2.5 fps -Z (body). q_is burn will

employ the P-30, P-41 sequence. LM uses R-32 to update CSM state vector in

the LGC. (Reference 68-FM62-229)

c. On entering darkness after the RCS Separation both spacecraft will

perform REFSMMAT IMU alignments.

d. The LM COAS will be calibrated during the mini-football and will not

be moved again after that.

5. Phasing Maneuver

a. Phasing targeting is established pre-flight.

b. The phasing burn will be executed under AC_ control with PGNCS

monitoring by use of programs 30 and 40. The throttle will be set at 10%

for !5 seconds at which time it will be advanced crisply to approximately

40% and left there until auto-cutoff.

c. The horizon is used as a burn attitude check prior to the phasing

burn when AGS is under control. _e ground supplies the LPD pitch angle for

this check.

d. [?hasing burn monitoring

(i) Attitude and/or attitude rate limits are exceeded - terminate

the burn.

(2) 0verburn - Back up AGS engine off three (3) seconds after the

PGNCS "engine off time" is indicated.

e. Upon completion of the burn, the LM shall be oriented with X-axis

vertical and the y and z body axis _V residuals will be trimmed to zero.

6. TPI0

a. If PGNCS, rendezvous radar, or CSM G&N fails prior to insertion but

after phasing, TPI 0 is performed. As a standard operating procedure during

the football rendezvous, the LM and CSM should both be targeted and prepared
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to execute the TPI if an abort is necessary. If the failure is LM PGNCS, AGS

is used for executing TPI. A 130° transfer angle shall be used for aborts

from the football rendezvous. (See action item 7 )

7. Insertion Maneuver

a. Pre-flight targeting will not be used for this maneuver. The ground

procedures for determining the insertion maneuver are as follows: The MCC/

RTCC will utilize the two-impulse logic (NCC/NSR combination) to achieve

the proper differential altitude. The computed value of the NCC maneuver

will be used as the insertion maneuver. The NSR will be forced to occur

at apogee even if station coverage will not be available there for this

(CDH1) maneuver.

b. In the event the LMhas performed a ullage maneuver prior to a DPS
f_

engine failure to start, the LMwill remove that AV to maintain correct

targeting of the CSM TPI maneuver. The CSM shall continue to countdown foro

TPI during the LM insertion burn.
o

8. CSI1,2 and CDH1, 2

a. CSI and CDH maneuvers shall be targeted to cause TPI time to occur

when the CSI is ll minutes into darkness. TPI time is defined as the time

at which the elevation angle of the CSM with respect to local horizontal

as observed by the LM is 27.5° (see 9b).

b. The MCC-H will select and relay to the crew a single solution for

each of the CSI and CDH rendezvous maneuvers which will be used by bot___hspace-

craft - for PGNCS comparison, AGS targeting, and CSMG&l_mirror image targeting,

etc. It shall be thai solution which is most compatible with the PGNCS. Some

biases will be necessary for use in the AGSand CSMG&N.



c. As a nominal procedure, the command module will be targeted with -

"mirror image" maneuvers to be executed with a one minute time delay in the

event the LM is unable to maneuver. In order to maintain TPI time and

differential altitude within acceptable bounds it is necessary to bias the

radial AV component of the CDH _neuvers relayed to the CSM from the MCC-H

by an amount established pre-flight (approximately 7 fps). No other AV

components of either the CSI or CDH maneuvers need to be biased in the CMC.

d. The crew shall bias CDH time i00 seconds earlier than determined by

the PGNCS CSI targeting program (P32) when sequencing through the CDH tar-

geting ]program (P33) to compensate for an inadequate approximation in P32.

The crecy shall bias CDH 2 time 70 seconds later than determined in P32.

e. An out-of-plane AV component will be computed by the LM PGNCS for

CSI2 and CDHI, 2 using R36. This maneuver Av shall be executed unless it is

less than 2 fps. This AV component will be included in the LGC/_FN solution

compar ision.

f. LM I_GNCS _V solutions will be compared with the ground. If the

solutions agree, the PGNCS solution will be burned. There will not be

comparisons with AGS, charts, or CSM.

g. In the event the ground solution is to be used, it will be executed

using the AGS which has been targeted with the _FN solution as a standard

procedure. The external AV mode is used. It is necessary to bias the radial

V component of the CSI2 maneuver relayed to the LM (AGS) from the MCC-H

by an amount established pre-flight in order to maintain TPI 2 time within

acceptable bounds. No other _V components of either the CSI or CDH maneuvers

need to be biased in the AGS.
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h. No radar data shall be input into the AGS prior to CSI and CDH.

i. There will not be any backup charts used for CSI1, 2. The LM shall

Ihave backup charts for CDH and TPI. The CDH charts require a minimum of 29

minutes between CSI and CDH. The command module pilot will be unable to

compute onboard chart solutions for TPI due to the press of other activity

and so they will not be available as a data source.

j. In the event the LMhas performed an ullage maneuver prior to a

main engine failure, t_ LM will remove that _V to maintain correct targeting

of the CSM mirror ima_ burn.

9. TPIo_I_2

a. Although studies have shown that if TPI time falls outside a window

of approximately four minutes duration undesirable lighting conditions will
f

result for one or both spacecraft, it has been established that it is more

important to execute _I at the proper elevation angle than to honor lighting

constraints in terminal phase. That is lighting constraints are desirable but

not mandatory. Nominal TPI elevation angle is mandatory.

b. The elevation angle to be used in the TPI targeting programs (P34) in

both spacecraft shall be 27.5° for all rendezvous.

c. TheLM shal_ always use the elevation angle option in P34 for TPI

targeting.

d. The CSM shall always use the elevation angle option in P34 for TPI

targeting whenever it becomes the active vehicle. Therefore, the first time

the CSM cycles through P34 it will use the elevation angle option; however,

if the LM TPI solution is determined to be acceptable by comparison checks,

the CSM will recycle through P34 using the LMTPI time as input to the "time"

option. (TPI maneuvers will not be biased.)
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e. TPI shall be targeted onboard and at MCC-H to force a node at TPF (i.e., I

lintercept). The MCC-H shall supply this maneuver via voice (pad message) in

both External _V and line-of-sight components.

f. If the LM PGNCS is working but rendezvous radar has failed, no

external data will be input to the spacecraft systems---PGNCS, AGS or

charts. In this case, the command module executes the TPI and subsequent

midcourse correction maneuvers and the LM does the braking maneuver if

visibility permits. However, the command module, of course, must compare

its TPI solution with the _FN and that comparison must be favorable. (If

not, see 9h) The command module would voice relay to the LM the maneuvers

it has executed in order that the LM crew could update the command module

state vector in the LGC using the targetAv program.

g. If the LM PGNCS has failed, but the RR is working, compare the onboard

chart solution for TPI with the _I_N. If the comparison is favorable, execute

the chart solution and, if not, use the _FN _V's executed at a time determined

onboard the spacecraft. The maneuver would be made using the AGS external_V

mode.

h. If both the RR and the CSM G&N have failed, use the LM PGNCS to execute Ii

the _FN TPI solution given in LOS coordinates at the, ti:me at which the elevation

angle is 27.5 ° as determined onboard the spacecraft.



July 25, 1968

"D" RENDEZVOUS MISSION TECHNIQUESf

OPEN ITE_ LIST

(to be discussed at next meeting)

i. Rendezvous Nawigation Mission Techniques Panel Report.

2. MPAD to determine expected trajectory dispersions at initiation of
the rendezvous exercise.

3. MPAD to determine CSI/CDH out-of-plane _V lower threshold.

4. MPAD to determine CDH2 time bias.

5. ASPO to determLne expected LM IR_Jalignment accuracy when docked to
the CSM.

6. Review of MCC-H/Crew Pad Message Format.

7. Crew to determine from simulator exercises the maneuverability of

the LM in the docked configuration during terminal phase.

8. MPAD to establish acceptable difference limits for use in comparison

of onboard vsi_FN rendezvous targeting (CSI, CDH, & TPI).

9. Review of rendezvous maneuver monitoring procedures.

lO. _RW to present AGS align and initialization procedures.

L

,/

Enclosure 3
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• UNITED STATES GOVEP.NMENT

Memorandum
AUG;5 I96S

TO : See list attached DATE:

68-PA-T-185A

FROM : PA/Chief_ Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: Propulsion system to be used on the "D" Mission Rendezvous CSI Maneuver

One of the planned rendezvous maneuvers (CSI!) on the "D" mission is
nominally zero. Since it is intended to make this maneuver based on

the real time situation, some logic must be established to govern
when and how the maneuver would be made. This memo is to describe

the proposed logic.

If the computed value of the CSI l maneuver is less than i* fps, the
maneuver will not be executed at all. If the maneuver is greater than
I fps but less than 6* fps, the spacecraft will be oriented with the

minus X-axis in the direction of the velocity vector and the maneuver

will be carried out using four jet RCS. The reason for this orienta-

tion is to avoid losing rendezvous radar lock. This means, of course,
that the maneuver may be executed in either + X direction with equal

_ probability.

The 6 fps upper limit is necessary in order to conserve RCS propellant

as well as to remain within jet impingement constraints. If the CSI i
is in excess of 6 fps, the DI_S will be used at 10_ thrust (even though
rendezvous radar lock may be lost).

There was concern about using the DPS to carry out small maneuvers from
the standpoint of h_w the PGNCS would work as well as whether a short

burn for CSI would preclude use of the DPS for the 60 fps CDH maneuver
approximately 30 minutes later. Harry Byington checked into this and has

detez_ined that the propulsion people intend to adopt the following DPS

constraint for the "D" mission: the DI_S may be used provided at least

30 minutes has elapsed since the previous burn_ no matter how short it
was. In other words, we have no problem there. It has also been deter-

mined that the PGNCS does not limit us either. Although the DIS thrust

program (P40) does not have short burn logic like the SPS and APS programs

have, including start up and tail off characteristics, it is capable of

I selected these values to illustrate the point. They're probably not

far off. MI_AD is in the process of determining the proper values,
0_B - the first based on rendezvous considerations; G&PB - the second

based on engine characteristics and consumables. (Task assignments are
needed. )

,N :Buy U.& Savings BorMs Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



MAY _2 EDtT_O_

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT _.. _

Memorandum
TO :7nfc_rmal Distribution DATE: i"Ci.. "_

68-FM46- 331

FROM :P_, /Mathematlcal Physics Branch

SUBJECT: D Mission Rendezvous Navigation Mission Techniques Panel Meeting

1. Th_ first meeting of the D Mission Rendezvous Navigat:hm Mission

T<chniqu_s Pane] was held July 28, 1968. The purpose of this panol is

to co{,rdJnate the on],oard navigation analyses conducted at MIT and MSC

wiI,a the crew tJmeline worked up by the FCOD and minimize the effect of

pc¢c'rdura3 or spacecraft systems problems to the navigation procedures.

2. The first item of business was to define the time periods when %he

r_-:_dezvous radar would be powered up for tracking or other purposes. Two,

schedules of rendezvous radar operation were established for the purpose

of' determining their adequacy for thermal control. The first schedule is

simply to power up the rendezvous radar at 94 hours 27 minutes g.e.t, and

p<_,.Jerdown when the rendezvous radar is no longer needed - sometime in the

F t<rminal phase at approximately 102 hours and i0 minutes g.e.t. _he second
schedule is as follows:

RR on 94:27, 95:45_ 96:48, 97:59, 99:14, 99:56_ 100:41

RR off 95:31, 96:29, 97:48, 98:3], 99:41, 100:30, 102:10.

(Time is hr:min g.e.t.)

[['hefirst schedule is the most desirable because of sJ.mp]icJty i_! ih¢
crew activity. The second schedule represents the minimum schedule such
that if Jt Js shortened cre_ confidence Jn the system will be degraded _"

a serious perturbation in the crew timelJne will be induced. The IESD ha..'.,

ceceived this sch_dule and has been requested to have thermal analyses <',,_-

duct_:d of tb_se two methods as soon as possible. It should be reeognizod

<_]at the crew and ground procedures are proceeding according to the s<,eoud

;chedul< and any s!gnifie{nt change to these procedures are <onsidered io

be not only highly undersirable but must be accompanied by p_oper just:ific:_-
tion.

3. In n"der to use the LM navigation system effectively, MI? has pro!)_:_c<!

I;t_e;{-ma:ri× reini_ializagion when performed be placed frou t_arks deep -imP.,,

i;h:_trae<:ing interval following a maneuver. The rendezvous _adar Thermal

c',_>]d ;_'Iprocess affects the boresi_ht axis orientation. _'h. _lele of RCA
<<)rnln<_nte_ that for a cool down of 15 from 140°F. to 125°F. typical uumb,'_'s

2".:_:,i_._" ' .! _:.._ is

_,. : _ ;:

Lai2.5' ,.,
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f'_r ,he aff<,cb of the cool down process on the orientatfon _s ccu!si<]('r';d_]v

](r;s than !" ,,f arc for a 15-minute cool down. The reinitializati<nl p_,,,-

cedu_'_: sb)u]d be unaffected by this type of variation in orientation.

)I. Th( _'cmainder of the day was devoted to establishing the traekin0]

sch<:d_Ic:s whLch were developed with the following assumptions different

fccm ()_ _n addition to those from the D Rendezvous Mission Techniques

meetin<{ of July 22. (See attachment)

a. _hr_ June 2_ reference trajectory was used as a standard witi_ t,h_

time between CSI 1 and CDH 1 increased to 32 minutes.

h. The requirement that the command pilot computer baekulp charLs

solutions for TPI 2 requires the LM navigation to terminate earl_er than

the nominal ]2 minutes prior to TPI 2. The time assumed in design_n[< the,
schedule was ]5 minutes.

c. For the CSI and CDH 2 maneuvers, one minute from the hM maneuver
initiation time was2allowed _gr the command module pilot to eithur

(i) initiate his mirror image maneuvnr or

(2) initiate the maneuver to take him to the track attitude.

(]. '1% standardize the LM tracking schedule following the CSI and CDIL
• 02 ] ,_:m;J,nc:_Jvet's Lhe time required to maneuver to the track attitude :io assumed

to b( completed six minutes following these maneuvers.

3. In order to standardize navigation procedures and use the CSM and

LM navigation systems e:ffeetively_ MIT has proposed the W-matrix rein_t]a]i:',a-

tion_ whe_J performed (see schedule) be placed three marks and four marks

deep into the tracking irterval following a maneuver for the CSM and _q,

respectivel_.

,

Paul ]. PixJ e_--_

A • ,'_ "hm ii ,
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TABLE

LM Activity Timeline CSM Activity Time lin_

Ground Elapsed Time, hr:min; Event Ground Elapsed Time_ hr:min; ],_e_

94:10 Docked ]]_UAlignment Completed 92:35 !MU Alignment Compl_ted

95:52 Phasing Maneuver

96:00 InLtiate Tracking 96:03 Initiate Tracking

96:05 Cease Tracking 96:14 Cease Tracking

96:07 Initiate Tracking 96:28 Initiate Tracking

96:16 C_,_se Tracking 96:37 Cease Tracking

96:18 Initiate Tracking

96:28 Cease Tracking

96:47 Insertion Maneuver

96:50 l_itiate Tracking 96:59 Initiate Tracking

96:53 Cease Tracking_ Reinitialize 97:01 Reinitiaiize W-matrix
N-matrix

96:55 Initiate Tracking

97:0_ Cease Tracking 97:12 Cease Tracking

97:06 Initiate Tracking

97:1D Cease 'ITacking

97:23 CSI I Maneuver

97:25 Initiate Tracking 97:28 Initiate Tracking

97:29 Cease Tracking, Re_nitialize 97:38 Cease Tracking

97:30 Initiate Tracking

97:42 Cease Tracking

97:55 CDH I Maneuver

98:01 Ini.I_ate Tracking 98:07 Initiate Tr_ckinf]

9S:05 Co_:_e Tracking 95:09 Reinitialize W-matrix

98:16 Cease Track _ng

98:07 Ir [i]ate Tracking

98:18 C<use Tracking

99:02 Navigation State _ector Update 99:')2 Navigation 8tare Vector U__,:i_,

99:17 i_it late Tracking 99 :kl Initiate Tricking

99:21 C_ase Tracking 99:30 Cease Tracking

99:22 lzit_atc Tracking
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.., TO : PA/Chief, Apollo Data I>riority Coordination DATE:

.. In reply refer to:

FROM : EG/Acting Chief, Guidance and Control Division EG23-229-68-//'_

: SUBJECT: Method of RCS separation for football trajectory in Mission D

Reference is made to memorandum 68-PA-T-203A, "D Rendezvous Ground Rules

and _[orking Agreements Update," Septeraber 23, 1968.

The Guidance and Control Division (GCD) was given the action item to

determine the best thrJsting procedure for the RCS separation bumn

yielding a football trajectory in the D rendezvous mission. The burn is

required to impart a delta V to the CSM of 5 ft/sec in the -Z direction.

_nis delta V maneuver can be accomplished by either (i) a direct -Z

translation b_n, or (2) a combination of +90 ° pitch maneuver, a +X

translation burn_ and ultimately, a -90o pitch maneuver to regain the

original attitude.

_ In determinin_ the procedural tradeoffs, two factors must be considered:
(1) The RCS propellant consumption, and (2) procedure simplicity• With

respect to the former, propellant consumption data was obtained from the

GCD's AGC functional simulator (AGCFS). These data are tabulated in
Table I.

TABLE I.

i CSK weights .(pounds) , I Z-translation X-translation (AC Quads

I' 2754-2 18 19.3

, (nominal)
i

t 27o4_ 18.6 2o.1

I- ( igh)

27042 19.2 18.5

Data was obtained not only for the nominal CSM _¢eight of 275142_}(supplied

, .,_asoaonl'l_mnJ.n_a_xd A_a3.yn:ks Divisi m) but aiLso for variations
'_l)OlCb th(: I]Ollt:in'd. of +500//. 'J.qle X-tr,'msl:ttion po_mdac;e includes the actu:tl
+X-tr,'msik,'tt;ionpropel:k_'mt m_d the propell_mt for the gwo required 90 °

")'i
• 1
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m_n]euvers at 0.5°/see rate. The c_ata indicates that a 50_} lower CSM

weight causes a slightly higher (1.2_IL) propellant usage for a -Z trans-

!ation. _is is due to an increase in the Xcg to thruster plane dis-

tance, which is very sensitive to SPS propellant loading.

in _eneral_ it can he seen that either method cons_nes approxhm_tcly the

_',umc]<C8 prope]_l.ant, l[ence_ the deciding factor is the relative sin-
• _ _o _ran_.La_lon method isl)lici%y of the p].oc_dure_. On this basis, the -Z ..... " _

superior_ as it zequires only one action as opposed to three actions

for the X-translation method_ tw'o of which are attitude maneuvers
lasting three minutes each.

_a_ea on this anal,)rsist the Guidance and _,ontrol Divis<on _eoo .... dS_
for the goiverD_qm _,r_h_ snd a_]+._ V rc%r_i_m_h that a -Z t_ans_at_on

: b_eeu.sed for this maneuver.

i Robert A. #Gardiner

CO:

': EG2/D. C. Cheatham

i EG21/C. F. Wasscn

i- EG41/J. F. Hanaway
i EG/Branches & Project Offices.I

EA/M. A. Faget m/

P.Mayer
<': FM7/M. D. Cassetti

PDI2/R. _[_ Kubicki

i! EG23 :ETKubiak:dbb 10-21-68

i

i
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UNITED STATES GOVEi_NMEN'I"

TO See list attached DATE: September 23, 1968

68-PA-T-203A

F_OM PA/Chief, Apollo Data PrioriBy Coordination

SUBJECT: D Rendezvous Ground Rules and Working Agreements update

Attached are the ground rules and working agreements updated based on

our September 9 Mission Techniques meeting. They reflect the new,

simplified D Rendezvous exercise - primarily changes in the _ll

trajectory and the "insertion maneuver" plus a bunch of things _e

were able to delete. As noted in my last report of this subject,

the most significant open item is the selection of the nominal TPI

time and definition of the acceptable lighting conditions for it -

i.e., its "window". _ased on the studies underway, the procedures

will have to be adjusted to assure meeting the constraints after

taey are defined and put in order of priority.

And - of course, we've gotta get that rendezvous rac_ therm_ mlo_v

m.nnao fi-_ed: Other action :[termsI fail-ed to list previously are as
follows :

a. The AGS people of TRW were asked to recormm.end the proper

techn]que for managing the AGS in the event the PGI_CS has failed and

the CSM _kes r._-nneuverssince it has no program comparable to the

PGNCS "Target AV" R32.

b. FCD was asked to determine the latest time the E memory could

be dumped providing the MCC-H sufficient time to respond in its check-

out and correction; if necessary.

c. GCD was asked to determine which CSM RCS thruster should be C,_6_:_-7_j,_q_
I|

]l used for the RCS Sepration burn (i.e., -z or x) - or at least which
|| wou]_d cost less RCS pro_el].ant, taking into account the altitude _v_neu-

%|vers and altitude hold required in each case. [\_.
&_,

d. NIT was asked to look into reducing the time required for observ-

ing the PiPA's in their b:ia_;test to les,s than the current 256 seconds.

1%e:s we'll get together a[;ain somet:m . We haven't scheduled that

,.<-_n_ vc.b. We ar_, planning, to _et; a s_!_qller group together to review
t!_e revised D Rendezvous M_.':_s_onon Octo]ur 4 i_@_.

Howard W. Tind.<:l]._L, ,Yr.

'., 2

f-- _"_'_/!:'[ ?A:E_,.JTindall, Jr.:is _., "_-..'.< , , . __

:-:£2;'Z _5uy U.S. .?az, ings Bomts Regularly o_; t]_: Pe_yroll o°av_ngs Plan _t \ 2
I



September 12, 1968

"D" ;,LI.....Iu _ _t!, _,._'.,ZV0b,_QI-_OI.TNDRULES, WOPdqI.NGAGP,Fb'3gZNTS

ANT) '[I[:[NGS LIK]_ 'i_£&T

i. C,oneral

a. The reference trajectory is taaZ provided by _[PAD, dated August 22,

19(_], and as a_r_plifiedin Appendix I.

b. Nomenclal,ure for the burn sequence following undocking is:

(i) RCS Sepration

(2) Phasing

(3) TPI - If abort _from football
o

(4) Insertion

(5) csi
(6)
(7)

(s)

c. The rendezvous will be run throughout with the vehicle roll angles

0°. The only exception to t_is is the RCS Separation burn where the CSM roll

is i80 °. A 180 ° roll will be performed by the CSM immediately prior to or

during the llviUalignment following the RCS Separation burn. (i.e., TPi from

above will be initiated "heads down" and TPI from below will be initiated

"heads up" for either vehicle. )

d. I_4 and CSM s_ate vectors time tagged 12 minutes before RCS Sepr_tion

are upl_nked to the CMC and LGC pr:ior to undock:ing. Si>qte vectors are not

sent to either vehicle again during the rendezvous.

e. On both spacecraft all rendezvous nav[gat,]on will be carried ou:: to

update the I_¢_s_ate vector. That is, the LM radar data would be u::ed to "

update the LM st,_te vector in the LGC and the CSM sextant data would be us,_d

to update "_heLM state vector in _he CMC.

/
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_- F. 0_ b_l,_ _,D_, _.,_'_,_,• r_dez_ou_ nav_gz_tion W-_trix will be set to

, _._,_,_i i _I_::!nl_i,_ll_'f2n_ whenew_r _t Is re[nitialized periodically

during th,_ren_ezv<_.

nM state vector will be updated after each LM m_neuver_. The CMC's _

with the P-76 Target AV routine using the pre-burn values as determined _n

the LM's pre-thrust program

h. The AGS shoL_id be _lin_ained in that state which makes it most useful

to perform the rendezvous in the event of PGNCS failure. If, after having

established the preferred techniques in accordance with that g_ound r_le, it

is possible to include some AG$ systems tests without jeopardizing crew safety

or other mission objectives, they would be considered.

i. The state vectors in the AGS will be u_dated each time PGNCS is

confirmed to be acceptable. This will likely be at each time it is

_rmmitted to make the next _a_euver using the !_GNCS except perhaps TPI.

j. AGC miignments will be made each time the PGNCS is realigned and

each time the state vector _n the AGS is updated from the PGNCS.

k. If PGNCS, PLR_ or C_ fails while in the football trajectory, the

rendezvous exercise is terminated at the TPI ° opportunity.

I. The AGS is not mandatory for the rendezvous exercise. That is, if it

fails prior to or during this mission phase, the exercise shall continue.

m. As soon as possible after powering up the LGC, the E memory will be

dumped via T/M so t'aat the MCC-H may check its contents for completeness

and accu_'acy. If necessary, the MCC-H will reload via uplink any important {]

parameters found to be in error.

2. Prior to Undeeking

a. The crew will synchronize the CMC clock as precisely as possible utlllz-

ing lnformmtion voiced from the ground. The crew will provide initi_i synehro-



ni:_r_t :_)I_. of t,!:<, %(:C t,o t:!,_ CHC cl.ock. _he ground will provide the neco::::ary
/-

_nfo:_'ma%:on L?; voic,, fo_ i':.ne synchronJzabion 02' the LGC c],oek. Thi:_

su/_,eroT_'dosth.,:m_sr;!on rule wh:ici_ spec/fLies resynchroni:',ation of a space-

craft eloci< onl_ whenever i% disagrees with the ground reference by more

th_{n O.5 seconds.

b. The LM Rond@zvous _M_9%T is that of a "nomirml" alignment for

T (align) = TIG (k_Pi). it will be uplinked from the ground.

c. The CSM Rendezvous Ra_MYAT is defined by a stable member orientation

where :

csH: { LM

Y : Y

Z csM::-ZLH

d. Prior to undocking_ the CSM will mneuver the docked vehicles to

"- an inertial attitude such that with no further attitude maneuvering the

CSM will be oriented approximately 180; O, O, (roll, pitch, yaw) with respect

to the local vertical frame at the time of the RC$ Separation. The difference

between the exact local vertical attitude and 180, O, O is due to the regression

of the line of modes from TIG (RCS Separation) to TIG (TPI), and the fact

that the CSM _FSYi_AT is nominal at TPI.

e. The only in-flight adjustment of the LGC I_IPA bias compensation

par,ume'_ers inc].uded in the nomJ nal flJ_<ht plan shall be done by the crew wh_le

doc]<,.d to the CSM. The values will be updated regard].es:_ c_['how ,_;m_t.]_l_.il_'

<:har_ge. (i.e._ there is no ]_ower th_esho].d) 'i'hecrew will. in:I'o_'m1,h,.M(]C-ii

el' Lhe 7,ew vrfiu,,"at the next _[SI,_ station co_;t.nct por_s]i_Ir:. Tho MCC-][ ,,,']]_.

ccn'.:::m:mliy moni<;or the iMU perforrm<_n('e mad will advise, nn, l ,,::sir;i;:in ,._,_,_i_io_:,,!

upds,Les 2f the compensation becomes in error b?/ more tb,n a .':pec;f"[od t}_:r,.::h,_l_i.

f Cu:r<_'_':-'<.iythis threshold is set at .003 ft./see. 2

i
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_<_ ....-,,<,icrometercalibration sbmll be l_erformed while docked at

_bout, the _a:ne time as the Pi])A compensation. This will be the only AGS

accclerometer calibration in the nominal flight plan. AGS gyro calibration

shall not be performed during the rendezvous exercise period of activity.

g. Prior to undocking, but following the CSM attitude maneuver to RCS

Sepration attitude, the LM v,_]will be aligned to the CSM IMU using the docked

alignment procedure which takes advantage of a known CSM inertial attitude and

known CSM/LM geometery (with account of the docking ring angle _ _ being taken)

to coarse align the LM IMU to the inertial frame. The CSM and LM gimbal angles

are then compared directly (via VI6N20) and coarse align and attitude dead

banding errors are removed by direct torquing of the LM _ gyros via the

fine align routine (V42). It is necessary for the MCC-H to compute and relay

the gyro torquing angles to the crew in order to carry o_t this procedure.

h. The formula used for docked aligr_aents with identical REFS_MATS is:

IGALM = IGAcM + 180

MGALM = -MGAcM

Where _ is the docking ring angle.

i. The formula msed for docked alignment where the stable members are

oriented:

YI_ = YCM

ZI_4 XCM



iG_v, = 1¢_CM + 90

MGAI2_ = MGAcM = 0

This Js a special formula only valid where the CM MC_ = O. This set of

equations will i_e used for the LM alig_ment prior to undocking. (Equation

verification is given in _LIT/IL Apollo C_;NSyouem Tea,_ Group Memo No. 1224,

dated August _'_ "'_,_,19o8. This 'reference notes there is a possible error in

the sign of the A_ term.)

3. Undockinge station keeping and LM inspection

a. Undocking will take place 25 minutes prior to the RCS Sepration burn

with the CSM oriented to the inertial attitude for that burn. Average G will

not "oe on in either vehicle during the undocking or station keeping phase.

This will preserve the relative state vectors until Average G comes on in the

CSM 30 seconds prior to RCS Sepration.

b. Following undocking, the CSM will mintain attitude and will be

responsible for staSion keeping. The IM will yaw right 120 ° and pitch up

90° placing the two spacecraft "nose-to-nose." (crewmen "nose-to-nose")

c. The LM will yaw through 360° (l°/sec) permittinr_ the CSM to conduct

a visual inspection of the land:in_zppar and LM strucl,ur',:.

d. Afte:" coraplc't_on cf [_e, the LM assuming: the stallion kec'p_n_ t_::k wh_].c.

the CSM isrepares for RCS Separat:ion.

4. RCS Sepr_ tfon and M]nf-football

a. The eo'._t_u2_at[on of' the spacecraft at the RCS Separatlon burn wli!l

be 124 leading the CSM_ both heads down facing each other with :_,erore!ativ.,"

" velocity. (0r-t_i_rate FDAI's - LM: O, 1800, 0 } CSM: 180, O, 0). (FDAi

[,"



s_,_tai attltu_:(>is r<,::_d-n the order roll, pitci_, yaw; IMU g,imb_,lan_<l_::_ar_,

read in ti_e order outer, inner; middle).

b. The CSM will execute a 5 fps radial inward burn for the RCS

_;ep.ura[,ioni_urn; i.e., the CSM will 5 fps -Z (body). This burn will

c'mploy the [?-30, i°-41 sequence. LY_ uses R-32 to update CSM state vector in

the LGC. The AV residuals w_ll be trimmed to within 0.2 fps, all components.

c. On entering darkness after the RCS Sepration both spacecraft will

perform REFS_IAT IMU alignments.

d. The CSM and LM COAS will be calibrated during the mini-football and I

will not be moved again after that. The LM utilizes the foward window.

5. IDhasing _neuver and Football

a. The _gnitude of the phasing burn is always re-established inflight.

b. The phasing burn will be executed under AGS control with PGNCS

_nitorin_ by use of programs 30 and 40. The throttle will be set at i0%

for !5 seconds at "which time _ltwill be advanced crisply to approximately

40_ and left there until auto-cutoff.

c. The horizon is used as a burn attitude check prior to the phasing

burn when AGS is under controL. The crew determines the LPD pitch angle for

this check.

d. Phasin{_ burn monitoring

_Lj_- _ Attitude and/or attitude rate limits are exceeded - terminate

the burn.

(2) 0verburn - Back up AGS engine off three (3) seconds after the

PGNCS "enf_Tineoff tLme" is indicated.

e. Upon co_;pletion of the burn, the I_M shall be oriented with X-axis

vertical and the y and z body axis AV residuals will be trimmed to zero.
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The x body AV re:;idual wLli be trimmmd to within 2 fps to maintain A h with

"I- [i

i/4 mi:_e. _

f. While in the footbail_ both vehicles will exerc!se their complete

rendezvous aavi[at[on systems and will update the LM state vectors in the

LGC and CMC. The TPI targeting resulting will be used not only for maneuver

execution if necessary, but also to evaluate the performance of the LM I_]NCS

and CSM _%N, providing confidence in proceeding with the Insertion maneuver.

As noted previously, these onboard determined state vectors will not be

updated from ti_e MCC-H.

g. On ent_'ring the darkness period about a quarter of a revolution

before the phasing burn, both spacecraft w_ll perform REFSMMAT iMU alignments.

h. If it is found necessary to remain an ex.tra revolution in the football

prior _o executLng TPI ° or the Insertion burn_ the same procedures will be

as during the initial football revolution.
followed

V
0
• T2i

0

a. IF I_GNCS, rendezvous radar, or CSM G&N fails prior to insertion but

after phasing_ TPI ° is performed. As a standard operating procedure during

the football rendezvous, the LM and CSM should both be targeted and prepared

to exeeu_;e the TPI if an abort is necessary. If the failure is LH PGNC8,

AGS is used for executLng TPI. A 130 ° transfer angle ::h,_ll be u.<ed for

aborts from the football rendezvous. Dut ,,t_sec] or uns_;_gec].

Insert ion _h neuver %

a. MCC-}{ will compute and target the LM PGNCS for the Insertion r.v_L_euv,::.;_

Jn real time. Exzernal V targeting will be used, _ _ '_ -;_,ranom._ _,ted vim ,;h, l'f'y ,

uplink route if' the timeline permits• Voice backup (pad data) w_ll :Jlwa?/s b_. '

relayed. !_

b. _'-_:,<:CSH will also) be targeted to .make a mi_neuver to _ard agaJna: :, _

partial 124 DlXS'burn falling outside the cap_bil[ty of the LM RC:; to c_,rr,ct.



This m_Jnouw'r will probably be fixed preflight (for example - 20 fps, Ii

hor_izontal, posi6rade) which would permit the LM to return to a football I_

by RCS.

c. In the event the LM has performed a ullage maneuver prior to a DPS

engine failure to start, the IS{ will remove that AV to stay in the football.

6. C$I _nd CDH
_ J

a. CSI and CDH maneuvers shall be targeted to cause TPI time to occur

when the CSM is 25_ minutes before su_rise. TPI time is defined as the time

at which the elevation angle of the CSM with respect to local horizontal

as observed by the LM is 27.5 ° (see 9b).

b. The MCC-H will select and relay to the crew a single solution for

each of the CSI and CDH rendezvous maneuvers which will be used by both

F spacecraft - for PGNCS comparison, AGS targeting; and CSM GAN mirror image

targeting, etc. It shall be that solution which is most compatible with

the PGNCS. Some biases will be necessary for use in the CSM G_N.

c. As a nominal procedure, the command module will be targeted with

"mirror image" maneuvers to be executed with a one minute time delay in

the event the 194 is una]sle to maneuver. In order to maintain TPI time and

differential altitude within acceptable bounds it is necessary to bias the

radial _V component of the CDH maneuver relayed to the CSM from the MCC-H

by an amount established pre-flight(probably 4.3 fps). No other AV

component of either the CSI or CDH maneuvers need to bebiased :in the CMC.

d. In order to compensa<e for approximations in the on])oard CSI tar- _

_e_"n_ -sro_ram (032) re_ul_n_,, in a "nominal" TPi time shift_ it is necessary <

to bias the TPI _ime the LM crew inputs to that program 120 second_ late. Th{_ _.



crew ,_._d±±I_',,-;CDH tJmc I].0 seconds later than determined by ti_eFGNCS CSi

t,urf<e_ng program (P32) when sequencing through the CDil targeting program

(P33) to compensate for an approximation in P32 which would cause a large

radial _co_Donen _ if uncorrected.

e. An out-of-plane _V component will be computed by the LM PGNCS for

CSI and CDH using R36. This _mneuverAv shall be executed unless it is

less than 2 fps. This AV component will be included in the LGC/_FC solu-

tion comparison.

f. LM PGNCS AV solutions will be compared with the ground. If the

solutions agree, the PGNCS solution will be burned. There will not be

comparisons with AGS, charts, or CSM.

g. In the event the ground solution is to be used, it will be executed

,_ using the AGS which has been targeted with the F_FN solution as a standard

procedure. The external AV mode is used. No AV components of either the ,9

CSI or CDH maneuvers need to be biased in the AGS.

h. No radar data shall be input into the AGS prior to CSi and CDH.

i. There will not be any backup charts used for CSI. The LM shall

have backup charts for CDH and TPI. The CDH charts require a minimum of 29

minutes between CSI and CDH. The command module pilot will be unable to

compute onboard chart solutions for TI_I due to the press of other activity

and so they will not be available as a data source.

j. in the event the LM has performed _.n ulla(:e _Jneuver pr:i¢_r;,c,_

r,y_inengine failure_ the I_4 will ra.move l,h_t AV to rmqintain cor_f.<:i,_]:_'_,._,-

_'_:_of <he CSM mirror i:_,_ageburn.
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9. TPI

[NO'I_E: Some of _)he following items (e.g._ 9a and 9c) which involve

lighting constraintshave not been established as being right_ since they

are based on an asstm_tion that lighting is not mandatory. In fact_ the

lighting is currently considered mandatory under certain circumstances.

These items are included here to draw attention to this extremely important

matter. It is all to be resolved as soon as results of analysis to

determine firm lighting requirements and expected TPI time dispersions

are available. Consideration is being given to shifting to the P3 4

TPI "time option" from the "elevation option" if necessary to force

TPI to occur within the window. This business also has implications

on 9d regarding the CSM procedures and the MCC-H solutions transmitted

r for comparison. These results of these studies may also cause a change

in the nominal TPI time noted in 8all

a. Although studies have shown that if TI_I time falls outside a

window of approximately four minutes duration undesirable lighting

conditions will result for one or both spacecraft; it has been established

that it is more important to execute TPI at the proper elevation angle

than to honor lighting constraints in terminal phase. That is_ lighting

constraints are desirable but not mandatory. Nominal TPI elevation

angie is m_ndatory. (See note above)

b. The elevation angle to be used in the TPI targeting programs

(P34) in both spacecraft shall be 27.5 ° for all rendezvous. A 130 °

transfer angie will be used for all rendezvous.

c. The _4 shall_ always use the elevation angle option _n Pj_4 for T_<i

tarse<[n_. (See note above)
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d. The CS_4 shall always use the elevation angle option in P34 for TPI

targeting whenever it becomes the active vehicle. Therefore, the first

time the CSM cycles through P34 it will use the elevation angle option;

however, if the LM _PI solution is determined to be acceptable by com-

parison checks, the CSM will recycle through P34 using the LM TPi time

as input to the "time option." (TPI maneuvers will not be biased. )

e. TPI shall be targeted onboard and at MCC-H to force a node at TFF

(i. e., intercept). The MCC-H shall supply this maneuver via voice (pad

message) in both External AV and line-of-sight components.

f. If the LM PGNCS is working but rendezvous radar has failed, no

external data will be input to the spacecraft systems .... PGNCS_ AGS_ or

charts. In this case, the co_aand module executes the TPI and subsequent

-- midcourse correction maneuvers and the LM does the braking maneuver if

visibility permits. However, the command module, of course, must compare

its TPi solution with the Y_-9_ and that comparison must be favorable. (if

not, see 9h) The command module would voice relay to the LM the maneuvers

it has executed in order that the LM crew could update the command module

state vector in the LCC using the target AV program.

g. if the LM PGNCS has failed, but the RR Js working, compare the

onboar<i chart solution fox- TPI with the M_FN. If the comparison is favorable

execute the chart solution and, if not, use the _FN AV's executed at a

time deterred]nedonboard the spacecraft. The maneuver would be made usin_

the A_ external _V mode

h. if both the RR and _he CSM G_ have failed, use the LM PCNCS _o

execute the }_FN TPI solution given in LOS coordinates at the i_:imeat wh_ ch

_ t_e elevation angle is 27.5° as determined onboard the ._qm_cecraft.
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s- :!• if "_-_,_.<CSM performs _he TPI msneuver, RCS will be used rather :

than SPS as the _ropuision system. This simplification significantly ii

reduces the CSM crew loadinG; and gives greater assurance he will be i
!.

able to do all things required of him.



UNITED STATES GOVEP.NMENT [_ ' r. " " "a " " "" _'_f

";:r -_ . , • , .. .2. _21A_Ic_

TO : PA/Chlef, Apollo Data h°iority Coordination DATE: September 17, 190S

68-I_161-293
FRO_'I ; F_tb,/Ch_ef_ Orbital Mission Analysis Branch

SUBJECT: Reference trajectory usage for mission D rendezvous simulations
and analyses

. As a result of the recent change in _he rendezvous profile for

mission D, formal docmnentation does not currently exist which provides

the trajectory information required for rendezvous-associated analyses.
The O_v_B was requested in the "D" Rendezw)us Mission Techniques meet-
ing of September 9 to define which, of the existing reference trajee-

%ories_ should be utilized for interim analyses_ software testing, and
['lightcrew support .prior to the publication of the operational trajec-

tory (currently scheduled for publication November 15, 1968). The OF_B

recomm_ends that the document, "Revision 2 to the Apollo Mission D
Spacecraft Reference Trajectory_ Volume I - Nominal Trajectory_"

(MSC Internal Note No. 68-FM-210, dated August 22, 1968 ) he utilized
for this purpose. The portion of the rendezvous profile from a ground
elapsed time (g.e.t.) of 98:42:44.7 (Hr:Min:See) through TPF in this

documen_ is identical to the current profile following the insertion

'_ b_n from a lighting sm_drelative motion standpoint. That is_ the rela-
tive position and velocity at 98:42:44.7 are identical to those in the

current profile at the completion of the insertion burn. MSFN coverage
can be obtained from the reference document by using the current g.e.t.'s
fo_ significant events. These are as follows:

Event Current g.e.t.

Undocking 92:45:00

Mini-foQtball separation 93:01:45

Phasing 93:46:07

Insertion 95:37:%9

CSI 96:18:45

CDH 97:<Li:33

TPI 97:54:51

TPF 98:26:49

,£ ' ."( APPEgrDIX I
F •ff

" : "_ B_y U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on t_e Payroll Savi_gs Plan
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2. TP,,'f'l i_:_hi: crew .is currently performing rendezvous sin_lations

b_J'.u_dvpon tl'.cm_ssion D ref'_:rence trojectory (Apr:[l 30, 1968). By

,_:t,:_rting::',imulationsat the 97:55:10 reset point, performing CSI at

the time reflected in this document (98:52!:14), and using as a nom-

i,ual T_I time 100:29:00 (as opposed to the old value of 100:15:25)
would afford almost the identical relative conditions as those in the

current profile. That is, aAH of lOn. mi. and a time between CDH

and TPi of approximately 53 minutes would result. This procedure is

recommended for future simulations until the rest points are updated
to reflect the operational trajectory.

LinebY'y, ef
Orbital Mission Analysis Branch
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO : See list attached DATE: September 12, 1968

68-PA-T-197A

FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECt: D Rendezvous Mission Techniques Meeting - September 9, 1968

On September 9, we had another D Rendezvous Mission Techniques meeting.
Basically what we did there was to discuss the new, simplified rendezvous

mission plan and its effect on the work we have done so far. Based on

this discussion, I am revising the ground rules and working agreements
and will send them out within a week or so. I think we were all quite

pleased to find that the changes were relatively minor and for the

most part made things simplier - as they should. The two biggest
unresolved areas deal with selection of the nominal TPI time and the

rendezvous navigation tracking schedule as influenced by the rendezvous

radar thermal constraints. I'll discuss these two things in little
more detail in this memo.

Flight Crew Support Division has done some excellent work defining

the terminal phase lighting constraints. For a LMrendezvous from

below, command module from above situation the TPI time window pro-
viding acceptable lighting is only about four minutes long. That is,

the TPI maneuver should occur within that small time period. It is

almost inconceivable, we can expect to hit such a short window even

with reasonable system dispersions. Therefore, we have asked Milt

Contella's people to re-examine this situation, particularly taking

into account the influence of the sun being located out of the orbital

plane in an attempt to widen the window as much as possible. We also

requested that its boundaries be "hard," that is mandatory as opposed

to merely desirable lighting constraints. In parallel with this, we

have asked MPAD to determine the sort of dispersion we can expect to
have in TPI time based on the new mission plan and the latest spacecraft

systems performance estimates. When this information is available, we
will select the nominal TPI time. This choice must be made quite soon

because it influences the Operational Trajectory and many other associated
things. (If the VHF ranging device is added to the D mission command

modulej the situation could be relaxed considerably. That w)uld certainly
increase the command module rescue capability by a substantill amount.)

The Rendezvous Navigation Mission Techniques panel we set up last time

reported the results of their work. They were quite successful, I think,
in establishing a set of procedures for W-matrix reinitialization inde-

pendent of where they are in the timeline. Unfortunately, the tracking
schedule they developed has proven to be unacceptable from a rendezvous

radar thermal standpoint, at least for the old double-bubble rendezvous.

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Pay_ll Savings Plan



An RCA r_Jn _laz at our meeting and gave us an excellent description of the

problem. Essentially what it amounts to is that the rendezvous radar

thermal protection has been defined (as per specification) to an obsolete

lunar landing mission profile. As a result, there is too much insulation

on the stability gyro package and shaft motor for a long, earth orbital

rendezvous like D. What actually happens is that the fluid in the gyro
expands until the expansion bellows burst. After that there is no control of

antenna position n_king it impossible to obtain radar observations of the

command module. The new mission profile will probably be marginally acceptable

but it involves a lot of turning on and off the rendezvous radar by the crew.

This seems like a rather serious problem that could be fixed quite easily.

That is_ reduce the amount of insulation. Since the meeting_ I have
contacted Aaron Cohen, who is now geting his people looking into this. It

seems to me that the insulation should be designed specifically for the

D mission radar. Without the radar the situation becomes extremely

serious - no data into the LMat all. And the CSM has a pretty lousy

rendezvous guidance system unless the VHF is added.

PA:HWTindall_ Jr.:is
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ""_ _ _i._; .<-. Division

-Memorandum
TO : Informal Distribution DATE" SFP 1 3 ]_b_

68-FM46-339
FROM : FMk/N_thematical Physic._ Branch

SUBJECT: D Mission Rendezvous Navigation Mission Techniques Panel Meeting of

September ll, 1968.

1. A meeting was held to define the time periods when the rendezvous

radar would be powered up for tracking or other purposes and establish

tracking schedules for the CSM and LM for the D Mission INactive single
bubble rendezvous.

2. The rendezvous radar heaters are turned on at 90:56 (hr:min g.e.t.)

and the subsequent rendezvous radar on-off schedule is as follows:

RE on 92:21 93:02 93:41 94:23 95:52 96:23 97:06

RE off 92:42 93:25 94:12 95:17 96:08 96:57 98:42

It is imperative that a thermal analysis be performed as soon as

possible using this schedule. R. Kubicki has been given the action to
initiate the thermal analysis. The trajectory data contained in MSC

memorandum 68-F_4-280 of 1968 should be used.

3. The CSM and IN tracking and W-matrix reinitialization schedules are

included in the attached table. The assumptions used to arrive at these
schedules are also included in the table.

Attachment

Distribution: (See attached list) _+_ d_2_4_¢ __ _

• i_:+ •

._j not c_'_r+':_ :...... • ,_ 4;
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A_CHME_ "

LM Activity Timellne CSM Activity Timeline

Ground Elapsed Time, hr:min; Event Ground Elapsed Time, hr:min; Event

93:20 IMU Alignment 93:20 IMU Alignment

93 :46 Phasing 93 :46 Phssing

_93:53 IT* ,__9_:57 IT*
q_ _94:00 CT** L94:08 CT**

1"94:02 IT _q_(94:30 IT (3/1, *_-_)
L94:44 CT_L94:11 CT

94:2>_ IT 95:06 Undocked Alignment
_94:28 _ _95:08 IT (3/1, _t_,,3/i)

"!94:45•. CT 7__95:10 CT

94:06 Undocked Alignment (start at 94:91) 95:38 Insertion

_95:o8IT (95:45IT(3/1,.x-_)
"__95:_-1c_ 1_196:ooCT

95 :38 Insertion

(95:hh IT
_95:48 CT,***

_._95:49 IT:53 CT

!95:54 IT_ 6:07 CT

96:19 CSI 96:19 CSI

('96:29 IT ?_96:31 IT (3/i, *_, 3/i)
_96:29 CT,*** (96:33 CT,

96:37 IT
06:30 IT _0 (96:47 CT$o_96:50 CT

97:02 CDH 97:02 CDH

(97:08 IT ¢97,09 IT (3/1, *-x-x-, 6/5)

_97:12 CT,*_-_ 197:15 CT,

:14 IT _97:36 IT (3/2)
_[97:18 CT Z_97:38 CT

_97:2oIT _I_7:4oIT_(_)/_]
07 :2_ CT [97:45 CT



LM Activity Timeline CSM Activity Timeline

,_- Ground Elapsed Time, _:min; Event Ground Elapsed Time, hr:min; Event

°97:27 IT

iO L97:43 CT

97:55 TPI 97:55 TPI

_97:58 IT ,C98:00 IT (513)
_98:02 CT m _98:03 CT

98:05 MCC1 98:09 MCCl

#98:06 IT #98:07 IT (3/1, *_-_, 3/1)
L98:o8 CT,*_- _'198:09 CT

 98:o8IT  98:12 (5/3)
L98:14 CT _98:15 CT

98:17 MCC2 98:17 MCC2

* Initiate Track, IT

_-_ Cease Track, CT

Reinitialize

a/b a = number of marks and b = time interval



_ _ ASSUMPTIONS USED IN TRACKING

SCHEDULE PREPARATION

i. To standardize the LM tracking schedule preceding the CSI, CDH and TPI

maneuvers, the time required for the preparation to execute CSI, CDH, or
TPI is assumed to be 12 minutes.

2. For the CSI and CI_maneuvers, one minute from the l_Mmaneuver initiation

time was allowed for the command module pilot to either

a. initiate his mirror image maneuver or

b. initiate the nmneuver to take him to the track attitude.

3. To standardize the IAMtracking schedule following the CSI and CDH

maneuvers, the time required to maneuver to the track attitude is assumed

to be completed six minutes following these maneuvers.

4. In order to standardize navigation procedures and use the CSM and

LMnavigation systems effectively, MIT has proposed the W-matrix reinitiali-

zations when performed (see schedule) be placed three marks and four marks

deep into the tracking interval following a maneuver for the CSMand LM,
respectively.

5. The trajectory used for determining these schedules is documented in MSC
memorandum 68-FM64- 2_).
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO : See list attached DATE: September 23, 1968

68-PA-T-203A

FROM : PA/ehief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: D Rendezvous Ground Rules and Working Agreements update

Attached are the ground rules and working agreements updated based on

our September 9 Mission Techniques meeting. They reflect the new,
simplified D Rendezvous exercise - primarily changes in the football

trajectory and the "insertion maneuver" plus a bunch of things we
were able to delete. As noted in my last report of this subject,

the most significant open item is the selection of the nominal TPI
time and definition of the acceptable lighting conditions for it -

i.e._ its "window". Based on the studies underway, the procedures
will have to be adjusted to assure meeting the constraints after
they are defined and put in order of priority.

And - of course, we've gotta get that rendezvous radar thermal mickey
mouse fixed: Other action items I failed to list previously are as
follows :

a. The AGS people of TRW were asked to recommend the proper
technique for managing the AC_ in the event the PGNCS has failed and
the CSM makes maneuvers since it has no program comparable to the

PGNCS "Target _V" R32.

b. FCD was asked to determine the latest time the E memory could

be dumped providing the MCC-H sufficient time to respond in its check-
out and correction, if necessary.

c. GOD was asked to determine which CSM RCS thruster should be

used for the RCS Sepration burn (i.e., -z or x) - or at least which

would cost less RCS propellant, taking into account the altitude maneu-
vers and altitude hold required in each ease.

d. MIT was asked to look into reducing the time required for observ-

ing the PIPA's in their bias test to less than the current 256 seconds.

i guess we'll get together again sometime. We haven't scheduled that
meeting yet. We are planning to get a smaller group together to review
the revised D Rendezvous Mission on October 4, 1968.

Howard W. Tindall, Jr.
_f

Enclosure

PA:HWTindalI, Jr. :js
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September 12, 1968

"D" MISSION RENDEZVOUS GROUND RULES, WORKING AGREEMENTS

AND THINGS LIKE THAT

I. General

a. The reference trajectory is that provided by M!PAD_ dated August 22_

1968_ and as amplified in Appendix I.

b. Nomenclature for the burn sequence following undocking is:

(I) RCS Sepration

(2) Phasing

(3) TPI - If abort from football
0

(4) Insertion

(5) csz
(6)
(7)

(8)

c. The rendezvous will be run throughout with the vehicle roll angles =

0°. The only exception to this is the RCS Separation burn where the CSM roll

is 180 ° . A 180° roll will be performed by the CSM immediately prior to or

during the IMUalignment following the RCS Separation burn. (i.e., TPI from

above will be initiated "heads down" and TPI from below will be initiated

"heads up" for either vehicle.)

d. LMand CSM state vectors time tagged 12 minutes before RCS Sepration

are uplinked to the CMC and LGC prior to undocking. State vectors are not

sent to either vehicle again during the rendezvous.

e. On both spacecraft all rendezvous navigation will be carried out to

update the LM state vector. That is, the LM radar data would be used to

update the LM state vector in the LGC and the CSM sextant data would be used

/ to update the LM state vector in the CMC.
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f. On both spacecraft the rendezvous navigation W-matrix will be set to

lO00 feet and 1 fps initially andwhenever it is reinitialized periodically

during the rendezvous.

g. The CMC's LM state vector will be updated after each LMmaneuver

with the P-76 Target _V routine using the pre-burn values as determined in

the LM's pre-thrust program

h. The AGS should be maintained in that state which makes it most useful

to perform the rendezvous in the event of PGNCS failure. If, after having

established the preferred techniques in accordance with that ground rule, it

is possible to include some AGS systems tests without jeopardizing crew safety

or other mission objectives, they would be considered.

i. The state vectors in the AGS will be updated each time PGNCS is

confirmed to be acceptable. This will likely be at each time it is

committed to make the next maneuver using the l°GNCS except perhaps TPI.

j. AGC alignments will be made each time the PGNCS is realigned and

each time the state vector in the AGS is updated from the PGNCS.

k. If PGNCS, RR, or G&_ fails while in the football trajectory, the

rendezvous exercise is terminated at the TPI opportunity.
O

1. The AGS is not mandatory for the rendezvous exercise. That is, if it

fails prior to or during this mission phase, the exercise shall continue.

m. As soon as possible after powering up the LGCj the E memory will be

dumped via T/M so that the MCC-H may check its contents for completeness

and accuracy. If necessary, the MCC-H will reload via uplink any important

parameters found to be in error.

2. Prior to Undockin_

a. The crew will synchronize the CMC clock as precisely as possible utiliz..

ing information voiced from the ground. The crew will provide initial synehro-
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nization of the LGC to the CMC clock. The ground will provide the necessary

information by voice for fine synchronization of the LGC clock. This

supercedes the mission rule which specifies resynchronization of a space-

craft clock only whenever it disagrees with the ground reference by more

than 0.5 seconds.

b. The LMRendezvous REFSMMAT is that of a "nominal" alignment for

T (align) = TIG (TPI). ]it will be uplinked from the ground.

c. The CSM Rendezvous REFSMMAT is defined by a stable member orientation

where:

csH: la

T csM: Y LM

=

d. Prior to undocking, the CSM will maneuver the docked vehicles to

an inertial attitude such that with no further attitude maneuvering the

CSM will be oriented approximately 180_ 0_ O_ (roll_ pitch, yaw) with respect

to the local vertical frame at the time of the RCS Separation. The difference

between the exact local vertical attitude and 180, O, 0 is due to the regression

of the line of modes from TIG (RCS Separation) to TIG (TPI)_ and the fact

that the CSMREFSMMAT is nominal at TPI.

e. The only in-fli@it adjustment of the LGC PIPA bias compensation

parameters included in the nominal flight plan shall be done by the crew while

docked to the CSM. The values will be updated regardless of how small the

change. (i.e._ there is no lower threshold) The crew will inform the MCC-H

of the new values at the next N_FN station contact possible. The MCC-H will

continually monitor the II_Jperformance and will advise and assist in additional

updates if the compensation becomes in error by more than a specified threshold.

Currently this threshold is set at .003 ft./sec. 2.
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f. An AGS accelerometer calibration shall be performed while docked at

about the same time as the PIPA compensation. This will be the only AGS

accelerometer calibration in the nominal flight plan. AGS gyro calibration

shall no__tbe performed during the rendezvous exercise period of activity.

g. Prior to undocking, but following the CSM attitude maneuver to RCS

Sepration attitude, the LM IMU will be aligned to the CSM IMU using the docked

alignment procedure which takes advantage of a known CSM inertial attitude and

known CSM/LM geometery (with account of the docking ring angle _ being taken)

to coarse align the LMI_J to the inertial frame. The CSM and LM gimbal angles

are then compared directly (via VI6N20) and coarse align and attitude dead

banding errors are removed by direct torquing of the LM _ gyros via the

fine align routine (V42). It is necessary for the MCC-H to compute and relay

the gyro torquing angles to the crew in order to carry out this procedure.

h. The formula used for docked alignments with identical REFSMMATS is:

0_ = (300 -O_cM

IGALM = IGAcM + 180

MGALM = -MGAcM

Where _¢ is the docking ring angle.

i. The formula used for docked alignment where the stable members are

oriented:

: -ZcM
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is:

= (3o0+A¢)-OaAcM

: + 90

M_LM = MGAcM = 0

This is a special formula only valid where the CM MGA = O. This set of

equations will be used for the LM alignment prior to undocking. (Equation

verification is given in MIT/IL Apollo G&N System Test Group Memo No. 1224,

!dated August 28,1968. This reference notes there is a possible error in

the sign of the _ term.)

3. Undoeking/ station keeping and LM inspection

a. Undoeking will take place 25 minutes prior to the RCS Sepration burn

with the CSM oriented to the inertial attitude for that burn. Average G will

not be on in either vehicle during the undocking or station keeping phase.

This will preserve the relative state vectors until Average G comes on in the

CSM 30 seconds prior to RCS Sepration.

b. Following undocking, the CSM will maintain attitude and will be

responsible for station keeping. The LM will yaw right 120 ° and pitch up

900 placing the two spacecraft "nose-to-nose." (crewmen "nose-to-nose")

c. The LMwill yaw through 360 ° (l°/see) permitting the CSM to conduct

a visual inspection of the landing gear and LM structure.

d. After completion of 3e, the LMassumes the station keeping task while

the CSM prepares for RCS Separation.

4. RCS Sepration and Mini-football

a. The configuration of the spacecraft at the RCS Separation burn will
/

be LM leading the CSM, both heads down facing each other with zero relative

velocity. (Orbit rate FDAI's - LM: 0, 180, 0 _ CSM: 180_ O, 0). (FDAI
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total attitude is read in the order roll, pitch, yaw; IMU gimbal angles are

read in the order outer, inner, middle).

b. The CSM will execute a 5 fps radial inward burn for the RCS

Separation burn; i.e., the CSM will 5 fps -Z (body). This burn will

employ the P-30, P-41 sequence. LMuses R-32 to update CSM state vector in

the LGC. The _V residuals will be trimmed to within 0.2 fps, all components.

c. On entering darkness after the RCS Sepraticn both spacecraft will

perform RIIFSMM&T l_J alignments.

d. The CSM and I_COAS will be calibrated during the mini-football and I

Iwill not be moved again after that. The LMutilizes the foward window.

5. Phasing Maneuver and Football

a. The magnitude of the phasing burn is always re-established inflight. I

b. The phasing burn will be executed under AGS control with PGNCS

monitoring by use of programs 30 and 40. The throttle will be set at I0%

for 15 seconds at which time it will be advanced crisply to approximately

40% and left there until auto-cutoff.

c. The horizon is used as a burn attitude check prior to the phasing

burn when AGS is under control. The crew determines the LPD pitch angle for
|

this check.

d. Phasing burn monitoring

(i) Attitude and/or attitude rate limits are exceeded - terminate

the burn.

(2) 0verburn - Back up AGS engine off three (13) seconds after the

PGNCS "engine off time" is indicated.

e. Upon completion of the burn, the LM Shall be oriented with X-axis

vertical and the y and z body axis _V residuals will be trimmed to zero.
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The x body AV residual will be trimmed to within 2 fps to maintain A h with

I/4 mile.

f. While in the football, both vehicles will exercise their complete

rendezvous navigation systems and will update the LM state vectors in the

LGC and CMC. The TPI targeting resulting will be used not only for maneuver

execution if necessary, but also to evaluate the performance of the LM PGNCS

and CSM G&N_ providing confidence in proceeding with the Insertion maneuver.

As noted previously, these onboard determined state vectors will not be

updated from the MCC-H.

g. On entering the darkness period about a quarter of a revolution

before the phasing burn, both spacecraft will perform REFSMMAT IMU alignments

h. If it is found necessary to remain an extra revolution in the football

f

prior to executing TPI° or the Insertion burn, the same procedureswill be

followed as during the initial football revolution.

6. TPI
O

a. IF PGNCS, rendezvous radar, or CSM G&N fails prior to insertion but

after phasing_ TPI ° is performed. As a standard operating procedure during

the football rendezvous, the LMand CSM should both be targeted and prepared

to execute the TPI if an abort is necessary. If the failure is LM PGNCS_

AGS is used for executing TPI. A 130° transfer angle shall be used for

aborts from the football rendezvous. But staged or unstaged.

7. Insertion Maneuver

a. MCC-H will compute and target the LM PGNCS for the Insertion maneuver

in real time. External _V targeting will be used, transmitted via the P27

uplink route if the timeline permits. Voice backup (pad data) will always be

relayed.

b. The CSM will also be targeted to make a maneuver to guard against a

partial LMDPS burn fallin_ outside the capability of the LM RCS to correct.
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This maneuver will probably be fixed preflight (for example - 20 fps, i

lhorizontal, posigrade) which would permit the LM to return to a football

by RCS.

c. In the event the LMhas performed a ullage maneuver prior to a DPS

engine failure to start, the LMwill remove that _V to stay in the football.

8. CSI and CDH

a. CSI and CDH maneuvers shall be targeted to cause TPI time to occur

when the CSM is 25½ minutes before sunrise. TPI time is defined as the time

at which the elevation angle of the CSM with respect to local horizontal

as observed by the LM is 27.5 ° (see 9b).

b. The MCC-H will select and relay to the crew stsingle solution for

each of the CSI and CDH rendezvous maneuvers which will be used by both

spacecraft - for PGNCS comparison, AGS targeting, and CSM CRkN mirror image

targeting, etc. It shall be that solution which is n_st compatible with

the I°GNCS. Some biases will be necessary for use in the CSM C&N.

c. As a nominal procedure, the command module will be targeted with

"mirror image" maneuvers to be executed with a one minute time delay in

the event the LM is unable to maneuver. In order to maintain TPI time and

differential altitude within acceptable bounds it is necessary to bias the

radial _V component of the CDH maneuver relayed to the CSM from the MCC-H

by an amount established pre-flight (probably 4.3 fps). No other _V i

component of either the CSI or CDH maneuvers need to be biased in the CMC.

d. In order to compensate for approximations in the onboard CSI tar-

geting program (P32) resulting in a "nominal" TPI time shift, it is necessary

to bias the TPI time the LM crew inputs to that program 120 seconds late. The
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crew shall bias CDH time ii0 seconds later than determined by the PGNCS CSI

targeting program (P32) when sequencing through the CDH targeting program

(P33) to compensate for an approximation in P32 which would cause a large

radial component if uncorrected.

e. An out-of-plane _V component will be computed by the LMPGNCS for

CSI and CDH using R36. This maneuver_V shall be executed unless it is

less than 2 fps. This _V component will be included in the I_C/_FC solu-

tion comparison.

f. LM PGNCS _V solutions will be compared with the ground. If the

solutions agree_ the PGNCS solution will be burned. There will not be

comparisons with AGS, charts_ or CSM.

f g. In the event the ground solution is to be used, it will be executed

using the AGS which has been targeted with the _BFN solution as a standard

procedure. The external AV mode is used. No _V components of either the I

ICSI or CDH maneuvers need to be biased in the AGS.

h. No radar data shall be input into the AGS prior to CSI and CDH.

i. There will not be any backup charts used for CSI. The LM shall

have backup charts for CDH and TPI. The CDH charts require a minimum of 29

minutes between CSI and CDH. The command module pilot will be unable to

compute onboard chart solutions for TPI due to the press of other activity

and so they will not be available as a data source.

j. In the event the LM has performed an ullage maneuver prior to a

main engine failure_ the LM will remove that _V to maintain correct target-

ing of the CSM mirror image burn.
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9. TPI

[NOTE: Some of the following items (e.g., 9a and 9c) which involve

lighting constraints have not been established as being right, since they

are based on an assumption that lighting is not _ndatory. In fact, the

lighting is currently considered mandatory under certain circumstances.

These items are included here to draw attention to this extremely important

matter, It is all to be resolved as soon as results of analysis to

determine firm lighting requirements and expected TPI time dispersions

are aw_ilable. Consideration is being given to shifting to the P34

TPI "time option" from the "elevation option" if necessary to force

TPI to occur within the window. This business also has implications

on 9d regarding the CSM procedures and the MCC-H solutions transmitted

for con_arison. These results of these studies _y also cause a change

in the nominal TPI time noted in 8a.]

a. Although studies have shown that if TI°I time falls outside a

window of approximately four minutes duration undesirable lighting

conditions will result for one or both spacecraft, it has been established

that it is more important to execute TPI at the proper elevation angle

than to honor lighting constraints in terminal phase. That is, lighting

constraints are desirable but not mandatory. Nominal TPI elevation

angle is mandatory. (See note above)

b. The elevation angle to be used in the TPI targeting programs

(P34) in both spacecraft shall be 27.5° for all rendezvous. A 130 °

transfer angle will be used for all rendezvous.

c. The LM shall always use the elevation angle option in P34 for TPI

targeting. (See note above)
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d. The CSM shall always use the elevation angle option in P34 for TPI

targeting whenever it becomes the active vehicle. Therefore 3 the first

time the CSM cycles through P34 it will use the elevation angle option;

however, if the LMTPI solution is determined to be acceptable by com-

parison checks, the CSM will recycle through P34 using the LM TPI time

as input to the "time option." (TPI maneuvers will not be biased.)

e. TPI shall be targeted onboard and at MCC-H to force a node at TPF

(i. e., intercept). The MCC-H shall supply this maneuver via voice (pad

message) in both External AV and line-of-sight components.

f. If the LMPGNCS is working but rendezvous radar has failed, no

external data will be input to the spacecraft systems ....PGNCS, AGS, or

_ charts. In this case, the command module executes the TPI and subsequent

midcourse correction maneuvers and the LMdoes the braking maneuver if

visibility permits. However, the command module, of course, must compare

its TPI solution with the MSFN and that comparison must be favorable. (If

not, see 9h) The command module would voice relay to the LMthe maneuvers

it has executed in order that the LM crew could update the command module

state vector in the LGC using the target _V program.

g. If the LMPGNCS has failed, but the RR is working, compare the

onboard chart solution for TPI with the MSFN. If the comparison is favorable

execute the chart solution and, if not, use the _FN _V's executed at a

time determined onboard the spacecraft. The maneuver would be made using

the AGS external _V mode.

h. If both the RR and the CSM G&N have failed, use the LMPGNCS to

,f

execute the _BFN TPI solution given in LOS coordinates at the time at which

the elevation angle is 27.5 ° as determined onboard the spacecraft.
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i. If the CSM performs the TPI maneuver_ RCS will be used rather

than SIS as the propulsion system. This simplification significantly

reduces the CSM crew loading and gives greater assurance he will be

able to do all things required of him.
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TO : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination DATE: September 17, 1968

68-FM61-293
FROM : FM6/Chief, Orbital Mission Analysis Branch

SUBJECT: Reference trajectory usage for mission D rendezvous simulations
and analyses

i. As a result of the recent change in the rendezvous profile for

mission D, formal documentation does not currently exist which provides

the trajectory information required for rendezvous-associated analyses.
The 0MAB was requested in the "D" Rendezvous Mission Techniques meet-
ing of September 9 to define which, of the existing reference trajec-

tories, should be utilized for interim analyses, software testing, and
flight crew support prior to the publication of the operational trajec-

tory (currently scheduled for publication November 15, 1968). The OMAB
recommends that the document, "Revision 2 to the Apollo Mission D

Spacecraft Reference Trajectory, Volume I - Nominal Trajectory,"

__ (MSC Internal Note No. 68-FM-210, dated August 22_ 1968) be utilized
for this purpose. The portion of the rendezvous profile from a ground
elapsed time (g.e.t.) of 98:42:44.7 (Hr:Min:Sec) through TPF in this

document is identical to the current profile following the insertion

burn from a lighting and relative motion standpoint. That is_ the rela-
tive position and velocity at 98:42:44.7 are identical to those in the

current profile at the completion of the insertion burn. MSFN coverage

can be obtained from the reference document by using the current g.e.t.'s
for significant events. These are as follows:

Event Current g.e.t.

Undocking 92:45:00

Mini-football separation 93:01:45

Phasing 93:46:07

Insertion 95:37:49

CSI 96:18:45

CDH 97:01:33

TPI 97:54:51

TPF 98:26:49

f- .
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2. The flight crew is currently performing rendezvous simulations

based upon the mission D reference trajectory (April 30, 1968). By

starting simulations at the 97:55:10 reset point, performing CSI at

the time reflected in this document (98:52:14), and using as a nom-

inal TPI time 100:29:00 (as opposed to the old value of 100:15:25)
would afford almost the identical relative conditions as those in the

current profile. That is, a_H of l0 n. mi. and a time between CDH
and TPI of approximately 53 minutes would result. This procedure is

recommended for future simulations until the rest points are updated

to reflect the operational trajectory.

0rbitalMission Analysis Branch

i--
i
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68-PA-T-218A

FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data _iority Coordination

SUBJECT: D Rendezvous Mission Techniques

On October 4 we met to review a draft of the D Rendezvous Mission

Techniques. Although we spent the entire day we didn't get past page

3 and so it is obvious we are going to have to beef up our effort in

order to get all this cleaned up. In fact, I am going to schedule all

day meetings every other Monday specifically for this purpose.

I feel we did accomplish some rather important things in this meeting.

The most significant was identifying exactly what pieces of equipment

must be working in both spacecraft at each of four go/no go points,

namely:

a. Undocking

b. Separation into rmini-football

c. Phasing into football

do Insertion into CSI/CDH rendezvous

This is the first time we have made a coordinated attack on this subject

and I feel we were probably 90% successful or better. I have attached a
table summarizing the results which you may find interesting. The decision

as to whether each piece of equipment was required or not in order to go on
with the mission phase is based on a pretty detailed understanding of how

we want to do the rendezvous exercise and how we want to get out of trouble

if other pieces o£ equipment subsequently fail. We adopted, as a general

philosophy, that the command module must be prepared to rescue the LMand
so we insisted on having redundant CSM capability for all crucial operations.
In the LMwe were somewhat more liberal assuming that the CMC rescue capability

provides an adequate backup for the next LM systems failure for all operations

except braking. This philosophy seemed to us to provide the best tradeoff

between crew safety and assurance of meeting mission objectives. One item

I would particularly like to point out regards the AGS which we feel is not

required for anything except Insertion into the CSI/CDH rendezvous. It may
seem inconsistant that we are willing to make the phasing burn into the

football rendezvous but then not go for the second bigger loop. The reason

f_
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was that most objectiw_s will have been achieved in the football and the

additional experience gained in the CSI/CDH rendezvous does not appear to

justify the risk of demanding CSM rescue for subsequent PGNCS failure.

Incidentally, the thing we want the AGS for in this case is not rendezvous

navigation or maneuver capability but as an attitude reference in the
event we lose the PGNCS. This is considered important since without it,

it may not be possible to keep the tracking light oriented toward the
command module.

Some other items I would like to list briefly are:

a. Whereas previously we had stated the _FN solution for CSI and CDH

would be used to target the AGS, the crew has a strong preference for using
the PGNCS solution once it has been tested and found satisfactory. They

feel this gives a better burn monitoring. Our main reason for having

suggested using the _FN solution was to avoid unnecessary activity close

to burn time. However, since the PGNCS solution is checked before the AGS

targeting is loaded - that concern is not longer valid.

b. We had stated that no radar data would be input into the AGS prior

to CSI and CDH. To this we are adding the football prior to TPI ° unless
the PGNCS fails or it is known that TPI will be executed.

o

c. It has been established that the LGC rendezvous navigation W-matrix

will be initially set to 1,000 feet and i fps. In addition, it is necessary
to set initialization value for the radar angle biases. The value selected
for this is .001 radians.

d. We have established a mission rule the flight controllers should

utilize in targeting the maneuvers prior to the rendezvous exercise in
order to meet satisfactory rendezvous lighting conditions and _I_N

coverage. They may permit the _h for TPI (that is, the football

rendezvous) to vary + i nautical mile. Th_ _h for TPI should be tar-

geted to be i0 + 0 n_utical miles. Actually this tolerance variation

in the football--provides quite a bit of control for the real time mission

planner and he should be able to do the CDH targeting to meet the TPI _h
constraint.

An open item still hanging around deals with whether or not an AGS gyro cal-
ibration should be performed during the rendezvous exercise. I believe both
GAEC and GCD have stated it should not for fear of screwing up the AGS gyro

calibration. TRW's A_ people, I believe, would like to have the calibration

done since they feel it would greatly improve the accuracy of the system.

Of course, everyone a_ees with that providing the calibration works. We
must vote everyone concerned with this again, I guess; right now the crew

has included it in the timeline while docked to the CS_/_
Enclosures 2
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LH systems required to continue t_e exercise assuming that CSM rescue

provides an adequate backup for failure_c_'_.L__,_,

SEPARATION INTO PHASING INTO INS_TIoN,
LM SYSTEMS UNDOCKING MINI-FOOTBALL FOOTBALL CSI/CDH

PGNCS LGC R 1 R R R

IMU R 1 i2 R R

AGS 3 AEA NR NR NR R2

ASA Nil NR NR R2

CES R 1 R R R

DPS/DECA NR NR R4 NR 5

RR 6 NR R q R R

Tape Meter 8 NR Nil NR NR

Event Timer NR NR NR NR

FDAI's 9 NR R R R

AOT or COAS I0 NR NR R R

Hand Controllers II R R R R

Cross Pointers NR NR NR NR

CSM Tracking Light NR NR Nil NR

Redundant CSM Systems required to provide LM rescue capability without
LMassistance.

GNCS CMC NR NR 9 R R

IMU NR NR9 R R

Optic_XT_ NR NR R R
scr NR NR R R

COAS NR NR NR NR

SCS BMAGS NR NR9 R 12 R 12

GDC NR NR NR R

FDAIrs NR NR9 R R

SPS NR NR NR R

DKSY 13 NR NR R R

Handcontrollers R R R R

EMS AV Counter ErR NR NR R

Event Timer NR NR NR NR

LM Tracking Light NR NR 14 R R

I. Either PGNCS or CES required since '_Direct" is assumed acceptable for docking.
2. Assuming additional experience gained in the CSI/CDH rendezvous does not

justify the risk of demanding CSM rescue for subsequent PGNCS failure.
3. Includes DEDA.

4. Alternate mission may be possible.

5. Nominal trajectory possible with APS/RCS.

6. Includes transponder. _c_e [_.?@_
7. Separation acceptable if^test obj_ctlve can be accomplished.

8. Assuming RR self-test_V_ _) _v_A_._ W_ _ W_oo_,
9. One or the other required - not both.
i0. Assuming rendezvous navigation studies show uncallbrated COAS IMU alignment

is adequate to make flight meaningful.
ii. Translation and at least one RHC.

12. One/channel.

13. Crew to verify one CSM DSKY adequate to perform rescue for SPS burns and

navigation.
14. Assuming running or cabin lights are visible at 2.5 NM.

1-7
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TO :See list attached DATE: October 17, 1968

68-PA-T-227A

FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: D Rendezvous Open Items, Action Items or whatever you call them

I've reviewed my notes of the D Rendezvous meetings over the last

couple of months and have found the following open/action items. I

guess most, if not all, are being worked on. But time grows short
and so I'm sending this list around to make sure of it. If you know

of ethers, please give me a call.

i. (TRW) What are the expected AV residuals at the conclusion of
the AGS controlled, DPS phasing burn? We want to null the x-axis to

within 2 fps but must avoid excessive RCS jet impingement.

2. (MPAD) Shall the DPS be staged for rendezvous at TPI? It has

been decided that the greatly improved vehicle maneuverability and

resultant saving in RCS fuel makes this desirable, provided no recontact

with the staged DPS is positively assured. Ed Lineberry is developing a

technique to do this.

3. (MIT) Braking procedures are placing heavy weight on the

rendezvous radar range and range rate, of course. If the tape meter

fails, it is hoped that the crew can get raw radar data displayed on

the PGNCS DSKY by use of the V62 RR self test routine. MIT is requested
to verify this technique works and inform us of any constraints or

idiosyncrasies involved in this procedure.

4. (MPAD/ASPO) What is the accuracy of the PGNCS rendezvous

navigation when using an I_J aligned with the COAS rather than the AOT?
ASPO should define the accuracy of a COAS which has not been calibrated

inflight.

5. (MPAD/MIT) When computing the TPI solution using the PGNCS
Elevation angle option, what solution will°be obtained? Note that the

spacecraft will pass through 27.5 ° two times in the football trajectory.

6. What other problems or special procedures are needed for the TPI

maneuver, if any? For example, can dispersions make it more desirable o

to use the time option. It is interesting to note that the TPI maneuver
O

is applied more-or-less away from rather than toward the target spacecraft.

This certainly affects the backup techniques involving boresighting along
the LOS developed for a "standard" rendezvous TPI.



7. (THW/AGS) How _s the CSM state vector in the AGS updated if the
PGNCS has failed and the CSM makes a maneuver? Note the AGS has no program

equivalent to the PGNCS "Target _V" (R32).

8. (FCD) Assuming the LGC is powered down after the docked DI_S

burn (is this true or is it set to standby?), an E memory cheek is
probably needed to commit to rendezvous. If required it must be added

to the timeline and positive procedures developed to do it.

9. (MIT) Can the time required to make a GNCS PIPA bias test be
reduced to less than 256 seconds?

I0. (_PAD) Determine expected (3 sigma) shift in TPI time from nominml
during the rendezvous to assist in selecting the TPI situation to aim for.

ii. (FCSD) Define TPI window of acceptable lighting conditions and

degree of constraint "hardness."

12. (Data Priority) Based on 9 and lO (above) establish the _mission
techniques regarding under what conditions, if any, the "Elevation Angle"

option for TPI should be abandoned in favor of the "Time" option.

13. (GAEC/TRW/GCD) Shall an AGS gyro calibration be performed during

the rendezvous period of activity? This depends on expected improvement
in performance versus probability of screwing up the system.

14. How do we verify that the AGS is properly aligned from the PGNCS

given the possibility of CDU transients?

15. Of course techniques for monitoring all of the main engine maneuvers

are still undefined and must be de_eloped.

Howard W. Tindall, Jr.

PA:HWTindalI, Jr.:js
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TO : See list attached DATE: November 12, 1968

68-PA-T-248A

FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: D Maneuver Monitoring Mission Techniques

On November 4 we had our first-and-last D Maneuver Monitoring Mission

Techniques meeting. In addition to all interested MSC organizations, it

was attended by MIT_ ITRI TRW, and GAEC. We spent the day going through
all of the SPS maneuvers both docked and undocked, except for those

associated with the rendezvous and the docked DPS burn, and discussing

the pre-burn systems checks and the actual burn monitoring techniques.
I believe we established procedures which should do the job and I feel

they can be considered firm. The crew and the flight controllers intend
to use these techni_les in the forthcoming simulations and changes will

only be considered to those which simulations show to be unacceptable.

Following is a list of final agreements which apply to all SPS maneuvers:

1. It is intended to use the onboard computed weight and SPS trim

gimbal angles stored from the previous burn in the DAP, unless they differ

from the MCC-H ground values by more than l0 percent and -5 degree res-

pectively. If any of the three parameters exceed the limit, all three
will be updated.

2. Except for retrofire, it is intended to use the onboard computed
REFSMMAT for all maneuvers as determined by using the "preferred" alignment

option. The MCC-H will compute and compare REFSMMAT with the onbosrd values

primarily as a check for some procedures or communications error. This will

be done by determining the angular difference between them, which should be

zero. If it is in excess of .5 degree, the G&N should be considered no go.

3. It was concluded that the check of onboard computed apogee and

perigee heights (ha and hp) is unnecessary and will be dropped from the

procedures. In addition, these values will be dropped from the maneuver

PAD message.

4. Prior to each maneuver_ the crew shall make a maneuver attitude

check using a sextant star. The shaft and trunnion angles of the star

must agree with the PAD values to within five degrees or the burn is no

go. If the crew is unable to see any stars, that check will be dropped
for that burn.

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



5. In place of the previously proposed P40 VG test, we are substitu-
ting a check on the _V R. This parameter must agree with the PAD value to
within i0 fps.

6. Another CMC pre-burn check is through use of the Ground Track

Determination program (P21). The crew will check latitude, longitude,
and altitude against the PAD w_lues to determine that they are within

limits in order to give a G&_ go. The limits are .02 degree and .2 n.m.
respectively.

7. An attitude excursion limit of I0 degrees has been established for
all SPS burns. Five degrees a second is the attitude rate limit. If the

crew ascertains that either of these limits have been exceeded as indicated

by two independent data sources (primarily the B_GS and visible cues)_

they will takeover using SCS MTVC to damp rates and will shutdown the engine.

An exception to this is that during the initial start transient, an attitude
excursion beyond lO degrees will be considered acceptable if, in the crew's
judgment, it is truly due to the start transient and GNCS control of the

spacecraft is still acceptable. (G&CD has the action item of approving this
MTVC takeover procedures for safety when applied to docked burns. I have

been told by Ken Cox that studies are underway, the results of which so far

indicate this procedure is acceptable.)

8. The EN_ _V counter will not be used as part of the crew monitoring

procedure to avoid overburn. That is, for purposes of simplicity it was

decided to backup the GNCS engine cutoff based on burn duration only. The
proee_ire is for the crew to manually shutdown the engine if the GNCS has
not done so within five seconds of the nominal burn time for docked SPS

burns and within one second of the nominal burn time for undocked SPS burns.
The nominal burn time is included on the maneuver PAD for each burn.

9. Although the E_B will not be used to monitor against an overburn,
it will always be set up to provide an automatic cutoff if the crew switches

to SCS. Accordingly_ it is intended to slew into the_V counter that value

(_VC) which would cause it to provide as accurate a cutoff as possible.
In other words, tailoff and known accelerometer bias will be taken into

account when computing the AVC included on the maneuver PAD.

i0. Except for retrofire_ the crew will not trim any _V residusls
following any SPS maneuver.

ii. Since the first SPS burn is made before adequate checks of the G&N

can be carried out to insure proper GNCS operation, we propose to utilize

some special techniques for that one burn. Essentially we intend to evaluate

the GNCS performance during the launch phase on the D mission exactly as we

do as part of our TLI go/no go procedure on the C' mission. The procedure
involves comparing the performance of the spacecraft GNCS with the SIVB IU



during the launch phase. If the differences do not exceed certain pre-

established limits (which incidentally are the same as. C') no further
special checks are required to declare the GNCS go for SPS1. If the

limits are exceeded, the crew will perform an additional platform align-

ment (REFSMMAT Option) to the pre-launch orientation just prior to the

aligning to the burn REFSMMAT. If the gyro torquing angles indicate that

the drift rate has been less than .6 degree/hour since the fine alignment

while docked to the SIVB, the GNCS is declared go for the burn. Incidentally,

the GDC is also checked during the same period. Its no go limit is l0

degrees/hour on all three axes.

Obviously, special procedures are required for the docked DPS burn. This

maneuver is extremely unusual and provides the greatest chances of screw-

ing up procedurally. Prior to the maneuver, the following steps are taken:

1. The LGC E-memory will be dumped to the ground and checked by MCC-H.

If any of the critical E-memory values are in error, they must be updated

prior to the burn.

2. MCC-H will computeand relay to both spacecraft that REFSMMAT which

is consistant with the LMx-axis aligned along the velocity to be gained

by the maneuver and the y-axis shall be horizontal. Both spacecraft will
utilize the same R_SMMAT.

3. The MCC-H will update the state vectors for both vehicles. The

same external AV targets will be uplinked to both vehicles. (There is some
question as to how the CSM will monitor the maneuver. One proposal is to

call up the SPS thz_st program (P40), which would be operated just as
though it was controlling the maneuver. However, we're not sure how it

will perform when the _V targeted and achieved is in the negative x

direction. MIT was asked to advise us on this matterlO

4. The CSM will maneuver the two spacecraft to near burn attitude

using onboard computed gimbal angles. The LM completes this attitude

maneuver using R60.

5. Both spacecraft will perform burn attitude checks, the command

module using a sextant star and the LMusing an AOT star while the I_4

controls attitude during the last darkness period prior to the burn. Five

degrees has been established as the go/no go limit.

6. The DPS trim gimbals will be moved prior to the maneuver to verify

they are operating properly and will be reset to align the thrust vector

through the c.g. taking into account engine mount compliance at 40 percent

thrust. Assistance by MCC_H is required since there is no onboard indica-

tion of engine gimbal angle. The technique will involve iterative attempts

to align the engine which will be continued until they are within a O.1

degree of the desired values.
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7. The AGS will be initialized and used in the follow-up mode exactly

as it is for the undocked DPS burns. Of course, there is no consideration

given to taking over with the AGS.

8. We established an attitude limit of lO degrees and an attitude rate

limit of five degrees per second. However, this _mneuver is likely to

include some pretty wild attitude excursions_ particularly as the thrust

level is varied_ which could easily exceed those limits. During these

transient periods, it must be left to the crew's judgment whether a diver-

gent situation is occurring or not. We did establish that a _5 degrees
attitude excursion is an absolute limit. This should be coincident with

the "VG increasing" alarm. If these occur, the DPS should be manually shut-
down. The trim gimbal light is essentially ignored throughout the burn

since it cannot really be trusted for anything.

9. Following manual shutdown, attitude control is turned over to,

the CSM. If a malfunction occurs requiring prenmt_re burn termination

with excessive attitude rates, they will be damped using the LMy and

z-axis RCS translation jets.

As noted previouslyj the above techniques do not necessarily apply to

the maneuvers during the rendezvous or rendezvous abort situations. These

techniques will be discussed at our_next rendezvous meeting on November 18,

at which time any special procedures for those maneuvers will be identified,

agreed to, and documented.

Enclosure
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FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: D Rendezvous Mission Techniques

This memo is to tell you about the results of the November 25 D

Rendezvous Mission Techniques meeting. Except for a number of small

clean up items, we spent most of our time talking about how to handle

slippage of TPI time and incomplete Insertion and Phasing maneuvers.

After an exhausting discussion, I think we have those items under
pretty good control now.

1. There was a discussion of various techniques for aborting from

the mini-football. The only procedure we will pursue is for the CSM

to make a "tweak" maneuver at the horizontal crossing if necessary to
return the two spacecraft to a nominal relative motion mini-football.

This maneuver will be made only if it is known that an abort is required.

It shall be based on a chart the command module pilot carrys.

2. It had previously been decided to stage the DPS if the LMmust
make the TPI maneuver - abort from the football. Of the several

o
techniques proposed, the one most favored now to preclude DPS recontact

is to impart an out-of-plane AV to it as part of the TPI maneuver.

The crew is going to try out the following procedures in t_e simalator

and if acceptable we will stick with them for flight.

a. Just prior to TPI TIG but after Average g comes on, the LM
will thrust laterally using the y-axis RCS jets to build up approximately
5 fps out-of-plane.

b. At TIG they will start thrusting with the plus x-axis RCS

jets and stage the DPS as soon as acceleration exists. The out-of-plane

_V will be removed with the TPI thrusting with the x-axis jets by

yawing the spacecraft (i.e., spacecraft roll). (We are told there is

no problem in reinitializing the attitude control DAP for the staged

configuration in SUNDANCE.) If the CSM is active for TPIo_ the LM
shall not stage the DPS.

3. It had been recognized that when computing TPI in the football
trajectory it is possible to get two different solutions since there

are two times the relative angle between the spacecraft passes through
27.5 degrees. Both MPAD and MIT have run analysis to determine what

happens and how to handle the situation. The following table summaries

1 Buy U.S. Savings Bonds R_ularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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the results :

Time From Phasing PGNCS Operation

0 to 45 minutes Alarm code (no solution)

45 to 85 minutes Desired soiiution obtained (TPI --70 minutes)

815 to 87 minutes Wrong solution obtained (TPI = 87 minutes)

Greater than 87 minutes Fails to converge

The nominal TFI time we want to use is about 70 minutes after the

Phasing burn an_ if the crew uses that value as an input to P34, there

should be no trouble since itts well inside 1_he boundaries which yield
the desired solution.

4. Experience has shown that the crew simulators - LM_ and CMB - do

not accurately duplicate the true spacecraft guidance system with respect

to the time the computers take to perform their operations. Specifically_

the crew trainers run considerably faster than the actual flight computer

and if not taken into account, this characteristic can badly mislead

those responsible for setting up crew procedures. As a result, we levied

an action on MIT to determine the actual, real-life computer time required
to perform a list of specific operations. This list is included as an

attachment to this memo. Based on this, l'm told the simulators can be
fixed to be more realistic.

5. At this meeting we finally defined the acceptable TPI window

and the procedures to be followed in the event TPI falls outside the

window. MPAD reports that the current three sigma estimate of TPI

time dispersion is + 4 minutes. What I mean by this is that by using

the LM radar navigation to perform the CSI ar_ CDH targeting, errors

can result causing the time at which the nominal TPI elevation angle
actually occurs to be as much as four minutes from the time the tar-

geting was aiming for. FCSD reports that the acceptable TPI window is

3.5 minutes which you recall, is centered about the nominal TPI time -
25.5 minutes before the CSM breaks into the sunlight. You can see from

this that we have a very good chance of being within the acceptable

window. However, obviously techniques must be developed to handle the
case when we miss.

a. Our discussion revealed that it is unacceptable for TPI

to slip earlier than the 3.5 minutes before nominal_ since that would

cause braking to occur in darkness. Accordingly, if that occurs the

crew will recycle into the TPI targeting program (P34) using the Time
Option with an input of the nominal TPI time.
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b. Discussion also showed that, although undesirable, late TPI

is not unacceptable and, in fact, it is preferable to continue to use
the elevation angle option with a nominal 27.5 degree value regardless of

how late TIG occurs. And, so this is what we shall do.

As you see then, we have a fairly simple logic to guide the crew in

choosing their procedure. That is, the crew procedure is based on
whether the TPI time as determined onboard the spacecraft occurs earlier

than 3.5 minutes before nominal TPI. Since they only have to recycle

the TPI computation switching to the Time Option if the TPI is too early

by more than 3.5 minutes, they always have at least an additional 3.5

minutes to take action. This makes it possible for the crew to wait for

the final computation of TPI after the last rendezvous navigation to

make the decision of which way to go.

6. There is a problem brought about by this procedure with regard

to what the MCC-H must do for the TPI PAD message. This data - relayed

by voice to the crew - is normally used for two things. First to verify

that the onboard guidance system is working acceptably and the second

is to provide a backup maneuver to be executed in the event it is not.

The procedure noted above presents an obvious problem if the crew has

to go into the Time Option since there is no way for the ground to com-

pute a compatible solution for comparison. Accordingly, the following

procedures were developed, which are only used if the onboard solution

of TPI time is more than 3.5 minutes early:

a. The MCC-H computes and relays only one maneuverPAD message -

namely, a maneuver based on executing TPI with an elevation angle of
27.5 degrees, regardless of when TIG occurs.

b. Even though the LM crew determines that TPI time is too

early, they will call for the 27.5 degree AV solution and compare it

with the ground data to determine if their PGNCS is working. If it is

acceptable, they will use the procedure noted in 5a above, calling for
the Time Option with nominal TPI and continuing on without a ground

backup maneuver.

c. If the I/_[comparison with the ground solution is not favorable,

the CSM also compares its 27.5 degree TPI solution with the ground and if

acceptable, will recycle into the Time Option of P34 using the nominal

TPI time and will execute the resultant maneuver. In other words, if

the LMPGNCS is broken and the CSM GNCS is workingj the CSM should become
active for TPI.

d. If the CSM solution is also found to be unacceptable, the
LM crew should compare their chart solution with the ground and execute

it if acceptable.



e. If all of these fail, we have a situation in which TPI has

s]ipped too early, both spacecraft guidance systems have failed, as has

the LMbackup chart solution and there seems nothing to do but to perform
the MCC-H solution. Boy_

7. A lengthy detailed discussion of what to do in the event of

incomplete Phasing and Insertion maneuvers led to the following Mission
Techniques:

a. Phasing

If the DPS does not light or if the DPS lights but shuts

down prematurely_ do not stage, null horizontal Av's and if possible,

trim radial (x-body) _-_ to within 2 fps of mominal. This places the

LM in a football, its size dependent on the extent of the Av gained.
Then it is necessary to choose one of the following courses of action
in Real Time, dependent on what caused the premature shutdown.

(i) Execute TPI from the present trajectory this rev or
next. o

(2) Complete the phasing one rev later (CSM shall be mirror

i_ge targeted for this maneuver) using DPS under PGNCS control, RCS

(Staged), APS, or CSM (RCS or SPS) followed by TPI at the next opportunity
or insertion a quarter rev after that. o

This is an appalling number of choices which must be

substantially reduced before the flight based on systems considerations,
mission objectives and extent of flexibility affected by the crew

procedures. The latter is extremely important since the procedures

are complex and completely time dependent; they are no___teasyto recycle
i_to.

b. Insertion

(I) If DPS does not start, stay in :football by hulling
out ullage.

(2) If DPS does start, the primary goal is to complete

the burn using RCS with APS interconnect. If the AV required is
greater than about 8 fps, staging is required.

(3) In order to be prepared for some mysterious time

critical problem discovered within one minute after TiG_ the CSM will
be targeted with the same burn as the LM to be executed with a one

minute delay. This is not a mirror image burn. It nulls the LMburn.
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8. MIT reported on an old action item that the CSMPIPA bias check

cannot be conveniently reduced below 256 seconds duration.

9. In case everyone has not heard, the SUNDANCE program has been
fixed so that the crew can use the rendezvous radar self-test program

(R04) during terminal breaking with the Average g program (P47) running
simultaneously. That is great_

iO. Although not part of the D mission rendezvous, our final
discussion of the day involved what the CSM should do during the docked

DPS maneuver. Options for the CSM are to use the SPS thrust program

(P40), the RCS thrust program (P41), or the Average g program (P47).

Due to a limitation in the displays available in P47, which we know

would work, the crew would prefer to use P40 or P41. We're not too
sure how they will do so we asked MIT to look into how each of these

programs would operate during the docked DPB burns such that we may
make a final choice.

I don't expect to have any more full blown D rendezvous meetings

until the final review of the Mission Techniques Document now
scheduled for distribution about December 16. This review will

probably be about Jar_ary i0, 1969.

PA:HWTindall, Jr.:js
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_OM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: D Rendezvous Mission Techniques

This memo is to let you know about some things on the D Rendezvous that

have been giving us a lot of trouble. The problem we have been having
is associated with the football trajectory and how to exit from it

gracefully. It seems like most of the significant mission techniques

open items deal with this subject. In fact, we submitted a Trajectory
Change Request in an attempt to relieve this problem area a little bit.

It was disapproved - rightfully, I think.

The thing that is beginning to bother me is the realization that the

probability of aborting the D Rendezvous from the football trajectory
is rather great. This is due to a center wide feeling that a rendezvous

from the football accomplishes almost everything we want and going

through the CDI/CDH does not offer enough benefit to justify the addi-

tional risk of two or three extra hours of LM operation unless all systems
are operating. That is, even failure of equipment like the rendezvous

radar and the AGS currently appear to be justification not to exit the

football. The other thing that I am slowly beginning to realize is that

the football rendezvous is by no means simple. In many ways it is a lot

more difficult than the standard coelliptic rendezvous. Not only are

many special procedures required for it but the TPI maneuver is very
sensitive to small dispersions in the relative trajectory of the two

spacecraft. By the same token, small errors in the I_SFN state vectors

will cause the ground computed solution to differ significantly from the

onboard. These things have led us to propose a basic ground rule -

namely that TPIo should never be executed on the first opportunity except

in a time critical situation. Furthermore, we could define no single

guidance, navigation; or control system problem which we consider time

critical. That is_ time critical situations must arise from some serious

environmental or electrical problem or something like that. By going an

extra revolution in the football we give both the crew and the flight

controllers an opportunity to get squared away before going into the

critical terminal phase. We should have considerably more confidence in

the F_FN state vectors too since we would have a sustained period of unper-

turbed radar tracking. Unfortunately, spending an extra revolution in the

football for this purpose aggravates another problem. Small dispersions
prior to and during the phasing burn can cause a situation wherein the

spacecraft never arrives at a 27.5 degree elevation angle for execution of

...... Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



TPI. Going the extra revolution mkes us even raore susceptable to this.

It was due to this that we proposed a trajectory change. Specifically,
by reversing the direction of the CSM 5 fps Separation burn from radially

down to radially up, we become tolerant of much larger dispersions. How-

ever, the impact on other things at this late a date was considered unac-

ceptable.

It is recognized by everyone that we still do not have TPI o procedures
worked out yet and that by disapproving the traje----ctorychange we were

buying additional complexity in them. We are also r_king the probability

greater for _ving to do _I o at some angle s_ller than the no_nal
(27.5°).

We have initiated an analysis to determine if it is possible for the

ground to give use_L1 assistance for TPIo at the first opportunity.
_ere is a feeling on the part of some of us that the ground solution

for the first _! o could be substantially in error _king it useless
both for comparison with the o_oard system and for backup in the event

of an onboard failure. The point is we my have to establish a technique

whereby the rendezvous must be carried out independent of the ground in
the time critical case.

In summary:

I. It is obvious that we must have well thought-out procedures

and thorough training to handle the football rendezvous since the

probability of doing it is very great (e.g., 5 or I0 percent, I would

_ess).

2. The football rendezvous is significantly more difficult to

perform than intuition leads you to believe. Accordingly, we are

proposing to always spend one extra revolution in the football prior

to attempting the rendezvous if it is at all possible to do so.

3. The crew procedures will be developed to _ke sure they serve
well for initiation of rendezvous on all revolutions in the football not

just the first.

In attempt to finally clean up those darned TPI mission techniques prior

to start of MCC-H/crew simulations, we will pro_ably get together over

the C_istmus Holidays -whatever that is.

PA:HWTindalI, Jr.:js
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68-PA- J.-.,.,_,

_ao._.< PA/Chief_ Apollo Data Priority;Coordination

s,t_;jEc;r: Fir,st "E" Mission Rendezvous Mission Techniques meeting - 1_rch h

i. On Mnrch 4 we had the first "E" Mission Rendezvous Mission Ueer.n-qae:

meeting. It was devoted almost exclusively to understanding "'_-.._'.-,.__':-
mi:_sion requirements and mission plans are for this phase of the fki;5--.t.

The discussion raised a few questions and some action items ".'ereaszi2r.ei

to get them answered.

2. It is evident that activities prior to the rendezvous such as ;h£ "_:.,,-

S-I-WB rnneuver simulating translunar injection (TLI) will substanDielf.':"

perturb conditions at the start of the rendezvous unless compensa_icn is

provided. This, of course_ means that the logic and capability to p'_an
_a_., "compensation" in real time must be designed and implemented.

_": Lineberry and his people were asked to look into this. (T_.ey're a_.._-'_-

a sJmi!sr job for Mission "D" already.)

3. The "E" mission is typical of any involving LM operations. -, s-_>.r-s

"az_n an undoeking and visual inspection. _ais is followed by a ___-__ ?.OZ

meneuver by one vehicle or the other to provide a contro___c ,_=.._-_,_.._=

asps ration trajectory to avoid costly station keeping. Tnls is fcklc.,ei

in tuz'n by a larger separation maneuver which kicks off whatever is _c be

done. In this case_ the larger separation maneuver, called a "_Ph_:ing
% 6 Irmaneaz_r _ p].aces the LM ahead and above the con_mand module prcz,erly

located to execute the CDH coelliptic maneuver about 2 hours an j _'__,., _": YfZ:=-2

leter. It is intended that these Phasing and CDH maneuvers will be

computed in real time in the RTCC utilizing the so-called ,_CC/;,zz._en_-ezvoas

r_aneuver logic developed for Gemimi. This targeting will force the C:H

r_mneuver to occur at spacecraft apogee over Hawaii, with the prope_r
differential altitude and phase angle.

4. 2"ae entire rendezvous will be carried out with a single iner;ia!

platform orientation (_MMAT) for each spacecraft. They will be

computed and relayed to the spacecraft from the ground. Of course, _re
then one platform alignment will be performed. The point is they "-'iLl

all be carried out to achieve the same inertial platform orients=ion.

Furth(:rraorc',it is anticipated that the REFSMMAT on Mission "_......_."_-

selected er;sent:ially the same as for the "D" and "G" missions. _--%.._tis:
l;?.,eywill %]e tied to TPI and will provide an FDAI 8-ball display of

")_ O, 0 when the spacecraft is aligned in-plane, horizontal, wires leveL:
heads up.

- /L,d
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_. l,twas a_Treed that an undocked platform aligr_,:_nt ..... _'_ Le

tho separation and Phasing _neuvers. in order to per_t thi= ;:e ez_:,li_-/:-_

s_=,pa_a_on will occur 5 minutes before the sSsrt of the -_e_> ..... _/:r_o_

prior to the Phasing maneuver. Since this will result in a!mo=t a ct==ie-_c

rovolution between the separation and Phasing r_neuvers a =__= red i._i

,separation burn such as planned for missions "D" and "G" m_y not -_c_k -.-

too well here_ and the Rendezvous Analysis Branch was given the ac-.ic= ice.-.
of telect[ng an optimum separation burn to be illustrated --_ 2-,--

_,'_th Lhe standard relative motion plot. Flight l_iannlng ",:as__-_.......,_ cc
work ou_; the Crew timeline in detail for the period between un_cckin:- --:

C'/=i_h:_r;ing_mxneuver. We want to make sure that the _rarious crew a':;i:l',_ez

ac,2cciated with LM checkout and trajectory control do not cor_ilc= no: -:e
,_.r,_. _....... y crowded. I'm sure someone will also be interested in deter=i.<in C
the consumables required during this period since apparently both eLec_rlc

power and RCS propellant are at a premium.

6. Finally, the crew procedures people were requested to e___e"_.... a-f..

report at the next meet:ng the preferred lighting conditions for _he u_l

rm_neuver when it is executed by a spacecraft approaching from ahead and

a'L,ove. This will be tb_ situation for the first TPI oplx_rtuni.ty on -_he

"E" mission. Although that maneuver would not actually be executed as ion C
as everything is still going along okay_ we should be prepared to dc i= if

we have to. And the preferred lighting conditions influence scheduling cf
the Phasing maneuver itself.

7. q_e current rendezvous plan provides two opportunities to perfc=_._.

CFSI nnn,:uver, both of which are nominally zero. However, it was q:e=-_icn._

as _o whether the fi.rst opportunity really exists since it occurs ¢;.lv 3g

minutes after the Phasing maneuver with insufficient ground _ "-_-u_ c.C: ..... _7.i

conm_anications to suppo,_t it. It may be desirable for the crew to 7e-_fc_
r<:_dezvous m_vigation and target this maneuver; the question is whe-_her

__._.....would ever really execute it. The point is, if it turns ou- _c le

sr_cl! there r_eems to be no disadvantage in delaying until the nexc CS-

opportun[ty one revolution later, and if the onboard syszer_ indicate :n_-

a la<"__ CSI maneuver is needed there is reason to suspect some sycze.-..:
s._ifunct]on. This is based on the assumption there had been no ..........

_, non-moral.hal performance during the Phasing burn_ which ir.p!ies __< _.=_
;;,houldbe near zero. It seems we ought to obtain some ,_.Z._iccr_ir=__=i=n
" °v'c _ Ino _ ore.making a big burs, that might screw up the situation, conjunomicn
w:th all this, the Rendc'zvous Analysis Branch was given the action _-e- cf
d< _ez'minJng parametrica[Lly theeffects of residuals in the Phasin,_ mane=ver

iu terms of CSI _neuve" magnitude and other trajectory dispersions s:_n

as _I time slippage.

_]. It has been stated that a primary mission objective on this f!izL: is

to perform a comprehensive AGS systems test. This, of course, ==st in-.-_l-.-e
r :ndczvous navigation and targeting as well as maneuver guidance an! ccnnr=l.



'2his e:m be done in a number of ways. For example, the A_-C could be alL-.e_

to operate continuously without PNGCS update throughout the en=ire rern ez;';.=
exerc:[r_e. Or the test could be broken down into a nu-_fcerof indi:'id.el "/;;'.

with re-initialization ]provided periodically. It is also necesza._" -c __',_clfy

when and under what conditions radar data should be i_ut ine_ tag ASS. C_-S

Divis::_onwas requested to amplify their mission require=cent by prc--idi_-._a

more dew,ailed description of exactly what they would like aeco_iisned a:_=

if po:':.ible how they would like to do it.

3'. Thnt i._ about all we covered dur.ng this short meetin C. Cne nlze =:.i._.=

oppar,_n_ was the substantial carryover from the "C" and "D" mizzlcn _.:c.-.ni-._

mceti.ui::_whi.ch should permit us to complete work on "E" in a con._idc-r-kly

snor_,:r period than would otherwise be the case. it was agreed _ha= ._._cnd-y

afternoon is a good meeting time and so, if possible, we intend _o ge c

togct_er every other week at that time. The next meeting is scheduled

at l:0O p.m._ March 18, in Building 4, Room 396. That's 1300 for you,
Frank.

Howard W. Tindall, Jr.

Snelosure
List of Attendees

Adcressees:

(See at oached list)
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Memorandum
TO : See list attached DATE: April ll_ 1969

69-PA-T-59A

FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: F Rendezvous Mission Techniques Clean-up

On April 5 we had what I expect is the last of the F Mission Rendezvous

Techniques meetings. We resolved a number of open items which had not

been covered before, or which popped up during simulations. This memo

is to list them for the record. Some are trivial_ some are really

quite significant.

1. Since the first planned DPS maneuver is DOI, it was agreed

that the gimbal angles included in the LGC erasable memory load should

be right for that maneuver. These values should also be included in

the crew check list (Stan Mann please respond).

2. The IN attitude and attitude rate limits for the DPS burns

are 5° and 5°/sec unstaged and for the APS are 10° and lO°/sec.

" 3. We agreed upon the following course of action regarding

imperfect DOI maneuvers.

a. First of all, only the x-axis residual shall be trimmed.
The y and z-axes residuals shall be left untrimmed since they do not

bother anything and trimming wastes RCS propellant and can result in

excessive plume impingement.

b. Underburns - Underburns less than 5 fps will be t_immed

up to 7 seconds plus x RCS burn duration, which is a plume impingement

constraint. (Note: that's only 3 fps of trimming and thus can leave
a small residual which will force retargeting the later burns) Under-

burns in excess of 5 fps will not be trimmed and will result in a "PDI

abort." (A PDI abort, you recall, involves making a maneuver at about
PDI time yielding CSI one-half rev later. In other words, it eliminates

the rev in the nominal mission between phasing and insertion. The PDI

abort will be made with DPS if it is considered an operating system,

otherwise with the APS.)

c. Overburns .-Overburns less than 12 fps will be trimmed

with minus x RCS. Again, this limit is based on a RCS plume impingement
constraint. It should never occur since this is about a 4 second over-

burn which could have been manually stopped before reaching this value.

__ Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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Overburns greater than 12 fps result in lunar impact and therefore call
for a direct return of the LM to the command module by the immediate,

brute force technique discussed in previous memos.

d. I guess it goes without saying that any PGNCS failure during
DOI also dictates a direct return abort.

4. The following agreements were reached regarding the phasing
maneuver:

a. It was emphasized that at least 40 fps should be achieved

by the LM somehow if at all possible.

b. Underburns - Trim underburns less than 5 fps with plus x

RCS up until the 7 second plume impingement limit. If the underburn

is greater than 5 fps_ but less than 25 fps_ stage and complete the
maneuver with RCS. If the underburn is in excess of 25 fps, stage and

complete the burn with APS using the AGS.

c. Overburns - Trim overburns less than 12 fps with minus x

RCS. For overburns in excess of that, trim out 12 fps and standby for

an update of the Insertion targeting.

5. Insertion

a. Underburns - If the total velocity gained is less than 45

fps_ take it out using mlnus x RCS. This limit is based on the 30
second minus x RCS p]nme impingement constraint. In this event, the

CSM does the insertion burn three minutes later. If the underburn is

less than 80 fps_ use the plus x RCS to complete the maneuver. (This
limit is based on the 55 second RCS plume impingement constraint.) For

the approximate lO0 _s band of cutoff velocities in between these two

limits, the LM should do nothing immediately and the command module will
have to rescue.

b. Overburns must be removed somehow to avoid lunar impact.

6. It has been said repeatedly before, and I say again here today,
that there is no such thing as a 200 n.mi. range limit on the VI{F ranging

by the CSM. That is merely a fictitious design value which has no bearing
on how the operation should be conducted. V}{F ranging should be used

to its full 327 n.mi. recycle limit provided the data is good. The AR

AV limits_ which the CMP should use to decide if it's good or not are
currently set at 0.5 n.mi. and 3 fps. (These values may be changed this

week following a rendezvous navigation meeting of the experts.)
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It was agreed that the CMI° could do P£O rendezvous navigation, updating

the LM state vector in the CMC_ between DOI and phasing, if this does not

conflict with other more urgent activity.

7. The TPI window has been established as being from minus 8 minutes

to plus infinity. The nominal TPI location is at the time the target

vehicle is 23 minutes before sunrise. The significance of the window
is that if after CSI it is discovered that the TPI associated with the

elevation angle option has slipped earlier than 8 minutes, the crew

will recycle the TPI program (P34) using the time option with nominal
TPI minus 8 minutes on the input time.

8. The CSM always uses the LM computed CDH time for input to P33

as long as the LMPGNCS is assumed to be working okay.

9. It was agreed that all CSM mirror image targeting (that is,

for CSI, CDH, and TPI) shall use the same TIG as the LM. That is,
mirror image targeting will not be delayed one minute or three minutes

as had previously been considered. This technique considerably sim-

plifies procedures and results in (minor) difficulty only if the LM

failure, which forces the CSM to become active, becomes apparent when
the LM attempts to _ke the maneuver. Such a last instant failure on

an RCS burn is considered very unlikely and does not result in too bad
a situation if the command module then executes the maneuver late.

One of the simplifications obtained by eliminating TIG delays is
the elimination of all biases that need to be applied to the CSM solu-

tions for use in the LMwith one exception. It is necessary to subtract

i i_os from the CSM CSI (P32) solution when the LMuses it for comparison
with their own solutions or for execution°

lO. Comparison ].imits were established for evaluating the acceptability
of the various rendezvous maneuver solutions. In each ease, it is most

desirable to use the LGC if possible. Accordingly, it will be used if

it compares favorably with either the CSM or the LM chart solution. If

it fails, the LM chart is compared with the CSM solution and is used if
acceptable. If both the LGC and chart solutions fail their test, it is
recommended that the LM execute the maneuver computed by the CSM since

a rendezvous radar failure is the most likely cause of trouble. The

comparison limits are 2 fps, 5 fps, and 6 fps for x, y, and z-axes_

respectively, in both local vertical and in line-of-sight coordinates.

This comparison technique shall be used for the CDH and TPI burns

for sure. It may aZLso be possible to use it for CSI, provided analyses

between now and the flight show that the CSM will have an acceptable

performance. Since it is not certain that the CSM will shape up, we
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have adopted the following weird technique which should be used for

CSI unless the CSM is eventually certified to be okay. It is based

on use of three possible solutions - the PGNCS_ the LM chart, and the

pre-separation canned burns. It is also based on a desire to insure

too large a CSI burn_ if anything, in order to avoid having TPI slip

early, which is considered a serious dispersion, as noted in paragraph
7 above. The rule is that the LM crew should execute the latest of

these solutions, provided it is no more than 2 fps bigger than the

next-to-largest solution_ If the rendezvous radar has failed, it wipes

out both the PGNCS and chart solution, the LM crew uses the same compari-

son scheme, only in this event it is a comparison of only two sources -

the pre-separation canned burn against the CSM CSI solution after it has
been biased 1 fps as noted in paragraph 9.

ll. There were at least two situations in which it seems desirable

for the CSM and I_ to share the braking task and it was agreed that

they would do so if either occurs. If the LM fails to stage the DPS
or if the LMis not able to visually acquire the CSM during braking,

lateral line-of-sight control by the LMis not practical and the CSM

shall do it. The LM will continue to be responsible for performing

the actual braking _neuver provided the rendezvous radar is working.

And that's how we spent Saturday.

PA:HWTindalI_ Jr.:js
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Memorandum
TO : See list below DATE: April 30, 1969

FROM : FM/ Apollo i0 , _ission Design Manager

SUBJECT: Trajectory Change Evaluation Report

Title

Lunar orbit orientation change

TCR Number
F-12

MCRG Meeting Date CCB Meeting Date _ Requested Completion/
DaZe

N/A N/A May 5, 1969

The attached proposal change is forwarded for your evaluation and

recommendations concerning its impact on the mission plan. Please

submit your comments on MSC Form II19C, "Trajectory Change Evalua-

tion." A report of ACCEPTABLE is expected if you are in no way

affected. Send reply to F_53/Mission Planning Support Office,

Attention: William J. Bennett , no later than

the above-listed completion date, An ACCEPTABLE reply will be

implied if your report is not received by this date.

Enclosure

Addressees:

CB/J. Lovell FC/E. F. Kranz
M. Collins FA/R. T. Rose

CF/W. Anderson EG2/C. F. Wasson

CF/J. Cotter CF/Lt. Col. T. P. Stafford

FA5/P. Deans Cmdr. E. A. Cernan

EG/D. Cheatham Cmdr. J. W. Young
PD/J. Sevier Col. L. G. Cooper

R. Ward Maj. D. F. Eisele

FC/G. Lunney Cmdr. E. D. Mitchell
C. Charlesworth Maj. C. M. Duke

FS2/J. Watkins

FM/J. P. Mayer co:

H. W. Tindall_ Jr. FM/Braneh Chiefs

D. H. Owen FM2/J. C. Harpold
C. Grover

J. K. Burton

FMS/R. L. Berry
H. D. Beck

MSC FL II19B-9-68 FM6/K. A. Young

Buy U.S. S_vt_gs Bonds Regu_rly on the Payroll Sav;ngs Plan
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necessary to derive empirical corrections to the _FN/RTCC or it determination solutions
to enable accurate vector propogation and targeting of the "O" mission DOE and landing
maneuvers. Since the effect of orbit orientation on the empirical correction_ is

unknown, the corrections would potentially have to be derived in real time unless an
identical orbit ground track had been flown on a previous mission. Therefore, if "F"

flies the exact "G" lunar orbit, the empirical corrections for "G" can be derived wi_h

a high degree of confidence prior to the "G" mission.

Also, the identical ground track will yield an increased applicability of "F" strip

photography and crew observations to "G" training.

_:_T,c,_ :_ :H_._ The lunar orbit orientation change will be accomplished via a com-
bination of a translunar midcourse and LOI, maneuver. The midcourse _ould be targeted

±
by the RTCC free return best adaptive path (BAP) mode through the use of a MED to

control the lunar landing site approach azimuth so as to obtain a resultant translunar

trajectory compatible with tlne desired new orbit Orientation. LOI 1 would be targeted
in the usual manne_ using a MED to obtain the desired new lunar landing site approach
azimuth.

[] DISAPPROVED IDA_E
AOPRDV O

[] TYPE I (CCB REFERRAL) [] IYPE II

5CHEDL'L.£ IKIPACT AFFECTED BASELINE DOCU_,'Er_TS

NONE Operational Trajectory

REMARKS:

The enclosed tables show a comparison of significant mission parameters between the

"old" F mission profile and the "new" F profile with the "G" mission lunar orbit
orientation. The end-of-mission AV and propellant reserves shown are over and above

that required for a quick return TEI and 3o dispersions. These reserves are
sufficient to cover a typical CSM rescue of the LM (300 - 500 fps) but are not always
sufficient for a "worst case" LM rescue (800 fps). However, this latter contingency

can always be covered by targeting TEI for a day later return in real time. The

reductions in the AV and propellant reserves for the "new" profile are due primarily

to the translunar midcourse and the increased magnitude of LOI 1. Note, however, that
the new SPS performance requirements still allow a quick return TEI and, thus,

approximately an eight-day mission.

IJM SIG MSE SIGN • .

_JZ/k._.) _/-_Robert J1.Ward



F MISSION LUNAR ORBIT ORIENTATION CHANGE FOR MAY LAUNCH WINDOW

Site 2 Site 3

Old New Old New

, , , , , .........

Launch date May _u_o __J_r_Ig Ms.y 20 May 20

Lunar landing site
•pproach azimuth (deg) -95.25 -91.0 -95.75 -89.0

Lunar orbit inclination

(deg) 5.3 1.2 5.8 i.i

rranslunar midcourse _V (fps)

(72°/90°/i08 ° launch

Lzimuth- 1 st injection 56/65/54 - 21/22/20
_pportunity)

LOI (1 + 2)_V (fps) 2982/2996/2982 3i04/3156/3100 2990/3002/2990 3198/3240/3191

3PS _V reserve (fps) 1306/1108/984 966/677/655 1786/1686/1632 1349/1188/1210

3PS propellant reserve

(lbs) 3011/2518/2214 2171/1479/1427 4279/4015/3874 3141/2736/2791



F MISSION LUNAR ORBIT ORIENTATION CHANGE FOR JUNE LAUNCH WINDOW

Site 2 Site 3

Old New Old New

5aunch date June 17 June 17 June 19 June 19

Lunar landing site

approach azimuth

(deg) -95.25 ° -91.0 -95.75 -89.0

Lunar orbit inclination

(deg) 5.3 1.2 5.8 i.i

Translunar midcourse_V(f_ s]

i (720/90°/108 launch -
azimuth ._ist injection

opportunity ) . - 6/TBD/5 16/12/TBD

LOI (i + 2) _V (fps 2986/2989/2988 3079/TBD/3073 3011/3OO6/TBD 3!I3/3138/TBD

S}_V reserve (fps) 1812/1721/1650 1610/Tm/1467 1922/1874/TBD 1575/1484/TBD

SPS propellant reserve

(ibs) I+344/4108/3922 3816/TBD/3444 4645/4515/TBD 3725/3490/TBD



m,,

ITRAJECTORY CHANGE EVALUATION
m,, ,,

TYPE APPROVAL

REMARKSI

SCHEDULE IMPACT_

E'_L _DR (MDRG qEPRESENTATI\E) I DATE

1

|
ATURE OF MDM

I DATE

' MSC Form 1119C ($ep 68)
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Memorandum
APR17 1969

TO : Informal Distribution DATE"
69-FM46-I07

FROM :Chairman, F Rendezvous Navigation Mission Techniques Panel

SUBJECT: F Rendezvous Navigation Mission Techniques Panel Meeting, April i0, 1969

I. Reference: "Onboard Tracking Schedules for Missions F and G," 69-FM46-29,
FM4/Jaek H. Shreffler, February 7, 1969.

2. The purpose of this meeting was to review navigation error analyses

performed by MIT and MSC and to determine the nominal onboard navigation
techniques or identify a specific course of action to establish the navi-

gation techniques for the F Mission rendezvous. Navigation and dispersion
analyses have determined the LGC navigation techniques which are described

in the reference to be acceptable. Some minor navigation techniques changes
to simplify crew procedures were made at the meeting, but these changes have

no impact on the e_ected maneuver accuracy. Navigation and dispersion

analyses have determined the CMC navigation techniques (reference) to be

r unacceptable for CS! maneuver targeting. Proposed methods for solving
the CSI navigation problem are discussed later in this memorandum. The

CSM navigation techniques for the other rendezvous maneuvers are acceptable.
Updated onboard rendezvous tracking schedules, W-matrix reinitialization
schedules, and P-20 erasable memory parameter lists are included in this
memorandum.

3. Bruce Williamson (MPAD) provided a discussion on the emperical technique
developed by E. R. Schiesser and himself for computing navigation covariance
matrices for MSFN tracking of a spacecraft in lunar orbit. These matrices

provide the estimated accuracy with which the spacecraft's lunar orbit can

be determined by the RTCC orbit determination program using the tracking
data of the MSFN.

4. MIT and MPAD presented the results of CSM navigation and dispersion

analyses. The MPAD estimate of the CSM capability to provide CSI maneuver

targeting data (per the reference) is not sufficiently accurate to satisfy
the CSI maneuver voting logic. At the last F Mission rendezvous data
priority meeting, the CMC solution was omitted from consideration. In

order that the CSI maneuver targeting situation can be improved, the
Insertion to CSI tracking schedule has been revised to increase the

tracking interval to the maximum possible. However, MPAD results indicate

that by inhibiting the SXT data between Insertion and CSI, acceptable CSI

_V calculations can be expected. To determine the CSM navigation procedures
piror to CSI, the following four cases of CSM navigation between Insertion

and CSI are to be analyzed. These cases are arranged in descending order
- of preference.

The information in this paper is unedited and is

not official FOD or MPAD information. _
r_ to provide rap_ circulation and my
later be iaeorporated m d formal paper.
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i. SXT + VHF

2. SXT + VHF with tracking terminating at CSI-9 minutes (VHF only
from CSI-12 minutes to CSl-9 minutes)

_. SXT + VHI_ for 8 minutes, reinitialize the W-matrix, initialize
VHF only tracking to CSI-9 minutes

4. VHF only to CSI-9 minutes

MIT and the Mathematical Physics Branch (MPAD) are to generate the covarinace
matrices of expected errors in the I_ and CSM state vectors for these navi-

gation cases. The Orbital Mission Analysis Branch (MPAD) is to determine

the CS! maneuver AV statistics with Monte Carlo dispersion analysis pro-
grams. If the increased tracking between Insertion and C$I in cases i or 2

provide acceptable CSIAV statistics, then the onboard procedures will con-

form to these results. That is, onboard tracking for the purpose of

targeting the CSI maneuver will terminate at CSi-12 if case i is accept-

able. If case i is not acceptable, VHF only between CSI-12 and CSI-9 will

be included. Assuming as previous analyses have indicated, the case 4

results are acceptable and cases i and 2 are not, then the results of

case 3 will be compared to case 4. If case 3 results are also acceptable_

the recommendation will be made that the command module pilot adopt the
case 3 navigation. Re tracking schedule and cre_rprocedures would be

changed accordingly. If case 3 results are not acceptable_ then case 4
navigation techniques are to be recommended. The case 3 navigation

technique has the advantage of providing the necessary out-of-plane

information prior to CSI required for the l_Mto make an out-of-plane

velocity correction at CSI. The eight minutes of SXT tracking are ex-

pected to determine the out-of-plane velocity to better than i fps. If

the SX_I'tracking is not performed prior to the CSI maneuver_ then the
nominal procedure of performing the out-of-plane corrections at CSI and

PC would be changed to PC and CDH. These maneuvers are optimally separated

by 90° in central angle just as CSI and PC are; therefore, no maneuver
penalty would be incurred. The analysis of these four cases are to be

completed and a recommended course of action will be made Wednesday_

April 16, 1969, in order that the navigation technique can be exercised in

the full network simulation scheduled on Thursday_ April 17_ 1969. It

should be pointed out that the recommendation of cases 3 or _ navigation

prior ±o CSI is tantamount to the requirement that VHF range data be available.

_. The differential corrections limits (HMAX and VMAX) in the LM and CSM
were set to 2000 ft. and 2 fps. In determining the RMAX and VMAX limits

and the techniques associated with accepting and rejecting navigation

data_ we found that the heart of the problem is bound up in how to deter-
mine and declare the navigation system failed. As you can tell from

reading, not too much thought has been devoted here. The following
procedure was outlined for determining if the correction to the state

which _iolates the RMAX or VMAX limit should be accepted are rejected.
Between DOI and CSI_ the first mark after a maneuver or after a long time

period of no navigation, the RMAX and VMAX are expected to be exceeded



and the mark is to he accepted if RMAX is less than 12000 ft. and VNAX

is less than 12 fps. The mext mark should be a large correction but not

so large as the first. This downward trend in the magnitudes of the

correction should coatinue as the relative state is continually improved.

i_ the corrections do not decrease, then the crew should investigate the

tracking data source to verify that the system is operating correctly.

For instance, the astronaut knows if he made a good SXTmark; the V_F
range readout data can be checked verbally with the RR range meter; the

RR antenna can be checked for side lobe lock on; and the range rate

compared to the ds_g display (V83E) in CSM or LM. If it has been deter-

mimed that the tracking data source is operating correctly and yet

corrections to the state vector are not decreasing_ there is a point

where the navigation system should be considered failed, whatever that
means. The logic of how the astronaut should come to this conclusion

was not discussed at this meeting. There are no plans to consider

exploring this question in quest of solving it. If it is considered to

be worthwhile, then a meeting can be called for the purpose of attempting
to solve this riddle, if the _rrection to the state which triggers the

RMAX_ VMAX alarm is more than 12000 ft. or 12 fps, then the mark is re-
jected and the astronaut takes action to determine that his data source

is valid. If he determimes the data source is valid_ them he accepts
the next mark and the same process previously discussed is followed. If

he determines that the data source is invalid, he takes action to correct

the situation, if possible. If he cannot correct the problem, the cor-

rections that are being made to the state vector are too great to allow

them to continue and the tracking source should be considered failed.

The RMAX and VMAX are set to 2000 and 2 because corrections greater than

this are only expected after a long period of no navigation or at the

first mark or two after a maneuver except Insertion when four to six

large corrections can be expected, if we get a correction greater than

this amount in the middle of the tracking interval, then the mark is

had and should be rejected. After CSI_ this differential correction

acceptability limit is dropped from 12000 ft. and 12 fps to 5000 ft. and

5 fps, because the expected relative errors between the onboard state

vectors are larger before CSI than following CS_

Attachments

Distribution: (See attached list)



P-20 Erasable Memory Parameter List

LC_3 Re co_ended Value

RANGEVA R 0. llllllllllE- 4

RATEVAR i.877777E-5

RMAX 2000 ft.

V_i&X 2 ft/sec

RVARMIN 66. (meters)2

VVARMIN •I'T445E-5(meters/cent i-sec)2

SHAFTVAR .000001 (tad)2

TRUNVAR .000001 (rad) 2

WRENDPO S 10000. ft.

WRENDVEL i0 ft/sec

WSHAFT .019 tad.

WTRUN .015 rad.

CMC

WRENDPC)S 10000. ft.

WRENDV_]L i0 fps

RMAX 2000 ft.

VMAX 2 _Yt/sec

RVAR 0.

2
RVARMIN 900 ft.

INTVAR 196. (meters)2
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Tracking Schedule for F Mission Rendezvous

LMRendezvous Radar

TIME EVENT

(Min.)

-189 DOI

-i17 Phasing

-ill Initiate traeking_ update CSM in this interval

-106 Cease tracking

87 Initiate tracking, update CSM in this interval,V93 after fourth

msrk, W= i0000 ft.- i0 fps- 15 MEAD

- 72 Cease tracking

39 Initiate tracking, update CSM in this interval

- 22 Cease tracking*

0 Insertion

V93 before first mark, W= i0000 ft.- i0 _s- 15 MRAD
18 Initiate tracking

39 Cease tracking

91 CSl

96 Initiate tracking

V93 after fourth mark, W= 2000 ft.- 2 fps- 5 MIKhD

74 Cease tracking

80 Plane change

82 Initiate tracking

V93 after fourth mark, W= 2000 ft.- 2 fps- 5 MBAD

97 Cease tracking

109 CDH

iii Initiate tracking

V93 after fourth mark, W= 2000 ft.- 2 fps- 5 MRAD

134 Cease tracking

* Before Insertion there is a P27 update of the MSFN CSM State to
the LGC



f- Tracking Schedule for F Mission Rendezvous, cont'd.

LMRendezvous Radar

T]}gE EVENT

(Min.)

146 TPI

V93 before first mark, W= 2000 ft.- 2 fps- 5 MPAD
149 Initiate tracking

158 Cease tracking

161 M01

V93 before first mark, W= 2000 ft.- 2 fps- 5 MRAD
163 Initiate tracking

173 Cease tracking

176 MC2

i"



Tracking Schedule for F Mission Rendezvous

CM Sextant and VHF Ranging

TIME EVENT

(Hin.)

-189 DOI
-196 Initiate tracking*

-126 Cease tracking

-117 Phasing

-112 Initiate tracking, V93 after third mark, W= i0000 ft., i0 fps,
SXT TRKterminated between -102 and -89 during LM IMU alignment

- 79 Cease tracking

- 54 Initiate tracking, V93 after third SXT mark,

W= i0000 ft. 3 i0 fps

- 34 Cease tracking

0 Insertion**

V93 before first mark, W= I0000 ft., i0 fps
19 Initiate tracking -m_*

39 Cease tracking

51 CSI

58 Initiate tracking

V93 after third mark, W= 2000 ft., 2 fps
79 Cease tracking

* If valid VHI_ Range data are available at ranges less than about 327 n.mi.,

the P-20 navigation program should accept and allow the range data to correct

the state vector. Since a range ambiguity exists at ranges greater than

327 n.mi, the data should be inhibited beyond 327 n.mi. For the purpose of

navigation capability analysis, VHF range data will only be assumed at ranges
less than 200 n.mi., the hardware specifications limit.

_-_ Before insertion there is a P27 update of the MSFN CSM state to the CMC

and following Insertion there is a P27 update of the LGC LM state to the CMC.

***Analyses are in progress to determine the CSM navigation technique and

a recommendation will be made Wednesday_ April 16, 1969.



F Tracking Schedule for F Mission Rendezvous, cont 'd.

CM Sextant and VHF Ranging

TIME EVENT

(ran.)

80 Plane change

85 Initiate tracking

V93 after third mark, W= 2000 ft., 2 fps

97 Cease tracking

109 CDH

115 Initiate tracking

V93 after third mark, W= 2000 ft., 2 fps

133 Cease tracking

146 TPI

V93 before first mark_ W= 2000 ft._ 2 fps

151 Initiate tracking

158 Cease tracking

161 MCI

V93 before first mark_ W= 2000 ft., 2 fps
164 Initiate tracking

173 Cease tracking

176 MC2
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MAY 1_ E_I_'ION

T q" "_UNIJED SI'ATES GOVEi?.?-;.viLP(f

Memoraf---. _. QNAsA Harmed Spaceeraf-c Cen_er

TO : See 7List attached DATE: iV_rch 20, IQ69

69-PA -T-4 7A

FRON : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: _ r£ssion lunar orbit attitude sequence

This belated raemo is to describe the resui%s of our !_arch lO Y_esicn

Techniques meeting on the F mission lunar orbit attitude sequences -
as well as i can remem0er them.

I realize the following s%ateraent must sound inconsistent, but aithoug2_
there were a large nuTf0er of changes to the attitude sequence as docu-

mented in Rocky Duncan's internal _ote, 69-_-51, dated February 21, i969_

my impression is that L_ is basically nearly right. Of course, it will

have to be updated to reflect the n_ny picky changes we arrived at, but
in the meantime it's s-sill a good reference. It certainly sei_ved one

usefal purpose. That :_s_at this raeeting it brought out a number of
misunderstandings and _r disagreements which we were able to resolve.

_e F _sslon attitude sequence must obviousTLy be constrained to avoid

excessive RCS propellant usage. As a result, whenever possible an
inertial attitude was selected which would provide all of the various

desired characteristics. For example, on the first couple of revs in

lunar orbit_ it was p_nned to keep the spacecraft essentially in the

LOI burn attitude, just rolling it to provide hi-gain S-band coverage
with the earth. This unfortunately doesn't provide much opportunity

for the crew to view the lunar surface. That can't be called _ndatory

for the mission_ of course, but in practice is just plain u_reasonab!e.
Who could suggest that the crew not look at the sunlit moon once they

have gotten there, even if it costs some RCS. Accordingly, we asked
Duncan to work out a new attitude/attitude :rate which would not only

give the hi-gain antenna coverage but also a visual view of the lunar

surface on the daylight, side. It must also support a P52 alig_aen_ in

the darkness. This inertial attitude sequence will be defined pre-fligh_

and will only be updated in real time (during c=s-lunar coast) if the
launch date slips.

As you know, the landraark tracking with the I_ attached will be done

in the pitch mode. An attitude/attitude rate sequence proposed by
Duncan was accepted. It provides three minutes of useful observations

above P5 degrees elevation angle. It involves holding a pre-determined

inertial attitude until the spacecraft is a_ a 35 degree elevation angle

as viewed from the land_rko At this time_ a pitch rate of at least 0.3
degree is initiated. I would like to emphasize tha_ "a_ least." The

"" g "
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local vertical pitch at the time of starting she rate is -2.i degrees;

the roll and yaw angles are O. MCC-H will supDiy the followfng data i_
real time :

a. Time at which the Initial Point (I.P.) is at elevation angle of
35 degrees.

b. The time to start pitching.

c. _he inertial attitude to be held until the pitch rate is started.

d. The shaft and trunnion angle at that time as well as an indication

as to whetaer the _ndmark will be north or south of the ground track.

Although it r_y be necessary to slightly roll the spacecraft if the

landrfmrk is too close to the ground track in order to avoid excessively
high sextant shaft rates_ it was decided to let the crew take care of

this themselves. John Yoang says it's no problem. The constraint is

that the sextant trunnion angle should never get less than i0 degrees.

Land_rk tracking with ths I_ attached is done two times on the F and G

missions. The first time with a pseudo-landing site_ it occurs on _he

fifth rev just before the rest period and is used primarily for on _he

job training (OJT). The second time, of course, is just before DOI for

descent targeting. We discussed the possibility of adding a second OJT
into the flight plan to gaard against probler_ or failures encountered

on the first_ but finally decided that_ if necessary, this would be
added in real time, perhaps at the cost of some sleep if the situation
warrants it.

Rocky and his friends have been able to select an inertial attitude for

use during sleep in lunar orbit. It is an in-plane alignment with _he

SPS engine forward in the direction of orbital motion and a pitch angle

which results in the sunlight within 40 degrees of perpendicular to the

x-axis. The spacecraft should be set up with a + i0 degrees deadband.

The inertial angles will be computed pre-flight _nd will provide contin-
uous hi-gain S-band coverage but not a continuous view of _he lunar surface.

Duncan was requested to deterr_ne the _4 yaw attitude for the APS burn

to depletion which provides best S-band coverage.

The attitude/attitude rate sequence for the undocked landmark tracking
exercise prior _o TEl is different from the docked one. It was decided

that the spacecraft will maintain orbit rate torquing continuously _ita

a pitch angle of about -20 degrees. This will give an optics tracking
period of about 160 seconds° Duncan was asked to tune-up the pitch angle

a little _o give about the same period of coverage before zenith as after.

In this exercise_ of cour_e_ it will only be necessary for the MCC-H to

supply the crew with the _wo acquisitign times (items a and b noted above).

Howard W. Tinda!l, Jr.

PA:_,.rTindali_ Jr.:js
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" UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum   ooo ro t
TO " See list attached DATE: March 14, 1969

69-PA-T-44A

FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: Happiness is having plenty of hydrogen

As I understand it, there has been a desire or requirement to have the

capability of surviving a cryo-tank failure at any time in the lunar

mission. After C', it was decided to keep the IMU powered up through-

out all lunar missions even though it might be at the cost of having the
backup cryos. However, according to a recent analysis by MPAD's Guidance

and Performance Branch (R. C. Wadle, W. Scott, and D. A. Nelson), these
two characteristics are not incompatible. Since this is quite different

from what I have heard in the past, I thought you might find it interesting,
too.

According to Wadle, Scott, and Nelson, it is possible to operate with the

platform powered up and even if one tank fails as late as TEl, there is

still enough hydrogen left in the other tank to provide a four day return-

to-earth in a powered-down state. (Hydrogen is the most critical consum-

able.) The powered-down state still provides for communications; essentially
it consists of just taking the guidance system and one fuel cell off the

line and turning off non-essential equipment.

Howard W. Tindall, Jr.

PA :l{WTindaii, Jr. :js
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
ro : see list attached DATE: February 27, 1969

69-PA-T-37A

FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo INta Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: Some more trivia for the F mission

This memo is to point out a couple of oversights in our F Mission
Techniques.

I. With regard to docked DIS burns we should remember that the

LUMINARY program used on F is the same as the SUNDANCE program to be

used on D, }_hich due to scaling problems or something barely recognizes
that the DPS is running when it is at only lO percent thrust in the

docked configuration. Accordingly_ it is necessary for the crew to
manually advance the throttle to 40 percent thrust for awhile prior to

going to full thrust in order for the PGNCS to trim the DIS thrust

vector through the CG. (Note: LUMINARY IA for G has been fixed so
that gimbal trimming will be done at I0 percent and the stopover at

40 percent is not required. )

2. During the planning of the special F mission landmark tracking

exercise just prior to TEl we forgot to include the CMC state vector

updating from the MCC-H once per rev. This is so obviously necessary

that it would certainly have been caught during the earliest simulations.

However, we might as well s_art including it in F mission documentation

now to be done at about the same time as the periodic P52 platform

realignments.

Howard W. Tindall, Jr.

PA:HWTindall, Jr.:js
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Memorandum s   oora t oo or
TO: : See list attached DATE: February 26, 1969

69-PA-T-35A

FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priori.ty Coordination

SUBJECT: F/G Mirror Image Targeting shall use a three-minute delay

As you know, we have established as a standard procedure during Apollo
rendezvous having CSM backup LM maneuvers in order to retain the

nominal relative motion during this critical mission phase. On the D

mission these "mirror image" CSM maneuvers are targeted with ,a TIG

delayed one minute after the LM TIG. One minute was chosen Sased on

our estimate that it would be adequate for the crew to determine

whether or not the command module should go active and to take the

proper steps subsequent to that decision. John Young - the F mission
CMP - was concerned that by using a one-minute delay he is forced to

turn on his SPS trim gimbal motors for each of the mirror image maneuvers

whether he has to execute the burn or not. Since there is no significant

disadvantage in making the delay larger, we are changing it to three
minutes for the F and G missions in order, to avoid having to turn on

those motors unnecessarily. Henceforth, all F/G analyses, simulations,

procedures, and techniques will be based on that value.

Howard W. Tindall, Jr.

PA:HWTindall, Jr. :js
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum  ooto
TO : See list attached DATE" February 24, 1969

69-PA-T-31A

FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo l_a Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: Let's have no unscheduled water dumps on the F mission

During a recent Data Selection Mission Techniques meeting we were
informed that the CSM has some sort of automatic water dump system.

It was even rumored that it might be enabled on the F mission while

the crew is sleeping during cis-lunar flight. This memo is to inform

everyone that an unscheduled water dump can really screw up NBFN orbit

determination. Accordingly, if we have a vote, this automatic capability,

if it exits, should be inhibited and water dumps should only be per-
formed as scheduled by MCC-H.

Howard W. Tindall, Jr.

PA'HWTindalI, Jr. :is

t Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO : See list attached DATE: February 19, 1969

69-PA-T-27A

FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: All about F APS burn to depletion and landmark tracking

On February 14 we had a Mission Techniques meeting to pin down F
lunar orbital operations between the end of rendezvous and TEl.

Aside from a rest period, this consists of two exercises - the APS

burn to propellant depletion and landmark tracking with the optics.
I think we have a good understanding of how to do both of these

things. We are recommending the addition of an extra rev in lunar

orbit in order to complete them and to obtain one pass of strip

photography on the sunlit part of the moon prior to TEl. This will

make the time between wakeup and TEI approximately 12 hours which does

not seem unacceptable, and does not increase total mission time.

I. APS Burn to Depletion

Although we went into considerable detail in planning this exercise

I will only list here several of the most significant items. The

detailed procedures_ of course, will be documented elsewhere.

a. As you know, the APS burn to depletion is initiated at approxi-

mately zero de_rees longitude in a horizontal, posi-grade direction. It
occurs about i_ rev after docking.

b. After docking, the command module will be used for controlling
attitude of the docked configuration. As soon as convenient after

docking, the command _)dule will reorient to near the burn attitude based

on gimbal angles computed pre-flight and included in the flight plan.

c. The only data required from MCC-H is as follows:

(i) A P27 co_and load to the LM PGNCS of LM state vectors.

(2) Voice PAD message to the LM for PGNCS and AGS targeting.

This will be the standard P30 PAD with a number of parameters omitted,
which are only applicable to a manned burn.

(3) Voice to the CSM of the gimbal angles for the burn

attitude. Having obtained these, the CMP is able to orient the CSM/LM
accurately in burn attitude based on real time data and the LM crew is

able to orient the steerable S-band antenna to achieve maximum signal

_1_'_¢1 Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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strength with _BFN.

d. Just prior to LOS, about 3/4 rev before TIG, the LM crew will

update the state vectors in the AGS and will align it to the PGNCS.

They will already have run through the SPS pre-thrust program (P3O) and
will leave the PGNCS in Program P00.

e. The CSM will jettison the LM ¼ rev before TIG and will null the

relative velocity, q_ey will then execute a 2 fps separation burn in a
radially upward direction which will place the command module above and
behind the LM at the time of the burn.

2. Landmark Tracking

Before C' we thought we knew how the optics tracking and I_BFN orbit

determination capability should be used for a lunar landing flight.

Unfortunately we are worse off now since C' has proved we really don't

know. At this time -.with incomplete post-flight analysis, we have a
dilemma. The optics data seems to indicate that spacecraft altitude

was not changing while in lunar orbit; on the other hand, the I_BFN
data clearly shows a continuous change in altitude which was more or

less what was expected based on Lunar Orbiter data. These two systems

disagree with each other and yet both appear to be operating right.
It may be possible eventually to figure out what is happening by

further analysis of the C' data but unfortunately we are at a point

when we must pin down the F mission flight plan. So what we were

trying to do at this time_ based on what we know now was to develop
an exercise which we feel will give us the greatest opportunity to
resolve our difficulties in time to support the G mission descent tar-

geting accurately and dependently. Simply stated, we need as much data
as we can obtain. Essentially, we are asking for a repeat of the C'

lunar landmark exercise with some minor modification. Since the thing

we are most concerned about is trends (i.e., the change in altitude) -
it seemed that tracking on four successive revs is the minimum that would

provide any kind of confidence in the results. I think everyone in attendance

agreed with that. Secondly, although Ml°AD was asking for observation on four

landmarks on each of these revs, we all agreed t_t three are probably

adequate and so our proposal is to do landmark tracking on three sites on
each of four successive revs.

To be a little more specific, we are currently recommending:

a. One of these be the same pseudo-landing site landmark we used on
C'. It is called BI.

b. The first backside landmark as the spacecraft enters daylight

(CPI) should probably be chosen by the CMI° in real time at about 20 degrees
passed the terminator, the same as Lovell did.
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c. The third landmark (CP2) can probably be moved closer to the sub-

solar point than on C'. We are recommending a landmark about 25 degrees
prior to local high noon.

Of course, we are specifying that all observations be made with the sextant

and that they be spaced as far apart as possible - in the order to 25

seconds. It appears that it should be possible to use lunar orbit rate

torquing during the landmark tracking period if that is easiest for the
crew.

It is possible to include the exercise as described here in the current

F mission timeline without affecting the rest period or the TEl burn

currently scheduled at about 127:50. However, this would preclude
obtaining strip photography desired on one pass over the entire sunlit

lunar surface. In order to include that it will be necessary to delay

TEI one rev to about 129:50. This will increase its magnitude by about

100 fps but does not change Pacific landing time. Of course, it is
possible to retain the earlier orginal TEl as an optional maneuver time

in the event of crew exhaustion to be utilized based on a real time judg-
ment, if necessary. It appeared advantageous to us to put the strip
photography after the more strenuous landmark exercise since it is less

demanding on the crew, interferes less with TEl preparation and is of

lower priority. The ASP0 mission engineer, Bob Ward, will submit a

Trajectory Change Request for this extra rev and everyone else I think

will begin now to include it in their planning and documentation on the
assumption that it will be approved.

Except for odds and ends, this pretty well finishes off the main line
F _ission Techniques work.

Howard W. Tindall, Jr. '_

PA:HWTindalI, Jr.:js
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"ro : See list attach_d DATE: February Ii, 1969

69-PA-T-24A

FROM : PA/Chief_ Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: F/G Rendezvous Mission Techniques - mostly F

As part of F/G Torture Week, we spent Thursday_ January 30 on the

rendezvous. Overall_ I would say this mission phase is in pretty
good shape with only a few unresolved items that we know abou_ right

now. I would like to tabulate here a bunch of odds and ends we agreed

to at this meeting - as well as my memory serves me. It's mostly trivia

and if I were you I wouldn't waste my time reading anymore except maybe

paragraph 3.

i. On the D mission the CMI° is prepared to make a so-called "Hori-

zontal Adjust" maneuver if it is decided to stay in the mini-football

in order to insure a closing trajectory. The F and G crews both felt
this is an'unnecessary complexity and so they will not make such a

r_neuver or be prepared to make one on these missions.

2. Everyone worries about overburning the LOI maneuver. Wait

until they discover it just takes an extra 12 fps on DOI to cause a
lunsr impact. The LM picks up that much _V in about three seconds

when operating at about 40 percent and so it is unlikely we will be

able to establish a _inual baclmp protecting against overburn which

would provide a safe orbit. On the other hand_ some sort of monitoring

is required and Rick Nobles (MPAD) was given the action of establishing
the limits for the crew to shut down the DPS manually when both the AGS

AND the Burn Time have been exceeded by these amounts.

3. LM aborts due to a fouled up DOI maneuver are attracting a lot

of attention. For the past year_ everyone agreed that the best technique
is to r_ke a brute force burn riy_at back to the CSM immediately. This

probably works pretty well if it's done within five to eight minutes of
DOI. After that it doesn't and the crew feels more time than that will

be required for them to ascertain an abort is necessary and then to

execute _t. Ed Lineberry was given the action item of performing a

Darametric study to establish the best teehniqae for aborts up to about
15 minutes after DOI with the maximum possible overburn based on our

backup cut-off procedures. Whatever it turns out to be we are tenta-

tively proposing to use the DPS at 40 percent thrust, controlled manually

with the AGS maintaining attitude hold. The crew would shut down about

f
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i0 _o 15 fP: short and finish off the burn with 4 jet RCS while simultane-

ously jettisoning the DPS. MAlt Contella ventured the opinion that DOI

aborts are going to turn into the F equivalent of D's TPI O - Endless dis-
cussion and a mess in the endl I believe it already.

4. We decided to create a new PAD message which the C_gP can use for

loading his Target _V program (i_6) for the ground computed maneuvers -

DOI_ Phasing and Insertion. It consists of Purpose, TIG, and AV's. In

addition we decided to add burn time (BT) to the LM P30 PAD.

5. It was determined that it will not be possible for the F crew

to use their descent program (P63) for the landing radar test as they
had planned because MCC-H will not be prepared to support it with the

necessary input data. Don't get excited. This is no great loss.

6. We pinned down the complete rendezvous tracking schedules for

both spacecraft and established the following W-matrix values. The

initial values shall be i0,000 feet, i0 fps, and 15 milliradians. The

values for reinitialization shall be 2_000 feet, 2 fps, and 5 milli-
radians. (For the u_ique F rendezvous tracking period between the

Phasing and Insertion burns, the W-matrix shall be initialized using

2,000 feet_ 2 fps_ and 5 milliradians.) M_IT was asked why the PGNCS

computer program (LUMINARY) does not provide a simple way for initializing
the W-raatrix value for radar bias as it does the position and velocity

values. Perhaps a PCR should be submitted for that.

7. We had a lengthy discussion on rendezvous navigation during the

phasing revolution. It was soon recognized that, since the LM has no

tape recorder_ it is only possible to evaluate its performance if we

allow the rendezvous navigation to update the state vector. However_
the flight controllers were concerned that if the rendezvous navigation

in back of the moon fouled up the LM state vector they could have

problems targeting the Insertion Burn which occurs shortly after AOS.

On the other hand_ ie is possible that the rendezvous navigation could
be useful in detecting dispersions in the Phasing maneuver. Accordingly,

we reached the following agreements:

a. Rendezvous navigation by the command module will be used only
to update the L}4 state vector.

b. Rendezvous navigation in the LM will be used to update the i_\[

state vector until shortly before LOS. After that_ the LM crew will
switch the LGC to update the CSM state vector.

c. While the LM is in back of the moon the flight dynamics peo_ie

will determine if the LM onboard state vector is acceptable for executing
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the insertion burn. If it is, it will be left alone; in fact_ MCC-H will

transmit it to the CSM after insertion. If it is not acceptable, the LM

crew will be advised at AOS to terminate their navigation program (P20)
immediately and the update program (P27) will be called so that the ground

my send a good LM state vector for the Insertion maneuver. It is unlikely

that they will have to do this but if they do it must be recogni_ed tim_
we will not get the rendezvous radar tracking data at the _m_xi_m_mranges
which we are so interested in.

d. As a standard procedure the ground will always update the

CSM sta_e vector in both spacecraft computers after insertion.

8. Rendezvous radar thermal study must be performed, I suppose, and
we established the following profiles for that purpose listed here in

order of our preference:

a. Rendezvous radar continuously operating from during the mini-

football to corapletion of the rendezvous.

b. Same as "a" except turned off from DOf until just after
Phasing.

c. Sarae as "b" except turned off during the platforl_ alignment
while in the phasing orbit.

if CAEC and RCA feel the rendezvous radar cannot support any of these

profiles - we would rather fight than switchl

9. After a little merry-go-round we agreed on what the CSM should
do for TPI targeting. He starts out running the P34 using the elevation

angle option in order to obtain a TPI solution for comparison with the LM

PGNCS. He then recycles using the time option with a TIG one minute later

than the LM's in order to backup the LM TPI maneuver.

I0. Both the F and G crews and just about everyone else who stuck it
out to the end seemed[ to want to keep the LM active for TPI even if the

rendezvous radar had failed. You recall the D mission rule says the CSM

should go active for that failure. I guess that must be the right thing

to do since so many people thought so and I was just too groggy to understand.

II. MIT was aske6 the following brief questions:

a. Does the CMC auto_tically inhibit V_F ranging data beyond

the recycle range of 327 miles?

b. How does the crew request the half-period-between - CSI-

and- C!)H option in the rendezvous navigation program (P32).



_, b_
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c. Ar_: these options in shared erasible memory or is it possible

t_ load them pre-launch on t_ E-meraory K-Start tape.

d. How should the crew handle the sign of the out-of-plane velocity

disp_y from R36 if: (I) the C_ requests the LM option for relay to the

LM or (2) if he uses R36 to target his own plane change _neuvers.

Well_ I warned you_

Howard W. Tindall, Jr.

PA:HWTindalI, Jr. "js
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FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT" F/G Mission Techniques - except for the lunar orbit phase - are
rea0y to eat

Some of the decisions and open items that came out of our F/G Mission

Techniques meetings in late January are listed in this memo. Basically,
I would say that all mission phases aside from the lunar orbLt activity

are very well understood at this time - primarily as a result of the C'

mission - and should be formally documented within the next couple of
weeks.

i. Flight Control Division is going to establish the detailed

procedures for manning and activating those LM systems required to
establish communications in the unlikely event CSM communication _s

lost. They must include the techniques for orientating the _ steerable
antenna toward the earth if the omnis are inadequate. It is also neces-

sary to give some thought to when the crew should initiate these procedures.
That is_ what should be done with the CSM commmnication systems firs_ after
the total failure seems to have occurred.

2. As a standard procedure, MCC-H will update CSM state vectors on
a raore-or-less periodic basis - say every lO hours or so when it is

_atually convenient to the crew and ground_ unless they have changed so

little as to make it useless. Whenever the state vectors are updated,

it will be to both the LM and CSM computer memory slots_ CSM first.

3. R_SMMATS

a. The Iaunch REFSMMATS will be retained until the IMU alignment

after MCC I time whether the maneuver is made oz not.

b. The same PTC REFSMMAT will be used translunar and transearth

during the periods from the post-MCC I to pre-MCC 4 and from TEl plus _wo
or three hours to El - 5 hours.

e. The lunar orbit REFSMMAT to be used for the period between

the I_TC times defined in "b" shall be such that the LM in landing attitude_
over the landing site after DOI would have 0, O_ 0 on the FDAI. This

PJ_FSMMAT will be co_uted by the MCC-H prior to MCC 4 for use in the CSM.
According to ray notes, the IKEFSMMAT will be updated-on DOI day to com-

pensate for prediction uncertainties. I can't reme_0er why. (On ti_e
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O mi::sion, of course, the REFSMMAT in the LM will be updated several times
autcrr_%cally while on the lunar surface by the LGC to correspond to the

ascent alignment. Currently we plan to update the CSM more or less to the
ascent REFSMMAT but we will not attempt to .maintain it precisely the same

as the LM°)

4. The only burn monitoring limit it is necessary to change from

those used on C' is the one used for overburn protection on LOI 1 . The
extra mass of the LM r_kes this maneuver substantially longer in duration,

so that limit has been made correspondly larger. Specifically, it will be

lO seconds rather than 6 seconds.

_.= Math Physics Branch was requested to determine if in order to
maintain a good _FN orbit determination capabJlity_ it is really neces-

sary for the crew to reverse the orientation of the spacecraft x-axis
every three hours during periods of venting. It seems as though the net

effect of the venting is almost exactly in the least sensitive direction

when using the I°TCattitude currently proposed and it would cert:_Jnly
be nice to svoid unnecessary spacecraft maneuvers; perhaps e_en unneeess_ry

awakening of the crew.

6. in order to insure that the crew never experiences CMC Program 6'_

during entry, MCC-H will make a real time selection of entry range to avoid
P65 prior to targeting TEl. This should not be a difficult _hing to do
while in lunar orbit but cannot be done pre-mission to suit all launch

opportunities.

7. The crew is looking for a recommendation as to whether the entry

should be performed using one or two RCS rings. Claude Graves is said

to be working on this.

_}. Docked DPS burns in lunar orbit

a. It was established that_ if a docked DPS burn is to be used

for [[_]I,it should be carried out with one burn only as opposed to two
as has been suggested.

b. In this event the LM platform will be aligned u_ ing docked

AOT sightings of stars in order to determine platform orientation (P5!).

GJwm the accuracy of pulse torqu:ing, it will be possible to reorient the
IMU for the ___neuver without additional A0T sightings.

<. The CSM will use the Average G Program (P47) for _aintaining
sta%e w_ctors if we r_d_e a docked DPS burn.

d. It was estimated that the LM could be made ready for such a

burn easily within I{- hours.



_'. P_:J a_ asked to determine if the D_S gimbal tr_._maimgwould
work in the docked configuration at i0 percent thrust in the LUMINARY
pro_ram.

f. It is evident that complete docked DPS check list _mus_ be

prepared for the F and G crews by FCSD.

9. _he crew was somewhat concerned with the technique MPAD has

developed for the LOI-15 minute abort. This abort maneuver; you recall_
is one the crew must target for theraselves in the event of a premature

SPS shutdown during LOi. The crew charts that MPAD has developed present
the AV required assuming the maneuver will be executed exactly 15 minutes

from the time of SPS shutdown. Since the spacecraft clocks are all keyed
to LOI TIG_ the crew feels it would be easier for them if the maneuver

were scheduled to occur 15 minutes from LOI TIG. The point is, they
were concerned that in the event of an emergency they may not note the

time of shutdown or are more likely to make a mistake in determining

when to execute the abort maneuver. Flight Analysis Branch_ _PAD_ is
looking into reworking these charts based on TiG rather than SECO.

i0. Since there is concern over premature shutdown on either the LOI

or TEl maneuver; the crew asked if it _ere not logical to protect against
it, particularly in the unstable butterfly region_ by use of the Thrust

Direct On switch. For example_ during T.O! they suggest turning that
switch On from TIG + I .minute to TIG + 5 minutes and on the TEl maneuver

they would switch it On from TIG + 15 seconds to TIG + 2 minutes. Fligh_

Control and other guys are going to think about that: I think the greates_

fear is what would happen if th_ crew neglected to switch it off in time.

That's all I can rememeber. Mostly trivia_ you see which probably shows

better than anything the status of F/G Mission Techniques for these mission
phases.

Howard W. Tindall_ Jr.

PA:_JTindal]_ Jr.:js
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FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: F/G cis-lunar midcourse correction mission techniques

This memo is to document the cis-lunar midcourse correction mission

techniques we agreed to January 27 and 28 at the F and G Mission

Techniques meetings. The translunar maneuvers are based on the follow-

ing assumptions and guidelines:

a. We are not concerned about getting substantially further off

the free return trajectory than on C' - primarily because we have the
DIzS backup.

b. We are especially anxious to conserve RCS propellant, which

led to the procedures of allowing the midcourse corrections to grow

to SPS size if possible.

c. In order to maintain best control over the situation we

decided to use MCC 3 (at L01 - 22 hours) as the prime MCC, leaving
MCC 4 essentially fo:e fine trimming if necessary.

d. The minimum SIS burn is 0.5 seconds which is equivalent to

approximately 3 fps.

Based on all that, we established the following:

a. MCC I (at TLI + 7 hours) and MCC 2 (at TLi + 24 hours)

The need for these maneuvers will be based on how big MCC 3
would be if we did not make them. Specifically, MCC l and/or MCC 2 will

not be executed as long as MCC 3 is less than about 25 fps without them.
Furthermore_ we will not make them unless we can use the SPS (that is,

they must be bigger than 3 fps) and we will not trim residuals.

b. MCC 3 (at L0I - 22 hours)

This Is the prime maneuver to achieve the desired trajectory

around the moon. It will be made if the predicted MCC 4 is greater than

about 3 fps in order to avoid using SIS for MCC 4. Residuals will be
trimmed to within 0.5 fps on this maneuver, which will most likely be
made with the SPS.
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c. MCC 4 (at LOI - 5 hours)

By taking advantage of the significant flexibility provided with

two-stage LOI maneuver in targeting the LOI maneuvers, we are often able

to avoid making an MCC 4. That is, the LOI targeting can be done to achieve
a 60 mile circular orbit in spite of substantial approach trajectory

dispersions. This is done by rotation of the _jor axis of the initial

60 x 170 n.m. lunar orbit. However, we established that the apsidal rota-
tion should be limited to less than 45 degrees. If it is necessary to use

the SPS for MCC4, the residual will be trimmed to within ! fps.

Midcourse correction techniques on transearth leg phase of the flight were
somewhat simpler. We are retaining the C' technique of utilizing transearth

midcourse corrections only for corridor control. We have concluded that

it is desirable to avoid making the last midcourse correction (i.e., MCC 7
at E1 - 3 hours) if at all possible. Accordingly, we opened up the entry

interface (El) flight path angle limits a little more than on C' Speci-

fically, we will not execute MCC 7 if the flight path angle falls between
6.3 and 6.6 degrees (6.5 degrees is nominal). In order to m_nimize the

probability of that midcourse correction_ we set the threshold for MCC 6
(scheduled at El - 15 hours) at -5 fps which is close to the _SFN target-

ing accuracy at that time. The first transearth mideourse correction (MCC 5
at TEl + 15 hours) will not be executed unless it is greater than I fps.

The most significant change from C!, of course, is brought about by the
DPS backup which safely permits deviation from the free return trajectory.

This makes the logic much simpler since we don't have to consider moving

the maneuvers earlier to stay within RCS return-to-earth capability.

PA:HWTindalI, Jr.:js
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69-PA-T-SA

FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: F and G Lunar Orbital operations - mostly pre-DOI LM activation stuff

On January l0 we had an F and G Mission Techniques meeting dealing

mostly with Lunar Orbital operations_ which I would like to record
with this thing.

In our continuing effort to figure out the best way to minimize the

DOI day timeline_ I think we have finally converged on the best
basic procedure for getting the LM checked out. As usual we went

over the three most popular ways proposed - namely:

a. All at one time on D0I day

b. Two work periods - one prior to L0I and one on D0I day

c. Two work periods - one on D0I day and one after L0I 2

We finally selected the last of these, basically by the process of
elimination. Trying to do everything on D0I day not only lengthens

that day by at least one hour but it also sets up a situation which

is completely intolerant of even the most minor trouble as the crew

goes through the process of manning, powering up, and checking out

the LM. And_ it should be emphasized that although it may be pos-

sible in real time to slip D0I a revolution, it will be by no means

a simple procedure to get all squared away again in preparation for
the most complex operation we have ever attempted in flight. What

I am trying to say is that we want to avoid perturbing the timeline

around D0I at almost any cost and, splitting up the LMpreparation

into two periods helps to do this.

Having accepted the two period technique, the question remains -
where to put the first period? Although the pre-LOI period of

checkout was attractive for a number of reasons, it seemed to us

questionable in terms on what it might do to the spaceCraft thermal
situation and more seriously to what might happen to the LM steerable

S-band antenna if it were unstowed prior to the big SPS L0I maneuvers.

Except for the fact that this time period provides continuous _FN

coverage, all other advantages are also obtainable if we schedule

this activity after L0I 2. The thing we like about putting a two or

three hour checkout perlod after LOI 2 and before the crew rest period
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is that it provides an opportunity for the crew to get the LM squared

away - that is, things stowed and other housekeeping chores done before

DOI day. It also provides an opportunity to add an additional activity
which might be discovered during the D mission or as a result of con-

tinued detailed planning of the F and G missions without perturbing the

complicated pre-DOl timeline. (It also provides a place to stick in

some F unique DTO's.) Of course, this checkout period is much more

tolerant of problems than DOI day. For example, it can be extended

although at the cost of some crew rest. And, perhaps more important,
will provide more time for the MCC-H to evaluate and digest the checkout

data. Charlie Duke is going to head a tiger team nDstly composed of

FCD and FCSD people to develop a detailed timeline for LMpreparation

including all those systems tests considered essential and no more than
that. _ey will integrate these into the total tin, line which includes

the crew suiting and eating and all of the other LM activation activity

as well as the CSM landmark tracking which now consists of only one

tracking time period.

We will review the results of their work at a later Mission Techniqu@s

meeting so that everyone in the world can criticize it and finally
bless it.

In addition to that one big item there were a pot full of little

things we discussed and resolved as follows:

a. There is a minor difference of opinion between the F and G

crew as to whether the landmark tracking should be done in the pitch

or roll mode. John Young, who favored the pitch mode, is going to
try out the other technique in an attempt to resolve this.

b. Most of us have pretty well agreed that docked AOT IMU align-

ments are expensive to do and are not necessary. Accordingly, we now
propose to use the same procedure as D for docked l_alignments referenced

to the CSM platform using the known relative orientation of the CSM and

LM navigation bases. This does mean that an accurate LM IMU gyro drift

check can not be made although we expect it will be good enough for a

go/no go of the system. Just how good it is will depend on how stable

the relative orientation of the navigation bases is over a two hour

period. We must get this information from ASPO as soon as possible.

c. Prior to and during DOI we want the LM radar turned on to check

it out and if necessary to verify PGNCS performance of the DOI burn.

After that the rendezvous radar may be turned off since there appears to

be no strong requirement for its use until after the phasing burn on the
F mission or until about five minutes before powered descent on the G
mission.
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d. In lieu of some other positive proposal we stated that the DPS

would be separated from the ascent stage i0 minutes prior to the insertion

maneuver by executing a 2 fps horizontal retrograde RCS burn. AGS control

will probably be used for that.

e. It has been stated that there is very little difference in the

accuracy of the results obtained using the sextant rather than the scan-

ning telescope for landmark tracking therefore until C' it was proposed

to use the telescope because acquisition and tracking was expected to be

easier. However, the C' crew informs us that it is actually easier to

track a given lunar feature using the sextant once it is acquired and
so that is what will be done on the F and G flights.

f. Since there seems to be time available following LOl for the CMP

to get some practice landmark tracking_ it will be included in t he time-

line. Of course, the actual landing site will be in darkness then so
some other feature located to the east must be used instead. It is our

intention to select a landmark which will be at a 3 degree sun elevation

angle on a nominal mission since this experience would give us a little

more confidence of tracking at a low sun elevation angle. This benefit

is not important enough, however, to make any real time change in the
landmark to be used [Like we were prepared to do on C'.

Enclosure

List of Attendees
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FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: F and G mission eis-lunar and abort plan

On January 8 a gang o_ us FOD types got together to develop a proposal
on how we should use the LM for cis-lunar and lunar orbit aborts. In

other words, how should the C' techniques be modified due to having the

LMDPS available to backup or use in place of the SPS. A great deal

of work has been done and documented by Carl Huss, the Flight Analysis

Branch of MPAD, and the Apollo Abort Working Group and the results

belatedly reported here are heavily dependent on that work.

First of all I'd just like to state a few facts and assumptions upon

which the Abort Plan given in the attachment are based.

a. Except in the case of aborts from lunar orbit, the SPS will
always be the primary abort propulsion system. That is, the maneuver

will be made with the SPS, bringing along the LM, when possible, so

that the DPS can be used as a baclcap if the SPS fails.

b. Since the SPS does not have enough propellant for TEl with the

LM attached, we must reverse the order for leaving the moon if we want

a TEI propulsion system backup. And, I guess we do.

c. There is a period during translunar coast - from TLI until
about L01 - 20 hours that the fastest return to earth can be made

directly using a maximum SPS burn after jettisoning the LM. After

that period there is no advantage to direct returns and we don't ever

suggest making one.

d. There appears to be no period wherein it is faster to make a

direct return using the DPS than it is to perform a post-pericynthion

maneuver following a 60 mile flyby.

e. It is always preferable to perform a lunar flyby than a direct

return using the SPS _nless we truly have a time critical situation,

in which case we would only consider use of the maximum available_V
solution which, of course, includes jettisoning the LM.

f. The fastest return trajectory including a lunar flyby is with

a pericynthion altitude of 60 n.m. If we maneuver to provide a higher

_ _ Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
5010-1_
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altitude_ the trip time is most likely going to increase. This accounts

for the use of 60 n.m. in the time critical flyby modes. Of course, the
procedure must include making the standard regularly scheduled translunar
midcourse corrections to achieve 60 n.mo

g. Although the real time situation (particularly spacecraft con-
figuration has an overwhelming bearing on what should be done), it seems

like a good idea to place the spacecraft on a trajectory targeted to the

prime CLA as soon as practical_ even though that causes an increase in
trip time, and perhaps a second maneuver after pericynthion to speed it
up.

h. Although we always list the SI_S maneuvers as the prime mode and

only utilize the DPS as a backup to the SPS, it is recognized that the

crew and ground must be trained and prepared to carry out a docked DPS

burn. Accordingly, numerous additional options are available to be

agreed to either pre-flight or in real time wherein the DPS is used

instead of or in addition to the SPS. For exa_ple_ the desire to make

a DPS system test may justify its use in a non-critical time situation

or the use of both the DI_S and SPS may provide a significant advantage

given certain spacecraft system failures to provide greatest crew safety.

Finally - we briefly discussed how to handle pa:rtial LO11 Burns. First
of all we are recommending the same procedures as C' in the event of

guidance or control problems during LOll - namely SCS MTVC rate command

takeover and burn completion. This is proposed for all the same reasons

as for C' - basically it results in a better situation. For SPS failures

prohibiting completion of LOll, Flight Analysis Branch recommends ground
targeted aborts using the DPS as preferable to the C' type "15 minute

abort" SPS burn using on-board chart targeting. This is probably the

best thing to do and l'm sure we'll talk about it a lot more before it

finally is resolved. One thing to be emphasized though is that_ since
we have the DPS backup we don't have to be in such a hurry to take action

after SPS troubles show up as we were on C'.

All of this will be thoroughly reviewed at a sL_m-bang Mission Techniques

meeting scheduled for January 29.

Roward W. Tindall, Jr. _ _-_

Enclosure
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_ CIS-LUNAR ABORT PLAN

Categories depend on when the need for the abort is recognized as
follows:

CATEGORY I

From TLI until abort LOI - 20 hours (The actual time will be approximately
at the equi,return time - direct return using the SPS vs flyby. This

tradeoff will be biased as described in Note I.)

A. Time Critical

1. SPS direct return without the LM, to any CLA (AV less than

about 8,000 fps). (See Note II)

2. DPS maneuver at pericynthion + 2 hours to any CLA following a

6o mile flyby. (1500fps _V max.)

B. Non-time Critical

I. SPS (or RCS) burn at convenient time before L01 - 5 hours, to

flyby pericynthion between 60 and 1500 n.m., to the prime CIA.

2. DPS (or RCS) burn at convenient time before L01 - 5 hours, to

flyby pericynthion between 60 and 1500 n.m., to the prime CLA.

CATEGORY II

LOI - 20 hours until the last translunar coast midcourse correction at

LOI - 5 hours.

A. Time Critical

1. SPS burn at pericynthion + 2 hours to any CLA following a 60 n.m.

flyby.

2. DPS burn at pericynthion + 2 hours to any CL& following a 60 n.m.

flyby.

B. Non-Time Critical

1. SPS or RCS burn at convenient time before LOI - 5 hours, to

flyby pericynthion between 60 and 1500 n.m. to the prime CLA.

2. DPS or RCS burn at convenient time before LOI - 5 hours, to

flyby pericynthion between 60 and 1500 n.m. to the prime CIr.

Enclosure



CATEGORY III

After IK)I - 5 hours - or when propulsion system failures are recognized

too late to do Category II.

A. Time Critical

I. SPS burn at pericynthion + 2 hours to any CIA following a

60 n.m. flyby.

2. DPS burn at pericynthion + 2 hours to any CIA following a

60 n.m. flyby.

B. Non-Time Critical

i. SPS or RCS at earliest practical time before MCC 5 (about TEl
+ 15 hours avoiding sphere of influence) to the prime CLA as

fast as practical. (See Notes I and III)

2. DPS or RCS at earliest practical time before MCC 5 (about TEl
+ 15 hours avoiding sphere of influence) to the prime CLA as

fast as practical. (See Notes I and III)

NOTE I : There is an important real time judgment factor influencing

the non-critical abort techniques trading off reduced return

time vs. large maneuvers which may modify the priorities.

NOTE II : The LM is jettisoned only in the case of Category I, time

critical, SPS direct return aborts.

NOTE III : Normal return velocities shall be limited to less than

36,323 fps. Time critical aborts must ]provide entry velocities

of less than 37,500 fps.
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Memorandum
TO :See list attached DATE: January 14, 1969

69-PA-T-4A

FROM :PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: F and G cis-lunar midcourse correction scheduling

This memo is to _:_ke sure everyone is aware that we are schedukinj
the final midcourse corrections before LOI and Entry differently than

on C _.

The final translunar midcourse correction shall be scheduled at

L01 - 5 hours since that provides optimum _midcourse correction effeczive-

ness and confidence in subsequent _FN tracking for LOI targeting. You
recall on C_ this maneuver was at LOI - $ in order to provide a short

crew rest period after that. This is not required on the F and G missions
at this time.

The basic criteria for selecting El - 2 hours as a last transear_h
midcourse correction was to make it as late as possible while still

providing adequate _3FN tracking for entry initialization. On the
C' mission it was found that although two hours is adequate, an adai-

tional hour would be advantageous. Since there appears to be luo ais-

advantage to moving this maneuver one hour earlier to E1 - 3 hours we

propose to do so. One associated item North American is going _o check
out is with regard to the effect of this on the RCS quads. There is a

slim possibility thag this schedule may present a thermal problem.

! would like to emphasize that the intermediate cis-lunar midcourse
correction schedule is not based on trajectory consideration buy rasher

will be selected to fit most conveniently in the crew work/resz cycle

just as it was done on C' Accordingly, the scheduling of these _ueu-
vers must await development of the flight plan after which they will be
shuffled in at the most convenient times.

_ W. Tindall, jr.

PA:HWTindalI, Jr.:js

Buy J.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Pla,z
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO : See list attached DATE: January i0, 1969

69 -PA-T-2A

FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: Some decisions regarding lunar landrmark tracking on the
F and G missions

We had an Ad Hoc Mission Techniques meeting on January 9 to talk

over lunar landmark tracking. In particular, we wanted to discuss

what we thought had been learned from the C' mission and what we
want to do on the F and G missions. This memo is to outline all

that briefly. The specific things we were trying to decide were:

a. Whether special tests of any sort should be included on

the F mission which might permit us to broaden the acceptable sun

elevation angle constraints associated with the lunar landing and

b. To decide if optical observations (SCT or SXT) of the

landing site are required on DOI day for descent targeting and if

so how many, when should they be taken, and how should they be used?

Jack Schmitt has probed extensively into the landing sun elevation

angle constraints problem both before and after C' and probably has
a better understanding of this overall situation than anyone else I

know. He has intensely debriefed all of the C' crewman on this

specific subject and is confident that the visibility will be accept-
able for landing if the sun elevation angle is no less than about 3

or 4 degrees. The upper constraint he feels is in excess of 20 degrees
and the actual limit will probably be based on heating considerations

on the spacecraft or the crew during EVA rather than visibility during

descent (we'll find out what that limit is). In other words, it looks
like we have a sufficiently wide band of acceptable sun elevation angles

that this imposes no real constraint on G launch opportunities! Further-

more, there appears to be no reason to provide special tests on F

designed to broadened these limits or give us greater confidence in

them. One interesting point he emphasizes, though, is that we should

avoid landing with a glide path within about 2 degrees of the sun eleva-

tion angle since there is a definite degradation in visibility along
that line which would impair the crew's capability of evaluating the

landing site. This means that we should avoid sun elevation angles

between about 14 and 18 degrees - a little band of unacceptable light-

ing conditions within the much larger acceptable limits. He feels that
this band may be avoided in the few instances we encounter it by delay-

ing launch somewhat or by adding an extra revolution or two in lunar

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds R_ularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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orbit. It is also evident that by the use of the hybrid flight plan
we can extend the translunar coast time with the same effect.

In sumn_ry, it appears that the sun elevation angle constraint on G

mission launch opportunities is not significant at this time and

there is no need to provide special tests on F to confirm this

opinion.

The question of optical tracking of the landing site is not so clearly

understood• However, the consensus is that it would be a serious
mistake at this time for the flight plan not to include optical obser-

vations of the landing site as part of the descent targeting operation.

But_ based on the ease with which the C' crew located and tracked the
landmark on their first opportunity there seems to be no reason not

to eliminate the first series of landmark tracking_ which we had

previously included primarily for on-the-job training. Accordingly,
we intend to utilize the tracking plan and ground targeting operations

previously developed in our Descent Mission Techniques meetings except

that the first of the two tracking periods will be deleted or moved

to LOI day if it can be conveniently included in the timeline. Since

the landing site will be in darkness at that time, this particular

session would have to be on some other landmark located 5 or I0 degrees
to the east of the landing site.

I would like to discuss briefly the reasons for retaining the optical

observations. Basically, they reduce to two things neither of which
could be described as mandatory - but they are certainly not just

"nice to have" things either. The first_ of course, is to significantly
improve the accuracy of the descent targeting which will make the

descent trajectory more nearly nominal. In line with this, it also
makes it more likely the landing radar can return the trajectory to

within acceptable limits. The second benefit is that they provide a

complete, independent check on the overall targeting system in the same
sense that the star check confirms burn attitude or the horizon check

confirms retro attitude on other mission phases.

Our discussions included numerically defined I_FN and spacecraft systel_

performance (expected and/or experienced) compared to deseen_ targetinc

requirements which, you see_ I have not included at all on this me_.

However_ they support the above conclusions substantially and could be
made available to you if you want to see them. I left them out here

simply because it _s too complex a matter to discuss clearly in a memo

such as this. What I am trying to say is that I feel these are well-

founded conclusions _hich may be applied to both the F and G missions

and we are going to press on based on them.

Howard W. Tindallj Jr.

PA:HWTindalI, Jr.:is
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Memorandum
TO : See list attached DATE: January 14, i_ _,_

69 -PA -T-_

FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Da_a Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: Operations required for communication loss on F and G
are sure better than on C'

I think we have pretty well established how to handle a communication
loss situation on the F and G missions. In effect, we have defined
which Block data must be sent and what onboard cis-lunar navLgation

needs to be carried out. In both cases, of course, it is possible

to cut back substantially from the C' techniques. This is b_cause
If _ Tr

we feel it is reasonable to assume that the LMprovides a p_rlect

backup for the CSM communications.

BLOCK DATA

We established a ground rule that it is only necessary to send Block
data for abort situations when either the LM is not available or if

sufficient time to _se the LM is not available. Following is a zable

of all the Block data transmissions planned for F and G giving the

time of transmission for the abort opportunity which it would be used for:

Time of Transmission Tin_ of Abort Maneuver

During earth orbit TLI + 90 minutes. CSM only,
direct return

LOI - 15 PC + 2 for fast return following
fl_y

Pre LO11 TEll & 2 assuming perfecz LO11

Pre LOI 2 TEl 2 Update and TEl_ assuming!:

no LOI 2

Post LOI 2 For TEl after sleep

l_e LM Jettison TEl 2 revs from jettison

After LM Jettison C' rev by rev technique excem_

during sleep

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Pla_z
5_T0-IO8
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In addition, reraember the crew has the capability of using the GZ(CS
(P3T) to compute their own return-to-earth r_neuvers in the even_ of a

communication loss. In order to simplify the crew's procedures, _e
intend to transmit a small amount of additional information for use a

first guess in the operation of P37. Specifically MCC-H will pe_iodi-

cally send the crew values of the landing area (CLA), the maneuver _m_ilni-

tude (AV), and the burn ignition time (TIG) for possible future abort ti!_s.

CIS-LUI_R NAVIGATION

As you recall on C'_ the onboard capability for cis-lunar navigation

using P23 was thoroughly exercised and proven to be an excellent syst_m.

Furthermore_ it appears that Jim Lovell was able to do his job just
about as well in the beginning as he was later in the missio_, indi-

cating that inflight training is not particularly necessary. Based

on this experience, only two batches of P23 star/earth horizon _vi-

gation sightings shall be scheduled on the entire F and G fl_ghts. In

order to get the most from these two periods, one should be _cheduled
before TLI + 5 hours and the other after TLI + 14 hours, if it is con-

venient to do so. The advantage of making the first batch that early

is that it will permit the MCC-H to make an accurate determination of

the actual horizon altitude the CMP is using in order to update the

CMC i_ real time just as we did on C'. To do this it is necessary

that the observations be made in altitude less than 50,000 n.m. and

preferably lower than 35,000, which is the altitude at TLI + 5 hours.
I would like to point out that the horizon Jim Lovell used so success-

fully _as sort of a nebulous one of his choice and was not well defined

making it unreliable to use the "C'" horizon altitude for the F and G

missions. Although not disasterous_ a good knowledge of the horizon

substantially improves navigation prior to entry which is wh(n it is
most important in the event of communication loss. Whatever that is.

Recognize that implicit in this plan of scheduling only two oatches
of observations early in the translunar coast is that there _an be

no independent onboard confirmation of the _FN navigation w_ich was

considered so important to insure that we miss the moon on C'

Math I_h_sics Branch of MI_AD has been requested to develop a P23 _rack-

ing schedule to be used for transearth navigat_ on in the evelt of nc

cormmunication. This schedule will be included in the Flight Plan

labeled "loss of commt_nieation contingency."

As you recall_ the primary purpose of onboard navigation dur_n_ _rans-

earth coast was for conditioning the W-matrix. We have selectea a

procedure for F and C which makes it possible to eliminate t_a_ opera-

tion. Specifically, we have concluded that a crossover point exists



at 30 hours before entry, which has the following characteristics. If

con_aunication has been lost prior to that time, the onboard system i_

capable of providing acceptable navigation, maneuver targeting, and
entry initialization starting from scratch with no special W-m_trix

conditioning_ (The flight path angle error at entry should be no

greater than 0.5Ounder the worse conditions.) In addition, it has been
shown that the MSFN will be sufficiently accurate at E1 - 30 hours
that in _he event of subsequent communication loss there is no need

to perform onboard nawtgation but rather the crew may safely rett.rn

to earth using the data supplied for that purpose at E1 - 30 by the
MCC-H. In other words, the same procedure used on C' at E1 - 15 will

be carried out on F and G at El - 30. Namely_ spacecraft st_te vectors
will be updated and the crew will be provided with midcourse rman£uver

targeting and entry pad data needed to complete the mission ,_iti_out
further communication.

In summary, F and G operations associated with communica<ion loss are

being c(,nsiderably simplified from those used on C'. Utilization of

LM communications makes it possible to markly reduce the number of

abort Block data pad messages; the onboard and i_lTN navigation per-

formance experienced on C' permits us to reduce onboard navigation
to a total of only two batches of star/horizon observations. No
special procedures are required for W-matrix initialization. !'d

call that a giant step in the right direction:

PA:!{_TTindall, Jr. :is
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Memorandum
I0 :Gee lic;t below DATE: MAR 7

68-PA-T-56A

_ROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SCBJECT: Guid,mce syr;tem oriented ground rules for TLI Go/No Go

_. ?L;:: m/=rao is to document the guidance system oriented ground rules we

in;en<] to apply in the development of mission techniques for making the

?-"an:_lunar Injection (TLI) Go/No GO decision, unless directed othelm4ise.

Effective immediately, it is intended that all RTCC computer programs, MCC

displays and decision limit lines; crew and ground procedures and timelines,

mission rules, and related matters will be based on these ground rules.

They represent a change from the tentative ground rules previously governing

this work. Accordingly, it _s important that you understand them and make

your views known r_ght now if you do not concur. This specifically applies

to the "lm''and "G" missions. In summary:

(a) A TLI maneuver will not be attempted if there is an___yindication
that the _5-I-VB IU guidance system is not working properly.

(b) A properly operating CSM PNGCS is not mandatory for TLI. That is,
it i:_ acceptable to mak<_ a TLI maneuver with-_--failed CSM PNGCS if the

_:_bsequent alternate m[_;sion is considered more valuable than remaining in
eurth orbit.

The rc:r_inder of this memo presents the rationale for these ground rules

and ou::lines the manner in which the guidance systems' performance may be
eraluased in flight.

2. Dc,;_raded S-IVB IU in earth Orbit.

Analysis has shown that even with a grossly degraded guidance system,

tile S-/V]3 is able to perform a TLI maneuver which would permit some sort

of lunar operations. • Depending on the extent of degradation the lunar

o7)eratJon could take the form of a hybrid (non-free return) lunar landing

mission; an "F" type lunar rendezvous mission, or a lunar flyby. In all

case_; the mission would certainly at least start out on a non-free return

t::ajectory. The alternate to this is to not perform the TLI maneuver but

r,'ther to remain in earth orbit and conduct a rendezvous mission (probably

"5" t_Fpe) with the LM arid CSM. The priority of these alternate operations

i._ currently in the order listed above; that is, if possible, it is

prei'erab]e to obtain lurar operations experience. We have discussed at

A._ Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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,;_..Jt].<_.n,i,hl;hc:ey,tent of th(,_ IU dc'_radat.i.onwhich would st:!ll permitt - -

!x_,'_r'opc,r'ul,ion_;and it it; cc'rtainly gross. For example, we are told
!0° rr.i,';alJl,;nmentof the IU platform throughout the entire TLI may be

tolerablc_. I note these things since previous ground rules were based

on e0nr;idc'rations of that type, but we have now concluded that they do
not account for the real problem. Namely, if the S-IVB has failed to

;,,:(,"det,,_cl;rJbleextent we would have very little confidence that it wo---uld

Y_e all< to perform any sort of TLI. That i's,probability of its failin_

comp]_et<,].y durinf,;TLI is very great. If this were to happen we would not

c,r,,iylo_e the lunar operatio% but would lose the capability of doinc an

_._;_cthor'iJita.lmission as well. And_ on top of that, the grossly perturbated
_-%i would leave us in a serious non-nominal situation. These considerations

unalL.y led us to" the conclu,'_ion that we should not attempt to do the %%1

i_::_.qquverif there is a__nyindication that the S-IVB IU is not performing
7 , operly.

_,. There are two sources of failure indication. The first is by the S-iVB's

own failure detection system which indicates failures via telemetry. The

c;econd .isby comparison with the CSM PNGCS and MBFN tracking. These

comparison,';; it mu.<;tbe emphasized_ are extremely gross. That is_ the S-IV]3
IU -is der;igned to be at least an order of magnitude more precise than the

CSM PNCCS and. the MSFN. Thus, these monitoring systems---teleme_ry_ CS}4,

and I,,_FN---donot provide data to prove that the IU is performing normally

but _'.,athc,,rare only able to show us when it has degraded very badly---for

•_×_ar,,,_-f]_,__ 30 to IO0 sig_,a' Whereat MZFC's definition of a definitely and

absolutely broken IU is anything beyond 3 sigma. Therefore, the actual
!'mits we would select for TLI Go/No Go based on the S-IVB IU peri'or_m_;ce

evaluation can only be the smallest, dependably_ detectable failure. That

i;;,we would use the s_llest failure which we can confidently attribute
to the.,S-IVB rather than the comparison system itself. Deviations in

excess Of that amount are certainly true S-IVB IU failures and would result

in a No Go for TLI_ and the alternate mission must be earth orbital.

4.. C}ZM PNGCS failur% detected in earth orbit on the first •lunar missSon
attempt (F or G).

If CSM FNGCS failure is detected, the options are:

(a) Perform a lunar flyby performing all midcourse corrections on the

SCS and high speed reentry with the backup systems.

(b) Remain in earth orbit and perform long duration spacecraft sy:tems
test,q on the cormmand module and LM.

No LM rendc.zvou,<;should be considered since command module rescue capability
7;; n_,l, awJil;Jble w ith PNGCS failure. We would certainly not brake into
lgr;Jr or"bi 1; ei L,her.
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It is not clear at this time which of these options is preferable• In

J,Jct_ th_ _;will probably not be known until after completion of the
mis_ion prior to the one under discussion here. However, this is not

important since, as far as we could determine_ there is no reason why
either of these alternate missions could not be performed. For example,

it was noted that we can expect the lunar flyby to be on a free return

trajectory since the S-IVB is assumed to be working normally. There

apparently is adequate redundancy in the SCS' to be tolerant of further
_y_tems failures. Also, consideration may be given to using the PNGCS

even ff it has failed to the extent that the platform is drifting at

tLe rabe of 5° per hour. FOr example_ that is just equivalent to the

SCS. in_]ications from all knowledgeable l_ar ret_r_ entry_l_

that n____@,9-6YJsafety _nhlems _re, in_ that mission phaseg_]m_L_gr-
the _ o....oacku_t_em___ although, of eourse_ the spacecraft may not land

a_ close to the recovery ships as we've become accustomed to.. There

::e_ _;ome question as to whether or not the acceleration time history

d'ring a backup, constant g entry is tolerable to the crew. All
7_......_lon_ to date are that it is acceptable. To my knowledge, there

i_ only one loose end to track down. An_jdthat i_j_ *.he _qw_/S_3_

m_.ndatorI for TLI: or ar te si " dev'ce_ _quaf.e___

_j....._'_,_nee'_ and contro l___ We think they are. _if not, the
SXT will have to be checked before the burn. '_

_y acceptLng these _round rules, it should be possible to establish

a monitoring technique which would permit performing TLI on the first

o]_portunity even for an Atlantic injection (i.e., about i00 minutes

a:%er lift off). The technique would be to compare the CSM PNGCS and
the _' - _._-iV_.IU during the launch phase and earth parking orbit If th_ s

c(m]r_rlson :i_ favorable; that is, to within the tolerance to be

_;!_c,:.i_'!,:,d,,{_:described :inparagraph 3_ it can be assumed that both the
F;-IVB ]_ and the CSM PNGCS are performing well and we would execute ___I,

I-' the compnrison were not within those limits, one of the systems must

have failed by our definition, but we have insufficient knowledge to

d_i:termincwhich one without performing a CSM PNGCS platform alignment in
e_;,.rthorbit. This would be carried out as soon after the failure was

detected as possible, but would certainly necessitate going another

r(volution and TLI could not occur until the second opportunity. If the

failure turns out to be in the l-U,we would not perform TLI but would

carry out a CSM/LM .long duration mission with rendezvous in earth orbit.

If the failure i,_ in the CSM I_NGCS, we have the option (to be determined

{J%-fl _ht) of doing TLI '_t the second opportunity and performing a lunar

Flyby, or of scrubbing TJ,I for that flight and remaining in earth orbit.

/
,,. I wo_L[d l.ik_:to conclude by expressing my appreciation to Carl Huss

:,.r:ihi:; Alt_:rn::,I,<:Mi,_;sJ¢_nReview Panel for helping us at his February 29
"]" and "G" Lur_'_rM_i,_;_ionmeeting. Our last TLI Mission Techniques



. _°

meetinr_ got stalled on top dead center in the absence of a clear under-
L' e

i standinr_ of alternate mission priority_ among other things, and _n y
_ave us the needed push to get going again.
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

' Memorandum
TO : See list attached DATE: November 15, 1968

68-PA-T-252A

FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: F Rendezvous Mission Techniques

We had our first F Rendezvous Mission Techniques meeting on November 12.

We went through the whole thing rather smoothly with very few open items,

probably due to all the past work on D and G. Obviously it is a much
simplier exercise than the D rendezvous. This memo is to record a few

of the significant agreements. I¢_ny more were reached but have been

understood for some time and are not considered particularly controversial.
Attached is a list of action items assigned to MIT.

1. The CSM Separation maneuver from the LMan hour before DOI shall

be radially downward 2.5 fps.

2. We intend to use identical REFSMMAT in the CSM and LM. It will

be computed by MCC-H at the beginning of the DOI period of activity and

will not be changed throughout the entire rendezvous. In fact, it will
probably be used for TEI as well. It is keyed to the pseudo-landing

site and will not incorporate information obtained by later orbit

determination or by optics observations of the pseudo-landing site - just
like G.

3. Both the DOI and Phasing maneuvers shall be targeted from the

MCC-H, of course. This will be done prior to D01 and relayed to the crew

as a maneuver pair. We do not intend to update the spacecraft state

vectors between DOI and Phasing from the MCC-H. However, a period of
rendezvous tracking and navigation has been tentatively scheduled for

about 30 minutes during that period.

4. The CSM will be targeted and counting down to make the first
maneuver of a Hohn_nn transfer to a 20 n.m. circular orbit if the LM

becomes inactive at phasing. The command module will also be prepared

to execute a mirror image type maneuver when the LM executes the Insertion

burn which starts its duplication of the lunar landing mission rendezvous.

5. Targeting for the Insertion maneuver will be updated in real time

from the MCC-H, designed to achieve a 15 n.m. differential attitude
during rendezvous. There is some question, however, if this targeting

is to be based on N3FN tracking or on state vectors as determined onboard

by rendezvous navigation during the phasing orbit.

/.
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6. We were not able to conclude much with regard to AGS operation

since it is not clear what computer program will be available for the

F mission. We hope to know what its capability will be about November 15.

Of course, we are assu/ning that the primary guidance systems will be using
COLOSSUS II and LUMINARY.

7. Just as is planned for the G mission, we intend for the MCC-H

to relay the LM state vector obtained by telemetry following the Insertion

maneuver back to the CSM. This will be followed by REFSMMAT alignments
by both spacecraft.

8. The CSM will use its P30 series rendezvous targeting programs both
for its own mirror image targeting and for relay to the LM. In order for

the I_ to compare solutions, it will be necessary to include certain bias

on the maneuvers as determined pre-flight due to the errors induced by
using P30's rather than the P?O's and also because of the one minute time

delay in TIG (for example, at 1.5 fps_ bias is required on CSI). It is

intended that the CSM backup CSI, CDH_ and TPI using the SPS. Incidentally,
it is intended to use LM +X RCS for CSI and +Z RCS for CDH and TPI.

9. As planned for G, we are labeling the CSM maneuver targeting as
the "}_rd stick" for LM maneuver verification in real time. This is

based on our belief that it is possible to independently verify GNCS
performance in real time - something we can't do with the LM I_3NCS.

i0. We had our usual discussion regarding tolerable TPI time slip.

It appears that with VHF ranging_ the TPI window is quite large - perhaps
+ 15 minutes or so. If this is the case, we should have very little

_roblem. FCSD has accepted the task of determining just what the window
is and of defining precisely the optimum location of TPI. N[PAD will

deter_dne the anticipated three sigma TPI slip. The point that really
counts though is that we should never have to abandon the TPI elevation

angle option in favor of the time option and we are to carry out our plan-

ning based on that assumption. Incidentally, there is complete agreement

that we must use two elevation angles for TPI. One for approach from above,
the other from below just as was planned for G.

ii. There may be some problem associated with recording LM low bit
telemetry in the command module on the back side of the moon if someone

really wanted to do that. It apparently conflicts with simultaneous VHF

ranging which we consider mandatory. Whoever wants this data will have

to look for some other substitute for a LM tape recorder, it seemed to us.

12. Our next meeting will be in a month or so. We'll firm up the
tracking schedule and will list the equipment we feel required to continue



at each milestone in this exercise at that time. Something else we'll try

to get squared away by then is all the "mickey mouse" required to get

landing radar data at the same time we are doing the phasing burn_ And,
we need to pin down the burn monitoring procedures to the Phasing and
Insertion maneuvers.

! •

howard W. Tindall, J

Enclosure
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MIT ACTION ITEN_ FOB F RENDEZVOUS

(November 12, 1968)

i. Is the Target Av going to be or has it been changed from a

routine (R32) to a program (e.g., P76) in LUMINARY? If not, why
not?

2. What program sequence choices have we for getting landing radar
data on the downlink just before the Phasing burn?

3. What program sequence should be used for the APS Insertion burn

preceeded by DPS staging to insure proper RCS attitude control by
the DAP?

4. What is the cost of slipping TPI execution in COLOSSUS without
updating TIG?

Enclosure I
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.... Memorandum
TO " See list attached DATE: December 9, 196_

68-PA-T-270A
FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: F Mission Techniques - LM Checkout

On December 6 we had our first F Mission Techniques meeting dealing

with pre-D01 activity. It resulted in a lot of things I never expected,
since I thought the timeline and procedures for LM checkout and CSM

landing site tracking were pretty well organized and acceptable with

just minor tune-up. At this meeting we really shook up the world and

are now looking into substantial changes in overall concept as well as

changes to the detailed techniques. The two most significant proposals

under consideration now involve the following:

a. There are good reasons - and a strong desire on the part of

the crew - for manning and checking out Lhe LM prior to putting on
their bunny suits (I°GA's). The significance of this as I understand

it is that the crew feels they can perform their tasks much easier with-

out the suits on - including moving from one spacecraft to the other

quickly and easily and then suiting up at some convenient time integrated
in with the other activity just prior to D01.

b. Everyone is now seriously looking into the benefits and dis-

advantages of scheduling a period of LM checkout prior to DOI Day. The

idea is to see if it is possible to shorten DOI Day by manning, powering

up and checking out many of the LM systems, and then powering it down

again prior to LOI (actually before the last translunar midcourse correction)

or immediately after LOI 2 before the rest period. Of course, it must be

determined that checkout carried out at this time need not be repeated

after powering down the LM and that the time and energy spent during this

earlier period is not too expensive. It must be emphatically stated that

our decisions must be based on G mission constraints since they may be

tougher to meet than the F mission. The point is that we cerJ ainly do

not want to set up a special technique just for F since one o_ our primary
objectives is to use F as a dress rehearsal for G.

If we schedule a pre-LOl period for LM activation and checkout, the
configuration on DOI Day will be:

a. LM will be pressurized

b. Drogue and probe will be stowed in the CSM (any structure or
c.g. problem for LOI?)

_,o.,_ Buy U.S. Savings Bonds RegMarly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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And the following system checks will have been m_e:

a. S-Band steerable has been checked

b. _ - B simplex checked

c. COAS and A0T lighting checke_

d. LR checked

e. LM S-Band (EN) ranging DT0 accomplished

f. Cabin regulator checked

g. DPS throttle checked

h. Oxygen purge system checked

i. RCS cold firing (requires LGC and IMU powered up)

j. Gimbal drive test (requires LGC and IMU powered up)

k. PGNCS gyro drift checked

I. PIPA gyro drift checked

m. CES rate gyro checked

n. LGC E-memory dumped and checked - and reloaded J_f necessary

Again_ the major reason for doing this is to redmce the pre-D01 timeline
since on both F and G the D01 Day has grown excessively long. Speci-

fically, the current time!ine provides about i0 hours between wake-up
and the D01 maneuver. More than one-half the day is gone before they

even start doing anythiag.

So you see quite different than my naive pre-meeting impression, we have

a lot of things to do to get this thing squared away, but before we can

even do that we have to get some faSr!Y signi_$cant decisions on the two
items noted above. Of course_ we must do enough work to supply the data

required to get these decisions_ unless someone!wants to arbitrarily
choose our course of action. We intend to get _ogether again on Friday,

December 13 to continue our deliberation. In the meantime, we are hopin_

to get so_ opinions from around the Country whether this is _n insane

approach o c not.

Howard W. _ndall, Jr.
!

PA:HWTindaiI_ Jr.:js
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Memorandum   o e ra,t onto
TO : See list attached DATE: May 12, 1969

69-PA-T-76A

FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: G mission lunar descent is uphill - all the way

Just in case you didn't know, I thought I would send you this note

about some nominal G mission landing site characteristics which I

thought were kind of interesting. First Of all, apparently this

landing site (2-P-6) is about 9,000 feet lower than the mean lunar
radius. The significance of this, of course_ is that all ascent

and descent targeting - in fact_ all lunar altitudes - are referenced

with respect to the landing site radius. That is, the 60 mile cir-

cular, LOI orbit is targeted with respect to the landing site and
thus is lower by 9,000 feet than you might have assumed. But more

important, the insertion altitude after ascent which is nominally

60,000 feet above the landlng site is really only 51,000 feet above

the mean lunar surface and, of course, less than that over the bumps.

Another interesting characteristic is that the approach to this landing

site is even lower. Specifically, the estimated slope of the lunar
surface as the spacecraft approaches the landing site is about i° up-

hill. This in itself appears to be tolerable, although it does perturb

the descent trajectory a little causing the approach angle to be low -

that is, toward the visibility washout direction. Something we do want
to look into about this was brought out by Bernie Kriegsman (MIT) the

other day. One of his computer runs showed t_J_n_ the finaL-portio_

o_f_Jle _e_t_e_ry un_ m]tomat_ _nt_ol_ the spacecraft would

actua__J_l_nding and would achieve a positive altitude rate prior

to landing_ The dispersion that caused this was a I° slope uncertainty
in the lunar datum, which when added to the aforementioned estimated

slope resulted in a 2° uphill grade. We are going to have to cross-check
this to see if this is really what happens. If it is, we are_t_

lhave to look in to the effect of this on how the crew would respond and
lhow the landing radar works under this conditiort_

Howard W. Tindall, Jr.

PA:HWT:js
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TO : See attached list DATE: Jgk I I

FROM : FM5/Lunar Mission Analysis Branch 69-FM51-194

SUBJECT: CSM lunar orbit plane change maneuver on Apollo ii

As everyone is well aware_ we are trying to get as accurate an esti-
mate as possible of _he perturbations to the lunar orbit for the land-

ing mission. The current revision to the Spacecraft Operational

Trajectory is predicting a 16 ft/sec CS_/SPS lunar orbit plane change
maneuver based on the current R-2 lunar potential model. This maneuver

is scheduled about 4 hrs 18 mins after IN landing. However_ when com-
paring the effects predicted by the R-2 model and the new thirteenth

order potential model[ currently being evaluated by the Mathematical

Physics Branch with _he perturbations observed during Apollo 103 it
appears that the plane change required may be very much less (or none
at all).

The reason for all this is that on Apollo 101 it was observed that the

descending node remained relatively fixed at around 0_0 selenographic
latitude and longitude and that the orbital inclination tended to

become more equatorial 3 thus moving the orbital latitude at Site 2

toward the south. Ti_e R-2 potential model Predicts a northerly change

of orbital latitude at the longitude of Site 2_ much the same as the
triaxial model. The thirteenth order model predicts an inclination

change which moves the latitude in a southerly direction but overpre-
dicta this shift by ]50to 50_.

The predicted change in inclination was .O002O/rev for R-2 and

O.0251°/rev for "13313" versus O.020°/rev observed. This change in

inclination results in an observed change in latitude at Site 2 of

approximately O.O07°/rev. This would mean a plane change maneuver of

around 7 ft/sec if the same A_ were observed on Apollo ii.

Due to the difference in the predicted change in inclination for a

May versus a July mission (0.35 ° versus 0.25°)3 the latitude change
could require as little as 5 ft/sec for a lunar orbit plane change
maneuvero

The best current estimate of a minimum SPS AV for the nominal C_M

weight after LM undocking is 10.25 ft/sec based on a 0.5-second burn
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time and a 18-second ullage beginning 16 seconds before burn initia-

tion. If a lunar orbit plane change maneuver required less _V than

this minimum limit for the SPS 3 it would be done by the LM during

ascent. Thus 3 it seems probable that there will not be a C_M/SPS
lunar orbit plane change maneuver.

Martin D. Jenn_s

APPROVED BY:

Analysis Division

FMSl:MDJenness_jrh
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Memorandum NASA Manned Spacecraft Center

TO : See list attached DATE: March 7, 1969

69-PA-T-42A

FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: G Lunar Surface stuff is still incomplete

On February 27 we held a MAssion Techniques meeting which I thought was
going to simply edit the "final" version of the Lunar Surface Document

prior to its release. To my chagrin we discovered that there are at

least two areas requiring much more thought and analysis. We will
probabl2 meet again to resolve these during the last week of March. The

release of the Mission Techniques Document will have to be delayed
accordingly.

Before delving into these major items, there are a couple of other
things 11would like to mention. The first may seem trivial. It deals

with terminology - specifically, use of the expression "go/no go" regard-

ing the decision whether to stay or abort immediately after landing on
the lunar surface. Every time we talk about this acitivity we have to

redefine which we mean by "go" and "no go." That is - confusion inevitably
arises since "go" means to "stay" and "no go" means to "abort" or "go."

Accordingly, we are suggesting that the terminology for this particular

decision be changed from "go/no go" to "stay/no stay" or something like
that. Just call me "Aunt Emma."

Last summer GAEC honored us with their presence at one of our meetings
and to celebrate the occasion we give them an action item. We asked them
how to make the tilt-over decision and to establish the attitude and rate

limits for aborting. We haven't heard from them since, on that or anything

else except RCS plume impingement. Don't worry, we still have four months
to figure out how to do it.

I would like to emphasize that we do not want to trim residuals following
the CSM plane change maneuver. It is recognized that they may be rather
large since it is the first SPS undocked burn, but we would rather take

them into account by adjusting the ascent targeting than by spending CSM
RCS propellant.

Another thing we realized about the CSM was that we had not definitively
established the attitude the CSM should maintain during LMascent nor

whether it was necessary for the MCC-H to compute the associated IMU gimbal
angles.

....... Buy U.& $aoings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll gavin_s Plan



Our biggest problem in this mission phase deals with platform alignments.

Specifically, we are still not sure what sequence of alignment options

should be used, although, I think everyone agrees we should use a gravity

alignment for the actual ascent. The basic problem seems to stem from a

lack of understanding of just how the LMLunar Surface Program (P57)

actually works and_ in each case, what the torquing angles really indicate.

Of course, the thing we are primarily interested in accomplishing is to

evaluate the performance - that is, the drift of the IMU - im order to
decide if it is working, if we should align the AGS to the PCNCS_ if we

should update the IM_ compensation parameters, if we should lift-off on

the PG_CS or the AGS_ etc. Prior to our meeting at the end of March, TRW

will write out in deta_l how they think the system actua]_ly vorks along with
a description of how we should use it. Guidance and Control Division may

do the same. Then, we will all get together with MIT to see if we can get
this thing straighten out and cleared up.

Finally, our other big problem has to do with how we should L_ndle the

LM location on the moon (RLS) and the CSM state vector, particularly
during the first two hours on the lunar surface in preparation for the

countdown demonstration and_ if necessary, ascent at the end of the first
CSM revolution. The point is we will have all the data needed to determine

the LM's location but we do not want to change it in the various computers

(LGC, C_C, RTCC) unless we can maintain a consistant CSM state vector, too.

And, it is not at all clear how we can do all that. This subject becomes
another major item on the agenda of the "ides of March" meeting.

Howard W. Tindall, Jr._ "_ i

PA:HWTindalI, Jr.:js
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Memorandum
TO : See list attached DATE" February ii, 1969

69-PA-T-22A

FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Pr_ori t,y Coordination

SUBJECT: G Lunar Surface Phase Miss:ion Techniques

During the first half of 1968 we held a sequence of meetings which
cu]_minated in a proposed set of mission techniques concerning use of

the guidance and propulsion systems while the LM is in the lunar
surface. This was documented in a Lunar Surface Phase Mission Techniques

book, dated October 6, 1968. On February 5 we reviewed these techniques
with the newly selected G crews, MIT, and other organizations concerned
with this business. Some changes were made_ which I would like to tell
you about.

Probably the most significant change deals with CSM activity during

this period of time; something which most people almost completely
ignore. The most important thing the command module does is to execute
a plane change such that the LM ascent can be carried out essentially
in-plane. The second thing the CMP does is to attempt sextant tracking

of the LM on the lunar surface in order to refine targeting for the LM
ascent maneuver. Our proposed plan had both of these things scheduled

in the period immediately prior to LM ascent, taking almost eight hours
of fairly continuous activity. The plane change was 1¼ revs before lift-

off. As a result of' somebody's suggestion - I think it was Buzz Aldrin -
we looked into performing the plane change about 2¼ revs after the IN
lands. We found that this resulted in considerable improvement in the

overall operation, provided it is unnecessary for the LM to lift-off pre-
maturely. This single disadvantage is brought about by the fact that the
plane change targeting is based on an assumed IN lift-off time. The

advantages are :

a. It provides a long period of stable trajectory conditions prior
to the LM lift-off.

b. It makes the mission plan tolerant of slippage in plane change

ex(,cut_on or any other CSM activity, for that matter.

c. It shortens; simplifies, and balances the periods of CSM activity
better and makes them more consistant with LM periods of activity.

By moving the plane change into the landing period of activity, it is only
necessary for the ClYIPto start IN ascent preparation about 3/4 rev before

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
_olo*los
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LM lift-off. It is at that time while in darkness that he aligns his

platform such that during the last pass over of the LM he may hopefully

make sextant observations for MCC-H's use in targeting the ascent.

Incidentally_ you wil_ probably be interested to know that the nominal

plane change for a mission carried out in July will be about 60 fps and

in August about 170 fps. Although the state vectors for _FN tracking

should provide ample stability for carrying out the CSM plane change

maneuver this long before ascent_ it is probable that some LM yaw steer-
ing will be necessary to compensate for whatever errors propagate to

lift-off time. These errors, we feel, should be well within the LMyaw

steering capability. (Note: The yaw steering propellant requirement is

proportional to the square of the yaw steering required; one-fourth degree

costs about 5 fps_ one-half degree yaw steering costs about 20 fps of APS
propellant.)

Considerable time was spent discussing the insertion orbit for which we

should target aborts immediately after LM landing. As you know_ during

powered descent, aborts are targeted for a variable insertion velocity
to achieve the desired rendezvous light and _H characteristics. At the

start of powered descent abort targeting aims for a high apogee. This is

continuously decreased for aborts later in power descent until it reaches

30 n.m. apogee below which we do not care to aim. Therefore, for aborts

from powered descent later than that and when first on the lunar surface we
continue to aim for a lO x 30 orbit. After passing the first go/no go

approximately three minutes after touchdown the crew exits the descent

programs which deactivates the "instantaneous" abort capability. There-

after, if it is necessary to abort they must use the standard ascent

program (PI2). The question was - what should we aim for then? After
lengthy discussion we arrived at the non-unanimous decision to target an
abort at that time to the i0 x 30 orbit also. The most favorable alter-

nate was to aim for the standard i0 x 45 which is used in the nominal

mission, although in this case_ you recall_ it is necessary for the LM
to remain in the insertion orbit for two revolutions in order to catch up

to the command module before going into the standard rendezvous sequence.

The prdmary advantage of the lower orbit is that its higher catch up rate

permits spending about three more minutes on the lunar surface evaluating

the LM systems and preparing for the LM lift-off if it's necessary. It
also reduces probability of APS propellant depletion which is somewhat more

likely in an abort since the crew has not yet gotten rid of some of the

equipment which they plan to jettison on the lunar surface. We may hear
some more about this decision.

The third topic consuming most of our time dealt with lunar surface PGNCS

alignment. I think everyone is now pretty well satisfied that the opera-

tional alignment procedure should use the gravity vector as opposed to the
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AOT since it is not only easier for the crew to perform but is more likely

to provide the smaller dispersion in flight path angle - that is, it is the

safer. On the other hand, it was finally agreed that AOT/star alignments
should also be attempted - not only as a test of the system but also for

the data they will provide for determining the location of the LM on the

lunar surface. For those familiar with the various alignment options, we
all finally agreed on the following sequence for both the simulated count-

down to lift-off at the end of the first CSM revolution (abort) and for the

lift-off at the end of the nominal lunar surface operation; the option order

is l, 2, l, 3. (One thing someone ought to look into is whether the LM
legs deflect as a result of crew movement within the spacecraft because if

it does significantly change the spacecraft attitude they must be careful

not to move around during these alignments. This sounds like a good action

item for the FOP.)

George Cherry suggested an alternate way of stopping RCS Jet firing immediately
after touchdown. He pointed out that Just jogging the hand controller will

not necessarily immediately stop the firing and suggests instead cycling
the PGNCS mode control switch to Off and then back to either Attitude Hold

or preferably Auto to reset the DAP.

In summary, I would say this whole business was substantially simplified

at our clam bake and is in pretty good shape right now. We have a solid

plan for the crew and ground activity which everyone is satisified with.

I think the only soft spot is in regard to the targeting for aborts from

the second go/no go point and that should be easy to settle soon.

dHowarW. Tindall, Jr.

PA:HWTindall, Jr.:js
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TO : See list attached DATE: _2 6 _9_

68-PA-T-169A

FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data _riority Coordination

SUBJECT: July 9 and July 24 "G" Rendezvous Mission Techniques meetings

1. During the July 9 and July 24 "G" Rendezvous Mission Techniques

meetings we have developed preliminary intra-vehicular rendezvous

navigation sighting schedules. Crew work load estimates currently

in use for the "D" mission rendezvous are included. These tracking

schedules are very i_ortant since they have a predominating influence

on almost everything else. For example_ from these it has been possible

to develop a prelimir,ary spacecraft attitude time history which shows

some fairly large gaps are going to be present in the CSM_FN _elemetry

coverage. This, of course_ is due to the fact that the S-band antenna

is on the same side of the spacecraft as the sextant, which mus_ be pointed

down in order to observe the IN. Of course_ dm'ing maneuvers occurin_,:
within sight of the earth_ the CSM can be yawed to a heads down attitude

enabling S-band telemetry coverage. The rendezvous activities do not

ordinarily interfere within telemetry coverage.

2. The Orbital Mission Analysis Branch (0MAB) of MPAD has distributed

a memo (68-FM62-iIT, dated July 15, 1968) which presents the revised

rendezvous profile ir_cluding the relative motion plots and visibility
and slant range time histories. Some of the most interesting features are:

a. Insertion occurs at approximately 340 n.m. slant range. By CSI
this range will have decreased to approximately 170 n.m.

b. The LM will appear to the CSM to "be less than 8° above the lunar

horizon for the entire first two hours after insertion into orbit. After

that 3 it will move below the lunar horizon.

e. There will be two points of sun interference for the sextant

tracking of the IN, ene immediately after insertion and another approxinmtoly
two hours later, about 20 minutes before TP!.

3. OMA_B presented the results of a study which shows that it is not _oss]ble
to use the same maneuver solutions for LM maneuver targeting and CSM mirror
image targeting on a lunar mission as is done on the "D" mission. Accord-

ingly, if the CSM does not have CSI targeting capability in its computer,
the LM crew will have to sequence through P72 to provide mirror image

;! BUy U.S. Sa',,in_s Bonds Re_ularl_ on the Pcb**'oll Savinme Pla,.,
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maneuver targeting to the CSM and then P32 to target its own guidance

systems. If the CSM does have the CSI targeting programs, the LM ci w
will be relieved of this job and will use P32 only. The CSM pilot will

pick it up since the nominal procedure would call for his determination

of the LMmaneuver targets using P72, which he would relay to the LM for

PGNCS solution comparison and AGS targeting. He would then use P32 to

compute his own mirror image maneuver. It app£ars that the 'I_PItime used

in the P32 and P72 computations may have to be different regardless of

which spacecraft does it. Since the mirror image maneuver is to be

executed with a one minute time delay after planned LM ignition time, it may

also be necessary to change CSI time. OMAB is looking already into this.

4. There was considerable discussion regarding initialization of the

LM PGNCS and CSM G&N for rendezvous navigation. As reported previously,
platform alignments by both vehicles right after insertion are now

included in the time,Line. Upon completion of the CSM platform alignments,
the MCC-H will relay a new LM state vector into the CMC based on LGC

telemetry after insertion. Even with this update, it is anticipated that

the uncertainties in these state vectors will be quite largej making
it necessary to use initial values in the W-matrix which will not be

suitable for W-matrix reinitialization during the rendezvous sequence.

The Math Physics Branch is looking into that. We ended the meeting by

starting the development of some "G" mission rendezvous ground rules

and working agreements similar to those developed for "D". Those we
agreed to so far are attached.

5. The next meeting will be in September since many key people will be
on leave during August.

_W. Tindall, Jr.

Enclosure
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"G" MISSION RENDEZVOUS GROUND RULES WORKING AGRFHEMENTS

,'_" AND THINGS LIKE THAT

I. General

a. The reference trajectory is that provided by MI°AD, dated August

15, 1968.

b. Nomenclature for the burn sequence following insertion is:

(1)CSl
(2)CDH
(3) PCI

(4) TPI

c. The rendezvous will be run throughout with the vehicle roll angles =_

0°. The only exception to this is when during maneuvers within sight of the

earth the CSM roll is 180 °. TPI from above will be initiated "heads down" and

TPI from below will be initiated "heads up" for either vehicle.

d. A LM state vector time tagged 12 minutes after insertion will be

uplinked to the CMC within five minutes after insertion. State vectors are not

sent to either vehicle again during the rendezvous phase.

e. IMU alignments will be made starting five minutes after insertion by

both spacecraft and take precedence over the state vector update if timeline

and/or attitude conflicts develop.

f. On both spacecraft all rendezvous navigation will be carried out to

update the LM state vector. That is, the LM radar data will be used to update

the LM state vector in the LGC and the CSM sextant and V}IF data will be used to

update the LM state vector in the CMC.

g. The CMC's LM state vector will be updated after each I_{ maneuver with

the P76 Target AV Program using the pre-burn values as determined in the LM's

pre-thrust program.

h. The state vectors in the AGS will be updated each time PGNCS is con-

firmed to be acceptable. This will likely be at each time it is committed

to make the next maneuver using the PGNCS except perhaps TPI.

i. AGC alignments will be made each time the PGNCS is realigned and each

time the state vector in the AGS is updated from the PGNCS.

Enclosure i
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TO : See list attached DATE: $EP I2 1968

68-PA-T-195A

FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: G Rendezvous

In spite of the feverish activity we have on three swinging missions

C_ C', and D_ a few of us found a couple of minutes to spend on the

G Rendezvous. Some things came out of it that are probably worth
reporting:

1. As you know, on the D mission during a LMactive rendezvous
the command module will be targeted with mirror image maneuvers to

backup the LMfor CSI and CDH. These mirror image maneuvers are

identical in magnitude but opposite in direction, since it has been
found that the small errors resulting are a reasonable price for the

simplicitz we obtain in the operation. Unfortunately, when operating
around the moon it's apparently not possible to use identical _V

components for CSM mirror image targeting. This means that it will

probably be necessary for the crew to first cycle through the CSI/CDH

targeting program for the other spacecraft (PTO series programs) and

then run through the targeting for their own spacecraft (P30 series
programs).

2. For the D mission itowaS decided that a single TPI elevation
angle could be adopted (27.5) for all rendezvous situations. That is,

either spacecraft Coming in from either above or below. Unfortunately_
the lunar rendezvous geometry prevents us from adopting this operational

simplification and we must use different values of elevation angle depend-

ing on whether the approach is from above or b_low. The values we have
selected (based on Jerry Bell's work) are 26.6_ for the approach from
below and 28.3 ° for the approach from above. The basic difference between

these values is the phase angle between the two vehicles at TPIj which in
lunar orbit is much grcater than around the earth for the sa_ae separation

distan_:e. The primary reason for having to use different values is to

keep the TPI maneuver along the line-of-sight. Another reason is to keep
component maneuver execution time for the two vehicles the s_me except

for differences in their navigation.

If you have any comments or questions about any of this, our next get
together on the lunar rendezvous is currently scheduled for 9 a.m. on

September 18, 1968.

Howard W. Tindall, Jr.

PA:HWTindall_ Jr. :isBuy U.S. Savings Bonds E_ularly on the Pay_ll Savings Plan
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68-PA-T-202A

FROM :PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: G Rendezvous Mission Techniques

If you can stand it, I would like to announce another change in the G
mission lunar rendezvous timeline, in order to provide more tracking

which will hopefully improve CSI targeting and to avoid bothersome

real time variations of time between CSI and CDH which foul up the

plane change scheduling_ we propose:

a. Move CSI five minutes later - to 55 minutes after insertion

which is nominal apogee. This is primarily to avoid a rather large
radial _V at CDH.

b. Always schedule CDH one half a revolution (180° ) after CSI.

c. Schedule plane changes 30 minutes prior to CDH and at CDH,
as before. The LM should use the Z-axis RCS LM thrusts for the CDH

maneuver (by yawing if necessary) to avoid losing RR acquisition.

d. The LM may include a plane change at CSI if the CSM has

adequate sextant tracking for targeting it. Rendezvous radar only is

not considered adequate.

The new timeline looks like this:

55 27 30 33

o 52 Ib 145
INS. CSI P,C. CDH & P.C. TPI

The only disadvantage we currently see is that it reduces the t_me between

CDH and TPI to about 33 minutes. However, 33 minutes should be adequate
even with dispersions and the advantages of a relatively fixed maneuver

schedule and better navigation before CSI seem _'ell worth it. It should

be noted that a (hopefully s_mll) change in the CSI targeting programs
(P32 and P72) would be required to force the computer to use the 180 °

spacing between CSI and CDH. This can be done in either of two ways. Our

preference would be to provide the crew control probably by modifying the

second P32 DSKY d_splay format to utilize the third register which is

currently blank as option code. [The other two displays in this fornmt

are aps:[d_l crossing (N) and TPI elevation angle (E).] The simplier but
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less flexible way of doing this job is to increase the magnitude of the

parameter currently stored in fixed memory which is used in the CSI

test_ which forces the logic to use a 180v transfer when the pre-CSl
orbit is found to be essentially circular and apsidal crossings become

ill-defined. Ed Lineberry will submit a PCR for this.

Several action items came out of our meeting as follows:

a. MI_AD - It is necessary to develop a rule governing the use of the

VHF data in the event no sextant data is being obtained. It is our under-

standing that VHF data by itself is not only inadequate, but could actually

degrade the processing. If this is so_ we need to establish procedures
whereby the crew inh_bits _ into the CMC when sextant data is not avail-
able.

b. M!_AD - It is our proposal that the CSM be the prime source of

targeting the plane change maneuver regardless of which spacecraft
executes it. This is because the sextant is potentially more accurate

than the rendezvous radar for this particular purpose. Here again a

rule is needed to define how much sextant data is needed to target the

plane change maneuver as opposed to using the rendezvous radar solution.

c. MI°AD - We can_ to the conclusion at the last meeting that it was

not possible to use the same maneuver solution for CSM mirror image

targeting as the LM uses for burn execution. This meant the crew would
have to cycle through two programs rather than just one. On further

thought, it seems as though we can avoid this extra complexity_ which
is really rather serious. I am sure we can for the CDH burn and it

seems probable that soraething can be done for the CSI burn too_ particu-

larly since it's constrained to be horizontal. Accordingly_ we have

requested OMAB to re-.examine this procedure to see if we can't clean

it up. We must also determine _hether one minute delay in the mirror

image targeting is really a requLrement since these are RCS burns an_

problems at TIG don't appear to be too likely.

&. ASPO - Milt Contella repeated a rumor that the rendezvous radar

may have random error in the shaft angle measurement when the line-of-

sight from LM to CSM is close to the lunar surface. We must find out what

the true situation is as quickly as possible and start figuring out some

workaround procedure to be added to all the other ones.

Odds and Ends

We are assuming that the CSM will backup the LM CSI and CDH maneuvers

using the SPS; it is probable_ however_ as on the D mission_ that it

will backup TPI with RCS. We have also concluded that the CSM should



not backup the plane change since that requires yawing out-of-plane and

disrupts tracking between CSI and CDH. Of course, if it is known that

the LMwill not be able to perform the plane change maneuver_ the CSM
will do it at that time. If the LM and CSM both fail to perform the

plane change 30 minutes before CDH_ the CDH plane change will force the
node near TPI and so in that event the plane change will be taken out

during the TPI burn targeted with R-36 to force a new node 900 after

TPI time. This, of course, is a departure from the nominal TPI plan
which calls for forcing the node at intercept (TFF).

That _s it_ ___Howard W. Tindall, Jr.

PA:HWTindall, Jr.:js
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68-PA-T-236A

FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: CSI and CDH back into the AGS - maybe

Apparently the TRW AGS people have done a good job of putting the new

rendezvous radar navigation filter into that dinky computer. In fact_
they now estimate a surplus of some 80 words.

One of our brilliant _ engineers here in MPAD - Ed Lineberry - has
developed a simple technique for COmlm/ting the CDI and CDH rendezvous
maneuvers provided the CSM orbit is near circular as it should be on

the G mission (reference MPAD memo, 68-FM61-318, dated October 15_ 1968,
subject: Linearized solution for CSI and CDH for a multiple-half-orbital-

period transfer between maneuvers:). In fact, he expects that it could

be fit into the afore_Lentioned 80 words. He and Milt Contella have already

discussed this with the TRW people who are looking it all over. If things
go well, he expects they will come to the Software Configuration Control

Board with the proposal to include it in some future AGS program and we

can decided at that time if that is the best way to use our little 80 word
Christmas present.

I wrote this because that idiot Ed Lineberry is too darn modest to tell

anybody and I thought you might find it interesting.

Howard W. Tindall, Jr.

PA:HWTindalI_ Jr. :js
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..... Memorandum
TO : See list attached DATE: May 12, 1969

69-FA-T-77A

FROM : iDA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: Manual Steering for IN Ascent

0vet the years various groups have attacked the problem of if and how
the crew can manually steer the LMback into orbit from the lunar sur-
face. These studies were started before GAEC was even selected to

build the LMand some analysis is still going on to define the optimum

pitch attitude profile, which should be used in this mode. On May 8,
I invited representatives of the NSC groups I knew had been involved
in this business to a discussion - the purpose of which was to pin

down just what the status is today. We were also interested in deter-

mining if something useful could be done between now and the G mission.

In summary, I think we all agreed that:

a. We should certainly not count on a manual operational backup
mode for lunar ascent in the same sense that manual modes backup some

other critical mission phases such as rendezvous targeting, burn control,

etc. However, it's better than nothing and we ought to be prepared to

do something.

b. Without a rate command attitude control system, it is extremely

doubtful they could achieve orbit even if they had trained thoroughly

in the technique. (Currently there is no training planned for the G

crew. )

c. There are some things we should and will do before the G mission

to prepare for this contingency, since it is an unfortunate fact that

there are apparently quite a variety of two-failure combinations that

can put us into this serious situation.

One of the first impressions you get when you start looking into manual

ascent is that the procedures which should be used are strongly dependent

upon the character of the system failures. That is, there are many

d_fferent combinations of failures, each of which should be handled in

a different way. As a matter of fact, the multiple-procedure-sets idea,

combined with the low-probability-of-occurring idea has probably been

the major reason we haven't got this whole thing all worked out in

detail now. However, Jack Craven has finally convinced me the situation
is not that remote and a worse situation can hardly be imagined. Further-

more, our discussion leads me to believe that these multitude of procedures



don't really present an insurmountable problem that can only be resolved

in real time. I get the feeling that the "variation in procedures" which

come about from many of the component failures is primarily a reeonfigura-

tion of spacecraft switch settings and the crew procedures probably aren't

too different than for the nominal ascent itself. Of course, in that
case the MCC must be prepared to advise the crew exactly how the spacecraft

should be configured to best support ascent in one of these degraded modes.

It was interesting to find that the method which must be used for the next

level or class of failures essentially boils down to the following fe_ww
options:

a. Prior to lift-off, some sort of initial azimuth reference must be

chosen such as a prominent landmark or probably the LM's shadow on the

lunar surface. Immediately after lift-off, the crew would yaw the space-

craft to place the LPD line on the shadow prior to initiating pitchover,
after which a landmark to aim for could be selected by the crew in real
time.

h. After manual "Engine Start", the crew would hold the vertical

rise pitch/roll attitude for 15 seconds. They would then pitch the
spacecraft in accordance with pre-selected four step pitch profile.

These angles are essentially known today both:

(I) In inertial coordinates for use if a spacecraft inertial
reference system is available and

(2) In a relative coordinate system - that is,, the overhead
window marks which should be held on the lunar horizon.

c. Propellant depletion should probably be used as the "Engine Off"
technique and it is recommended that the interconnect not be used for

attitude control since APS propellant is marginal to start with and should

be utilized exclusively for getting into orbit. The "Engine Off" command

could possibly be issued manually using the DEDA output of _VX provided

the AEA and x-axis accelerometer are functional but probably shouldn't be.

This procedure_ which essentially targets the spacecraft to the nominal
insertion altitude and flight path angle most likely will result in a

large dispersion in velocity, which of course would foul up the subsequent

rendezvous. At least it provides the greatest chance of achieving orbit
at all and probably minimizes the dispersions to give us a reasonable whack
at rendezvous.

It is evident the two things that the crew needs to do on this job are

an attitude reference and an attitude control mode. I was very interested

to find that if we constrain ourselves to talking about pure manual as
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opposed to the various levels of degraded automatic ascent modes, we

really came out with a very short list of candidates for these

two things. Specifically for attitude reference, we have the following:

a. If the CES is broken, but the AEA, ASA, FDAI, and needles are

available, they provide an excellent attitude reference. In fact,

in this case, the crew should fly the needles as opposed to the four
step pitch profile noted previously since they are driven by the actual

ascent guidance error signal. (Unfortunately, it probably means having
to fly in Direct Attitude Control - heaven forbid!)

b. If only the I,GC is broken, we can use the IMU and GASrfA driving
the FDAI to provide a good inertial attitude reference if we can align

it somehow (caging, probably) and can figure out how it is aligned.

c. The overhead window has been especially configured for use with

the horizon during ascent, which fortunately is sunlit throughout the

nominal ascent. (A sunlit horizon is not always available for descent

aborts or lift-off immediately after touchdown.) Spacecraft pitch is

controlled using the horizon and window marks; spacecraft yaw utilizes

the horizon tilt and roll (that is, azimuth) must use some landmark

as noted previously.

Those are_all the choices we could think of for an attitude reference

if automatic control has been lost. Furthermore, we found there are

only three manual attitude control modes, which I will list in order

of preference:

a. If a PGNCS accelerometer is broken, it is possible to use the

LGC, IMU gyros, and hand controller to obtain a DAP rate command mode.

b. If the ASA and/or AEA is broken, it is possible to use the ATCA,

rate gyros, and ha_1 controller to obtain a rate command mode.

c. The rotational hand controller (ACA) can be used in either of

two Direct Attitude Control modes, both of which are probably unacceptable.

They are four jet - 12° (hardover) and two jets - 2½° .

Following is a list of things we are going to do:

a. MPAD/TRW will recommend the final angles - inertial and horizon -

to be used for carrying out the four step pitch profile.

b. FCSD will check with the crew to determine if they want to add

these numbers into their checklist along with the nominal attitude profile

check points they have already, or if they want to leave this for a real

time voice relay from the MCC.
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c. Clark Hackler and Jack Craven are going to develop a complete matrix

defining the preferred spacecraft configuration and capability remaining

for degradation or failure of each component. This should be done by the

first week in June. Incidentally, something along this line has apparently

been worked out by GAEC already.

d. I am going to see if it possible for Some experienced pilot, pref-
erably Pete Conrad, to run a few simulations of some of these manual

abort modes, particularly to evaluate using the overhead window attitude
reference with the three rate command and direct attitude control modes
noted above.

In mid June, we will set up a Mission Techniques meeting on this subject

with world-wide participation - particularly MIT_ TRW, and GAEC - to see
where we stand at that time. Considering the catastrophic nature of the

situation under discussion here, it seems some effort is certainly justi-

fiable to get prepared. I would recommend that it be an effort equivalent

to manual TLI steering. In other words_ a blank check. Everyone at MBC

and particularly the prime crew can spend full time on it, if they want
to. And, I currently plan to have a Mission Techniques document prepared

specifically for it, too - prior to G.

PA:HWT:js
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FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: Ascent newsletter

This memo is to report several interesting things regarding lunar

ascent, both nominal and after a descent abort.

i. It turns out we demand better performance of the PGNCS to

support ascent to orbit than we do descent. Accordingly, if it is

necessary to abort during descent due to degradation of the PGNCS,
it is automatically necessary to switchover from the PGNCS to the

AGS. Of course, this assumes that the AGS is performing better
than the PGNCS.

2. We have recently had a running philosophical argument regard-

ing ascent switchover. Of course, switchover in itself is not cata-

strophic as is an abort; if the system you switch to is working okay,
the mission continues just as planned. This led me to push for establish-

ing fairly tight switchover limits since I felt that it was highly desirable

to assure as near nominal rendezvous characteristics as possible. That is,
why stick with a degraded PGNCS if the AGS is working better? The only

disadvantage seems to be the hazard involved in the act of switchover

itself; all the switches, relays, and so forth have t--_-work. In other

words, it comes down to a tradeoff between the hazards involved in switch-
ing over versus the dispersions in the rendezvous situation which could

be avoided by switching over.

More recently we have adopted a procedure for eliminating dis-

persions at insertion following descent aborts by making an adjustment
maneuver immediately after insertion. This so-called tweak burn is used

specifically to assure satisfactory rendezvous conditions. This procedure

may also be used to compensate for degradation of the l°GNCS during ascent

and makes it possible to leave the PGNCS in control as long as it is still

capable of providing a safe orbit. However, if the PGNCS degradation is

sufficient to justify it (say, worse than 3 sigma) the crew should be

advised of the situation during powered flight such that they will Stand

by for a tweak burn to be executed immediately after insertion using the
same procedures as fox" the descent abort.

Having adopted this technique, it seemed reasonable to set the

PGNCS switchover limits fairly wide. The value chosen was 6 sigma. The

s t Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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compromise here_ of course_ is the operational messiness of a tweak burn
traded off against t_ switc_ver to A_ "hazard."

3. One thing which could give us bad trouble is a misaligned PGNCS

prior to aseent_ particularly if we align t_ A_ to it as was planned.

The problem, of course, is that small misalignments can result in unaccept-

able insertion conditions and_ even though ground monitoring would probably

detect the situation during ascent, switchover wou_ do no good since the

A_ would be equally misaligned. To avoid this situation entirely_ we
_ve concluded that the best course of action is to i_epe_ently align

the A_ while on the lunar surface rather than to align it to the PGNCS.

This makes the two systems truly independent, which not only gives us a
cross-check on the accuracy of the alignment of each but also permits a

useful switchover if somehow a PGNCS misalign escapes our detection

techniques. Incidentally_ this also eliminates the problem of CDU tran-

sients in the A_ lunar surface alignments. 6cgprdin_l_ we are proppsij_
that the /_b_chaD4_e_Q_glwa_ut_Lliz_ _he_!unar_

surface alignment technique r_ther t_n alignments to the PG_C$_ I expect
%his w_l_be done once some details have been worked out.

4. It is interesting to note that the problem just discussed is not

quite as severe in the event of a descent abort. In that case_ of course,

the A_ must have been aligned to the PGNCS and so they both will suffer
the same misalignment at PDI. What happens then if we have a descent

abort and try to achieve orbit with both systems misaligned? It turns

out that this particular error is partially compensating - that is_ the

trajectory dispersion during descent is partially eliminated by the

trajectory dispersion during ascent back into orbit. In addition, the

descent abort limits will be tight enough that unacceptable dispersions

should not occur prior to descent. In other words, we feel we have a
safe situation here.

Howard W. Tindall, Jr.

PA:tNTindall, Jr.:is
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Memorandum NASA Manned Spacecraft Center

TO : See list attached DATE: July 7, 1969

69-PA-T-104A

FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: Manual Ascent revisited

On July 2 we had another meeting regarding Manual Ascent. As I have

pointed out previously, the consensus is that the crew should have an
excellent chance of achieving a safe orbit by manually steering the LM

from the lunar surface if they have a rate command attitude control

system by using the horizon view in the overhead window as an attitude

reference. The two primary facets we discussed this time were:

a. What sort of ground support could be provided to the crew during

powered flight and

b. What sort of rendezvous sequence would be pursued following the
LMinsertion.

This memo is to summarize the results of this session. Briefly though -

the ground assistance can be substantial and the rendezvous can be a
fairly standard CSM rescue requiring one or two extra revs.

As you recall, the flight controllers on the ground have a substantial
capability for n_nitoring the LM's trajectory during powered ascent, even

with the guidance systems broken, providing the RTCC powered flight

p_ocessor(the '_Lear") is working. This program provides a complete
up-to-date state vectorto drive the analog and digital displays in the

control center. As a result it is possible for the Flight Dynamics

Officer (FIX)) to monitor the ascent trajectory continuously and to dis-

cern deviation from the nominal. For example, by monitoring the altitude

vs. downrange distance plot and the velocity vs. flight-path-angle plot,

he willbe able to advise the crew if the radial velocity (altitude rate)

becomes unaccep_mbly dispersed. Specifically, starting about three and a

half or four minutes into ascent, after the trends are well established,

he should be able to advise the crew to bias the remainder of their pitch

profile up or down probably using 2° increments. Given this assistance,

it is anticipated that the crew should insert with a nearly nominal

flight-path-ang]_.

It is also possible for the FD0 to assist the crew in maintaining a near

nominal out-of-plane velocity. That is, once the crew has keyed their
initial launch azimuth on their shadow and then aimed for a prominent

landmark (such as the south rim of Crater Schmit for landing site 2), the

Bu_ U.$'. Savin_s Bonds Rexularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



FO0 will call out 2° north/south (or left/right) attitude changes when-

ever his digital display of out-of-plane velocity exceeds 50 fps. This

vectoring of the crew can start very soon after lift-off if necessary.

A major problem we feel we have now resolved has to do with when the crew

should shutdown the APS. Analysis has shown that a continuous pitch

angle bias of 2° can result in an unsafe perigee unless the APS is run

to propellant depletion. Therefore without ground vectoring, as noted

above, we feel it is advisable to permit the AES to operate until pro-

pellant depletion; a 2° bias does not appea r to be out of reason for

manual steering using that weird lunar horizon as a reference. However,
given ground assistance in attitude control a propellant depletion cutoff

will certainly result in an excessively high apogee, which makes the

rendezvous situation more difficult and costly. Accordingly, we propose
that as long as the ground monitoring of the trajectory indicates that it

is reasonably close to nominal, the FDO will voice command engine "Off"

_hen his display of safe velocity (Vs) equals zero. (Briefly_ Vs is the
V required to assure a 35,000 feet perigee at the current altitude and

flight-path-angle.) A call at this time, assuming a 15 second delay, will
produce an overspeed of about 300 fps yielding about 200 miles of excess

apogee which should be adequately safe. The important thing is that it

protects against apogees in excess of 250 n. mi. (which have been regularly

occurring in sinmlations). Although these high orbits can be handled,

there seems to be no reason to accept them. In this same vein, analysis
has shown that we have been unduly conservative in proposing use of the

RCS propellant for attitude control during ascent. We now feel confident

that it is safe to stick with the nominal procedure of using APS propellant
for attitude control during manual ascent and saving the RCS for whatever
comes next.

Just about any failure combination which makes it necessary to perform a

manual ascent will also demand a CSM rescue se_ence. The sequence which
seems to suit the situation best is as follows:

a. CSM performs a phasing burn (NC1) on the LM's major axis "maneuver
line _'approximately one rev after LMinsertion.

b. CSM will perform CSI ½ to l½ revs after NC1 depending on how high
the LM apogee turns out to be.

c. CSM performs CDH ½ rev after CSI.

d. CSM performs TPI at nominal elevation angle which should occur
about midpoint of darkness.

e. Braking can be done by the LMand/or CSM at the crew's discretion,
based on the real-time situation.
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f. Plane changes should be handled in the standard way - that is,
combined with the other CSMmaneuvers and with the extra plane change

burn between CSI and CDH performed by the CSM if it is necessary. (It

is to be noted that any large out-of-plane situation must almost certainly

be due to a velocity error at insertion and not an out-of-plane position

error.) This would cause the node of the orbital planes to fall near the

major CSM burns such that most of the plane change required would be

efficiently combined with them. Given control center assistance in

ascent steering though, a large out-of-plane situation seems unlikely.

To insure that even a very low insertion orbit can be handled, it was

decided to bias the LM lift-off late, approximately three and one-half

minutes. Specifically, the FDO will compute a LM lift-off time con-
sistent with a l0 mile circular insertion orbit and a nominal rendezvous

sequence. However, since it is most desirable to utilize the sequence
noted above rather than having to make rendezvous maneuvers soon after

insertion if a low orbit is achieved, we feel the best course of action
is for the LM crew to be advised to make whatever ground computed maneuver

is required at insertion to achieve an orbit equivalent to at least l0 x

30 n mi. orbit. That is, if they truly burn out very low, they should
boost their orbit with RCS to permit use of the CSM rendezvous sequences

noted above. Incidentally, they will also be advised to make an apogee

maneuver to pull up perigee to about 16 n. mi. as a safety measure in any
case.

If for some reason the LMdoes not achieve a safe orbit with or without

the control center assistance noted above, we still have a straw to fall

back upon. The flight controllers have the capability immediately after

insertion of computing a maneuver to insure at least a 35,000 feet perigee
based on the Lear Processor. This maneuver will be scheduled at three

minutes afterAPS shutdown or at apogee, whichever is required. It is to

be noted that ample RCS should be available to execute this maneuver.

Although we have Inowhere _nearly the same confidence of success, procedures
have been established for the crew to execute manual Descent Aborts. The

problem here, of course, is that a single pitch attitude time history can-
not be established for aborts occurring at any time in powered descent.

However, the necessary work has been done by MPAD and TRW to provide the

flight controllers with an acceptable pitch profile as a function of abort

time inpowered descent using the horizon attitude referencewhich would

provide a safe orbit if the crew were to follow it. Accordingly, if
conm_nications are retained or regained after a descent abort, the crew

can be informed of a pitch profile to follow to achieve orbit.

One other item we discussed was the relative merits of flying a completely

manual ascent vs. a completely automatic ascent using the AGS with a broken
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z-axis accelerometer. You recall in this event it would be necessary to
fly the LM into orbit on its side in order to place the broken accelerom-

eter in tke out-of-plane direction and bring the good y-axis accelerometer

into plane to provide the automatic AGS capability. If the AGS works,
ew_rything should be just fine, but the crew will be unable to monitor

its performance which leads to consideration of a completely manual ascent

with its horrible overspeed problem. However, given ground monitoring we

feel confident that a malfunctioning AGS can be detected and it is our
strong recommendation that it be used. If the control center detects an

unacceptable failure_ the crew would be advised _o yaw in-plane and pro-

ceed into orbit using the standard manual ascent technique.

_oward W. Tindall, Jr. | "-
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FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: Ascent with busted guidance and control systems

On June ll we had a Mission Techniques meeting to discuss manual ascent
from the lunar surface. The term manual ascent, though, is somewhat

misleading sincemost of our discussion had to do with how the guidance

systems should be operated if certain of its components failed prior to

ascent. In summary, I think everyone generally agrees that:

a. Given a rate command attitude control system, the crew should be

able to guide the spacecraft into orbit quite satisfactorily using the

horizon viewed through the overhead window as his attitude reference. The
resultant orbit will be far from nominal which could present rendezvous

problems, but at least we feel fairly confident he can get into orbit.
Manual steering in the "Direct" attitude control mode is considered pretty

hopeless in the sense that it is probably impossible to control the space-
_ craft at all - not in the sense that the insertion conditions are not

acceptable.

b. Both the AGS/CES and the PGNCS have a substantial capability, even
if the accelerometers are broken. However, special procedures are required

to utilize this capability.

c. Gyro failures virtually wipe out the system with the possible

exception of the rate gyros in the AGS/CES package.

The rest of this memo just adds a little detail to the above summary

if you are interested.

Pure Manual Ascent using rate command and the horizon

Since our last meeting, Paul Kramer and Chuck Lewis have set up and run
a series of sin_lations using C_ rate command and the overhead window,

which I understand were generally quite successful. They are _n the process

of documenting their results, so I suggest you contact them if you are

interested. Briefly, they found that using the four step pitch profile

MPAD/TRW has recon_nended worksvery well. They also found that it is
possible to use the pitch angles in the current checklist that the crew
uses to monitor a nominal guided ascent. These angles are tabulated for

each 30 second time-hack. They found that letting the APS run to propellant

_ Buy U.S. Savings'Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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depletion always resulted in an excessive overspeed - that is, yielding

apogees up around 400 miles or so which suggests that it may be desirable

to use the interconnect during manual ascent just as during nominal,

thereby using APS propellant rather than RCS for attitude control. I

expect we will all agree this is the right thing to do. Due to simulator

limitations, they used the initialFDAl as an azimuth reference. It was

the consensus of those at the meeting that if the inertial reference is

not available, as could easily be the case, an acceptable alternate _s for
the crew to yaw the spacecraft during vertical rise to place the LPDjline
on the IGM shadow. Given this initial launch azimuth as a reference, they
should be able to choose prominent features downrange to head for in real

time. In addition to the horizon angles, as viewed through the overhead

window, corresponding angles as displayed on the FDAI are also available
for the crew's use if an inertial reference is available. The reason we

place greatest emphasis on the horizon is that it will always be there

and a good FDAI may not be.

PGNCS with accelerometer failed still provides attitude hold rate command
and FDAI

As well as anyone can determine, there is no reason why the PGNCS IMU

cannot "be aligned even with accelerometers broken. Of course, the gravity

align is out, but it still should be possible to use the LMbody attitude

option and the AOT two star sightings option (alignment techniques 0 and 2).

The accelerometers will cause program alarms but tlhe alignment programs

should still work. In either case, we would recommend aligning the IMU

to the standard nominal REFSMMAT. No special procedures are required for

this and the crew would be provided a perfectly nominal FDAI display.

Of course, no navigation or automatic guidance can be carried out without

the accelerometer, but it still should be possible to get a rate command
attitude, hold control capability provided we are able to manage the

digital autopilot (DAP) in the LGC properly. Of specific concern is

what special inputs, if any, are required to take ,care of vehicle mass

as the ascent progresses. You recall, the LGC decrements mass as part
of its DAP function but without PIPA's it won't. This also had some

impact on which program the LCC should be operated in during ascent. It

was our impression that the standard Ascent program (PI2) is preferable.
Alternates suggested were the Average G program (_$7) or the Idling

program (PO0). MIT was assigned the action item of advising us precisely

how we should handle the mass in the DAP and which program was best from

their viewpoint. One thing, reasons for preferring Pl2 is that the PGNCS

might offer a redundant Engine-On capability as well as a more favorable

attitude deadband. If the PGNCS is used with a broken accelerometer, the
crew should follow the standard four step pitch profile and fly to propellant

depletion as noted above.
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PGNCS-LGC failed leaves only an attitude reference - maybe

If the LGC has failed, it is impossible to realign the IMU. This presents

two choices, if the alignment is known and favorable at the time of LGC

failure, it may be desirable to leave it alone. If that is not the situa-

tion, it is possible to cage the IMU thereby aligning it to the LMbody

axis, which may provide a useful reference if the LMhas landed in a fairly
level attitude with the z-axis close to in-plane. Obviously if the LGC has

failed, the only capability the PGNCS can possibly offer is an inertial
attitude reference since attitude control and navigation demand a functional
LGC.

AGS y or z accelerometer failed - AGS can still go "Auto"

If either the y or z-axis accelerometer is broken, it is impossible to do

a lunar surface gravity alignment. However, it is possible to align the

AGS given two AOT star sightings and ground assistance to compute the LM

body attitude. Given the star data, the MCC will compute and relay to
the crew both the LMand CSM state vectors in the AGS coordinate system

assuming a body axis alignment (DEDA entry 400 + 50,000). It will be

based on the assumption the crew will select initial guidance (DEDA entry

400 + 10,O00) at precisely two minutes before lift-off. By zeroing the
bias and scale factor coefficients in the AGS computer for the failed

accelerometer, it is possible to use automatic AGS steering into orbit
with a guided cutoff. Of course, no out-of-plane steering will result

since the spacecraft will always be oriented such that the broken acceler-

ometer is oriented out-of-plane.

If it is the z-axis accelerometer which is broken, it would be necessary

for the LM to fly into orbit on its side. It is instructed to do this by

loading the so-called W= (Addresses 514, 515, 516) as relayed from ground

to arm the WB (DEDA entry 623 + 10,O00). It may be possible to load a
pseudo bias to compensate for the l_o APS engine cant angle. There is a
real trade-off to be made here between using the manual guidance noted

above with a resultant overspeed or to fly the automatic AGS guidance with
the LM on its side. The crew would be unable to monitor its performance but,

if it works as advertized it would produce good insertion conditions for

the subsequent rendezvous.

If AGS x accelerometer is broken a good inertial reference is all that's
left

If the AGS x accelerometer is broken, it is possible to perform a lunar

gravity alignment using the standard procedures associated with broken

PGNCS/good AGS. In this case, we are assured of a good initial attitude
reference for use in flying the pitch profile, but the automatic guidance

and navigation is completely lost by the AC_.
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AGS/CES with a rate gryo broken

No one is able, at this time, to say whether or not the AGS can fly completely

automatically with a rate gyro disabled. It is suspected that rate feedback

is required to provide a stable system but we are not sure. Accordingly,
some runs are planned on the GAEC facilities with the RGA disabled to see

what happens. If it can't handle it, the crew will have to fly Direct in

the channel with the broken rate gyro using the error as a reference. This
will also be simulated.

One major open item coming from all this is how we should play the rendezvous

game giw_n any of the situations here. Specifically, should we bias the lift-

off time either late or early to give more time to do the rendezvous or to
put the command module behind the LM at insertion? Should some CSM maneuver

be made prior to or immediately after launch? A ntunber of people will think
about this and we'll probably get together in the next couple of weeks to

lay out some plans since this is just as important as knowing how to get in
orbit in the first place.

In all of the above cases a number of action items were identified, primarily

dealing with establishment of precise procedures for initialization of the

systems. It is expected that the necessary information should be available

within a few weeks so that we can document all this before the G flight.

Howard W. Tindall, .

PA :HWT:js
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FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: Some things about Ascent from the moon

On April 3 we had an Ascent Mission Techniques meeting - the first

in a long time. This memo is mostly to express some rather general
observations.

I guess we all recognize that Ascent is really different from most

other maneuvers in an Apollo lunar landing mission. It is one in

which fairly small dispersions in the guidance can create an unsafe

situation either by setting up an imminent lunar impact or poor

conditions for carrying out the subsequent rendezvous, or by running
the APS out of propellent. Accordingly, special efforts have been

spent in trying to set up techniques for monitoring and detecting
dispersions of this type onboard the spacecraft so that the crew

can switch over from the PGNCS to the AGS in hopes of correcting the

degrading situation. Of course, in a case of an obvious failure

like the platform turned upside down, or something, the crew should

have no problem in knowing they should switchover. However, I am

confident that they will not be able to detect insidious, slow drift

malfunctions of a magnitude, which could be catastrophic, in time to
save the mission. The techniques which have been proposed for this

are not sure-fire_ even if executed to perfection. And, they are so

complex that I seriously doubt the crew, with their limited training,
would ever learn to use them with enough confidence that they would

switchover from the PGNCS to the AGS even when it was necessary. If

my assumptions are correct_ then it seems we must recognize that the
ground is not only prime for detecting and advising the crew of slow

drift malfunctions but, in fact, MCC is virtually the only source for

this. This in turns means that if the MCC loses hi-gain S-band telemetry
there will be no drift malfunction monitoring carried out and we will

simply have to trust that the I_GNCS is working. Off-hand, that does
not strike me as an unacceptable situation since we only get in trouble
if communications are lost AND the PGNCS fails insidiously.

Another thing we must face up to is that we do not have a manual

backup for Ascent Guidance and Control. Unlike the rendezvous, where
crew charts provide an excellent capability to press on in spite Of

guidance system failures, no such capability exists for backing up

Ascent. It is true that techniques have been studied and proposed,
some of which _[ght possibly work. However, the fact is that we dof
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not have a workable technique in hand today, and even if we did, it
certainly could not be considered operational unless the crew were

thoroughly trained in its use. And_ that they .certainly will not be.
Here again, this situation strikes me as no worse than "unfortunate."

So _ch for general observations. Following are a few specific i_em_
coming from our discussion:

a. I would like to re-emphasize that like most other maneuvers in

the Apollo mission_ lift-off must occur on time. We are not planning

for some sort of launch window. Accordingly_ if in counting down to

Ascent TIG the crew falls behind for some reason, the lift-off should
be delayed one CSM rev and the trouble that caused the tardiness should

be cleaned up. For example - one test for determining whether it is

possible to lift-off or not is the PGNCS alarm coming on at about TIC

-40 seeonds_ indicating average g will not be turned on at the right
time and the PGNCS will not be ready for lift-off.

b. In the event the PGNCS displays a _V Thrust Monitor Alarm

after the APS engine actually comes on, the crew should stick with

the PCNCS which should be holding attitude until they have determined

that the PGNCS is not going to control the spacecraft properly such

as yawing it to the proper launch azimuth and pitching over as prograrmned.

When these various cues have all confirmed lack of PGNCS guidance, the
crew should switchover to the AGS without attempting to recycle the

PGNCS first. Of course_ before switching over to the AGS they should
ascertain that it is working better than the PGNCS. To do this we

recommend that the nominal display for initial ascent on the A_$ DEDA

should be altitude rate (H). Following switehover, recycle attempts

should be made to clear up the _V monitor alarm i_ an attempt to get
the PGNCS back on the air.

c. In order to provide redundancy for the "Engine On" signal,
procedures call for manually pushing the "Engine Start" sw_tch. It

is to be emphasized_ however_ that this should be done only after the

crew determines that the LCC "Engine On" command has caused the engine
to start. We do not want to lift-off if the PGNCS is not issuing co_Lmands.
Of course_ in order to get an automatic guidance engine cutoff at inser-

tion, this manual Engine Start signal must be removed. The procedure

calls for doing this when the velocity remaining to be gained is about

200 fps (i.e., about i0 seconds to go). Immedistely preceding setting
the "Engine Arm" to "off" the interconnect should be closed. If remov-

ing the "Engine Arm" does turn off the engine, the crew should use the

same switch to turn it back on. Of course, they will then have to stop
the engine again when the velocity displayed by the PGNCS reaches nominal.
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d. We have no procedure for monitoring and backing up the PGNCS

"Engine Off" co_nd like those used for _I, LOI, _I, and _I. Due

to RCS attitude control activity during Ascent, the burn time can vary
as much as 20 seeonds from nominal, which _kes that a useless parameter

for this purpose. The A_ and the rendezvous radar range rate are
potential candidates, but it was finally decided that rather than

adopt some complex voting logic involving those systems, the best
technique was to simply utilize the ground monitoring to determine
which system should be used to control the Ascent Gui_nce and to use

whichever system is guiding as the sole cue for A_ cutoff. That is,
as long as we are riding the PGNCS, let it do the job and back it up
_nually only if it indicates the spacecraft has exceeded the desired

velocity. If a switchover to A_ has occ_red, then use the A_ as

the sole source. It seems to us that, since this _neuver is always

in sight of the ground, a procedure like this is acceptable. Of course,
it depends on not losing telemetry.

Howar W. Tindall, os._

_:_Tindall, Jr.:js
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Memorandum
JUL 1 8 1968

TO : See list attached DATE:

68-PA-T-161A

FROM : PA/Chief_ Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: LMAscent lift-off time can be determined by the crew

Some months ago we submitted a PCR to remove the pre-Ascent targeting
program (PIO) from Luminary and this was done. This action was based

on an assumption that a simple crew procedure could be developed for

doing the same job, in the event of loss of communications, making
the rather complicated computer program unnecessary. The Lunar Mission

Analysis Branch of MP_O has concluded their development and analysis

of this technique and is in the process of documenting it. It is
only necessary for the ground to supply two parameters by voice to

the crew prior to DOI which will allow them to independently determine
lift-off time to within about six seconds. This dispersion takes

into account current estimates of _FN accuracies, etc. The effect
on the rendezvous differential altitude due to this error is less

than one mile_ which is certainly far smaller than other dispersions

which would occur in a non-communication situation. In other words_
it is more than adequate.

Quite simply the procedure requires that the crew determine the time

of closest approach of the CSM one pass before lift off by noting

the time rendezvous radar range rate passes through zero on the tape

meter. To that time, he must add the CSM orbital period and another

AT to obtain lift-off time. These are the two parameters included in

the pre-DOl pad message noted above which will be determined by MCC-H
based on the actual CSM orbit.

PA:HWTindalI, Jr.:js
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO : See list attached DATE: JUL _ 8 1968

68-PA-T-159A
FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: NO 15 minute constraint for Lunar Ascent Guidance

The Luminary GSOP indicates that it is necessary for the astronaut

to call up the Ascent Guidance Program (P12) at least 15 minutes

prior to lift off. This, of course, is not consistant with our
desire to be able to use PI2 if we get a No Go for lunar stay

approximately lO minutes after landing. In that casej we intend
to call up PI2 with less than seven minutes to go before lift off.

By checking with MIT_ we have verified that the 15 minute limit is
not a real constraint and that the only limit is the time required

for the crew to go through the operations associated with P12, which

is currently estimated to be less than five minutes. (Simulations

will eventually refine this, probably to a smaller value.)

i have asked NIT to modify their GSOP (by PCN) to reflect this.

PA:HWTindalI, Jr.:js
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: Memorandum
TO : See list attached DATE: JUL i 6 1_

68-PA-T-151A

FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo 1>ata Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: Lunar Ascent preparation

I. At the July 3 Lunar Ascent Mission Techniques meeting we cleaned

up the last of the main open items for the phase of the lunar landing

mission from LM touchdown to liftoff. We are now ready to go to press

for that part of the mission and will hold a world-wide review of it
before the end of the month.

2. Most of the discussion was devoted to establishing the CSM timeline

prior to LMAscent. Much to my surprise, the CSM requires about eight

hours (four orbits) to prepare for LMAscent. Involved is all of the

work associated with determining the position of LMwith respect to

the CSM orbit and with making a plane change if it is necessary. Time

required for the LMto get ready is less than two and one-half hours

unless rendezvous radar tracking is required. In tha t case, the LM

" crew would have to start powering up the PGNCS about three hours before

liftoff, in order to track the command m_dule during its last pass over-
head. It is necessary for either the command module to track the LM on

the lunar surface using the sextant or, if that Js not possible, for the
LM to track the command module using the rendezvous radar. The data

thus obtained is required to target the CSM plane change or the LM
Ascent. In the timeline that we settled on, the sextant tracking of

the LM would be done three revolutions (approximately six hours) before

Ascent and the CSM p_ne change_ if it is required_ would be performed

one and one-fourth revolutions (approximately two and one-ha]_f hours)
before liftoff. If t_ command module pilot is unable to track the

LM with the sextant it will be necessary for us to target the command

module plane change based on _FN tracking and navigation, realizing

that that the resultant CSM orbit may be as much as 0.3 ° away from

the LMposition as a result of N_FN inaccuracies. It is only in this
event that we would require the LM to track the CSM with the rendezvous

radar to obtain the data the ground would use to determine the out-of-

plane steering the LM should execute during Ascent. It is only in
the event that the command module is unable to track the IAi that both

the command module plane change and LM Ascent out-of-plane steering
would be performed.

3. The other thing we firmed up was the logic defining when to use

the command module SPS to make a pre-Ascent plane change vs. yaw steering

Bu_ U.S. .eavinrr.r Btmdr 7_,_,,,l..,,,1..... t.. z_..... ,, o .....
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the _ into the command module orbit during Ascent. The rule we established

was t_t if the LM is less than half a degree out of the CSM orbital plane,
the LM would take care of it during Ascent at an A_ propellant cost of

approxi_tely 19 fps. If the p_ne change required is _eater than half

a degree, the command module would be used. Thus_ the minimum S_ burn

would be 50 fps. _e maximum should be no more than 200 _s, depending
on the location of the landing site and the incli_tion of the p_ne.
These limits represent burn times between tree and thirteen seconds.

W. Tindall, Jr.

PA:_Tindall, Jr.:js
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Memorandum
TO : See list attached DATE: September 26, 1968

68-PA-T-208A

FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: Unusual procedure required for LMAscent from the moon

Jack Craven surprised us with a little jewel the other day during the
Lunar Surface Mission Techniques meeting. He says that in order to

enable the APS engine-on and staging commands from the LGC, it is

necessary for the crew to depress (now get this) the Abort-Stage
button' That is, depressing this button must be part of the standard
countdown procedure to LM liftoff.

Alternately the crew can manually arm the engine which permits them

to send the engine-on command manually, but it does not enable the LGC

signal. Furthermore, if they do this, it is necessary for the crew

to also send the engine-cutoff signal manually since the signal from

the LGC is inhibited. /

/
How/ard W. Tindall, Jr.

PA:HWTindalI_ Jr. :js
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Memorandum s ooor ,* oo*o,
TO : See list attached DATE: May 28, 1969

69-PA-T-82A

FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: Descent, Lunar Surface, and Ascent Mission Techniques with the
H crew

On May 20 and 21 we reviewed Descent, Lunar Surface, and Ascent Mission

Techniques with the H crew (Pete Conrad and co.). This get together

had two major objectives - to tell the H crew how we think these things

should be done and cor_ersely, for the first time to get a flight crew

reaction to the techniques since in the main, they have been firmed up

too late to review thoroughly with the G crew. In general, I think

we are in pretty good shape on this stuff although there are, of course,
the inevitable open items and questions we never seem able to rid our-

selves of completely.

It was interesting to note that the H crew seems desirous of cutting

back some of the activities the G crew considered worthwhile. There

are also obvious phi_)sophical differences in their attitude regarding

the use of the automatic systems vs. a more manual mode. Conrad seems

much more inclined to stay with the automatic system longer than Arn_trong

as well as insisting that they work. For example, he does not propose

to continue in the face of no landing radar data, whereas Nell apparently
feels he carl substitute visual data for it. Some other interesting

examples are:

a. Pete would like to drop out all the visual observations of the

lunar surface, both before and after PDI including the LPD altitude
checks.

b. Pete would like to substitute a landing radar altitude check

prior to PDI.

c. Pete wants to do PDI face up. (Hallelujah baby!)

d. Pete also wants to drop the crew voice report of their estimate

of where they actually landed.

It might be worth reporting some other interesting things resulting
from our discussion:

a. We probably ought to add in some sort of AGS drift check pre-PDI

after the PGNCS alignment check using the sun.

/-_ Buy U.£. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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b. There is still a controversy over when we should switch to the

A_. Some feel it should be done only if the PGNCS is degraded to a
point w_re it can't _ke a safe o_it; ot_rs feel we should switch-

over as soon as it is certain the A_ will do a significant_ better
job t_n the PGNCS.

c. T_ decision has been firm_ _de t_t the crew will not _nually

backup the auto, tic landing radar anten_ position switch.

d. There is still some work to be done in establishing procedures

in the event the G_ fai_re light comes on late in descent. _rly

in descent_ I thi_ ever_ne a_ees the crew must await seco_ary cues

before deactivating the GDA. There my be some advantage to immediately

turning it off if the light comes on _te in descent in t_t it _ybe

poss_le to complete the _nding using RCS attitude control only.

e. It was suggested that some sort of VHF ranging c_ck cou_ be

done while the LM is on the _r sur_ce, per_ps during the _st over-
pass prior to LMascent or even during the ascent itself. We will _ve

to look into this to see if it is practical and useful.

Given the longer lu_r stay of the H mission, it is clear the _idance

system must be turned off to conserve electrical power. This has obvious

implications on _w the system should be used just after _nding and

just before lift-off. We _ve also decided to t_ow out the simulated
countdown for lift-off at the end of t_ first CSM rev. As a result of

these and other things, I have as_d _W to revise the Lunar Surface

Mission Techniques and we will review them with everyone when they get
done.

_._ .

Howard W. Tindall, Jr.

PA :HNT: js
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TO : See l_st attached DATE: July 16, ._','_

69-PA -T-IlIA

FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data l°riority Coordination

SUBJECT: Change in delayed PDI Descent targeting procedures

This probably doesn't amount to a gnat's elbow to you, but I would like
to change something in a memo that I just sent out the other day dealing

with spacecraft state vector updating if we delay PDI one rev. Previously

we planned to leave the state vector in the LM computer alone but to

change the landing site position (RLS) to account for propagation error

for the extra rev. Since then there has been a big flap brought about by

our discovery that the command module is making uncoupled attitude maneu-

vers which cause surprisingly large perturbation to the orbit. In order

to minimize these effects in the descent targeting for the delayed PDI

situation_ we have concluded that it is best to redetermine the LM state
vector based on the newer MBFN tracking (revs 12 and 13) and uplink it to

the LM if PDI is delayed. Since the RI_ already has been compensated

properly for the associated propagation errors, it does not need to be

changed°

Howard Wo Tindall_ Jr.

PA :H-WT:js
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Memorandum Oen er
TO : See list attached DATE: July l!, 1969

69-PA -T-IO6A

FROM : YA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: Descent Data Select procedures are finalized

On July 7 and 8 we held a final review of the Data Select procedures

and Flight Controller interface during the Descent phase of the

lunar landing mission. This lengthy memo is to describe briefly

some of the items discussed, all of which are being thoroughly
documented before the flight.

On F, as you know, John Young did not track the center of the Land-
ing Site 2 landmark - a crater designated "130" - but rather used a

much smaller crater on the rim of 130. He did this primarily because

it was much easier to do and_ he thought, would improve the accuracy.

It is planned to use this smaller crater, which has been called "130

Prime," on the G missiom also, and the RTCC is set up to do so. How-
ever, it was emphasized that we must also be prepared to use the old
"130" if for some reason lighting makes it impossible for Mike Collins

to acquire "130 Prime."

It was strongly emphasized by the Data Select people that they should

be in the high-speed mode for Lear filter initialization and condition-

ing at least four minutes before PDI. If for some reason they are delayed

past this point, their confidence in the system will be degraded. In

fact if initialization is delayed until 20 seconds before PDI - the drop-

dead point - they feel they will have no cQnfidence in the system through-
out descent at all.

Analysis of the F flight data has revealed that the Lear processor for

some reason gives best results when using three tracking stations

rather than four_ which it was originally set up to use. Accordingly,
it will be operated in the mode where the fourth station's data are
available but are excluded from the solution. If one of the three active

sites fails during descent, the Data Select people will immediately

replace it with the previously excluded site. If it is concluded that

the failed site will not be restored quickly, another site will be called

up immediately to p_ovide backup for a second failure. It is to be

emphasized that bringing up this new station is to provide a backup

and an opportunity to observe its data. It will not be activelyused

unless another site breaks down or the performance of the Lear processor

unexpectedly becomes degraded in a manner consistent with poor station

location geometry which the new station could help correct.

Buy U.S. Saving_ Bonds R_ularly on the Fayroll Savings Flan
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The Data Select people reviewed their real-time procedures for declaring

the "Lear filter is go" as follows:

a. During the free-flight processing after going into the high-

speed mode at PDI minus four minutes, they plot and compare Lear results
with their best estimate of radius and altitude rate based on previous

MBFN tracking and a confirmed DOI maneuver. If these parameters differ

by more than 3,000 feet and 13 fps, respectively, the Lear is considered
uncertain.

b. During powered descent they have doppler comparison plots for
each of the individual MSFN sites vs. the PGNCS. These are used to

sort out a bad station.

c. They monitor Lear output plots of altitude, altitude rate, pitch,

and _M mass rate of change looking for discontinuities, internal incompa-

tibilities, smoothness, etc.

d. The Lear filter displays an estinm_te of its own performance -

residuals, rate biases, and so forth. A particularly strong indicator
of performance is the residuals of the fourth (excluded) site, which is
not included in the solution.

. i During the Descent briefing to the management people, a week or so ago,

Chris Kraft proposed that some sort of inflight lunar orbit checkout
be made of the Lear Processor prior to Descent. After lengthy and some-

times emotional discussion, wehave concluded that it is most advantageous
to use the same tracking stations and communication lines as during descent.

To do this we must perform the test on either the first or second lunar
orbits before the Madrid station is lost due to earth's _otation. It was

also concluded that to perform this test in the on-line RTCC computers

with the active third floor MOCR was too risky. Accordingly, the pro-

posal is as follows. Configure the network stations to transmit high-

speed data for a period of 15 minutes during the first lunar rev when

the spacecraft is more-or-less over the landing site. Log the data in

the control center and then play it through a third, off-line computer

utilizing the second floor MOCR display system. Since no compatible CRkN

telemetry will be available at this time_ it will be impossible to operate
some of the displays such as the guidance officer strip charts. It will

be possible however to _make a realistic, useful comparison of the Lear
output with the other MBFN processing to see that this system is working

properly end-to-end - from spacecraft to display system in the MCC. Mike

COnway (FSD)is responsible for assigning personnel to do this and for

getting the control center configured for the test. He also intends_if

possible, to get some simulated data and practice this test before the
flight. I think t_e consensus is that this test is like airline flight

insurance - a small waste of resources with very little chance of gain;

however, it can pay off real big, if we're lucky! 7



Another question answered was, What spacecraft position should be used

for initialization of the Lear Processor in preparation of the T2 lift-
off? ("T2," you recall, is the delayed abort time shortly after landing
associated with the second stay/no-stay decision.) The problem here is

that very little time is available to assess the descent tracking and
telemetry data in order to select the best estimate of the actual land,
ing site location. We finally concluded that the best solution was to

use the preflight nominal value - the one computed from the F mission
tracking.

One very significant item resulting from our meeting dealt with reconfig-

uring the MBFN tracking network after a T2 stay decision. It had been
planned to keep all stations in the same configuration as during descent

in order to support s lift-off one rev later (T3) if that turned out to
be necessary. Unfortunately this leaves only two tracking stations with
very little geometry on the command module which produces two substantial

disadvantages. First, the command module state vector hasn't been updated
since before DOI and it's getting kinda worn out and yet it is the one

which would have to be used in support of a T3 launch and rendezvous.
Probably more significant is the effect on the nominal mission, namely
it is intended for the CSM to track the LM with the sextant at the end

of that first rev. It is anticipated that t_s data will provide the

best estimate of LM position on the lunar surface in support of nominal

ascent targeting as well as post-flight analysis. In fact; we intend to
use this RLS determination in preference to any of the other RI_ sources

unless there is some reason to suspect it is screwed up. However_ for
the sextant data to be useful we must have an accurate CSM state vector

to reference the sextant data too. This requires better }4SFN tracking
than had been planned. Accordingly_ it was decided that immediately after

a T2 stay decision, the Ascension station would be reconfigured for CSM
tracking on the remainder of the descent rev and for the next rev too.

It will only be switched back to the LM in the event of a T3 no-staydecision.

The problem of determining LM position (RLS) to support a T3 launch is
a tough nut to crack. Our choices are based on powered flight navigation
by the I°GNCS_ AGS; and Lear adjusted after touchdown with an improved

estimate of LM position at PDI. It is anticipated that the LM's AOT/
gravity alignment data will not be available in time to support the Ascent

targeting although if everything goes just right it might be. The point
is that none of these data sources have ever been used before and each

has its own potential problems that could foul it up badly. This makes
its unreasonable to assign hard and fast priorities to these sources

today, although everyone agrees that the Lear should probably be the

best. The point is_ determination of RI_ for T3 is being left open to
real-time judgment of the experts who will include whatever bits of

intelligence are available during the flight to select the best value.

As noted before_ the CSM state vector and sextant tracking will normally
• be used for the nominal ascent_ but it obviously won't be available for

a T3 launch.
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We discussed the PGNCS reinitialization required if PDI is delayed one

rev. It was finally decided that virtually under no circumstance would

the state vectors in the PGNCS be updated even though later tracking

data is available. The values of PJ_ will be updated by applying addi-

tional propagation biases to account for the extra rev. The exact pro-

cedure for doing this is too complicated to put in this memo but I

believe it is understood by everybody involved.

And that's that!

Howard W. Tindall, Jr.

PA:HWT:js
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Memorandum oootor
TO : See list attached DATE: July 3, 1969

69-PA-T-lO3A

FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: Some new ideas on how to use the AGS during Descent

This memo is to fill you in on a couple of late crew procedure changes

proposed for the G mission regarding AGS operation during descent. The

first is a technique to prepare the AGS for i_mediate ascent which can

be used to quickly reinitialize the AGS LM state vector immediately

after touchdown if there i_ any concern that the navigation during

descent has fouled them up somehow. This is possible since the LM

state vector on the lunar surface can be easily predicted before descent.

Specifically, it involves loading some storage location through the DEDA

just after the final state vector update from the PGNCS at about seven

minutes before PDI. The numbers loaded would be the lunar radius (240 +

56923) and the lunar rotation (262 - 00150), which essentially constitute
the entire state vector on a lunar surface. The rest of the state vector

elements (241, 242, 260, 261) are all loaded zeros. None of these
addresses are used during descent or descent aborts so this procedure

does not conflict with anything planned. The idea is that immediately

after touchdown, when the lunar Surface flag is set, the crew would key

in 414 + 20,000 instead of updating altitude as currently planned. This
would initialize the AGS state vector with these quantities quite accurately

to support an immediate ascent. This procedure is supposedto be brought

to the Crew Procedures Change Control Board very soon, but I noticed that
Buzz Aldrin was already doing it during the Descent sin_lations last week.

Everyone I have talked to feels it is a good thing to do provided it does

p not overload the crew.

The second possible addition to the crew timeline involves making use of
I

the AGS DEDA display just after touchdown to provide the crew a little

more information regarding his touchdown attitude condition. Bob Battey

called me with a Braslau suggestion (AGS/TRW) that, since the DEDA is not

used during the terminal descent, immediately after touchdown it is pos-

sible to call up address 130, a component of the transformation matrix,
which is essentially the cosine of the tilt angle displayed in octal. It

was noted that this parameter has an interesting characteristic. If the

spacecraft is perfectly vertical, the DEDA will read 40,000. If the space-
craft is tilted 42 °, which is the critical tilt angle, the DEDA will read

just under 30,000 regardless of the direction of tilt. Display above

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



30,0(30 is okay - the bigger, the better - and below 30,000 is bad news.

This convenient crossover value seems to make this a possible extra cue
for the crew to quickly assess whether the spacecraft has tilted more or

less than the critical tilt-over angle. So far_ none of the experts I

have spoken to have seen anything wrong with this idea and generally

consider it a desirable thing to do. That is_ the procedure should work

and should provide some useful intelligence for the crew, if they get
into a suspected tilt-over situation. It could certainly net be con-

sidered mandatory and so the decision as to whether to do it or not to

do it rests entirely on the crew's task loading during the last several

hundred feet of descent. Simpl_ should the crew be fooling with the

DEDA at this time_ Ordinarily I would say no, but Buzz seems to be able
to get music from that little mommy with his head turned off and both
hands tied behind him.

Howard W. Tindall, Jr.

PA:}_4T:js
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:-. Memorandum o.n,o
TO : See list attached DATE: April 16, 1969

69-PA-T-64A

FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data ]_iority Coordination

SUBJECT: How the _FN and sextant data are used to target DOI and Descent

We had a meeting on April 9 which was extremely interesting to me.

We discussed and settled on how the MSFN tracking and sextant land-

mark observations would be used in the I_3C/RTCC to produce optimum
DOI and Descent targeting for the LM. The big new factor that had

to be taken into accou_somehow was the propagated state vector

errors resulting from our inaccurate modeling of the lunar potential.

This has forced us to change our planned techniques somewhat from

those proposed before the C' mission. M_st of what we now plan to do

is just as the M_th physics Branch (MPB) of MPAD proposed to us at
this meeting. I feel they should be commended for a pretty fair

piece of work.

I would first like to describe the manner in which MPB proposed

that the RTCC orbit determination consistency checks be made during

the flight. As you recall, in a previous memo I noted that they
feel it is best to use the orientation of the orbital planedetermined

pre-LOI to which they add the in-plane orbital elements based on new

_FNtracking. Of course, it is necessary to continuously monitor and
confirm that the plane established in this way is right. They intend

to do this by performing single-pass _FN solutions after each lunar

orbit and comparing the resulting inclination with that established

pre-LOI. It is expected that the single-pass solutions will show a
random variation about the pre-LOI value indicating it is safe to

continue using it. If they detect a bias or trend in these single-

pass inclinations away from the pre-LOI value, they will have to update
it.

In addition to the inclination check performed continuously, they also

plan some discrete consistency checks made in revs 6, 7, and 8. These
checks will be made by processing MBFN tracking Just as will be done

later for the D0I and Descent targeting. That is, they will determine

the orbit based on rev 3 and 4 data and propagate it to rev 6. They

will make a "plane-free" single-pass solution in rev 6 based on rev

6 tracking. They will compare the three position components in local

vertical coordinates (that is, downtrack, altitude, and crosstrack) at
20 minute intervals throughout rev 6 and will plot the differences vs.

time. These plots should show the propagated error from the older

:_ Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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solution as a function of time throughout rev 6. They will do the same

thing using revs 4 and 5 data propagated to rev 7 and compared with a

single-pass rev 7 solution. They will do the same thing with revs 5

ar_ 6 propagated to rev 8. These position difference plots determined

for revs 6, 7, and 8 will be superimposed upon each other to make sure

there is consistency on determination of prol_gated state vector errors.

This consistenc_ incidentally, has been demonstrated on C' and we expect

to reconfirm it on the F mission prior to G. If it works as expected,
it should be possible to determine the propagated error in all three

components as a function of time on a state vector propagated ahead two

revs. The significance of this, of course, is that the DOI and descent
targeting is performed with a state vector which is two revs old and

if we are able to determine the propagation error, bias may be applied
to compensate for them. That is a description of a rather complicated

process. The important thing for you to understand is that a technique

appears to be available for determining and compensating for propagation
error in real time.

The manner in which we intend to use sextant tracking of the landing

site has not changed since before C'. That is_ we intend to determine
the landing site position by applying the measured relative displace-

ment in all three components - latitude, longitude, and radius - to
the current MSFN solution at the time of the sextant observations.

Thus, the targeting solves the relative problem compensating for errors

in both _FN state vectors and the preflight estimate of the landing
s_te location. We have established that the change from the preflight

value in each of these components based on the real time data must

not exceed the following values:

a. Latitude must not be changed more than 12,000 feet.

b. Longitude must not change more than 6,000 feet.

Co Radius must not change more than 6,000 feet.

These values are based on our current 3 sigma estimates of preflight
map accuracy RSSed with the _FN orbit determination accuracy. It is

felt that corrections larger than these must indicate some sort of

gross failure demanding either that the sextant tracking be redone by

delaying DOI one rev or that the sextant tracking be ignored and the

Descent targeting be based on the preflight values. Incidentally,
the mission rule defining which of these choices to pursue is a

significant open item which must be resolved.
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Now I would like to describe how the propagated errors are compensated
for.

a. Crossrange, which is essentially latitude, will not be com-
pensated for propagation errors at all. Since we are using the frozen

plane technique, by definition, no propagated error can occur.

b. Error in spacecraft altitude is compensated for by changing

the radius of the landing site by an amount equivalent to the propagated
i state vector error in thealtitude direction. The empirical correction

is determined from the propagation state vector plots described above

by reading out the error in altitude associated with a time in orbit

equivalent to touchdown time. The point is that the state vector is not

corrected, but rather compensation is applied to the landing site
radius since this is a much cleaner procedure.

c. Downrange erroris more-or-less equivalent to landing site

longitude and presents special problems. Consideration was given to

compensating downrange propagation errors by changing landing site

location in a manner similar to the radius bit just discussed. That

would work fine for Descent, but can result in a serious problem in

Descent aborts. Specifically, downrange error in the state vectors
during powered flight act in a way equivalent to a platform alignment

error in inertial space. Specifically, lO,O00 feet downrange error is
• _ . . °

equlvalent to O.I IMU mlsallgnment. Therefore, If we were to leave

the propagated downrange error in the state veetor, all powered flight

by the inertial guidance system would be carried out with O.i O error

and, in the event of a Descent abort, would cause the system to aim

for the wrong insertion conditions by that amount. Of course, the AGS,

which is initialized from the I_N_,S would also have this error. Although

we don't expect the downrange error to exceed ebout 5,000 feet, we have

no assurance of this and conservatively feel that an alternate approach

for conrpensating downrange error is preferable. The alternate approach

we adopted is to change the time tag on the state vectors such that the

downrange error at touchdown time is zero. Changing a state vector time

tag is not a simple thing to do in the RTCC. It has not yet been

"automated." As a result, it is necessary for the Data Select Officer

to manually enter the entire state vector into the RTCC using his type-

writer like input device. This is a time consuming process because
it must be very carefully checked. (It is recognized that the RTCC

program for the lunar landing mission has been frozen, but it was
suggested to the Data Select people that they consider automating this

input since it is becoming part of the nominal operation.) It is to

be emphasized that this time tag compensation is applied to both the LM

and CSM state vectors in all three computers - RTCC, LGC, and CMC. We

may eventually establish a lower bound in this downrange compensation
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below which it is considered acceptable to live with the error. For

example, if the downrange error is less than 5,000 feet, we may choose

to apply that small correction to the landing site longitude and leave

the state vectors time tag alone since that is a much simpler thing to
do. But that's not the current technique.

One significant open item I failed to mention in passing is that

there is still a controversy raging on whether a single-pass or two-

pass _FN orbit determination shoul_ be used for Descent targeting .

That is, the sextant tracking is done on rev iI and the _FI_ tracking

on that rev is certainly used. The question is, should rev lO _FN

tracking be incorporated in as well? The solution to this depends
on ironing out inconsistencies between two computer programs which
are given conflicting results. The answer could come at any time.

Once the one-rev vs. the two-rev decision is reached, of course, it
will not only apply to orbit determination techniques for Descent

targeting but will also be incorporated in the F_FNpropagation error

determination techniques described above.

It is currently planned that these G mission operations will be

carried out on the F mission exactly as if that flight were a lunar
landing. This obviously means that to the maximum extent possible

these techniques will also be used in the IFmission simulations.

There is some question, however, if changing the state vector time
tag to compensate for propagated downrange error is a reasonable thing

to do on the F mission. Accordingly , this must be discussed with the
F mission operations people before we naively assume they will do it.

Much of the preceding discussion deals with the landing site location

to be used in the LGC during Descent. The landing site position (I_LS)
to be loaded in the command module computer should be the preflight

map values of the prime landing site landmark and there is no reason

to go through this "mickey mouse" of updating the OMC values from
the MCC before the LM lands.

The time tags on the state vectors transmitted to the spacecraft

computers on G are essentially the same as on the F mission. The LM

state vector sent to both the LGC and CMC will be time tagged at D01

-iO minutes. The CSM state vector sent to both spacecraft will be

time tagged at PDI + 25 minutes, which should be close to the initia-
tion of rendezvous navigation in the case of a late Descent abort.

Except for the open items noted above, I thi_ this pretty well

establishes how we plan to do the targeting for DOI and Descent on

the lunar landing mission, at least until F mission results come in.

Howard W. Tindall, Jr.

PA:HWTindalI, Jr.:is
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69-PA-T-78A

FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: Some "improvements" in the Descent preparation procedures

As we wade deeper and deeper into Descent Mission Techniques, one

thing coming into focus is that, of all IMU error sources 3 the

two that hurt the most are accelerometer bias and y-axis (pitch)

misalignment at PDI. Having recognized this, we are now proposing
some specific procedures to minimize them. This memo is to tell you

all about it in some length, I'm afraid.

There is no better test bed for determining accelerometer bias than a

spacecraft in orbit. Any output from an accelerometer is bias and

procedures have been well established for monitoring, selecting, and
updating the accelerometer bias compensation terms in the LGC. On

flights prior to G, the practice has been to establish a threshold
below which the compensation would be left alone and above which it

would be updated from the MCC. Many of us now feel, and I am proposing

that on the G mission, it should be standard procedure prior to DOI
for the MDC to update accelerometer bias compensation terms in the

LGC routinely, regardless of how good or bad the currently stored
values are. The threshold is zero.

Pitch misalignment is Et little bit tougher. Nay I first just state
some facts to build on?

a. The current Mission Techniques provide only a coarse IMU drift

check by comparison of the docked IMU alignment at DOI - 2½ hours to

the undocked AOTalignment performed at D0I - ½ hour. The docked align-

ment uses the CSM IMU as its refdrence and has an estimated accuracy of

0.5 ° in all axes, so drift rates as large as 0.5°/hr could go undectected.

(Specifically, the accuracy of this drift estimate is + .25°/hr.) PDI

occurs about l½ hours after the A0T alignment, which m_ans it is possi-
ble for pitch misalignments like 3/4 ° to build up. That's sort of a

worst case kind of number, and to quote such a value will drive statis-
tically-minded people out of their gourds, but it helps me make a point.

b. Tolerable pitch misalignment at PDI to support a successful

landing is in the order of 1° assuming the landing radar comes in early

enough to compensate for the dispersions that have built up.

"_ Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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c. Descent aborts become hazardous if the pitch misalignment at

PDI exceeds about 0.35 °. (This number is being more accurately deter-

mined, but I'ii bet it comes out within 0.05° of that guess.) This is

assuming the worst abort situation, namely aborting at an altitude of

about 13,000 feet because no landing radar data has been accepted. If

we are willing to go beyond that point with no landing radar, the tol-
erable misalignment is smaller than that. The point is that the IMU

performance requirement to support descent aborts appears to be the

more constraining than to support descent itself and I think we all feel

that it is intolerable to continue descent beyond the point a safe abort

could be executed with the degraded PGNCS.

d. Since the AGS has to be aligned to the PGNCS prior to PDI, and
pitch misalignment in the PGNCS has an equal effect on the AGS. They

are not independent in this respect.

e. Given high bit rate telemetry, ground monitoring techniques
are adequate to detect an unacceptable IMU misalignment within the

first two minutes of powered descent. Thus, the crew could be informed
and instructed to abort safely.

f. To abort a lunar landing mission, if it could have been saved

by improving procedures_ is rather unacceptable.

Based on all that, we have two recommendations, either or both of
which should help the situation considerably.

The first is a proposal for a better docked PGNCS alignment suggested

by Bob White of MIT, which should allow us not only to detect a drift-
ing IMU, but to update its compensation such that we may proceed with

a nominal mission. Detailed procedures development and performance

analysis is under way at this time. It will demand some modification

in the crew timeline during the LM activation and checkout period as

well as the implementation of a new RTCC and/or ACR computer program

and MCC procedures. The technique requires two spacecraft attitude

maneuvers while in the docked configuration with the LM and CSM crew

simultaneously keying out CDU angles before and after each of these

attitude changes. All of this must be done after the LM IMU has been

coarsely aligned as in the current flight plan. With this data, the
flight controllers can compute the LM IMU orientation and torquing

angles required. This technique is expected to be as good as an AOT
alignment. It does not require knowing the relative orientation of

the two navigation bases nor reading the docking ring index!

The other proposal involves making a drift check prior to PDI; it

requires no MCC participation. Considerable effort was given to
including an IMU alignment in the timeline but many of us have
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concluded the lighting conditions make it chancey at best. The only

place it fits in the timeline is from PDI - 30 to PDI - 15. This

period is almost perfectly centered around local high noon. Either
the sun or the moon is in the AOT field of view for almost this

entire time_ making use of stars almost impossible. Except the sun:

The nice thing about the sun is that it is certainly visible. Also

since the whole mission profile is keyed to lighting regardless to

landing site and month of the year, the sun will always be located
in the same place with respect to the LM. MIT has been asked to write

up a precise step by step procedure for doing this. Essentially it

1 consists of the following:

After entering the descent program (P63), the crew would accept
the option offered them to go into the alignment program (P52). They

would specify the sun as their first "star". The LGC has the solar

ephermis and will control the spacecraft attitude to place the sun in

the center of the AOT. (The rear detent position should probably be
used to minimize attitude change unless we do PDI with windows up.)

The crew would readout the CDU gimbal angles to which the LGC is posi-

tioning the spacecraft; of particular interest is DSKY register No. 2 -

the y-axis. The crewwould then take over attitude control and cause

the sun to cross the A0T retical line in the pitch direction at which

time the actual spacecraft CDU angles would be keyed out on the DSKY.
The difference between this actual pitch CDU angle and the previously

noted predicted value is a direct indication of drift since the AOT

alignment one hour earlier. The mission rule would be: if indicated

misalignment is less than 0.25°_ the nominal mission should be con-

tinued; if the indicated misalignment exceeds that value, PDI must be

delayed one rev, an AOT alignmentwould be performed two hours after
the previous one and the MCC would determine and update the PGNCS drift

compensation prior to LOS.

The value of the first recommendation is that it provides a chance to

detect and fix a problem without perturbing the nominal mission. _he

value of the second is that it allows detecting and fixing a problem

before PDI is attempted, although in the worse case it forces delay

of PDI one rev, which I am sure we are going to find is a highly
undesirable thing to do.

That in a million words-or-less is where we stand on this matter today.

We will continue our analysis and procedures development based on this.

One unfortunate fact is that if we adopt these proposals, they will

not have been tested on the F mission, but I think we would all be naive
if we thought we are not going to learn things on F that force us to

change the procedures anyway.

PA:HWT:js
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69-PA-T-93A

FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: Some significant LUMINARY program changes you should know about

I really blew it at the June 5 Apollo Spacecraft Software Configuration

Control Board meeting° Although dozens of rather minor changes were
approved, the one I was most concerned about wasn't even discussed and I

completely forgot it. This memo is to inform you that we are now des-
perately trying to include a capability in the LMcomputer program for a

lunar landing flight in November which substantially improves descent

abort targeting and procedures. Currently the LMdescent abort programs
target the spacecraft to insertion conditions which is not entirely

accurate. This is because the more sophisticated equations required to

do the job right were too complicated to get in the program for the G

mission and we settled for some approximations that only do a pretty

good job. Unfortunately, if we have a descent abort this makes it

necessary to trim the insertion conditions based on ground targeting.
This is the so-called "tweak" maneuver you've heard so much about which

either the LMor commEtnd module must execute shortly after Lid insertion

into orbit. It is a messy procedure and the program change proposed will
eliminate its need. I_rthermore, for aborts late in powered descent

(that is, after PDI + i0 minutes) it is necessary for the LM to execute

a phasing maneuver approximately one-half rev after insertion to set up

the proper rendezvous conditions. This, too, is a messy ground targeted
procedure which will be eliminated if this program change is implemented.

Although I wanted to tell you about that, my main purpose in writing this
memo was to inform you that in order to get this program change in we have

to sacrifice some other things and I thought you should have an opportunity

to complain if you wanted to. First of all, storage has again become a

problem and so we propose that, if necessary, MIT should delete the two
Stable Orbit Rendezvous targeting Program (P38 and P39) from the LM

program. We have never discovered an operational use for these programs

but maybe this deletion may bug somebody. (Incidentally, in order to

provide more room for the dozen or so other changes already approved, the
externally targeted Lambert pre-thrust program [P31] has already been

deleted.) The other capability which may have to be dropped is the rendezvous

radar automatic acquisition provided by the PGNCS during the Descent Abort

programs (P70 and PT1). Disabling this capability (R29), may be required

to avoid a computer cycle problem. That is, obviously the computercan

only do so much in a given period of time and it is MIT's option that

adding the proposed sophistication in the guidance may cause us to exceed

__-ff_ Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Pay_ll Savings Plan
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that limitation. This in turn forces us to give up another task and we

have chosen the so-called Rendezvous Radar Designate Routine.

This final paragraph is on another subject_ but I thought I would point

out that one of the n_re significant capabilities added last Thursday

was the capability for the crew to readout raw rendezvous radar range and

range rate data on the DSK_ during the operation of the Rendezvous Naviga-

tion program (P20). This capability had been requested several times

previously but never made it in to the program due to scheduling problems.
It is a real nice thing to have.

Howard W. Tindall_ Jr.

PA:HWT:js
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69-PA-T-28A

FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: Descent Abort Mission Techniques

On February 13 we went over our Descent Abort Mission Techniques

with the world. In general they were accepted as is. That isn't

to say we didn't have some lengthy discussions resulting in some

improvements and/or changes but we didn't nmke any substantial changes

to the basic ground rules, philosophy, or overall procedures. I would
like to list here some of the things we decided as well as some open

items requiring work.

I. Although we didn't spend any appreciable time discussing this,
it probably would be worthwhile to look into fixing the spacecraft

computer program (LUMINARY) such that we could use the DPS and APS

Descent Abort Programs (1°70 and PTI) before PDI (TIG). In other words,

prior to PDI the crew and/or MCC-H may decide PDI is "no go." Since

the descent abort programs have the capability of targeting and guid-

ing an ideal maneuver to set up the standard rendezvous sequence it

may be quite an advantage if we are able to call upon those programs
without actually having attempted I°DI as the program is currently

) constrained.

2. It was agreed that if the steerable S-band antenna lock-on is

lost during a descent abort, the crew will not attempt to reacquire with
that antenna but rather will switch to the omnis as soon as it is con-

venient for them to do so. Of course, this will only supply the ground
with low-bit rate data but reacquisition with the steerable is considered

to be almost impossible, particularly in in emergency situation like this.

(Landing Analysis Branch was given the action item of determining if the
initial descent abort attitude maneuver for any period in a nominal descent

would cause the S-band steerable to loose lock.)

3. It was concluded that there is a Significant advantage to having

the AGS Mode Control switch nominally set to Attitude Hold during descent

in order to permit the crew to complete a landing using the AGS if they
have a PGNCS problem late in descent and consider it safer to land than

to abort. Of course, this means that an extra switch setting n_st be made
if it is necessary to abort on the AGS. Specifically the AGS abort sequence
would be:

a. Set Guidance Control to AGS

_ b. Make a _mual maneuver to approximately the abort attitude

i Bu_ U.S. ._avin_s Bonds Re_ulad_ on the Payroll Savin_s Plan
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c. Set Mode Control:AGS to Auto (This is the "extra")

d. Push Abort or Abort Stage

4. We had a lengthy discussion about whether or not the D_ should be

run to propellant depletion. The Propulsion people (who are never in

attendance in any meeting dealing with how their syste_ are going to be

used) have stated that running the DPS to propellant depletion should not

be done unless crew safety is involved. There are obviously times in the
descent aborts at which crew safety is decreased if we turn off the DPS

any sooner than we have to. According!y_ in order to avoid some sort of

complicated logic to _lide the crew in determining when they can or cannot

run to propellant depletion, we all agreed that the D_ will ordinarily
be run to propellant depletion if the guidance system does not shut it off
first. The crew took proper note that there is some hazard incurred in

doing that and plan to manually shutdown the D_ when the propel_nt gauge

reads i or 2 percent remaining provided they are clearly in the region that

shutting down the D_ is not going to increase the probability of hitting
the moon AND it is clear an A_ burn will be required to achieve orbit.

Implicit_ of course, is that they are not so busy in treating the cause
of the abort that they fail to monitor and take this action.

5. In the event it is necessary to use the A_ to achieve orbit,
it was concluded that the crew will not attempt to provide ullage prior to

pushing the Abort Stage Button. Although this is not accepted practice for

an in-orbit _neuver, we could see no reason why it should not be perfectly

safe to do this following a D_ burn of any magnitude with completely full
APS propellant tanks.

6. By far our longest discussion dealt with how to handle the situation

at insertion following an abort during the first 300 seconds of powered

descent. Specifically we are faced with the problem of how to jettison
the D_ conveniently and safely and at the same time trim the _V residuals

in order to get on the desired rendezvous trajectory. The results of this

discussion were so meager that I will not report them here. Particularly
since subsequent to the meeting several new proposals have been made _hat

appear better than anything we considered. What l'm saying is that our

discussion was fruitful to the extent that it got a lot of people thinking

about this problem but we probably need to get together again to discuss all

the resultant ideas and choose our course. I will set up a get together just
for that purpose.

Howard W. Tindall, Jr.

PA:HWTindalI, Jr.:is
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68-PA-T-101A

FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: AbOrts to the lunar surface from powered descent

i. We spent the entire May 8 Ascent Data Priority meeting discussing
mission techniques associated with aborts from powered descent on a

lunar lending mission. This discussion led to some pretty simple

procedures which are outlined in this memo. They are based on some

assumptions which I've also listed below. If you feel that they are /
in error, please :Let us know. ., , •

_,': ,- iL_a._ __, v_ _L_" "

2. The basic assumptions we made are: c :_Ix"_"
r

a. From a D_5 engine performance and dependability standpoint, it

_/_f/ is preferable to operate the DPS at full thrust throughout the abort

_//_/_ ascent trajectory rather than at some lower level. (Is this okay after
/ operating for awhile at reduced thrust? Also, we must make sure there

- are no bad___idance system tr__roblems at staging.)

.Fp//_&,_./_fJ-/._..._ b. The low level sensor light comes on when there is 1200 pounds of
propellent remaining_ which is equivalent to about 120 seconds burn time

at 25_ thrust_ and 30 seconds burn time at maximum thrust.

_//_/4_ c. It is operationally acceptable to run the DPS to fuel depletion.
That is_ there is no reason for the crew to prematurely shut down the
DPS engine if there is an advantage to be gained by running it to fuel

depletion. (I'II bet I hear something about thisl)

d. Use of the "Abort Stage" automatic sequence is as safe or safer

than manually proceeding through it one step at a time. (Someone's not

going to like this either.)

e. The crew can make a go/no go decision one minute after the DPS

low level sensor :light comes on, at which time they should be prepared
to either commit to landing or to abort immediately. (At least we are

recommending this if it is at all possible. Of course, they may abort

after that, but it's getting hairy.)

f. There is a very great advantage to be gained by keeping the

variety of abort modes to a minimum - that is, always do the same thing

as often as possible. The point is_ there may be some special cases in

/ e,
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which some benefit could be gained by doing things a little differently.

But_ we always felt the advantage of standarized procedures outweighted
them in those cases we recognized and discussed.

3. The abort procedure is really very simple, at least if the above

assumptions holdup. So simple_ in fact_ that l'm sure you'll wonder

how we spent the day_ Basically, whenever an abort situation arises

at any t_me during descent, the crew will hit the "Abort" button

which will automatically put the PGNCS (or AGS) into the DPS abort

program (P70) and the BPS should be run to fuel depletion or to a

guided cutoff at orbital conditions, whichever occurs first. If fuel

depletion occurs, the crew should then "Abort Stage," which will

automatically cause separation of the DI_S and will put the PGNCS (or

AGS) in the APS abort program (PTI), leading to a guided insertion

into orbit. We propose never initiating an abort with "Abort Stage"

as long as the DPS is still operating okay.

4. There is one special case requiring attention which occurs with an
abort approximately f_ve minutes into power descent. It is at about

that time when the DPS is able to return the spacecraft all the way

to nominal orbit. If the DPS does make it all the way to orbit, all

is well and good. If, however, fuel depletion results in DPS shut

down just shy of that, something must be done of course. The procedure

we propose if the velocity required to get into orbit is less than i0

fps_ is for the crew to remain in P70_ not to stage the DPS, and to use

four jet RCS to achieve orbit. This requires approximately a 15 second

burn. (This value was selected in deference to the problems brought

about by a spacecraft whosethrusters shoot at itself.) If the velocity

required to achieve orbit is in excess of lO fps, which would require

an APS burn of one second duration or greater, the procedure is as
before - "Abort Stage" and use the APS.

5. One item requiring some research is to make sure that the spacecraft

computer program (P71) will provide proper guidance to the APS for a
"small" maneuver following DPS shut down. Another is to confirm that i0

fps is within the APS minimum impulse mode capability.

6. Consideration was given to establishing a special procedure in this

region where the RCS would be used to insert the staged spacecraft.

However, there was no advantage apparent to avoiding use of the APS
unless there is some sort of freezing problem for short burns. In

addition to keeping the procedure simple and standard, th_s technique
should reduce the demand on RCS propellent and thruster lifetime. As

a matter of interest, the magnitude of the remaining APS and/or RCS
maneuvers in the coelliptic rendezvous sequence for an abort at that

time are approximately as follows: CSI 35 fps, CDH i00 f_s, and TPI
30 fps.

f
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7. The only other situation I'd like to discuss deals with aborts late

in the descent phase after the DPS low level sensor light has come on.

There is a real advantage to be gained if the crew spends no more than

about 60 seconds in that state before aborting since after that time the

DPS will have less than 15 seconds of burn time remaining at full thrust.

This duration would assure getting through "vertical rise" and pitchover

before DPS fuel depletion. After that_ it's cutting things pretty close.
_owever, even then, it stills seems best to always attempt "Abort" on

the DPS in order to get as much out of that engine as possible - if it's

only a cough. The full thrust DPS acceleration is over twice that of

the APS and if it's ever needed it's there_ The only disadvantage occurs

with a more-or-less simultaneous "Abort" and DPS fuel depletion causing
a delay in "Abort Stage" with no engine on. If the crew has been

watching the fuel gauge_ etc., he should never let this situation
arise and special procedures should not be required to handle it.

8. Finally, I'd like to outline the alternate techniques we established

if fuel depletion DPS is not acceptable. As before, we always recommend
"Abort" rather than "Abort Stage." The modified procedures are based

on providing the equivalent of at least five seconds of DPS burn time

at maximum thrust as a pad against fuel depletion. This is equivalent

to shutting down the engine with about 120 fps DPS remaining. There
are two classes of abort which must be considered:

a. The first is if the abort situation is detected before the low

level sensor light has come on. In this case after "Abortin_ into P70,

it is necessary to monitor the inertial velocity in the DSKY (or the DEDA)
at the time the light comes on. If the inertial velocity is less than

5,000 fps, the astronaut should "Abort Stage" 25 seconds after the light

comes on and proceed into orbit on the APS. If the inertial velocity is

greater than 5,000 fps, it is possible to proceed into orbit on the DPS

without fuel depletion occurring. (Note: it is only necessary to monitor

the "thousands" digit to make this decision.)

b. If the abort situation arises after the low level sensor light

has came on, the crew should "Abort Stag--_"--immediatelyafter the pitch-
over maneuver following vertical rise. This would occur about i0 seconds

after the "Abort," if the abort is from hover.

9. In summary, if the DPS is still working_ always use the DPS to

initiate the abort and after getting as much as possible from the DPS,

"Abort Stage" if necessary to achieve orbit. This provides the following
advantages:

a. Avoids shutting down and changing engines at a time critical

point and insures a positive altitude rate before staging.

/-
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b. Obtains the maximum delta V available from the DPS.

c. Produces the greatest possible acceleration at the abort time to

get the beck out of there.

d. Makes the procedure standard for all cases - and simple:

Howard W. Tindall, Jr.

Enclosure
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
MAY t_2 EDt"C'tON
GSA _'pMR (41 CP'_/) |D_*tI._

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO : _ee list attached DAm: JU/. 2 1968

68-PA-T-148A

FROM : PA/Chtef_ Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: Throttle up time is fixed during the powered descent maneuver

I. We learned something interesting during our Descent Mission

Techniques meeting June 28 from the MIT people there. It dealt with

the way the DI°S gimbal trim phase of the powered descent maneuver is

programraed.

2. It is extremely important that the engine be at full throttle at

the right place in the trajectory. (The figure given is that for each

second of time delay in throttling up to the _TP, we lose 12 seconds

of hover time.) Therefore, NIT has programmed the computer so that
throttling up does not occur after a fixed duration DPS gimbal trim

time, but rather at the "right time" regardless of how much trim gimhal

there has been. For example_ if the engine failed to start when it
was suppose to and the crew chooses to recycle to TIG minus five seconds

there can be as much as 13 seconds delay in engine ignition and the trim

time would be reduced by that amount. This procedure is an argument for

maintaining a i0_ trim gimbal time of 26 secondsj making u_ somewhat
tolerant of this sort of an event. We hadn't thought abou_ this situa-

tion very rmch yet, but I think the consensus is that if the DI°S fails

to ignite under I_GNCS control initially and again fails on a recycle,
we should abort without attempting manual ignition since something

serious is probably wrong.

3. This really looks like a good way to program it, but is different

than documented in the GSOP. Accordingly, NIT will submit a PCN to
correct the documentation.

PA:_Tindall_ Jr.:js



MAY li;k_ F-JOITION
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6

UNITED STATES GOVEKNMENT

Memorandum
TO : See list attached DATE: _ _ 6 19_

68-PA-T-155A

FROM : PA/Chief_ Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: I_ Descent abortability computation is proposed

Ed Copps of MIT attended one of our mission techniques meeting recently
during which we discussed the use of the LMDescent Propulsion System

low level sensor light. This is the light, you recallj which comes
on when approximately 30 seconds worth of propellant is still available

at full thrust or two minutes at 25% thrust. Recognizing that the

astronaut has a complicated job to perform during the terminal part

of descent, Ed Copps is proposing a rather simple new program to be
added to the LMcomputer to relieve the situation. Rather than the

astronaut trying to keep track of his status based on altitude,

altitude rate, time since the low level sensor light came on, and

the throttle profile he has executed since that time, this new
program would predict for him the time at which he would no longer

be able to abort. This would be in the form of a five second warning,
during which he must either commit to landing or must get out of

there. The I_3NCS would be telling him that if he fails to abort

before that time_ it is probable that an abort would not be success-
ful.

This sounds like a good thing to me - perhaps allowing us to get

more out of the systems more than we would otherwise be able to do.

If enough interest can be generated in it, it will probably be added

to the Luminary Hopper. _ ,

Howard W. Tindall_ Jr.

PA:HWTindall, Jr.:js



OPI"IONAL FORM NO. 10

. - . MAY I_ EDITION

G:SA FPMR (4t CFFZ) I01-11.8

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO : See list attached DATE"JUt I 7 1968

68-PA-T-156A

'_ FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

I SUBJECT: Powered descent throttle logic correction

On July 2 1 sent you a note regarding the way the DPS is throttled

up after the gimbal t:rim phase during the powered descent maneuver.

There were a couple of errors in that memo which are too significant
to be left uncorrected.

I pointed out that MIT has programmed the LM computer so that the

throttle up time was a fixed number of seconds after the targeted

time of ignition (TIG). To illustrate how important it is that the

engine be throttled up to the FTP at that time, I pointed out that
for each second delay in throttling we lose 12 seconds of "hover

time." This was my first error since it is not hover time that is

lost but rather "throttle recovery time." Throttle recovery time

is that period which has been allotted in the powered descent maneuver

for the guidance system to regulate the thrust such that it can achieve

the hi-gate targeting conditions. Failure to provide a sufficient

period of throttling will jeopardize meeting those conditions and can

result in a fouled up descent,

I went on to say that if the engine failed to start when it was supposed

to, the crew could recycle to TIG minus five seconds and the FGNCS would

countdown to ignition again with a delay of about 13 seconds from TIG

(all true) and that the trim time would be reduced by that amount since

the throttle up time was maintained as originally set. George Cherry

informs me that this is not true since in the event of a recycle to

TIG minus five seconds the throttle up time is redesignated. Accordingly,
the recycle capability is really not an acceptable thing to use on the

powered descent maneuver. I do not believe that the program has been

designed improperly. It is just that the capability_ as I described it,
does not really exist.

MIT is submitting a PCN describing how the program has actually been
coded since it is different than documented in the GSOP.

W. Tindall, Jr. M_

PA:HWTindall, Jr.:js
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_'TI_L FORM NO, 10
MAY' ,tl_ _D[TION

FPMn (41_) 101-11,e

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
JUL1 8

TO : See list attached DATE:

68-PA-T-160A

FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: The LM can handle big Descent plane changes but requires

protection against Al_S abort fuel depletion

We have recently verified that the LM has a substantial capability

to translate out of its initial orbital plane during powered Descent

at very little cost. That is, whereas previously a limit of 0.3- had
been quoted, it now a:ppears that l- or more is probably possible with-

out effecting the performance of the guidance equations, the landing

radar, the visibility of the crew during landing, nor are the AV
costs excessive. This capability gives us more than adequate assurance

that it will not be necessary to perform a plane change trim burn on

DOI day. And that's darn important!

In order to take advantage of this capability, however, it appears _ha_
something may have to be done to limit the yaw steering the L_ would _o

in the event of an APS abort during powered Descent. As currently pro-

grammed, the PGNCS would attempt to guide the LM all the way back into
the CSM plane. If the abort were to occur at "hover" or after touch-

. ° O

down_ the APS AV cost could be excesslve (z.e._ 1 costs approximately
80 fps and could result in fuel depletion prior to obtaining a safe
orbit). Obviously the thing we mnst do is to achieve the targeted in-

plane conditions in the case of an abort. We can take care of the

plane change after the LM is in orbit, perhaps using the CSM. Therefore,

it seems necessary to make a (hopefully) rather small change to the APS

abort program (P71) which would limit the extent of the out-of-plane

steering. MPAD and NIT people are both in the process of studying this

and we plan to recommend specific action very soon. Something similar

eeenteoo"}{dward W. Tindall, Jr.

PA:HWTindall_ Jr.:js



OFI"[ONAL FORM NO. 30

MAY 1_ EOITION _/t_ --5
- GSA FPMR (41 GFR) 10t-11.6

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
: ), /

Memorandum
TO : See list attached DATE: SEP _

FROM : FS/Chief_ Flight Support Division

SUBJECT: Minutes of technical interchange meeting - I_ powered descent analysis

i. A technical i_erchange meeting was held on August 207 19687 at MSC to

discuss results of studies of the LMpowered descent guidance by MIT/IL
and MSC organizations. The agenda for this meeting is given in enclosure i.
The purpose of this meeting was to assess the adequacy of the present im-
plementation of the IN powered descent guidance together with the navigation

routines utilized during the descent and to point out any areas requiring
possible changes if the present system were not deemed adequate. These

minutes will describe the highlights of the meeting and no attempt will be
made to discuss in detail the slides which were presented. The slides,

however7 will be enclosures to this memorandum.

2. Mr. B. A. Kriegsman presented the results of the MIT/IL studies. The

results using the present descent guidance implementation resulted in no
velocity update during the braking phase for a nominal run with lauding
radar drop out which was assumed. The cases run with the vehicle high and

the slope decliniog had no landing radar updates during the braking phase.
These test cases rejected landing radar updates even though no reason-

ability test was included; that is_ the vehicle did not attain the desired

velocity and/or altitude which would allow updates of the state vector with
landing radar data. Mr. Kriegsman referenced Mission Simulation Memos 20,
32, 347 and 35 to be used as background information (enclosures 2 through 5).
The slides used during the presentation given by Mr. Kriegsman are presented

as enclosure 6 to this memorandum. MIT/IL suggests the descent be redesigned

so that the weighting factor used by the landing radar routine be implemented
as a function of time-to-go or range-to-go. Also, to further reduce the

sensitivities immediately preceding the targets at hi-gate, when the landing
radar sees a AH between the LGC computed altitude and the landing radar alti-

tude_ both the present altitude and the target altitude should be updated.
The results of runs using this method and a summary of the recommendations

are also included in the slides that MIT/IL presented.

3. The next presentation was made by Messrs. W. M. Bolt and R. J° Labrecque
of the Lunar Landing Branch of the Mission Planning and Analysis Division

(MPAD)7 who discussed the results of the studies made by the MPAD. The

results of these cases agreed with the results of the MIT/IL studies and are
presented in this memorandum as enclosure 7. Mr. Jo H. Alphin of the Lunar
Landing Branch of MPAD presented a one-phase descent guidance technique
which relieved to a substantial extent the sensitivities incurred with the

present system prior to hi-gate. This method involves targeting only to a

_f
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lo-gate target in such a manner as to throttle down prior to the so-called

hi-gate and still_ during the later portions of the descent (approach phase)_

satisfy the constraints that have been specified previously. For further

information on this one-phase descent technique_ refer to MSC Internal Note

68-FM-177_ "A One Phase Targeting Concept for the LM Powered Descent,"

dated July 22_ 1968.

4. Dr. K. J. Cox of the Guidance and Control Division (G&CD) stated that

results of studies made by that division agreed with MPAD and MIT/IL. The

slides presented by G&CD are presented as enclosure 8.

5. Mr. N. E. Sears, when asked about the accelerometer bias_ said that the

number of 0.2 cm/sec 2 or 0.006 ft/sec 2 is being used. It was agreed by those

im attendance (see enclosure i0) that these are the best available numbers,

but that in-flight calibration would reduce this by about one-half.

6. Mr. E. R. Schiesser of the Mathematical Physics Branch of MPAD presented
the covariance matrix for the best estimate of MSFN accuracies derived from

inputs of various error sources. These slides are presented as enclosure 9.

7. The following action items were assigned at the meeting.

a. The Flight Crew Support Division, G&CD_ and MPAD are to review the
constraints used for the powered descent.

b. G&CD is to verify the landing radar error models that were used.

c. MPAD and G&CD are to further investigate the one-phase guidance

technique.

d. MIT/IL is to assess their suggested method for other landing sites_
covariance matrices_ etc.

8. The meeting was closed after the following general discussions.

Mr. Sears stated that MIT/IL would be performing some man-in-the-loop studies

on the hybrid computer_ but probably would not be able to do so for another

month or so. The attendees then agreed that if PCR's were submitted during

the following few weeks_ then all organizations should concentrate on the

verification of the system which results from the submittal of these PCR's.

Enclosures i0

FS55:TGPrice:flb
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Review ' of I_M Descent Analyses

Room 378, Building 4 August 20, 1968 - 9:00 a.m.

Tentative Agenda

Time

I. Comments/Status of Check Runs -

MIT, GCD/TRW, MPAD 9:00 - 9:15 a.m.

II. Operational constraints/criteria - MIT, MSC 9:15 - 9:45 a.m.

llI. MIT Study Results/Recon_uendations 9:45 - 10:45 a.m.

IV. MSC Study Results

A. MPAD 10:45 - 11:30 a.m.

B. GCD/TRW 11:30 - 12:15 p.m.

f

LUNCH

V. Input Requirements for Future Studies

A. Orbit Navigation Accuracy - MPAD i:00 - 1:45 p.m.

B. Aceelerometer Bias - MIT 1:45 - 2:00 p.m.

C. Landing Radar Performance - GCD/IESD
(bias/noise, dropout boundaries) 2:00 - 2:45 p.m.

VI. Future Studies - MIT, MSC 2:45 - 3:00 p.m.

VII. Potential Program Changes - MIT, MSC 3:00 - 3:30 p.m.

Enclosure I



Enclosure 2

Massachusetts [nstih_te of Technology
Instrumentation Laboratory
C an_Lbt'idge-,Massachusetts

Mission S[mu].ation Memo # 20

TO: ])ist ri.bution

b liOM: I{.A. I<r'icgsma_ ami I). E. Gustafson

I)ATE: June 14, [968

,_IjI_,J]:]CT: S].mulation of Powcr'ed T_anding Maneuver wKh Current

T_'ajectory-Target.hU,, Parameters, 1) [)S Model, Terrain

h.'[ode_, and [,R ])roFout Boundaries.

SIJ_.[t\[Ai_ Y:

At a _-eeent technical meetinL* at rvISC) hffocmation was provided

oil the latest landing--trajectory targeting pa['ametecs and performance
r-

charactcri,_;tics. ]Data were also provided on the performance o[ the I)PS,

the altitude variation profile for the worst site under consideration, and

tim relation o[ LR dFoi)otit boundaries to the vehicle's altitude and velocity.

'F}:is new bfformation has been incorporated into the landing--maneuver

• simulation and a series of test runs have been made to study the guidance-

and-navigation system's per[orma,me for a w_riety of conditions.

The important results from the test runs were the following:

( I. ) With [he l)t-eset/t I,l{ amttmna conf[gural:ion and dropout-boundary

Ht,),h_Is, no v(.']t)city tq)*l:d in_,,s C.LLll be obiaincd uniil at'for [lie

sl.al'I: of the v];dbJl[l:y pha:;e om tile nomillal tt':tjec.iory.

(2.) (],>,1(:1' Ih{.' ;_.s,_;tnuptio[] [hat tile r<_av I,[{ v_]locity beams must be

tracking* in otdc_" I:o olfla[n I.H al.Liludc inf()t'_uatio,L altitude in.-

fo*'m:_Lion is ],):;t about 30 ;;(.'contls bcL'oFc the. end o_ the visibility

phase (),_the nom:h_al t_':_jc(-tory.

(3.) I,'rcm'l the vb_',.vpc)i_l: _[ minim[z[,U_ the possLl)ility of 1,1_ d_'opout,

[I. ;l[)[}{..;tt's I.[/_}t [l_c [,1{ ant(.,llna is sw[fich<.d too early .I'r_m_ Posiiion

l t,) I'osition 2.



(4.) A nominal-trajectory throtde-down thne or" 120 'seconds before

f-. [lJ4_h Gate appears desirable with the new ])['S data.

5. ) Test runs showed that worst-ease initial-condition errors along,

np.d 3 sif_rna thrust-acceleration variations alone did not adversely

,:fi,:,:t ove_.'tll guidancc,-and-navtgation system performance.

,': irr, ,:,,_,diti'.,,"_s w,.:re accurately met and terminal constraints on

t}_c t_;,j(:ctory were sati.sfied.

6. ) With the present I,R altitude weighting funetJ.on, U_e state esti-

mate appears to follow the local terrain too rapidly during tile

brnking phase. New weighting functions should be found.

7. ) The selected terrain has signgfiea.nt altitude variations in the

reghm below the vehiel.e during the latter [)art of the braking phase.

These variations acting on the guidance system {through navigation-

system updatings) caused severe vehicle attitude maneuvers

during this period. It therefore appears that the present ,;uidance

law should be made less sensitive to updatings as titne-to-go is

decreased.

i._ 8. ) _['ost UtlltS with the selected terrain model alone, i.e. no other

navigation system errors or DIPS thrust variations, h-.d to signi-

ficant [[igh-Gate attitude and vC_rtical veloeity errors. In tile

absence of an additional terrain slope there were mode rate devia-

tions ['rein the visibility-phase terminal constraints, but the 4-

second dead man's curve was not violated until the range-to-go

was below 200 feet.

(9.) Ow.'r the last 10-t5 miles of the approach trajee_or'y the seh.'cted

site terrain profile had an aver<tge slope of al0out t00 ft/n. mi

(tert'atn high), When a terrain slope of + I degree (terrain hi._h )

wns super'posed on the sitc profile, the guhtanec-n,_d-navi_,,-ation

sy,,_t,_n could not per'form prope_'ly. [linch .(i_[(." a]{.[I.tlde ('rt'ors

w,_',. _ over 2500 feet, vJs[biitty phase tr_Lie,:tory const.raiuls were

I{rossiy violated, and the de.'ul lilt[ills; c/]uvc was ence.ccled at a

•_iv0root range-to-go from the site.

( I0. A selected combination or v,'ot'st-casc.ti_tI.J:_[creors, 3.-si!;'ma

1M[/ (;t'rot':_, and a 1-de_,'ce.-,'o" . S].OpO. stlp(_t'pos(2d on the site u 21'l'ai|l

pJ'ol_ilc cau,;_id I,R attitude updatl:in!,_:; to be i,fl_il)itcd thm)u!_hout

I:he J*mjor pat't of the braking phase. '['he resull:ant trajectot T

caused the w.'hic[c to hi[ the moon. [,R atl:ttude dal::t wore h):;L [11

Ihi:; (::t:;_., ;_bout 80 second:3 bofot'c tit(.' eml eL" the vi:;il)il[ty ph:uce.
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A technical irlter'chal]gemeeting was held at MSC on April i0,

i.)o,,[o discuss the simulation of tl_e LM landing-maneuver guidance-and-

navigation system. The purpose of the simulation was to study the

system's performance for various landing sites presently under consider-

alien. The details of this meeting are described in hcf. I.

At the above-mentioned meeting it was decided that the M.I.T.

landing--maneuver simulations be updated to reflect the best currently

available information on the landing trajectory, tile descent propulsion

system (DPS), the radar dropout boundaries, and the lunar terrain

variations in the vicinity of selected sites. A series of preliminary test

runs were chosen (Ref. i) to cheek out the simulation and for compari-

son with other similar simulations at MSC. This memo is primarily

concerned with the presentation of data for these selected runs and the

discussion of the results from the series of runs.

NEW ITEMS IN LANDING SIMULATION

The simulation used in the study of this memo is basically as

described in the LUMINARY GSOP (Ref. 2). _h, basic changes from

preceding simulations (Refs. 3 and 4) are the following:

( 1. ) The landing maneuver aim conditions are as given in Ref. 5.

These are based on a 60-mi].e CM orbit altitude and a Low-Gate

altitude of about 75 feet.

(2.) ])PS thrust variations at the high throttle seti:ing ;u'e as described

i.n [_ef. i. This implies 3--,_3if{nxa initial deviations of +0.9 and

-2.5 p(n._eerlt of 10,500 poullds, .i.u contras_ [o the + 3.0 per'cent

valuers [)t'cvi.o_l,_£[y used.

( 3. ) The a.vus.'age bclildup rah_ O[ l:hrust as a ['un('.l:i.on of burnin/[ |.lille

at tl_e hi.gh throtl:le settl.e 9_ nominally about .6 I.bs/so, c (l{et'. 1).

-_ In ea_:q.i.er si:mul._tions a nolnilMll b_lildup rate or about 1.. 1 [bs/sec

was used.
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14. ) II _ .'q_eeificimpulse (Isp) at the maximum throttle position

(92.5-percent of I0,500 pounds nominal].y) is assumed to be

302 ._econds. In earlier simulations a value of 306 seconds was

used _'or the nominal engine Isp at this setting. The Isp model

assumed for the contitmously--Lhrottleable region of the DPS is

..... e values for a given thrust level herean g±ven in Ref. I. .in.Isp

are about 3-4 seconds lower than in previous simulations.

(5. } To be consistent with the new engine model, the constant value

of Is.p used in the updating of the current estimated vehicle mass

(i.e. ISp C) has been decreased from 305.0 to 300.5 seeouds.

(6.) [he throttle-down and throttle-up limits tot tt_e DPS have been

rai,'{ed from 6090 and 5250 pounds (58 and 50 percent of 10,500

pounds) to 6825 and 5985 pounds (65 and 57 percent).

(7.) As a result of the changes in CM orbit altitude,,lancling-maneu-

vet aim conditions, and the DPS model, new coefficients are

required for the DPS ignition algorithm. A detailed descriL_tion

of the procedure for computing these coefficients is given in

Re_. 6 inc]uding the values in current use. For convenience,

thencevalues are given here, using the LUMINARY GSOP nota.-

tion:

rIGXG = -t30,700 ft

rIGZG = -1,430,400 ft

ViG G = .5574 ft/see

(_1.) The lunar-te_'rain altitude variation model has becm chosen as

I','ol'ile A of Site Ill P-[I, ai:Lhedirecl:iono[ MSC. Thisstq)poscdly

t't_pt'e:-;,ml:s [he too:itdil]['[Ctllt tet't'ain[o±"tile )aadiu+_ s i.tes cut---

i'cr_l.l.y tll_d,_t' ,'om_idct'ation. An altitude t+t+ol_J.to for this tel't'ait_

f [:j t_iv(m in I,'J_{. 1. I1:-_hollhl br iloLed that I:h]:_ pat'ticu]:_' h'rt'aill

IIl()d(_i was c}lose|l be¢:au,_io, tit pI'odLLc¢2:_ I.ar_{e aiLil.udc V;kL'[al,[/)lIS ill

I:hc last 20-40 seconds pcJor to the }[.i_h-Gate point.



9. ) iVlor'ccc'a[ist[c models have bc'en incorporated in the simulation

£o reprcscnt [_H acquisition and dropout boundaries, using the

data of lh_f. 8,as described in Ilef. 7. The dropout bom_daries

consist basically of the maximum angular disp).accments that a

giv_m beam can make with respect to the local vertical without

losing track. In the case of the velocity beams (Nos. I, 2, and

3) the data is given as a function of beam velocity and altitude;

for the range beam it is given simply as a [unction of altitude.

The acquisition boundaries are assumed to be 2-degrees smaller

than the dropout boundaries, i.e. if at a given time and state a

beam just dropped out at an angle of 40 degrees w.r.t, local

vertical, it could not reacquire at the same state until the beam

angle were less than 38 degrees w.r.t, local vertical.

( I0. ) In order to obtain altitude information, it is necessary that the

range beam (No. 4) and the rear velocity beams (Nos. i and 2)

F all be tracking. In order to obtaill velocity int'ormation, it is

necessary that all three velocity beams (Nos. i, 2, and 3) be

tracking. To simulate the reacquisil:ion sweep delay of the radar

trackers, it is required that there be a 12-second (h_lay after a

given beam falls below the acquisition boundary, before reacqui-

sition is assumed to take place.

( ii. ) The LR is assumed to have the altitude data-read flag set at an

estimated altitude of 35,000 feet, and the velocity data-read flag

set at an estimated altitude of 23,000 feet. This does not mean

that altitude updating is started at 35,000feet. Before altitude

updating can be begun, the three rear beams (Nos. i, 2, and 4)

_nu._t all be tracking. Afte%: this occulzs, the earliest time I:hat

altitude updatinf_; can be accomplished with the Ef_ is 30 se.conds

[*'ore the time that the beams started to track.

,f -
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, 12. ) Tl,e []ag for switching the I.:11 antenna from Position No. 1 to

l,o:::Jt:ton No. 2 is set when the estimated braldng-phase time-to.-go

is I.,u';:_ than or equal to 12 seconds. The antenna is assumed to

mow.' _rom Position 1 to Position 2 at the constant rate or" 24/7

¢.let t e .s/ see. No I_IR meo.surements are taken while the antelltla

:is being repositioned.

( 13. ) Thrust-vector rotation rates are limited to a maximum value of

I0 deg/sec. At the time that the guidance equations a_;e processed

(essentially the PIPA-processing times) the present actual and

desired thrust-vector orientations are compared. A thrust-w.'ctor

rotation rate is then computed to drive the d_rust vector to tile

desired orientation in one computation cycle (2 seconds) ;subject

to tile 10 deg/.see rotation rate limit.

( 14. ) The raw altitude measurement is assumed to be taken at the I'IPA

_- processing time for which it is used in the updating process. The

velocity measurement, on the other hand, is asslnned to be taken

i.5 seconds prior'to the time of incorporation into the state-

vector update.

( t5. ) Site visibility computations are based on the computed LPS angle

( 0e_ of Fig. 3.4.4-7 in LUMINARY GSOP Ref. 2 ) rather than
the line--of-sight 1:o a particular point such as the initial site. In

the presence of navigation errors, the vehiele may land as much

as .9000 feet down range from the initial site.

( 16. ) The vehicle's assumed weight before tile start of lhe ullage

maneuver has been increased G12 pounds from 32, 184 to .32,796

pounds.



..... _ )r, TESTD ,,SCI,I[ ION OF RUNS

A ,,c_le,_'_'o[ test runs were selected at MSC (Ref. i) to check

oL_tthe landing--maneuver simulations. The salient characteristics of

dlese runs a_'esummarized in Table i.

The initialerrors #1191 are worst-case errors as determined

in Hcf. 9. The Z--sigma IMU errors are taken as 3 mr alignment,

•02 ft/sce2 accelcrometer bias, and 450 p.p.m, acccleromcter scale-

faetoc along each axis• No LR random or bias errors are included in

these initialtest runs. The S-sigma thrust-acceleration deviations are

+ .9 arm -2.5 percent of I0,500 pounds at the start of the DPS burn, with

the buildup characteristics as given in l_ef. i.

NOMINAL TRAJECTORY CHARACTERISTICS

The important characteristics of the current nominal landing

trajectory (targeted according to Ref. 5) are presented intheplots of

f :Vigs. 2-7.

The thrust-w_,ctor elevation angle and thrust magnitude are shown

in Fig. 2 as a function of time during the landing maneuver. The profiles

are relatively smooth, because there are no navigation-system errors or

terrain Mtitude variations. The DPS throttles down at a time of 346 seconds

which corresponds to a braking-phase time-to-go of 119.6 seconds. The

required AV is 6476 ft/see, which is _bout 45 ft/sec less than the pre-

viously used nominal of Ref. 3. _

The displacement of the four %anding radar beams from their%

dropout boundaries are shown in Fig. _ as a function of time
for the

nominal trajectory. The quantity plotte_I is the difference between the

angle of the beam (AB) relative to the l_cal vertical,and
the dropout angle

I

[or U_e beam of interest (ABE). The dropout an.,_le (ABL), as mentioned

ear]i.er, is computed as a function of veh!c].e al.tiiude and beam velocity.

Wh,m tile d[[[ercnce AI_-Alf_{f_ is positive _or a given ' -L)t.am, (:lie beanl is

:_;i_;lltrl(._tl [;O clcopout, J.c. :i.t loses track, illl order" for re;_.ctiuJsition to

l::_kc l,lace, the ))c'!tm--a_q,de d:i.[[erence. _mft be less than -2 degree,']. I.he

i

is .._al:isfi(.d, before new .[1_ data can be o[)taincd.
I



.... There are several points of interest to be seen from tilenominal

l:raj,:ctory o[ Fig. 3:

( I. ) No LII velocity data can be obtained until about 15 seconds after

the start of the visibilityphase, when the vehicle's altitude is

about 7200 feet. The reason for this is that with the present LR

antenna configuration, the forward velocity beam (No. 3) is

typically between 60 and 70 degrees forward from the local ver-

tical during [he major part of the braking phase. With the as-

sumed dropout boundary it can be seen that Beam No. 3 will not

acquire during the braking phase.

(2.) LR altitude information is first obtained at about 290 seconds

after the start of the braking phase, when the vehicle's altitude

is about 25,000 feet. This is about 30 seconds afte/'the three

rear beams (Nos. ], 2, and 4) have all started to track (AB-

A]_L less than -2 degrees). It should be noted that the Range

Data-I_ead Flag is set at an estimated altitude of 35,000 feet in

the simulation.

(3.) With the assumed conservative dropout-boundary model, all the

radar beams are seen to maintain track once they have started

to track, until about 25 seconds before the end of the visibility

phase. At this time the rear velocity beams (Nos. I and 2) lose

track, preventing any _urther altitude and velocity updating by

the LH.

( 4. ) The sharp spikes on the AI_-ABI_, curves occut'whenthe antenna is

switched from Position No. ito Position No. 2, and when tilevehicle

pitclws up to start the visibilityphase. Presently, the antenna-switchin.q

flag is setwhen the estimated braking-phase time-to4go is lens than

or equaltol2seconds. On the btlsis o[ the data of Fig. 3itappears£hat

from the viewpoint of maintaining track, i. e. minimizing i:he d:i.t'fereimc

AI_-ABI,, this switching is doneaLtooearlyatime. This stems from
/.

the fact that the axis of symmetry of L,,e beam cluster is about

40 degree foreard from the local vertical (in the trajectory plane)

duz'i_/g the latter part of the braking phase. Switching autenna



positions moves the beams forward (w.r.t. local vertical_,

whereas Lhe pitch.-up to skar-Lthe vis :i_Jly-,base moves thm

backward (w.r.t. local vertical)o

(5.) The range beam (No. 4) does not drop out at tile end of tile

.... ,.}l]_ is that its dropotH bo,i,i, lac¢vi:;[bility phase. [_c _e,,son for _ "_"

(n:;Jnod(:ledin the :-hTmlution) is depenchm[ upon velJiclen[liLu_le

only and not beam velocity.

(li.) The ;_L_]e diffc.lc_ce ¢u_',_<_ (AI-_-ABI,) for II_e two t'<_:_J:"v,:h_eity

bealrls (Nos. ] al/d Z ) arc ._;]i_htly di/'l'eren_ [',.'onl eacli (,[heF !)c-

,:;luse of tile 6--dc_].'¢(: sk,:w an_Je .'S the nntem_,a Col/figui'atioll al_<mt

the vehicle's X-axis,

The computed visibKity _n!_]e for the nominal trajectory is pre-

sented in b'i K. 4 as a funct:,_o_a ,.)i i,n_<: The quanLJty actually p:'e:{:r:te_ hs

the complement of the LPD ,ingle (90--0e£ of Ref. 2). When this quantity

is hess than 25 degrees, site visibilityis lost. l)'rom d_e curve it can be

seen that ±be site ts 10 de_{rees, above the window (.do_,,,: (ang].e _r_ e.at<.t_,-th:_n

35 degrees) for about 125 seconds du_oing the visil)i]ity phase.

Various constraints }_ave l)een set up by MSC on the altitude,

horizontal velocity, and verl;ica]_velocity as a function of ran!y_ to-go to

the landing site during the last 2000 feet o[ tileal)pZ'oaehtrajectory.

Tlnese constrabits are documenficd in Ref. i0. q'he tat'goring !>arameters

for the nominal traj(zetoryhave be,',nselected by MSC (fiefs. 5, II, 12)

to satisfy these constraints. Curves showing the relevant trajectory

quan;ities and their constraints dut'ing I:heictst2000 feet of the landing

are given in Figs. 5-7. As can b(,' seen, tile trajectocy patam_'Iers fol-

low the eo:_st, raint curves quite ch)sely for the nominal case.

The dead tnan's curve for a 4--second reacHou, and sta_dn,_ de]ayzm _n

(Re[. 11 )was violated on the nondna] tz'ajecto_'y at a range to-go of nbout

1.85 feet. The constraint ]imit here is 200 feet.

q'II,]S'P llIINS #102 AND #103: ]NYI'[AI, CONI)I'['[ON EI{I{ORS A I,ONE

/ ']'V/() ttaSt'S aF(2 c'_)n,_ide]-t'd I.Ish]_" _vol'.'_l: l_lS(_ ini[i;tl ek't'OL' vt?(:[/)l."

#1191 (>1"llcf. 9. [n llun [02, wbh:h use,*{ erro]'-vcc:ior #iLgl, file v{'hicle

:;1:_ _'I.y;o_[; h_,,v wi[h a ]arI?,ec m'ff:_tive verl;icnt velocity l;han indi(-:d;ed by
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t.h,; _:_vi_tH.tion sy;Jtem. In ftun 103, on the other hand, with error vector

it 119l t}_e w:i,icle starts out high with a larger positive vertical velocity

tlian J_l(tJ.cat_:_l by the navigation system. No IMU or LR measurement

crroc'.; are a._isumed to be present in these runs.

In tim first case where the vehicle starts high (Run 102 ), the tra-

jectory eharactet'isties were not significantly different from those of the

nominal case (l,'igs. 2 -7). 'File throttle-down occurred about 5 seconds

later than for the nominal case, i.e. at a time-to-go to High-Gate of about

115 seconds. Altitude and vertical velocity deviations of -34 feet and

+8.6 ft/sec, respectively, occurred at the High-Gate point.

In the second ca._°e, where the vehicle starts low (Run 103), the

thrust-vector elevation profile deviates a bit from that of the m)minal case.

ThSs can be seen from a compat'ison of the profiles of Figs. 2 and 8. The

reason for this is that the LR range beam (No. 4) and right rear velocity

.- beam drop out at about 328 seconds after the start of the braking phase,

as indicated in Fig. 9. Altitude updating with the LR is not begun again

until 14 seconds later. It should be noted, howew_r, that dropout just

barely occurred (see f_'ig. 9) and wigh a slightly less conservative model

probably would not have occurred at all. When the guidance system J:; i_,-

formed by the navigation system (after l,t_ updatings have begun) that the

vehicle is higher than previously indicated (Run 103), the corrective action

taken by the guidamze system is to place the thrust vector in a more n(_al"ly
r_ • _

horizontal attitude than in the nominal cm;e. Ihzs h_ turn displacers the Llt-

beam cluster further forward from the local vertical, increasing the pos-

sibility of [,I1 dropouts.,

The IIigh-Gate attitude and vertical velocity deviat_,ons for Run 103

are + 35 feet and -9.3 ft/sec respectively. As a result, the visibility--phase

trajectory characteristics are not significantly differently from those of

the nominal trajectory (b'igs. 4-7).

/
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Th(: tr,.,.gnitud(;:; o[" tlnc altitude updatings for I)Luns 102 find 103

:,r-,_ I,_',':;c:r_L(:rl in I,'i/,_. 10 [Is a f(ln(;l.iotl of the ])r:tl<iJU_-pll:t:;e time -t,) -/o.

'l'}J(: _:,rr'v_: f{,r Hun [03 hkl:s a bt'cak in it because of I,I{ (It'_,l)()ut at :t timc_ -

f.,, t_o ()1. :kb¢)_Jt t34 seconds. As can be seen, the initial, a].ti[u,lk_ (?t'rors

[tt'iz L,_imarily ft.'moved after 30.-40 seconds of I.,I{ updating, i.e. after

t5-20 updatings. The re:_[dual or steady -sLate 6 h's are caust:d by the

vertical velocity errors acting over the 2-second interval between updat-

ings. The manner in which the altitude estimation errors decrease during

these runs is shown in Fig. 11. As can be seen, in the absence of terrain

altitude variations the major attitude estimation error is removed after

30-40 seconds of Ill ul)datings.

q'JI]ST[IUN # 104: '.['ERRAIN III-P-IIA, NO SLOPE

The effects of lunar terrain altitude variations on the landing

trajectory are investigated by Runs i04-i06 of Table i. The selected

terraiu ix Profile A for site III-P-1!, which is shown in Fig. 1. This

site was selected by MSC as being the most difficult to land at of those

eurrentl.y under consideration. In Run 104 no slope is superposed on the

terrain altitude variations; in Runs 105 and 106 slopes of +1 degree and

--1 degree are superposed on the terrain variations. No navigation system

initial errors, no IIVlU errors, and no LR measurement errors are present

in any of these runs.

Thrust-vector elevation and magnitude profiles are shown in

[,'ig. i2 for the no-slope case (Run 104). As can be seen, fairly large

elevation angle deviations occur during the last 50 seconds of the braking

f_hase. The reasons for these deviations are:

( 1. ) Large abrupt variations in the terrain profile occur at this time

when the w.hlch, is 8-12 n/miles from the landing site. This

caa be seen in 1,'ig. 1. Variations of this magnitude were not

,:on:_idered in l:he terrain model u,_ed to derive the weighting

fu i l(?I:io n.

/
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(2. ) With the present weighting function,terrain wtriatioms wilt be

fol/owed fairly rapidly in the navigation. sy_tenl csLi_naLe:_. _L"

position. This can bc seen from Fig. i3 where the cut't'c_tat-

titude weighth_g flmcdon is given. In the region of interest [he

[_[1altitude weighting function is about 0.4.

(3.) The guidance law is too sensitive at this time. By requiring that

the final position and velocity errors be zero, fairly severe

maneuvers can be required at the end of the landing-maneuver

phase. With the present law the maneuver required to correct

a given change in aD,itude (6h), as introduced by a LR updating,

increases rapidly as the time-to-go for the phase becomes small.

Methods for reducing this sensitivity are currently being inw_s-

tigated.

At about 29 seconds time-to-go froth the end of the braking phase,

the throttle-up limit for the DPS (6825 pounds) was exceeded. TMs again

was caused by the severe maneuvers required because of abrupt

changes in estimated altitude due to terrain altitude changes. The I).L_S

"was not permitted to throttle-up, however, as can be seen in i,'i,_{. ] 2, b.. -

cause the braking-phase time-to-go was less {han 30 seconds (Ref. 2 ).

Because of the severe n]aneuvers required at the end of the b t'ak-

ing phase with Terrain Ill P-IIA present (Run 104), the I,R loses track

at about 30 seconds before the end of the braking phase. It does not re-

acquire until alter the start o[ the visibilityphase. This can be seen in

l,"ig.14. No altitude or velocity updatings are obtained during this inter-

vat.

The High-Gate errors in the case of interest here were about

1550 feet in altitude and 21 ft/ see in vertical velocity. This is due in

pat't to the fact that the retrain mxtr the I.[i.gh-Gate point is sew.',_'al hundt'ed

['e(.'t above l;lmt of kite hm(ling site. Al.so, the severe t-tlan('ttv(.'t' t'eqttit'ed

< to lneet I:he [ii.f{h-Gate c'onclJl;ions is inhibited at the last 2(1 seco|/d,'_ of tim

I)t'nking phase by the switch [o open--l.oop linear guidance dlere. As a



f r,::mlt, the' vc_'tJ.cal v,:l.oeity during the last 2000 feet of the approach

tr:@:,:tor'y i:_ about 80 percent larger than on the constraint cuvve. Th.is

(-:t,l be "_e_'.n from Fig. 15. Likewise, the vehicle's altitude at thir_ time

.its about :30-percent higher than the constraint value, as indicated in

Fig. 16° In spite of these constraint violations, the dead-man's curve

was not exceeded until the vehicle's altitude was down below 200 feet.

Satisfactory site visibilitywas also obtained.

'[TEST HUNS 11105 and //10(1: TJgRtiAIN III-P.llA, .+.I-I).EGR] [ S[,OPF, S

The thrust-vector .elew..tlou''_ " angle profiles are shown J,n Fig. 17.

for a _-1 degree slope (terrain high), and inFig. 18 for a -1 degree slope

(terrain low), As can be seen, fairly severe attitude maneuw_.rs are requic.-d

in either case at the end of the braking phase in an attempt to meet the

Itigh-Gate conditions.

Of particular interest in Runs #105 and #108 are the foil.owing:

-- ( 1. ) In the positive--slope Ease (terrain high) the LIt altitude updatin,,g

was started about 80 seconds earlier than in the negatiw.'-stope

case (terrain low). The vehicles started at the same ,'date .in

both cases, with no navigation, IMU, or I,R errors present. The

reason for this is that the l,R dropout (and acquisition) boundari.es

(Her. 7 and 8) are modeled as functions of local altitude. In the

positive--slope case where the vehicle was closer to the terrain

initially, acquisition could take place earli.er. This is shown in

Figs. 19 and 20.

(2.) In tile positive-slope case (terrain high), the nav"!_ntion in['ornm-

lion after [_,1_updating indicates flutt the vehicle is lower in altitude

tha_l l)revious].y e-'',stlmated.-" To correct for this (-'olldi{ion, the

v(.'}li('.[(.' is required to first p:itch u 1) (hiy,he c than nominaL) and I:hcn

to t_itch down (lower than nominat). 'l'hi;s tends to swing the l,ll

beam cluster closer to the local vertical dut'ing the eat'ly pat't of

the updating period (which :is very desit'alde to avoid dt'opouLs ).

.- In the new, alive--slope case (tcrl:_Jn low) tile wq_icte is pitched

down shortly after the start of altitude up(l_ting. This tends to

increase the probability of an early dropout, as can be seen in

I"J'"",_,-,.tO and 20.



(3.) No LII velocity updatings are obtained during the brakin_ phase

in either of tile runs. No altitude upda[ings al'e o])taim_d during

tile last 25 seconds of the braking phase. In the ne,%mtivc--siope

case (terrain low ) neither altitude or velocity t pda tings are ob-

tained during the last 25 seconds of the visibility phase. It should

be noted here that the assumed I,H dropout boundary model is

very conservative.

(4.) The assumed terrain profile, as indicated in Fig. i, h_isa mean

slope of about + i00 ft/n.mi during the last 15 miles of tlm ap-

proach trajectory. Accordingly, .when the -t degree slope is

superposed on the terrain model (Hun 106 ), the resultant terrain

is relatively smooth from about 8 miles into the site. This can

be seenfrom the curve of Fig. 21. Asa result, the Itigh-Gate

errors are not unreasonably large (500 feet in altitude and

14 ft/sec in vertical velocity). This in turn leads to satisfactory

site visibility, and a trajectory that is reasonably close to the

specified constraints during the last 2000 feet of the approach tra-

jectory.

( 5. ) Tim positivel-degree slope couple d with the terrain model,on the

other hand, results in a terrain slope of about 200 ft/n. mi up from

the site over the last 8-10-miles of the approach. This is shown

on the upper curve of Fig. 21. The High-Gate errors, as might

be expected, are somewhat larger than for the negative -1 degree

slope ease. The numerical values are 2500 fee{ for altitude and

22 ft/see for w)rtieal ve]ocity. The end result is an approach

trajectory with a site-visibility interval significantly smaller

than the nominal case, and one whose ali:itude and ,¢ertieal velocity

are significantly lat'ger than the constraint values over the Iast

2000 feet of the approach phase. These undc_irable trajectory

ch:lr:tcl:e:t'ifJtica are shown in 1,'i/;,,_. 22-24.



(G.) The dead man's c,urve (4-see r'eaction and staging delay time

curve of Reg. 11) was violated at a range-to-go or 570 feet in

tile positive 1-degree slope test case (t_un 105). The maximum

permissible range-to-go for exceeding this curve has been set

at 200 feet (Ref. 10).

Errors in the estimate of vehicle altitude are presented in Fig. 25

for test Run #105. Two different types of estimation errors are presented:

( I.) Local-altitude estimation error

(2.) Error in estimate of vehicle altitude relative to the site.

No initial-renditiontlavigationerrors, no IMU errors, and no [,[_measure-

ment errors are present. The only error source is the deviation of local

terrain altitudefrom that Of the site.

The important point to be seen from Fig. 25 is that with [he pres.ent

LR altitude weighting functions, the navigation-systet_l altitude estimates

tend to follow the terrain in a very short time after the start of attitude

updating (236 seconds stat'ting time }. This is evident from the local-

altitude estimation--error curve. Because of the combination of {he terrain

III-P-11A and the +1 degree slope, however, the errors in the estimate of

vehicle al.titude with respect _o the site become very ]arge after Ihe [,1_

updating is begun, as shown in Fig. 25. As the vehicle approaches the

,':_ite,tbis error converges toward zero.

On the basis of the data of Fig. 25 it app,a_ _ that the present

I,I1 weighting functions are too large during the initial part of the updating

interval (e.g. between 250-450 seconds}. It should be noted, however,

that down-range terminal position errors of as large as 9000 feet may

occur ill wo_'st-case situat:ions (assuming that no astronaut-initiated site

:- ,'ede_:=ignations are made ). Under these eondition_'_, terrain.-CollowJng

w:ith la.v.ge [ ,Halt [tude weighl.i.nl_ functions is (le_5rable during tile final

,_Vp_'o:xch ph:_e ( ]a,-;t few miles ) to in,'_ure a saCe. landing.
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l hc primary effect of 3-sigma thrust-acceleration deviations

acting alone on the guidance-and-navigation system during the powered

landing maneuver was a change in DPS throttle-down time. For the 3-

sigma high case, the throttle-down time was about 138 seconds before

[tigh-Gate. The required z_V in this case was 6490 ft/sec, which is

14 ft/sec above the nominal case. For the 3-sigmaiow ease, the throttle-.

down time was about 44 seconds before IIigh-Gate, which is felt to be

reasonable in the absence of navigation errors and terrain aititude varia-

tions.

In both of these test runs, the ttigh-Gate aim conditions were

accurately met. Accordingly, the visibility-phase trajectory characteris-

tics were similar to those for the norninal trajectory.

TEST t_UNS I_i09AND #110: WOHST-CASE 1RUNS
........................................................................

The final two runs of the series given in Table 1 are intended to

represent extremely difficult situations for the guidance-and-navigaLion

system. These runs include initial-condition error-vector #1191, 3--sigma

IMU errors, 3--sigma thrust-acceleration deviations, and terrain profile

III-P-I1 combined with a 1-degree slope. No LI_ measurement errors

are assumed in these runs.

In the first run of this set, i.e. Run #109, where the vehicle was

initiallyhigh (error-vector @1191) and the terrain was lo,v relative to the

_ite ( -1 deLf cee slope), no LR updatings were obtained throughout the

enl:ire lamlinf,_ maneuver,. As a result of this, the landing was not success-

ful, with the vehicle still 13000 feet above the site at the end of the visibility

phase. It shouh:l be noted here that the range beam maintained track during

I:he .la;_k [30 seconds el' I:he bral<ing phase and throughout most of the visibility

>_ phase. The reason that no altitude measuremenks were _aken is that the

rear velocity beams were dropped out fox" essentially the entire landing

maneuver.
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In the second run of this set, i.e. Run i_il0, where the vehicle

.,v_J:; i_,i,.i_ II.y low (, _'_'o_'--vector /_tl91) and the _-crrain was high relative

I.o I.l,_ ::iI.,: ( I [ ,Icp. Fc'c; ._l.opc), Lira lamlinl_ was acc:ompl_shcd in a much

IIIr}l'_ :ill(:(_'C';;;;)JIl[ ll'l;l./llle]f' [h;.tll ill [h(_ othoJ(' run ( [] [09 ). ()tie ]ueaso[[ for

thi._ J:_ tlm.t wi.th the vchicl_e low and the Lerrain hi_h, t,R updating :is ob-

tained ca.rly Jn the brakirlg phase as shown in Fig. 27. The cocrective

acl:ion taken by the guidance system after the initial updatings in to pitch

i •J_ vehicle up initially, as shown in Fig. 26. This orients the radar

beams more favorably wi_h respect to the dropout boundaries and, in fact,

even permits some velocity updating during the braking phase, as indica-

ted in Fig. 27. The present velocity weighting functions, however, have

zero values during the period that the beams are locked on here (speed

greater than 1800 ft/sec). Vertical-velocity estimation errors of the

order of 35 ft/sec occur at the end of the braking phase.

In this particular case [he t-Iigh-Gate vertical-velocity and altitude

e-trots were -76 ft/sec and 471 ft. One reason for this is that with a low

value of thrust, it was not possible to reduce the command thrust below

the throttle-down level before time-to-go was less than 30 seconds in the

braking_ phase. As soon as the time-to-go dropped below 30 seconds, the

OPS was automatically throttled-down for the remainder of the braking

phase, tn spite of the High-Gate errors, the visibility phase of the tra-

jecto-r'y appears to be satisfactory. The visibility interval in an on the

nominal trajectory. The terminal trajectory is somewhat shallower than

the nominal ease, as can be seen in Fig. 28, but the 4-second dead man's

curve is not violated until the vehicle is about 100 feet down-range from

the site.

LR dropout in IRun ii0 occurs about 23 seconds before the end of

the,visibilityphase. The resultant I,ow-Oate altitude error is 21 feet.
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TAL'L] _]I: LANDING SIMULATION TEST,"" RUNS

Run Initial IMU Terrain Terrain ThrustP UI{POS E

No. Errors Errors Vars. Slope Ace. Dev
..............................................................

(1.) Nominal I00 No No Smooth 0 0
.....................................................................

(2,) InJU.ol-Condition 102 -L-//1191No Smooth 0 0

Lrrors Alone 103 -#i191 No Smooth 0 0
.......... 4.....................

(3.) '"e " No III-P-IIA] 0 0
I _rralu V;_triafions 104 No

Alone 105 No No - III-P-IIA I +I deg° 0

106 No No III-I_-llA[ -ldeg. 0

r I . .(4.) rhr.mt Aceelera- 107 No No Smooth 0 3-o- IIigh

tions Alone 108 No No Smooth 0 3-o Low

__I__

(5.) Worst-Case Runs 109 -#119 3-oNeg iII-P-11A -ldeg. 3-or Itigh

110 +#11913-oPos [II-P-11A +ldeg. 3-o- Low
........................... # ..........

./
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Massachusetts Instituteof Technolo_f
Instrumentation Laboratory
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Mission Simulation Memo # 32

TO: Distribution

FROM: B.A. Kriegsman

DATE: August 14, 1968

SUBJECT: Effect of High-Gate Altitudeand Velocity Deviations on

Abilityof LM PGNCS to SatisfyVisibility-Phase Constraints

for Landing Maneuver.

SUMMARY

The effects of High-Gate altitude and velocity deviations on
/

visibility-phase trajectory constraints are studied under ideal error-free

conditions. The constraints requiring the smallest High-Gate deviations

are the 75-second visibility interval and the flight-path angle during the

latterpart of the visibilityphase. Based on this study, 3-sigma High-Gate

deviations should be limited to about 1500 feet in altitudeand 20 ft/ sec in

verticalvelocity.

GENERAL INFORMATION

A primary consideration in the selection of LR weighting

functions for the powered landing maneuver is the accuracy with which the

High-Gate altitude and velocity aim conditions must be met. This is also

very important in determining the type of guidance scheme required dur-

ing the latterpart of the braking phase, where high accuracy may demand

considerable thrust-vector maneuvering.

The present memo attempts to answer the question of what

accuracy is required in meeting the High-Gate altitudeand velocityaim

conditionsunder ideal conditions. The basic criteriachosen to evaluate

the High-Gate errors are:
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( i. ) The length of time during the visibility phase of the landing maneu-

ver that the line-of-sight to the predicted landing site is at least

7 degrees above the lower edge of the LM window.

( 2. ) The down-range distance from the LM to the landing site when the

vehicle's downward velocity at a given altitude is greater than that

for the 4-second deadman's curve of Fig. i.

( 3. ) The deviations in vehicle altitude and flight-path angle at a range-

to-go of 2000 feet, with respect to the constraint curves of Ref. i.

(4.) The deviations in vehicle attitude at a range-to-go of 2000 feet.

The various trajectory constraints and their justification are

discussed in Refs. i and 2. The visibility-interval is necessary to permit

the astronaut to observe and assess the computed landing site. It is also

important that the deadman's curve not be violated until after the final

landing site has been selected, i.e. at a range-to-go greater than about

200 feet where the astronaut has the capability of site redesignation. The

flight-path angle, velocity, and altitude constraints are imposed to permit

the astronaut to manually take-over control of the vehicle without difficulty

during the last 2000 feet of the approach phase, if required.

SIMULATION ASSUMPTIONS

The landing maneuver simulation was essentially according

to the LUMINARY GSOP (Ref. 3 ), including the new items described in

Ref. 4. High-Gate altitude and velocity perturbations were introduced

simply by modifying the High-Gate aim conditions as required.

To simplify the analysis, no guidance or navigation system

errors were included, i.e. perfect IIV[U and LR were assumed. Also, a

perfectly smooth terrain was assumed. No initial-condition errors were

assumed present at the start of the braking phase. Finally, the LR drop-

f out boundaries were removed.
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Under these conditions it is expected that the simulation re-

sults will tend to be optimistic, i.e. the permissible High-Gate deviations

will appear to be larger than in a realistic non-ideal situation. Care must

be exercised in extrapolating these results to the non-ideal world where

factors such as measurement errors, DPS-performance variations, and

LR drop-out boundaries are present.

VISIBILITY-INTERVAL RESULTS

The effect of deviations in High-Care altitude and vertical

velocity on the landing-site visibility interval is shown in Fig. 2. The

visibility interval referred to here is the interval during which the line-of-

sight to the predicted site is at least 7 degrees above the lower edge of the

LM window. It is desirable that this interval be at least 75 seconds.

From Fig. 2 it can be seen that positive High-Gate deviations

s in vehicle altitude and vertical velocity tend to reduce the visibility inter-

val. These deviations (vehicle is higher and traveling with a larger upward

velocity component than in the nominal case ) cause the thrust vector to

pitch further away from the local vertical than in the nominal case, in order

to meet the Low-Gate aim conditions. This reduces the visibility interval.

The sensitivity of the visibility interval to High-Gate altitude

deviations is on the average about -15 seconds/ i000 feet. The average

sensitivity to High-Gate vertical-velocity deviations is about -0.5 sec./fps.

The maximum visibility interval in all cases was about 144 seconds.

The sensitivity of the visibility interval to High-Gate horizontal

velocity deviations is shown in Fig. 3. In the region of interest it is seen

that the sensitivity varies between -0.4 and -0.8 seconds/fps.

In order to obtain limits on the High-Gate deviations, it was

first assumed that the maximum horizontal-velocity deviations to be ex-

pected were about 20 ft/ sec. This assumption is based on the various

landing trajectories simulated up to this time. Using the data of Fig. 3,

it can be seen that this will lead to a reduction in visibilityinterval of

about i_ seconds.
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Next, it was assumed that with guidance-and-navigation

system errors present, the visibility interval would be reduced an addi-

tional 10-15 seconds below the values given in Fig. 2. Accordingly, if a

75-second visibility interval is desired, it seems reasonable to enter the

error-free data of Fig. 2 at a visibility interval of i00 seconds.

Typical maximum terrain slopes are about 1 degree or

100 ft/n.mi. Under these conditions it is unlikely that High-Gate altitude

deviations will be less than several hundred feet.

If the reasonable assumption is now made that the maximum

High-Gate vertical-velocity deviations will be at least as great as the

horizontal-velocity deviations, then one set of permissible 3-sigma devi-

ations is 1500 feet and 25 ft/sec. Alternately, ifthe horizontal and vertical

deviations could each be held to about 10-15 ft/sec then the permissible

altitude deviations could be increased to about 2000 feet.
/-

DOWN-RANGE DISTANCE WHERE DEADMAN'S CURVE IS VIOLATED

The down-range distance from the landing site where the

4-second deadman's curve is violated is shown in Fig. 4 for High-Gate

altitude and vertical velocity deviations. The basic constraint require-

ment is that this does not occur at a distance greater than about 200 down-

range from the site.

For the ideal conditions of Fig. _ it is evident that the violation

distance is relatively insensitive to High-Gate altitude and vertical velocity

deviations. Typical sensitivities from Fig. 4 are 7 ft/i000 feet (altitude

deviations ) and .2 ft/fps (vertical-velocity deviations ).

It can be seen that positive altitude and vertical velocity

deviations increase the violation distance. Even with deviations of 4000 ft

and 60 ft/sec, however, the violation distance has only increased to 250 ft.

Under these conditions it is feltthat the High-Gate require-

/ ments imposed by violations of the deadman's curve are less demanding

than those relating to visibility interval.

u
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DEVIATIONS FROM ALTITUDE CONSTRAINT CURVE

The basic constraint curve of interest is given in Refs. I

and 4. To simplify the evaluation of High-Gate perturbations, only the

deviations at a down-range distance of 2000 feet are compared. It is felt

that the percent altitude deviations at shorter down-range distances will

be essentially the same.

The effects of the High-Gate perturbations on the vehicle's

altitude at a range of 2000 feet from the landing site are summarized in

Fig. 5. The maximum devi_fions are seen to occur when the High-Gate

altitude and vertical-velocity deviations have the same algebraic sign.

If it is assumed that the maximum altitude deviations at

2000 feet be limited to 30-40 percent of the constraint-curve altitude, then

a reasonable set of maximum High-Gate altitude and vertical velocity

deviations is 1500-2000 ft and 30 ft/see.
/-

CHANGE IN FLIGHT-PATH ANGLE FROM CONSTRAINT VALUE

Constraint curves for vehicle vertical velocity are given in

Refs. I and 4. For evaluating High-Gate deviations, however, it is felt

that flight-path angle is more meaningful and easier to interpret. To

simplify the analysis, flight-path-angle deviations are compared at a single

down-range distance, i.e. 2000 feet. It is felt that the percentage devia-

tions will be similar at the slhorter ranges of interest.

The constraint-curve flight-path angle at a range-to-go of

2000 feet from the landing site is about -15 degrees. The effect of devia-

tions in High-Gate altitude and vertical velocity on the flight-path angle at

this range are shown in Fig. 6.

It is difficultto say how large a flight-path angle deviation at

this range is acceptable. If a 50-percent change can be tolerated, then a

High-Gate altitude deviation of about 1500 feet requires that the vertical-

velocity deviation be limited to about 15 ft/sec. If, on the other hand,

ititude deviations are limited to i000 feet, then the permissible vertical

velocity deviations are increased to about 30 ft/sec.



THRUST VECTOR ORIENTATION AT 2000 FT. RANGE-TO-GO

The landing constraints (Refs. 1 and 4 ) state that the vehicle's

pitch attitude (relative to local vertical) be smaller than 30 degrees at

2000 feet range-to-go. The constraint curve linearly decreases to 20

degrees at the landing site.

The effects of High-Gate altitude and velocity deviations on

pitch angle at 2000 feet range-to-go are shown in Fig. 7. It is evident

from Fig. 7 that the pitch angle is well below the constraint value and is

insensitive to High-Gate variations.
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology
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Cambridge, Massachusetts

Mission Simulation Memo # 34

TO: Distribution

FROM: B.A. Kriegsman and D.E. Gustafson

DATE: August 16, 1968

SUBJECT: New Landing Radar Error Models and Weighting Functions.

SUMMARY

A simplified measurement-error model for the landing radar is de-

scribed, including curves of the rms random and bias error components

on a nominal trajectory. The terrain-slope bias ( 33.3 ft/n. mi 1-sigma)

is the dominant altitude measurement error component; the random error

components dominate in the vebcity measurement errors. In the new

i model the 1-sigma Y and Z axis random errors have been increased roughly

by a factor of 2 over the values used in earlier studies.

Using this error model, a set of weighting functions have been computed

to minimize the mean-squared errors in the present estimates of vehicle

position and velocity. These weighting functions are similar in form to

those in the current GSOP (Ref. 4) in the sense that they are uncoupled,

and in the treatment of bias errors in their derivation.

The new altitude weighting function is essentially the same as the one

in current use (Refs. 1 and 5) for value of range-to-go out to 30 n. miles.

Itis much lower in value at the longer ranges. The new Y and Z velocity-

component weighting functions are much smaller than those in present use.

The X velocity-component weighting function is essentiallythe same as the

present one.

Curves of computed w eighting functions are given for changes in various

model parameters such as the terrain slope, initial-condition covariance

matrix, LR alinement, and bias errors. RMS errors are presented for certain

cases where the assumed measurement errors and terrain slope differ from

those used to compute the weighting functions.
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GENERAL INFOR MATION

There have been several changes relatingto the landing radar (LR)

since the weighting functions were originallydeveloped (Ref.I). The most

important of these are the following:

(I) A new reference trajectory has been adopted for the powered

landing maneuver (Ref.2), based on a 80-mile CM orbitaltitude

and a 9700--footHigh-Gate altitude.

(2) The orientationof the LR-beam axis of symmetry with respect

to the vehicle'sX-axis has been changed from 54 degrees to

24 degrees (Position-l)and zero degrees (Position-2). The an-

tenna configurationhas also been skewed -6 degrees about the

vehicle'sX-axis.

(3) The range-.measurement accuracy specificationhas been changed

(Ref.3) from 0.5 percent of range (l-sigma) to the values shown

below in Table I.
.f

Table I: Range-Measurement Accuracy Specification

AltitudeRange Range Accuracy
(feet) (percent) l-sigma

25,000 --3,000 O.66"/

3, GO0 - 2,000 1.0

2,000-10 0.5 + 5 ft.

(4) The velocity-measurement accuracy specificationshave been

changed to the values shown below in Table 2.

,f



_ Table 2: Velocity-Measurement Accuracy Specifications

Altitude Range YEA Accuracy vyA Accuracy vZA Accuracy
(feet) (percent) 1-sigma (percent) 1-sigma (percent) 1-sigma

15, 000 -- 6, 000 O. 500 O. 667 O. 667

6, 000 -- 2, 500 0. 500 1. 170 0. 833

2, 500 -- 200 0. 500 1. 333 1. 000

200 -- 5 0. 500 0. 833 0. 833

ILower Limit O. 5 f/s (l-a) O. 833 f/s (l-a) O. 833 f/s (1-_)

The velocity components vXA, vyA, and vZA are along the X,
Y, and Z antenna axes as given in Ref. (6). Previously, the

velocity measurement accuracies had been modeled by the com-

bination of a 6-mr. bias error (1-sigma each axis) and a 0.33-

percent speed random error (1-sigma each axis).

(5) The altitude data-read flag is presently set at an estimated al-

titude of 35,000 feet, and the velocity data-read flag at an esti-

mated vehicle speed of 2,000 ft/sec. This extends the range

over which updatings can be obtained. The radar-beam lock-on

problem is discussed in Refs. (4) and (5). It should be noted

that there will be a time delay after the data-read flags are set,

before LR updatings can be made (Ref. 5).

(6) New terrain-model data have been obtained. Previously the

terrain had been modeled statistically as a 100 ft/n. m. (1-sigrna)

slope away from the site. Now it appears that a 33.3 ft/n. mi.

(1-sigma) slope is more realistic. Also, data have been made

available on local terrain altitude variations in the vicinity of

the candidate landing sites.

(7) Certain IMU errors have increased from their values assumed

in Ref. (1). The accelerometer bias errors have been increased

to. 0067 ft/sec 2 (1-sigma), and the accelerometer scale-factor
f

errors have been increased to . 015 percent (1-sigma).
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This memo describes the current LR error models used in powered-

landing maneuver simulation runs. Using these error models, LR weighting

functions are presented which minimize the mean-squared errors in the
i

estimate of vehicle positionand velocitywith respect to an inertialframe at

the initiallanding site. Weighting functions thatdo not minimize the mean-

squared estimation error are not considered here. The effectsof changes

in the IMU and LR model parameters are also presented.

MODELING OF LR VELOCITY ERRORS

The LR radar random and bias measurement errors are not explicitly

defined in the LR specifications(Table 2). Only the totalerrors are &riven

there.

To circumvent this difficulty,the following procedure has been adopted.

From Ref. (7)the r.m. s. staticalinement errors of the antenna configuration

have been obtained as:
f-

aAX B = 2.07 mr (1-sigma)

UAYB = 3.69 mr (l-slgma)

UAZB = 3.26 mr (l-sigma)

where the subscript B is used to indicatethat the alinements are about the

: navlgation-base axes (no___tthe antenna axes). The subscript A is used to in-

dicate an alinement error. In the absence of information to the contrary,

it is assumed that these alinement errors are not correlated with each other.

The error in measurement of a given velocity component (TVAj) as the
result of alinement errors 7AXB, 7AYB, and 7AZB about vehicle axes is

given by:

7VAj = mVA j • (CBA _7AB ) (1)
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where the vector TAB represents the antenna alinement errors (7/kXB,

7AYB' "YAZB) in vehicle coordinates. The matrix CBA transforms the

alinement-error vector (__AB)from vehicle coordinates (subscript B) to

antenna coordinates (subscriptA). The vector mVA is used to compute the
velocity error along a given antenna axis (XA, YA, or ZA) resultingfrom a

radar alinement error (expressed in antenna coordinates). The subscript j

in Eq. (I)is used to indicatethe XA0 YA, or ZA component.

The vectors mVA j relatingalinement errors to velocity-component
errors are given by the relations:

T

mVX A = (O, -vZA, vyA) (2)

T

mvy A = (vZA , 0, -vXA) (3)

T

mVZ A = (-vXAO vXA, 0) (4)

where vXA, VyA, and VZA represent the components of vehicle velocity
along the antenna X, Y, and Z axes. The superscript T is used to indicate

the transpose of the related vector.

Using Eqs. (1) and (2) the mean-squared velocity-component measure-

ment error due to alinement is given by:

"-2"- . _B CAB) (5)
_VAj --rnVAj (CBA _AB InVAj

where the bars over the various quantity are used to indicate ensemble

The matrix 3_AB _=, is a diagonal matrix whose principal ele-averages.

2 2 and 2 referred to
ments are the mean-squared errors aAXB, aAYB' aAZB
earlier in this section.

To obtain the r. m. s. random velocity error at a given point in the

landing trajectory, the velocity-accuracy specification aSPEC, is first com-J
puted from Table 2 at the altitude of interest. The mean-squared velocity
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error due to alinement "_VA. is then subtracted from the specification error

J

aSPECj, as shown below to obtain the r. m. s. value of the random error _Vj:

_V.3= _SPECj " 7VAj (6)

where the subscript j refers to the velocity component of interest,i.e. vXA,

VyA, or vZA.

The relations of Eqs. (2) - (6)are used in both Monte-Carlo and sta-

tistical-analysissimulations of the landing maneuver to generate the random

velocity measurement errors. Bias errors included in the LR-velocity error

model are assumed to have r.m. s. values corresponding to the Ref. (7)aline-

ment errors mentioned earlier.

MODELING OF LR ALTITUDE ERRORS

In the statistical-analysis simulations of the landing maneuver from

which weighting functions are derived, the lunar terrain is modeled as a

constant slope emanating from the landing site. The model assumes that

the constant slope is normally distributed about a zero mean value. Previous

studies have assumed an r. m. s. value of 100 ft/n. mL for the slope (1-sigma);

presently an r. m. s. value of 33.3 ft/n. mi. (1-sigma) is being used.

In Monte-Carlo simulations, lunar-terrain altitude variations are

superposed on a constant slope to model the terrain. Current terrain models

in use are given in Ref. 8.

In both the statistical and Monte-Carlo simulations the random range-

measurement errors are modeled in accordance with the data of Table 1.

For convenience the 5-foot threshold is presently being modeled as a random

error in the statistical simulations.



s COMPUTED LR WEIGHTING FUNCTIONS

Using the basic statistical-analysis approach described in R el.(i),

LR weighting functions have been computed corresponding to the present

IMU and LI_ error models, and the new reference landing trajectory. The

simulation program used here determines optimum weighting functions sub-

ject to certain modeling constraints. One constraint is that velocity bias

errors and terrain variations are not estimated. Another constraint is

that a &rivenmeasurement is used to update only that component of the state

corresponding to the measurement, i.e. an altitude measurement is used

to update altitude only and not velocity. In all cases the covarlance matrix

of navigation-system estimation errors at the start of the powered landing

maneuver is the same as given in Ref. (i). The performance criterion used

in the generation of weighting functions is the minimization of the mean-

squared errors in the estimation of vehicle position and velocity relative

to the landing site.

The computed LR weighting functions for normal IMU and LR errors

are shown in Figs. 1 and 4. A terrain slope of 33.3 ft/n.mi. is assumedf.

here. Superposed on these curves (shown dotted) are the weighting functions

used in earlier simulation studies (R el.5). It should be noted that the alti-

tude weighting function is plotted vs. range-to-go to the landing site rather

than estimated altitude.

From Fig. 1 it can be seen that the present linear altitude weighting

function is too large at large distances from the site, i.e. between 30 and

50 n. miles range-to-go. This will cause the vertical component of the

vehicle position with respect to the site to follow local terrain variations

too rapidly. During the last 20-30 n. miles range-to-go, on the other hand,

the present linear weighting function appears to reasonably approximate the

curve derived in the statistical simulation.

A few general comments on the shape of the computed altitude weighting-

function curves are appropriate at this point. The predominant measurement-

error in the current model is the slope of the terrain. This can be seen from

Fig. 9 where the random measurement error is plotted as a function of range-

to-go to the landing site on a nominal trajectory. At large values of range-to-

J- go where the r. m. s. altitude estimation error caused by IIVIUand initial-

condition errors is smaller than the r. m. s. slope error, the weighting
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of 33.3 ft/sec. (1-sigma), the r. m. s. est-imation error from the radar-up-

dated IiVIUbecomes roughly of the same magnitude as the slope error at

about 30 n. miles range-to-go. Thereafter, the r. m. s. altitude estimation

error follows the terrain-slope error fairly closely, as shown in Fig. 3.

The change in weighting function between 30-40 miles is fairly rapid because

the variances (not r.m. s. values) of the terrain-slope and LR-updated IMU

errors are compared in the statisticalweighting-function computations. Dis-

continuities appear •in the computed curve of Fig. 1 at the point where the

visibility phase begins, and also at the points where the altitude error speci-

fication is abruptly changed (Table I).

In regard to the velocity weighting functions, the dominant error source

with the assumed model is the random measurement error. This can be seen

from Figs. 5-7 where the random and bias velocity-measurement errors are

shown for a nominal trajectory. In the weighting-function computations

where error variances are compared, the random errors will clearly have

the major effect. The abrupt changes in the computed weighting functions

f_ result from the method used to compute the random errors (described in the

preceding section) and the discontinuity in the accuracy specification (Table 2).

Itis interesting to note in Fig. 4 that the vx.A weighting function is the largest

of the three components for speeds below 500 ft/sec. In earlier studies it

was the lowest of the three components. The VxA radar measurement errors

are the smallest of t:hethree components in this region (see Figs. 5-7).

The data of Fig. 4 indicate that the current GSOP vyA and vZA weight-

ing functions are somewhat larger than those computed in the current statis-

tical simulation. One reason for this is that the random measurement errors

as shown in Figs. 5-'7are larger than the 0.33 percent values used in Ref. i.

A second reason is that the orientation of the LR antenna with respect to the

vehicle has been changed from that used in the derivation of weighting functions

in Ref. 1.

In the data of Fig. 4 it has been assumed that LR velocity updatings

are begun when the vehicle's estimated altitude is below 15, 000 ft., which

nominally corresponds to a vehicle speed of about 900 ft/sec. With the new

LR dropout boundaries in the simulation (Refs. 4 and 5), velocity updating is

not begun until after the start of the visibility phase when the vehicle's speed

is only about 500 ft/sec.
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In order to obtain a rough estimate of the random velocity-component

measurement errors, straightline approximations were made to the data

of Figs. 5-7. The resultant 1-sigma random error models obtained in this

way were:

UVXA = .45 percent of speed (I-G)

GVZA = .70 percent of speed (I-G)

GVYA = i. i percent of speed (I-G) for v < 400 ft/sec.
0.7 percent of speed (1-_) for v > 400 ft/sec.

Itshould be noted here that the specificationthreshold values must be in-

cluded in the radar analyticalmodel at small values of speed. Also, itis

evident that the random and not the bias component of the velocitymeasure-

ment error is the predominant component.

• EFFECT OF TERRAIN-SLOPE PARAMETER• VARIATIONS

The altitude weighting functions computed from the statistical simula-

tion are, as might be expected, strongly affected by the assumed terrain

slope model. This can be seen from Fig. 8 where the r. m. s. value of the

assumed terrain slope has been increased from 33.3 to 1O0 ft/n. mi. (1-sigma).

Comparing the curves of Figs. 1 and 8, it can be seen that the major effect

of the increased slope-model value is a lowering of the altitude weighting

functionat values of range-to-to beyond 15 n.miles.

The effectof using the weighting functionof Fig. 8 when the actual

terrain slope is 33.3 ft/n.mi. is shown in Fig. 9. The important point here

is that the r.m. s. errors for ranges-to-go less than about 15 n.miles (or

braldng phase times-to-go less than about 75 seconds) are the same as for

the weighting functionsof Fig. i, which were based on a 33.3 ft/n.mi. slope.

The factthat the errors are somewhat larger beyond 15 n.miles is less im-

portant. The key requirement here is that High-Gate altitudeestimation



errors be less than about 500 ft (1-sigma) to satisfy the visibilityphase

constraints (Ref. 9). From this viewpoint it appears desirable that the

rms altitude estimation errors be made as small as possible no later than

80 seconds (about 15 n. miles ) from the end of the braking phase. As can

be seen in Fig. 9, this requirement is met by either weighting function.

VARIATIONS IN INITIAL-ERR OR COVARIANCE MATRIX

The effect on the LR altitude weighting function of increasing and de-

creasing the elements of the initial-condition error covariance matrix by

4 are shown in Fig. i0. As can be seen, ifthe quality of the initialcon-

dition information is improved, then the radar information is weighted more

lightly at the larger values of range-to-go where initial-condition errors

are corrected by the LR. In the region of prime interest, i.e. the last

15-20 miles range-to-go, the weighting functions are not affected by the

model variations of Fig. i0.

The velocity-component weighting functions were also computed for
i

the cases shown in Fig. i0. No significant differences from the nominal

case could be seen.

EFFECT OF INCREASE IN RANDOM ALTITUDE MEASUREMENT ERROR

At large values of range-to-go, the terrain slope dominates the altitude

measurement error by a large factor, as shown in Fig. 10. If the rms

altitude measurement error is increased, then the altitude weighting function

will be lighter than nominal at the lower ranges-to-go (where random

errors are more important) because of the poorer quality measurement.

It is interesting to note that for the large increase in error shown in Fig. 11,

the decrease in weighting function is only moderate. It should also be

noted that these weighting functions are based on the criterion of minimizing

the mean-squared estimation errors.
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EFFECT OF LR ALINEMENT ERROR VARIATIONS

With the present LR error models, the random components of

velocity measurement error dominate the bias components. Accordingly,

a reduction in the value of alinement error will not significantly change the

LR velocity weighting functions. This can be seen from the curve of

Fig, 12 where the rms error has been reduced by a factor of 4. With an

increased alinement error, on the other hand, the weighting functions are

increased at the lower speeds as shown in Fig. 13. The rrns velocity

estimation errors at these speeds are larger than those of Fig. 12, which

" leads to the larger LR weighting functions.
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Massachusetts Instituteof Technology
Instrumentation Laboratory
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Mission Simulation Memo # 35

TO: Distribution

FROM: B.A. Kriegsman and D.E. Gustafson

DATE: Augast 16, 1968

SUBJECT: Storing the Landing-Radar AltitudeWeighting Function as a

Function of Range-to-Go to the Landing Site.

SUMMARY

The predominant LR altitudemeasurement error is terrain

slope bias, which is proportional to range-to-go to the landing site. The

altitudeweighting function should be related directlyto the magnitude off
this error, i.e. to the range-to-go. Profiles of altitudevs. range-to-go

differsignificantlyfrom the nominal trajectory at ranges-to-go-larger

than 20 miles on representative off-nominal trajectories. To obtain best

performance under these conditionsthe weighting functions should be

stored as a function of range-to-go, braking-phase time-to-go, or the

down-range vehicle positionin the guidance-coordinate frame.

GENERAL INFORMATION

The present LR altitudeweighting function (Ref. i) is stored

in the LGC as a linear function of estimated local altitude. The new landing

radar error model described in Ref. 2 indicatesthatthe predominant al-

titudemeasurement error is the terrain slope {33.3 ft/n.m. 1-sigma).

This results in a bias error whose magnitude is proportional to the range,

to-go to the site, since the measurement actuallydesired is altituderela-

tive to the site.

f-



Since the major altitudemeasurement error is a functionof

range-to-go (rather than altitude)itis reasonable to consider the possi-

bilityof storing the weighting function in terms of range-to-go.

ANALYSIS OF PROBLEM

Optimum LR altitudeweighting functions to minimize mean-

squared estimation errors are shown for a nominal trajectory in Fig. 1

as a functionof altitude,and in Fig. 2 as a function of range-to-go. The

magnitude of these weighting functionsat a given point is determined by

the relativemean-squared errors of the radar-updated IMU and the radar.

Since terrain slope is the major altitudemeasurement error, the weight-

Lug functionis basically related to range-to-go.

Ifthere were a unique relationshipbetween range-to-go and

altitudeon alllanding trajectoriesof interest,then itwould make little

difference whether range-to-go or altitudewere used as the storage

variable. The apiJroximations in linear-fittingthe curves of Figs. 1

and 2 are not significantlydifferent.

It turns out, however, that the altitude vs. range-to-go pro-

files for representative off-nominal landing trajectories are significantly

different from the nominal case. This can be seen from the curves of

Fig. 3. With the weighting function stored in terms of altitude, as in the

present GSOP, significantly different altitude weighting functions can be

obtained at a given range-to-go greater than 20 miles, depending upon the

particular landing trajectory. This is undesirable since the weighting

function here should be determined by the size of slope bias error, i.e.

the range-to-go.

Curves of braking-phase time-to-go are presented in Fig. 4

vs range-to-go for the three trajectories of Fig. 3. As can be seen, the

curves lie on top of each other. This implies that time-to-go to the end

of the braking phase would also be a satisfactoryquantityfor use in storing
f

the altitudeweighting functions.
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Itshould also be noted here that in the region of interest,the

range-to-go is essentiallyequal to the down-range component of vehicle

positionin the guidance-coordinate frame. This quantityis computed

during quadratic guidance modes for use in computing time-to-go.
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Table 2

Run Thrust Terrain Terrain Navigation I_,_
Slope Errors Errors

727 .29 Nominal None None None ]_one

727.30 3c low ....
IT 11

727 •31 3_ high ....

802.04 Nominal 2--P-8 No. 3 +i° " "

802.05 " " -i° " "

Oo ,, ,,
802.26 " "

-i° +1191 "802.06 " "

802.12 " 3-P-II No. A +i° None "

_02.13 " " -i° " "

,, ,, -i° +1191 "
802.16



ONE PHASE GUIDANCE

INPUT PARAMETERS FOR TRAJECTORY CASES

Navigation IMU Thrust Terrain Terrain
Run error error dispersion slope

815.01 none none none none none

815,02 +1191 none none none none

815o03 -1191 none none none none

815.04 none none none 3--P-1 l_tA 0 °

815.05 none none none 3--P-11_A +i °

815.06 none none none 3"-P-11#A -1°

815.07 none none 3er low none none

815.08 none none 3_r high none none

815.09 -1191 +3o" 5_ low 5-P-I I_A -I°

815.10 +1191 -3_ 3c high 3-P-I ISA +I °

-815.11 -1191 +3cr 3o" low 5-P-I I_A -I°

,Includes multiplying weighting function by 1.8



INPUT PARAMETERS FOR TRAJECTORY CASES

Run Navigation I MU Thrust Terrain Terrainerror error dispersion s lope

815.12 none none none none none

815.14 +1191 none none none none

815.15 -1191 none none none none

815.16 none none none 3-P-11tA 0"

815.17 none none none 5-P-I irA +I °

815.18 none none none 5-P-I ISA -I °

815.19 none none 3o" low none none

815.22 none none 3o" high none none

815.20 -1191 +3o" 3o" low 3-P-I I_A -I°

815.21 +1191 -30" 3=r high 3-P-I I:A +I °

-.003 rad.
815.23 none misalignment none none none

f •
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Figure .- Continued.
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(a) Time from ignition, thrust andpitch fromvertical.

Figure .- Time historiesof trajectoryparametersfor case number727.31.
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EVALUATE ANY CHANGES TO G&N SOFTWARE

Ao CHANGES IN GUIDANCE LOGIC (e.g. NEW TARGETING)

B. CHANGES IN NAVIGATION LOGIC (eogo, DATA READ ROUTINE, WEIGHTING FUNCTIONS)

C. GENERATE STANDARD CHECK CASES

Do BEGIN I-SEPTEMBER EG23 AND TRW

EST INATED COMPLETION 1-NOVEMBER



ESTABLISH LR PERFORMANCEMODEL

A. BEFLECTIVITY GIVEN BY IESD (EST. AUG. 26)

_nnn n,,TDn,i_,nAPlES GENERATED:RY EG23. unur-uu I uuum_nm_ -- . --

(3 MODELS : ESTIMATED COMPLETION OF:

NOMINAL - 9 SEPTEMBER

CONSERVATIVE - 23 SEPTEMBER

OPTIMISTIC - T OCTOBER)

i

,_,.}



REEVALUATION OF PRIME SITES AS REQUIiRED WITH UPDATED

REFLECTlVlTY

A. DONE BY EG23 WITH TRW SUPPORT.

B. BEGIN 10 - SEPTEMBER AND CONTINUE EFFORT AS NEEDED.

(REEVALUATE III - P - 11 - R, III - P - 11 - A

WITH NOMI_^' _,, ......._, CONSERVI^TtVE AND OPT!MISTIR REFIECTIV!TY).

'b

,.¢.



ESTABLISH UPDATED LANDING ELLIPSE

A. USE MONTE CARLO PROGRAMTO DETERMINE "ENSEMBLE AVERAGE"

TRANSITION MATRIX.

B. OBTAIN STATISTICS OF ESSENTIAL PARAMETERSSUCH AS DELTA V,

VISIBILITY TIME, TOUCHDOWNVELOCITIES, ET CETERA.

C. BEGIN 1 - OCTOBER ESTIMATED COMPLETE 15 - OCTOBER*

EG23 w/ CAD

*SUBJECT TO COMPUTERAVAILABILITY.
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EXAMINE G, N & C INTERACTIONS

A. SIMULATE INTEGRATED G, N & C (DAP)

B. DETERMINE PERFORMANCECHARACTERISTICS (i.e. ASSESS POTENTIAL

IMPINGEMENT PROBLEM, DETERMINE RCS FUEL REQUIREMENTS, ETC.)

C. BEGIN 15 - OCTOBER FINISH 15 - JANUARY

EG23 WITH CAD

c,,"



FAILURE EFFECT ANALYSES

A. SENSORFAILURES (i.e. LR, IMU)

B.° CONTROL SYSTEM (i.e. JET FAILURES EBIBINEGII.ABAL

ETC.)

C. EG23 WITH TRWAND CAD SUPPORT

BEGIN 1-DECEMBER COMPLETE i - FEBRUARY

I



CHECKRUNS

RUN IN I T I AL I MU TERRAI N TERRAIN.......THRUST
NO. ERRORS ERRORS VAR. SLOPE ACC.rIEV.

I(1. ) NOMINAL 1 NO NO SMOOTH 0 0

(2.) INITIAL ER- 2 +#1191 NO SMOOTH 0 0
RORS ALONE 3 -#1191 NO SMOOTH 0 0

¢ NO NO III-P-11A 0 0
(3.)TERRAIN VAR- 5 NO NO III_P-11A +1° 0

IATIONS ALONE 6 NO NO III-P-11A -1 ° 0

(4.) THRUST ACC. 7 NO NO SMOOTH 0 3- _HIGH
VARS. ALONE 8 NO NO SMOOTH 0 3- _ LOW

(5o) RUNS 4- & 5 9 +#1191 3- NEG. I I I -P-11A +1 ° 3- o- HIGH
OF REF. 5 10 -#1191 3- POS. I I I-P-11A -1 ° 3- _- LOW
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Enclosure i0

ATTENDEES

Nam___e Or_ani zation

K. J. Cox EG23

J. B. Craven FC

G. W. Cherry MIT/IL

B. A. Kriegsman MIT/IL

D. E. Gustafson MIT/IL

A. R. ICuumpp MIT/IL
0. Y. Lui TRW

R. A. Harwood TRW

P. C. Smith TRW

S. G. Bales FC

G. L. Bush Bellcomm

I. Silberstein Bellcomm

C. V. Whitmore FC

T. E. Lewis EG41
J. H. Alphin FM2

K. G. Nickerson TRW

R. J. Perkins TRW

N. C. Stewart TRW

T. E. Moore EG27
J. Coffman TRW

W. J. Klenk TRW

R. Boudreau TRW

W. L. Steele TRW

C. McGee TRW

D. R. Proctor IBM

T. L. Henderson IBM

C. T. Hackler EG2

R. T. Neal CF24

E. G. Dupnick FM2

J. D. Payne FM2

B. G. Taylor FM2
C. R. Halliman FM2

G. Venables FM2

I. Johnson MIT/IL

R. A. Larson MIT/IL
R. W. Force CF33
W. F. Haldeman FM2

G. Xenakis EG

C. A. Graves_ Jr. FM2

D. Dyer _23

J. H. Suddath EG23
J. E. Greenlee ED35

K. M. Alder LEC

W. R. Wollenhaupt FM4
E. D. Mitchell CB

T. M. Lawton EG (MIT/IL)
F R.J. Labrecque FM2

D. C. Cheatham EG2
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO : See list attached DATE: October 21, 1968

68-PA-T-226A

FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: Descent Aborts

We have finally started mission techniques meetings on lunar landing

descent aborts. At the risk of losing whatever confidence you might

have in my judgment, I would like to describe a technique we are probably

going to propose for aborts early in the descent phase. That is, within
about 25 seconds of contending the DPS to full thrust. It is a technique

that Joe D. Payne and Floyd Bennett have been suggesting for quite a while,
but which most of the rest of us had been unwilling to accept.

First of all, I don't think anyone will argue about what should be done
between initialization of powered descent and D_ throttle up after the

trim gimbal period (currently set for 26 seconds). The _V acquired
during that period only drops the apogee down to about 40 miles so the

best thing to do is probably just shut off the engine and sit tight.

That is, no immediate abort maneuvers are required unless it is necessary

to get away from a hazardous DPS stage.

After going to full t_ottl% though, there is a short period (roughly

25 seconds) during which aborts become a little difficult to handle.

In this region the trajectory rapidly becomes suborbital, making an immediate
abort maneuver necessary to achieve a safe orbit. The problem is that the

spacecraft is oriented retrograde to perform the descent maneuver_ which
is exactly opposite to the direction required to get back into orbit. This

causes the problem. Namely, if we want to abort on the DPS, you have a
choice of:

a. Either turning off the engine, _eorienting the spacecraft about

180 °, and reigniting the DPS to make a posigrade burn into orbit - and
no one wants to turn off the engine! or

b. Leave the DPS engine on as the spacecraft is being reoriented.

Unfortunately, in order to avoid gimbal lock this attitude maneuver mast

be made in the pitch direction and leaving the engine on causes us to
acquire a large radial velocity during the attitude maneuver which must be

removed. To do this the spacecraft would go through a pretty wild pitch
profile rotating almost a complete revolution from the time of abort to

the time of engine s_itdown. The reason for this is that attitude change

is made at a rate of only lO degrees a second, which means the engine would
thrust with a component in the radial direction :for a long time. As you can

/--
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imagine; there are also considerable problems in the guidance equations,
which would cause theengine to be shutdown prematurely under certain
circumstances.

Abort Staging with the APS is not much better since it was felt necessary

to provide an immediate separation maneuver (currently coded to be three

seconds or 30 fps) to get away from the _PS before reorienting to posigrade

attitude. And, you can't leave it running for the same reasons as the DPS.

So you see, even for an APS abort_ we end up turning the engine on_ then

off_ and then back on_ which we don't want to do.

Let me point out that; after about 25 seconds at full throttle, the hori-

zontal velocity required to get back into orbit when combined with the
radial velocity picked up during the attitude change results in a guidance
and attitude control situation considered acceptable. That is, it is not

necessary to turn off the engine during the pitch over to posigrade atti-
tude. So our only concern is with aborts during the first 25 seconds after

throttle up, when it is neither acceptable to leave the engine on nor to
turn it off for fear that it won't start again.

Standby for Payne's solution!

It is proposed that in the event of an abort recognized in that trouble-

some period to continue operating the DPS in the retrograde direction
until we have reached the time it is possible to make the attitude change

to the posigrade direction without turning off the engine! If the DPS

is the system that isn't working and it is necessary to "Abort Stage" and

use the APS, it is proposed to burn the APS in the retrograde direction

as long as necessary to reach the point when we can pitch to the posigrade
direction without turning off the APS.

This solution, you see_ avoids the need for turning off an operating

engine and makes the procedures for both DPS and APS about the same in

this time period as they are after this period. The thing that takes

awhile to get used to is burning in a retrograde direction lowering the
orbit still farther after a need for an abort has been recognized. How

do we rationalize doing a thing like that? We currently feel that the

advantages of the simplified, standardized procedures and particularly
of not shutting down a running engine sufficiently justify thrusting to

a situation a little worse than that which existed at the time of abort

recognition. And, of course, we do have a tremendous propellant surplus
if we abort at this time. Furthermore_ aside from some problem associated

with throttle up, the probability of an abort being required in this 25
second period seems awfully remote making it very difficult to justify

development of a unique set of abort procedures and training to use them.

In effect, this proposal creates two rather than three abort zones. No
abort maneuvers are required prior to D_ throttle up since the LMis still

orbital. Procedures after throttle up are all the same. There is no discrete

_- point in the descent required special techniques.
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Formulation of the LUmiNARY DPS abort pro@_am (P70) is completely compatible

with this procedure. That is, for a DPS abort the crew would always delay

taking abort action until 25 seconds after throttle up. A program change
will be necessary to support this procedure in the APS abort program (P71)

so that if the crew hits "Abort Stage," the APS will light off and separate,

maintaining a retrograde attitude until 25 seconds after DPS throttle up
time. Then it could go into the abort guidance as currently programmed.

Specifically, the change is to have the spacecraft perform a continuous

retrograde APS burn as opposed to a three second burn followed by an
attitude change and reignition.

Mal Johnston of MIT was at our meeting and will discuss this with our

friends in Boston. We'll talk about it some more next time after think-

ing it over a couple of weeks. I'd be interested in your comments.

%_
Howard W. Tindall, Jr.

PA :HWTindall, Jr. :js

fr_ •
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- Memorandum
TO :See list attached DATE: October 25, 1968

68-PA-T-238A
FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: Descent Aborts - Part II

This memo is to carry on from that three page snowflake I sent you the
other day on the same subject. It turns out we have encountered one

of those rare situations when in doing something to fix an undesireable

situation we actually improve something else at the same time. Speci-

fically, the rendezvous people want to target the LM to a substantially

higher orbit following an early descent abort than they had previously

proposed. This makes the horizontal posigrade burn following the descent

abort larger, of course, and alleviates that crazy pitch profile problem

which used to exist during an abort in the first 50 seconds of powered

descent. The point is that by some fair]@ minor changes in the space-
craft computer program (LUMINARY), we can probably eliminate the special

abort procedure we used to think was necessary early in descent. Changes
to the DPS abort program (PTO) are essentially just changes in some

erasible constants. This does not impact coding but has a significant
impact on testing. By that, I mean the program will work now. The APS

program change noted in last week's memo is still required but is essentially
achieved by a erasible constant change too. This will all be firmed up and
brought to the Software Configuration Control Board in the near fu_ire for

their approval or something.

Having the early abort situation under control, we pressed on to another

phase of descent aborts requiring some attention - specifically, how to
handle the situation when the DPS is not quite capable of getting the LM
all the way back into the desired insertion orbit. In order to establish

procedures, it was necessary to make some assumptions. They are:

1. We never want to "Abort Stage" and use the APS, if the DPS is
still operational.

2. It is acceptable to operate the DPS to propellant depletion.*

3. We have no desire to use vhe APS engine again after achieving orbit

(that is, during rendezvous). Of course, we intend to use the APS propellant
through the RCS interconnect.

* This assumption must be verified by ASIa) and then included in their
data books.

"l
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4. The "Abort Monitor" in LUMINARY remains active following a DPS

propellant depletion cutoff, which may result in a _V monitor alarm, even
though the crew calls up the _V residuals.*

If we can make the above assumptions_ the procedures become quite simple

and standard. Namely, whenever aborting on DPS, the crew will permit that
engine to operate at i%iii thrust until either a _Aided cutoff is acheived

or propellant depletion occurs. At that time, the crew will "proceed" to

the ])SKY display of AV residuals. If the _V remaining to be gained is

less than 30 fps, the I)PS will be manually staged and the crew will utilize
the RCS to achieve the desired insertion condition by hulling the AV residuals.

(It is probable that only the horizontal component need be trimmed if a
convenient attitude reference is available. The YDAI eight bail should

be good for this.) If the _V to be gained is in excess of 30 fps, the

crew will hit "Abort Stage," automatically jettisoning the DPS and lighting

off the APS to make up the _V deficiency. Again_ only the horizontalAV
residual need be trimmed.

It is to be noted that with the new_ high apogee we will be targeting for,
the RCS/APS switchover point is orbital by a substantial margin (apogee

in excess of 75 miles) and so there is no problem in the use of an RCS
burn whose duration is less than 30 seconds. It is also to be noted that

if the AV required of the APS is less than i00 fps, the burn duration will

be less than i0 seconds, which probably makes it unsafe to reignite the
APS. There is so much mystery with what is and what is not acceptable with

the APS we cannot really be sure about that. However, it does not matter
since there is no problem anticipated in performing the rest of the n_neuvers
with RCS.

One final comment - it has been proposed that the DPS be operated at half

thrust during aborts to prevent lofting when the APS is required to achieve
orbit. Two miles perigee and four miles apogee are the maximum effects.

Those do not significantly perturb the abort rendezvous and therefore the
decision was to maintain full thrust.

* This assumption must be verified by me with MIT.

PA:HWTindall, Jr. :js
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Memorandum
TO : See list attached DATE: November 25, 1968

68-PA-T-257A

_OM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: LMDPS low level light fixing

I think this will amuse you. It's something that came up the other

day during a Descent Abort Mission Techniques meeting.

As you know, there is a light on the LM dashboard that comes on when

there is about two minutes worth of propellant remaining in the DPS

tanks with the engine operating at quarter thrust. This is to give
the crew an indication of how much time they have left to perform the

landing or to abort out of there. It compliments the propellent gauges.
The present LM weight and descent trajectory is such that this light

will always come on prior to touchdown. This signal, it tarns out,
is connected to the master alarm - how about that: In other words,

just at the most critical time in the most critical operation of a

perfectly nominal lunar landing mission, the master alarm with all

its lights, bells, and whistles will go off. This sounds right lousy

to me. In fact, Pete Conrad tells me he labeled it completely unacceptable

four or five years ago, but he was probably just an Ensign at the time

and apparently no one paid any attention. If this is not fixed, I predict
the first words uttered by the first astronaut to land on the moon will be

"Gee whiz, that master alarm certainly startled me. "

As I understand it, cutting the wire to the master alarm eliminates the

low level sensor light too. If nothing else can be done, this should be

and we'll get along just using the propellent gauges without the light.
If possible, a better fix would be to cut the wire on both sides of

the master alarm and jumper the signal to the light only.

Incidentally, on the D mission the propellent levels will be low enough
when we get to the DPS rendezvous maneuvers - Phasing and Insertion - that

if this system is activated prior to ullage_ the master alarm ",,illlikely
go off. I guess it will be standard procedure to punch it off if that

happens. But, where this is just an annoyance on D, it is dangerous on G.

Howard W. Tindall, Jr.

PA :HWTindall, Jr. :js
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Memorandum
TO : See list attached DATE: November 25, 1968

68-PA-T-258A

FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: Descent Aborts - Part IIl

We have had a couple more Descent Aborts Mission _gchniques meetings

resulting in substantial progress which I would like to tell you about

in this memo, if you haven't already heard.

A basic ground rule we have established is that these abort procedures

go into effect at the time powered descent initiation (PDI) is attempted

(i.e., starting at the _ime of PDI TIG). The point is, if the descent
burn is not attempted at all another procedure is used (TBD). But once

descent is started and an abort is required, the crew will always go to

P70 or PTI, the DPS or APS abort programs.

As noted previously we have eliminated the special abort zone during the
first 50 seconds of powered descent which used to require special pro-

. cedures. A simple program change was made to LUMINARY to do this. In

order to cause the system to work in an acceptable way_ it is also neces-
sary to increase the insertion apogee alti_ide in the PGNCS targeting.

This is done by changing the value of an erasible memory constant in the

_aC. (Insertion apogee altitude is now i00 n.m.; it was 60.) A prefer-
able solution was considered for LUMINARY but must be delayed to LUMINARY

II due to schedule impact. It is to have the PGNCS compute the optimum

apogee insertion altitude in real time based on the phase angle between
the LMand the CSM at the time of the abort. It is possible to do this

such that the subsequent rendezvous sequence is a3most identical to the

nominal lunar landing mission rendezvous sequence - always providing a

one rev rendezvous with a differential altitude of 15 n.m. This program

change will likely be made in the AGS 3 too - perhaps even in time for the
F mission since it is relatively simple. Assumin_ we are able to fix the

PGNCS program for the lunar landing mission, it looks like we have a very

good_ straight forward, simple and standarized abort/rendezvous procedure.

One caution must be observed since the DPS abort program (PT0) commands
full thro_:tle immediately. Therefore, if the cr_¢ decides to abort on

the DPS i_mediately a_ter PDI they tin/stat least await engine stability

before hitting the Abort button. I should also point out t_t aborts

during the first 40 seconds of powered descent wi[Ll current_ _ result in

a spacecraft pitch maneuver which will cause the MCC-H to lo_;e all telemetry

until the crew can realig_ the hi-gain antenna or switch to ;he omnis.

A program change request for LUMINARY II has been submitted Lo fix th_s.

Buy U.S. £avin_s Bonds R_ularly on the Pay_l,! Savings Pla,
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Another area in which we have been working is the procedure following a

descent abort using the D_ engine immediately after the engine cutoff.

Like any other maneuver, the standard procedure is for the crew to call up
the AV residuals on the _3KY and check the horizonta!AV still required.
Then:

a. If the horizontal _V to be gained is less th&n 5 fps, which
should be the usual case for aborts prior to about 300 seconds into

powered descent, the crew will trim it with RCS without staging the DPS.

Out-of-plane and radial _V components will be left untrimmed and their

effects will be eliminated by the subsequent rendezvous maneuvers.

b. If the _V in the horizontal direction at the end of DPS burn

is more than 5 fps but less than 30 fps, we want to stage the D_ off

prior to burning into orbit with RCS since RCS plume impingement pre-

cludes dragging the DPS a_Dng. However, staging presents a problem

since the PGNCS digital auto pilot (DAP) will not be aware it has

happened. Since it would continue to assume the high inertia, unstaged

spacecraft, it would command excessive RCS firing for altitude control.

Like LMI, it would really hose out the RCS fuel. The easiest way around
this is to switch guidance control to "AGS" and attitude control to "AGS

attitude hold" and then manually translate into orbit with RCS based on

the PGNCS DSK-Y AV display. The procedure would be to manually stage

immediately after initiation of the RCS trim burn. Again, there is no

reason for trimming the out-of-plane and radial AV residuals.

c. If at DPS engine cutoff the Av residual in the horizontal

direction exceeds 30 fps_ the procedure is to simply hit "Abort Stage."
This will automatically separate the DI_S and utilize the APS to complete

the maneuver required to achieve the desired orbit. The AV required

depends on the abort time and can range from as little as 30 fps all

the way to a full Ascent duration burn. The 30 fps boundary was chosen

because attempts to use P71/AI_S for smaller Imgneuvers can result in very

large _V errors, in fact as much as 60 fps. Again, only the horizontal

in-plane component of _V need be trimmed after the main engine cutoff.

Of course, in case "a" noted above it will be necessary to separate
from the DI_ sometime. There was considerable discussion as to whether

a special ?ost-insertJon m&neuver should be made for this or if it was

preferable to await the first of the scheduled rendezvous buz _s - CSI.

We finall_ concluded Jhat the most straight forwa_d procedure was to

separate the DPS at CSI in order to avoid the need for more complicated

special procedures for this special situation. Separation at CSI

rather than immediately at insertion also provides the peripheral advantage
of an extra hour use of DPS consumables. But that is not our reason for

recommending this procedure. Of course; it will be necessary for the

crew to carry out certain DPS safing procedures. SpecificalLy, they
must vent the tanks just as they do after a nomir_l lmnar lauding. One



open item in regard to this is the determination of how propulsive this

venting is. If it turns out to be unacceptable we may be forced to provide
some special procedure to stage the DPS at insertion. FCD has the action

item of determining the magnitude of venting _V.

PA:HWTindalI, Jr. :js
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Memorandum
TO : See list attached DATE: July i, 1969

69-PA -T-101A

FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: Post-insertion alignment is lower priority than rendezvous

navigation

It has been agreed that it is more important for the LM to obtain

rendezvous navigation tracking data than to complete the platform

realignment after insertion into orbit if problems occur which pro-

long ito The point is, an accurate CSI maneuver is vital but it is

recognized that bad angle data does not substantially degrade that

solution. Thus, even though the lunar surface platform alignment

may not be red hot it should be adequate to support the rendezvous

navigation; if the crew experiences difficulty in realigning, they
should terminate that effort to insure they get an adequate amount

of rendezvous radar data. Specifically, they should complete or

terminate the P52 by 30 minutes before CSI. If they do fail to

complete the alignment, they should add one into their timeline

immediately after CSI and depend on the CSM for their plane change

targeting.

I would like to emphasize that this is a contingency procedure since

everyone anticipates that adequate time has been provided to do this

alignment.

Howard W. Tindall, Jr.

PA :HWT: js
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Memorandum  on o,
TO :See list attached DATE: June 24, 1969

69-PA-T-95A

FROM :PA/Chief, Apollo Data _iority Coordination

SUBJECT: Post Insertion CSM P52 is optional

Dick Gordon and Pete Collrad called the other day to ask how important

we feel the CSM platform alignment is just after LM insertion into

orbit. As I recall, this alignment is a carry-over from the time we

planned to do the CSM plane change just prior to lift-off rather than

just after landing as we currently plan to do. We didn't have pulse

torquing then either. Given these changes I don't really see why it

is needed anymore, particularly if we have been monitoring the IMU

for several days inflight and if necessary, have compensated it. As

a matter of fact, if it is not too late it might be reasonable to

consider dropping this CSM platform alignment from the G Flight Plan

too. The main advantage is that it would permit CSM to remain in an

attitude compatible with rendezvous radar tracking by the LMas soon

as they finish with their P52. Any comments anyone?

!
Howard W. Tindall, Jr.

PA:HWT:js
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- Memorandum
TO : See list below DATE: MAY ; 0 I._65

68-PA- T- IOOA

FROM : PA/Ohief_ Apollo Data Priority Coordination

:;UBJECT: No special visual reference will be provided for the final
tranearth ._=dcour_e correction maneuver

i. On May 7 we reviewed the need for an RTCC program chan{ie to -urovide

a s-oecial visual reference for the crew during the last transeo,r<<."
midcourse correction maneuver on a lunar raLss:kon. We concluded it -s

no-_ needed and that no new prograe_.ing or displays are required.

2. The final transearth midcourse correction maneuver hau t<e fc]Le,.,'-

ing characteristics. It is scheduled to occur two hound: [,efo<'<e_-:ry°

At that time; the spacecraft is located approximately on <_ : earth-

moon line about 20,000 miles from the earth. The maneuver , _,.;-e>tJ:_!iy
horizontal with respect to the earth - perpendicular to the earik-mc,on
lJne.

3. The primary subject, under consideration was the use of the _:azt!<or
the moon _s a visual reference. This Js partly a carry-ove_' i'rom ',zsJn,,

the horizon as a reference during the retrofire maneuver on e_:'th orb ltal

missions s'nce they are similiar maneuvers in a way - cork set-up ,-,Le

re,:ntry trajectory. Unfortunately located as they are wila resr,eet tc

a morizontal burn_ the earth and moon are 0oth located in the worst °
possible places for use as a burn attitude reference. Ac:'oraingly, ,.,.,c
concluded that our bes_,;course of action is to use standard burn atti<.ude

checks such as comparison with a properly aligned SCS and stars Jf they
are visable.

4. It should be pointed out that large orientation errors have relatveiy

little effect on this u.nique maneuver since components of delta V pe_'pe_d'-

cular to the one we are trying to achieve don't do anything. Th'u_ m-_:al_gm-

meat merely reduces the effective magnitude of the maneuver by the cosine

of the misalignment angle.

Howard W. Tindall, _r.

Ad,]rosseos ;

(S. e I st attached)

PA:iYWTJndnlI_ Jr.:js
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Memorandum
TO : listbelow,, DATE: dUN 3

68-PA-T-IIiA

FROM • PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: Transearth midcourse correction philosophy - a major operational
break through'

I. In t-c'vin_,_-o to establish mission techniques for the midcourse

correction maneuvers on the way back _'tSe moon_ we reached a poir..t

beyond which we COUIL_ not progress without first establishing some
sort of maneuver phtlosophy_ like:

a. Should the flCC's be carried out on a fixed or real time selected
scbedule ?

b. Which propulLsion system should be used?

c. Are these things dependent upon propellent available?

d. In fact, what should we be trying to accomplish with the MCC's?

Accordingly, on May ].7,Ron Berry, Aaron Cohen., Harry Byington, Jon
Harpold, Stan Mann_ Harold Granger, and I got together to see if we
cou?d find some logical way to handle these maneuvers, fince then I've

tal?<ed to others who agree with what we came out with. I?rsonally I
think it's just great and I hope you do too. I assume yo1'll let me
kno_ if it makes you unhappy.

2. In sunm_ary there are only two things to be accomplished through the
use of the transearth midcourse corrections (MCC). The fSrst and most

important is to guide the spacecraft into the entry corridor. The second

is to help to control the location of the landing point on the earth's

surface. We quickly concluded that the latter is unnecessary after the

first MCC. If we want the recovery force in the center of the reentry
footprint, move the ships there rather than making spacecraft maneuvers

to adjust location of the footprint. So, that leaves corridor control

as the only MCC objective. We feel that the best way to do this is to

_m_ke as m_y _s e_ght small RCS burns whenever their need becomes apparent.

I_ J_ our estim,te that they would occur no more often thaa every i0 or 12
hours, would be less than I fps each and would be made usiug the SCS
contr_l system. _hus, the total transearth MCC cost shoul_ not exceed

about 8 fps (aside from alignment and altitude requirement:) and we would

never use the SPS or the G&N on the way back except in son low probability

conti agency situation. Therefore, this procedure would regally provide a
#- minimum delta V return and would be consistent with a non-_N situation

@_Jj



which simplifies the decision logic an(] standardizes procedures. That is_
we would use the same techniques regardless of the status of the propul-

sion systems_ the G&N, and/or the amount of propellants remaining. How
could anyone ask for anything more than that!

3. The rest of this memo just gives the rationale and some interesting

comments for the record. If you're busy, you should stop here.

4. Landing Point Control

The first midcourse correction has always been scheduled at abou_

five or s_x hours after the Transearth injection (TEl) r_neuver wi_]ch is

near tae sphere-of-influence of the moon° This maneuver is pri_riiy

to correct whatever dispersions have occurred during _EI but will

unquestionably be primarily for landing point controi_ This is due to

the fact that the MSFN is able to determine the spacecraft trajectory

characteristics pretty well along the line-of-sight, but is relaa[vely

weak perpendicular to the line-of-sight at that point in the mission.

It is the line-of-sight components that have the greatest influence on

the transient time_ which in turn controls where the entry footprint is

located on the earth. Therefore_ it is anticipated that this _neuver
should do a pretty good job of setting up the entry footprint where we

want it over the recovery force. It is our opinion that after this time

the task of maintaining the d@sired relative location of the entry foot-

print with respect to the recovery ships should be handled by moving

the ships to wherever you want them in the footprint rather than

maneuvering the spacecraft to move the footprint. A single exception

to all this is the possible need for spacecraft maneuvers to insure

that the non-G&N recovery area is free of bad weather. This will be
discussed in more detail later.

5. Entry Corridor Control

As noted previously, we came to a very interesting and startling con-

clusion with regard to how we should control the trajectory to hit the

entry corridor. But_ in order to understand how you arrive at this con-

clusion it is important to first understand something of the character of

corridor control midcourse maneuvers. Control of the flight path angle

at the entry interface (i.e., corridor control) is achieved by almost

e_actly horizontal _mneuvers with respect to the earth. Very s_mll

_ineuvers in this direction have a very large effect. The following table
i)lustrates th_s point:

_fime of MCC Delta V

El - 2 hours 4 f_s

E1 - i5 hours 1.2 fps



Time of MCC (cont'd) Delta V

E1 - 2!0hours 1.0 fps

E1 - 2!5 hours .8 fps

E1 - 80 hours Teensy weensy

(The delta V listed is that required to change the o
flight path angle at the entry interface (El) 0.36 .

This is a typical value for "corridor widths" i.e._
the maximum acceptable dispersion _rom the center. )

6. You will notice that dispersions (even O.l fps) at TEl and MCCI
will certainly make corridor control _neuvers necessary. But, you

will also notice that even as late as 15 to '2_ hours out from the

earth am 0.8 fps error would only require a corrective _CC of i°2' fps

after a I0 hour propagation period_ and further out it is much less.

Therefore_ intuition says that a sequence of maneuvers t_rou_:hout the
transearth coast should be capable of maintaining continuous corridor

control at very little RCS cost - individually and collectively. Also_

it is evident that misa!ignment during these maneuvers can only hurt
to the extent the desired maneuver magnitude :is reduced - a cosine

effect. Very coarse orientation is good enough - even 30° error or

more is acceptable.. For example, suppose we want I fps and only _oet

3/4 fps. This should become apparent via _FN tracking over the next
i0 to 12 hours and can be corrected at a cost very little more than

the 1/4 fps error just incurred. It doesn't hurt very much to do the
wrong thing. Duration of the burn is not critical either for the same

reason making it reasonable to control delta V by time (a clock) rather

t_an with accelerometers. Therefore_ there is no need to bring the

G&N on lineo SCS :_s good enough. Rather than schedul_ing two maneuvers

(currently at two hours and 20 hours prior to entry) we tentatively

propose that as many as eight RCS burns be planned_ all of which should
be less than one foot a second to be scheduled at intervals of about 12

hours a_rt througi_out the transearth coast. Of course_ any one would

be omitted if its computed magnitude were so small that the "noise"

in the targeting obscures it. The advantages to be gained by this

techndque are:

a. It continuously maintains a trajectory intercepting the center

oJ_ the entry corridor which is advantageous from both a psychological
and co_nunication loss standpoint.

b. The procedure is the same as the one to be used in the case of
G&Jl failure.

c. The G&N need not be brought on line which simpl_ lies procedures

an l reduces consumable consumption.
f



d. The SPS engine need not be used simplifying the maneuver pro-

eedure_ and eliminating concern over whether or not it will restart and
perform properly.

e. The real time logic is very simple.

f. It is anticipated to be a minimum delta V technique or close to

it, which means that the procedures and logic will not depend on ti_e

propellent situation.

In addition to the analysis currently underway to learn more about this

technique, it is necessary to investigate the RCS cost associated with

SCS alignment, maneuver control_ etc. It is anticipated that with a
little study, techniques may be developed which couple this with o_her

activities such as spacecraft thermal control, which will minimize to_al
delta V requirements.

7. Something else came out of this discussion that hadn't occurred to

_ before dealing with the problem of bad weather avoidance in the

recovery area. All systems design and analysis have been based on

providing adequate L/D reentry maneuverability to assure good weather

at the landing point area without tae need for maneuvering on the way

back. As I understand it, that is where the thousand mile long foot-

print came from. However, it is also _cessary to make sure tha_ good

weather is available in the recovery area to which the spacecraft would

go in the event of a G&N failure. You recall, the entry mode for this

situation is to fly a constant range (1200 n.m.), constant "g" reentry.

It is evident that the lifting reentry cannot help us _ere. Hence, it
is not the prime area but rather it is this non-G&N ar_a which must be

]_.rotectedfor weather, if indeed either must be. Accordingly, it is

proposed that one or two days prior to entry, based on the weather

prediction for that area, it will be determined whether or not a mid-

course correction maneuver should be made for that purpose. It certainly
_mst be made if the weather is unacceptable and the G&N is busted; it

probably should be made even if it is still working. If the maneuver

_ere made 20 hours before entry, it should not exceed 170 fps. This

is the amount required to move the entry footprint 300 miles_ which is
Recovery's estimate of weather disturbance radius including prediction

uncertainties. Based on a trade-off of weather prediction uncertainties,

which deminish with time, versus maneuver magnitude_ wLich grows with
time, _t may be found cheaper to make the maneuver earlier than that.

T_e number g_ven is to give you a feel for the situation. If such an

S_S burn were r_de, it would have to be followed by corridor correction

msneuvers as described above_ perhaps carried out at a greater frequency.

f
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9. In surmmary_ the first midcourse correction is likely to be an SPS

l)urn corrlpensating for whatever dispersions occurred in TEl. After that,
all the rest of the midcourse corrections will be made solely for corridor

control consisting of many very small RCS burns using the SCS. The

"landing point footprint" would be accepted as is and the recovery force

would be moved to compensate for its dispersions. The only exception

would be to add a midcourse correction maneuver if necessary to provide

good weather in the non-G&N recovery area if that is a requirement.

_oward W. Tindall_ Jr. iv

Addressees:

(See list attached)

PA:HWTindalI, Jr.:is
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO : See list below DATE:dUN 1 8 1968

68-PA-T-126A

FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data !Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: Transearth midcourse _.neuvers are getting easier and cheaper
all the time

i. On June 6 we had a Transearth Midcourse Maneuver Mission Techniques

meeting at which we discussed implementation of the philosophy as

described in my June 3 _mo. The technique proposed, you recall,

involves Im_king a nu_er of small RCS burns using the SCS, solely for
the purpose of corridor control. I have discussed this with quite a

few people since then and everyone agrees that it is a good way to
go. One thing apparently was not clear in that last memo. I would

like to emphasize that _st of the maneuvers need not be made at

fixed times, but should be scheduled consistant with the other space-

craft/crew activity, na_ly the work/rest cycle, attitude control

for meeting spacecraft thermal constraints_ etc. That is, nothing
is lost by making the midcourse maneuvers at the most convenient time

based on other considerations - scheduled in real time if desired.

2. At this meeting we pinned down a few ground rules which I have
listed below:

a. The first and last MCC's will be scheduled at fixed times.

(i) The first MCC will be a fixed time from TEl (currently about

ten hours) and will be _ide only if location of the entry footprint is
unacceptable to Recovery and/or obvious corridor control is needed. It

probably won't be_ (oc_ paragraph No. 3)

(2) The last MCC is at a fixed time, specifically, two hours

before entry interface and will be made if it exceeds i fps. This is

also a corridor control r_neuver only and most likely will be required.

G&N will be aligned in preparation for entry.

b. All other MCC _neuvers shall be _tde for corridor control only

as their need becomes apparent consistant with other spacecraft/crew
activity°

c. if the G&N is in operation anyway, use it. Howe_er, if it is not,
use SCS, timed burns with two jet RCS. An exception is that any SPS

maneuver will be G&N controlled. Also, S!_ will have _V residual trimming.
Any G&N burn shall use the CMC External _V guidance mode.

7 "
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d. A:: a standard procedure for m_.intaining the best possible state

vector in the Civicth_'c'u&hthe MCC's performed with no IMU_ the Mission

ConbrolL Cen_er wi]_l s_n<, a postburn state vector to the spacecraft. The

preburn state vecl;or _,,illbc stored in CMC memory locations used for the
LM state -vector,

3. Regard:ing paragraph '2.ao(1)_ it is anticipated that Recovery require-

mc._i;scan be mgxle quLte. ..loose. For example _El dispersionsomay,_o, -_m°ve
bhe footprint from Jtr targeted location as much as p or LO (30u -

600 n.m.). However_ 1:his is well w_thi_ the ship's capability to move

dur:ing the transcart<t ccast. Therefore_ if land impact (of CM or SM).,

bad weather_ or exees_.i\,ereturn-to-base time do not result_ a CSM

imurJ(.,uw_r-willprobably .rjo_tbe requ ]red.. It apparently has not been
recognized generally that by taking advantage of Recovery's flexibility,
we should be able to eZJminate an SPS burn from a nominal transearth

phase. In other wordr_ ordinarily $_._iMCC's wilZ be for corridor control
only, ]ntere,sting_ don _t you thirJ_?

h Some other things affected by the new agproa_'n are:

a. The prime mode for "return-to-earth" targeting in the RTCC was

for landing< point corlt;rc:,l.The new way is really the "mininmm AV"

approach vh ch had plc,_;:iouslybeen treated as a low probability contingency

mode. As a result it w_s no_,;automated but requLred flight controllers

to _mlnuully iterate for the burns. Since this is now the prime mode

and w]!]. be exercised C:,ecluemtly during each flight; the formulation i',
be[n__ reworked to elim:inate the manual operations and make it truly

optlraum, T:_is ch_n{<e w"]_l have to be negotLated with Flight Software

peo]ple and I!_M_ I suI_ipe_eo

1 Coo _].h:analys_s ,,Thi_hh'.-_sbeen conducted for purposes of estald.i_;hinr:

A _£ bn(i#_et-,and probalo_lity of maneuvers shall have to be done d ffererltlv
for the same reasoz}, liltshould result in a reduced AV for both SIS and

RCS,

5. I bye. <tracheal to this raemo an agenda :for tme June 20 meeting which

a]se serve} to define some action items which we:re assigned. I hope

an(] e_<pect we can ice t} Js _,.holebusiness down wLthin the n{xt _ever_ !

_eward W. Tindal]._ 39. *

Enc.l.osurr_

A(hir .::;'._,r:

(F;_, iii_ I: '! /:ched)

,'_ PA : i'%,lTin_ al.Z, Jr. : j r;



LUNAR EN_Y AI_D TRANSEA_RTH M_IDCOU]KSECORRECTION (MCC)

I_£_SSIONTECI{NIQUES 14EETINC

fO

June 20 9:00 a.m. Room 30_)o, Buildin{._30

AGENDA

i. Establish MCC threshold valves governing whether to rake the maneuver
Y{OW or to wait.

(a) M]_B to pres(mt ]"%S_ uncertainties ss a _1_nction of time.

(b) GPB to present maneuver dispersions_

(c) MI°D to clefine computational uncertainties particularly associated

w:iLh smll RCS/SCS maneuvers.

(d) GPB to present RCS _V costs for activity associated w!th s_m'_ll

RCS/SCS r_mneuvers.

2. Establish preferred time to rake a non-@&N reentry landing point
control maneuver for weather avoidance if it is necessary.

(a) LP/] _o present weather prediction uncertainty as a function of'
time.

(O) MA}_ to present /_V cost to make these maneuvers as a function
of b:ime.

3. FDI% Js to eot_bl_,_h SCS alignment technique consistant with si_mll

transearth MCC requ:[rements (i.e._ crude is good enough if it saw, s
anly t hin_,; ).

4. MAIB riopresent est:imute of RCS _V cost using the multi SCS trans_artm

MCC philosophy currently planned_ assuming corridor control only.

5. Establish logic defining need for an MCC (soon after TEl) to conoro_
location of the landing footprint.

(a LRD to define acceptable displacement of the footprint from lomhm!.

(b MPD to p:_'esentanticipated _E! uncertainties due to MBFN accuracy
which influea_e ]ocation of the footprint.

(c MI_[{to define AV required at MCCL to move -the f _otprint.

6. ]_stabli,,_hpre:['erred time for the first MCC based on I<St'_N tracking.

requirements, Colossus limitations, cre}_ work/rest timeline_ etc.

7. Re wiew Mission Techniques Flow d_agrams & rationale.
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UNITED STATES GOVEKNMENT

- Memorandumq NASA Manned Spacecraft Center

TO : See list attached DATE: July 17, 3.9_)(_

69-PA-T-II_'\

FROM : PA/Chief_ Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: Gyro calibration and accelerometer bias update and redline values

Chuck Wasson wrote a memo, dated June 27, 1969, to Gene Kranz and me
defining in detail the Guidance and Control Division's (G&CD's) position

on "in-flight gyro calibration and accelero_ter bias update and redline
values." In it he pointed out that both the Mission Rules and the Mission

Techniques Documents should be brought into agreement with his recommenda-
tions. Actually this subject has been discussed endlessly in the Mission

Techniques meetings and elsewhere and so there were no surprises in the

values and techniques proposed. However_ his memo does again draw our
attention to the minor differences in official documentation and reminds

us that that is a sloppy way to do business. I talked it over with

Cliff Charlesworth (FCD) and Mal Johnston (_[T) and we all concurred

that the numbers Chuck Wasson proposes are as good as any and we have

taken steps to comply with his recommendation. Namely, future issues
of Mission Rules and Mission Techniques Documents will conform with the

G&CD's recommendations as listed in the referenced memo.

/"

Howard W. _indall, Jr.

PA:HWT: js

_ Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT _k_

Memorandum
TO " See list attached DATE: May i, 1969

69-PA-T-67A

FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: Descent Aborts and subsequent Rendezvous Mission Techniques

On April 28, 1969 we :reviewed the Descent Aborts and subsequent
Rendezvous Mission Techniques with the crew and the rest of the

world. I think most of this is quite complete and agreeable to

everyone concerned_ with one major exception. I was shocked and
ashamed to find that I had badly misunderstood the situation regard-

ing the CSM rescue techniques and, although there were plenty of

ideas, the detailed techniques were not at all firm at that time.

Subsequently_ (April 30) a much smaller group of us beat that into
the ground too. Therefore_ this memo is to document my understanding

of the agreements we reached at both of these sessions, l'm sorry

it's so long- just a big subject, I guess.

I. Abort after separation if there is to be no I)01

During our meeting we inadvertently got into a lengthy dis-

cussion on conditions governing whether or not DOI should be attempted

on the first or second opportunity. That_ of course_ is important

but was not our real purpose at this meeting. We did finally con-

clude that in the event no attempt is made at DOI_ the LM should use

the brute force, immediate return technique for getting back to the

CSM. The point is the separation velocity setting up the equal period
mini-ball orbit is so small that automatic closure is by no means

certain. Accordingly, when it is decided to abort, the crew should

take positive action to establish a fairly substantial closing rate.

The present recommendation is that they should set up a closing rate
which in feet per second is equal to eight times the current range

expressed in nautical miles. This is the same procedure that should
be used for fouled up DOI maneuvers. It is useable until about ten
minutes after I)O1.

Some of the crew present expressed a concern that the factor

"eight" seems excessive under certain circumstances and requested that

somebody make sure it is really the best value. I guess this is your

job_Fir. Lineberry, if' you can find time between now and July to handle

it. I think we shouIA all realize_ however, that simplicity in procedures

may prohibit using the value that is optimum under all circumstances.

• _ Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
5010-106



2. Abort if no attempt is to be mde to initiate powered descent

At one time it was considered impractical to go an extra rev

and attempt PDI two hours late, primarily due to fear of an unacceptable
rendezvous/abort situation. This has proven to be unfounded. The

same rendezvous abort procedures work after an extra rev_ although there
is an extra cost of about 70 fps for insertion from descent aborts. The

extra insertion velocity does make APS propellant depletion more likely
for late aborts, but the RCS can be used to make up the difference.

Time required to complete a CSM rescue can be increased up to 12 hours

and at a cost of 800 fps. This is used to put the CSM in a dwell

orbit. But, this is only necessary if the LM experiences many failures

and does not seem sufficient justification to scrub the landing attempt.
Eight LGC descent abort coefficients for P70/P71 and one for the AGS

must be updated in real time. (Incidentally, the current plan is to
update these in real time on the nominal mission to account for dis-

persions in the CSM orbit.) A platform alignment should be performed

by the LM prior to the second PDI attempt. The major open item is
for the Flight Dynamics people to establish what Pad and co_nand

messages must be sent to the spacecraft and when. (There is also some
question of accuracy of the revised descent targeting.) The primary

concern deals with time available to do this. Incidentally, these

same techniques ma___yalso be useable for a DOI maneuver delayed one rev.

3. PDI Abort

A PDI abort is only used if it is known that PDI will not be

attempted or possibly_ if the DPS engine does not ignite. Considerable

thought was given to using an onboard capability for targeting this

maneuver. Specifically_ the technique was for the crew to initiate

the powered descent programs follow!ng the nominal timeline through

engine ignition and then hitting either the Abort or Abort Stage

button to utilize the DI°S or AIDS Descent Abort programs which auto-

matically target the abort maneuver. It was finally concluded, however,
that this technique by itself was not really adequate because spacecraft

systems problems could occur at PDI time which would make it highly

desirable not to have to commit instantaneously either to aborting, nor

to going around another rev. That is, it seemed almost mandatory to
provide an abort opportunity a short time after PDI to provide a little

time to think over the situation and decide what to do - go around and

try PDI again, or to abort now. Since the delayed abort opportunity

was considered a requirement for this purpose, the question boiled

down to whether the crew and everyone else should learn and be prepared
to use the instantaneous PDI abort technique as well. Since there are

some problems not yet worked out with it and special procedures are

required, we concluded that it was best to drop use of the onboard
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technique and to provide a ground targeted abort opportunity at PDI plus

I0 minutes. This abort would utilize the standard pre-thrust and thrust

programs (that is, P30 and P40 or P42) and PDI Abort Pad message voiced
to the crew before DOI. Since this maneuver assun_s nominal conditions

coming into PDI, the targeting for this burn is essentially known today.

Accordingly, Ed Lineberry is to supply the AVg values to FCSD to be
included in the crew's checklist. Simulations and experience may eventu-

ally prove that the Pa_Imessage need not be sent.

Incidentally, if DPS ignition does not oceur at PDI there is no
need for the crew to remove ullage since it is so small.

4. Aborts from Powered Descent

It has been established that a trim maneuver (we've been calling

it the "tweak") is necessary after LM insertion into orbit in order to

compensate for known errors in the LGC abort target coefficients and

measured dispersions in the insertion conditions. Tweak targeting will

be carried out by the _C (not onboard) based on the best available data
source for cutoff state vector - ordinarily the LM PGNCS - and will be

relayed to the crew within i} minutes after main engine cutoff. The
tweak burn is nominally horizontal but spacecraft attitude can be sub-

stantially in error with negligible results.

I think everyone agreed to the necessity of the tweak burn but
there was considerable discussion on how the post-insertion situation

should be handled. We finally recognized that the thing that most con-

fused the issue was the DPS. For example, plume impingement precludes

making large burns while docked_ making jettison procedures necessary

under certain AV circumstances. Systems problems might make it manda-

tory that the DPS not be jettisoned, meaning that procedures were needed

for both cases - staged and unstaged and so forth. There appeared to be

minimal problems associated with the situation if the LM had to stage
the DPS in order to achieve orbit. This led us to the final resolution,

namely:

a. If the LM achieves orblt using the DZ_ and the V_^ s less

the CSM will make the tweak maneuver at DPS cutoff plus 12than 30 fps,
minutes. This maneuver will be under GNCS control using the SPS or RCS,

whichever is called for. In this case, the LM can carry the DPS as far

as docking with the CSM if that is considered desirable or it may be

jettisoned at any conw_nient time_ provided the act of jettison is carried
out without any perturbation to the trajectory. If the DPS is carried along,

it may be used for so_ of the rendezvous nmneuvers.

f •



b. If the LM insertion into orbit is on the APS, the LM makes

the tweak burn as soon as possible, probably within two minutes after

engine cutoff using the RCS and the "average G" program (P47).

c. The significance of "Vgo less than 30 fps" mentioned above
is that if the DPS cutoff occurs with more than 30 fps left to be

gained, the crew is supposed to Abort Stage and finish the maneuver

on the APS. This is a rule we have agreed to for a long time.

d. The LM does not trim any _V residuals after main engine

cutoff for any descant abort unless the MCC fails to advise the crew

within 30 seconds after cutoff that the MCC targeting will be available.

The point here is that if the MCC has lost communication, which includes

even the high-bit rate telemetry needed for targeting, the course of

action is for the crew to trim the residuals as soon as possible. On

the other hand_ it is advantageous to wait if they are going to make
the MCC targeted tweak burn. They should know within 30 seconds after
cutoff which of these situations exist.

e. The voice message from MCC consists of only two parameters -

TIG and AV x.

f. Just as in a nominal mission, the MCC will always update the
LM state vector in the CMC based on LM telemetry data regardless of which

vehicle makes the tweak burn. However, if the CSM is the active vehicle,

the LM crew must update the CSM state vector in the LGC using the target

_V program, I_6.

5. Late Aborts from Powered Descent

Aborts during the first i0 minutes of powered descent utilize

variable insertion velocity targeting in the LM guidance computers -

both PGNCS and AGS. The subsequent rendezvous sequence is essentially

the same as a nominal rendezvous. As a result, standard CSM mirror
image targeting can be used to backup the LM and no special procedures

are required aside from the tweak burn noted above. However_ after

approximately ten minutes into powered descent the variable insertion

targeting would result in an apogee less than 30 n.mi., which we consider

too low. Therefore, aborts after that time are targeted for a standard
Low orbit - 9 by 30 n.mi. and the rendezvous situation begins to degrade.

That is either the terminal phase lighting conditions or the coelliptic

differential altitude becomes undesirable. It is recognized that for

aborts occurring during an additional 40 seconds into descent the standard

rendezvous sequence can be continued since we consider the resultant

increase in differential altitude up to 20 n.mi. acceptable. After that

point, something else must be done. The s_nething else is as follows -

:in order to maintain no--_.nallighting and _LH; an extra rev is required.
[_wo extra maneuvers are required in the subsequent rendezvous _equence

costing a total extra iv of as much as 80 fps. (This extra _V cost
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diminishes to zero as the abort is delayed.) The first extra maneuver,

called "Phasing," occurs about 50 minutes* after insertion and is tar-

geted by MCC to establish the nominal _H and TPI time. The Phasing
maneuver is horizontal; its _V is a function of abort time. It will

be transmitted by voice using the standard Exter_l _V Pad format. CSI I
is the other extra maneuver and occurs 180 ° after Phasing. It is tar-

geted onboard using an MCC supplied TIG. Following these two extra

maneuvers, the spacecraft goes through the standard CSI/CDH/TPI sequence.

All of these maneuvers are, of course, computed onboard.

The CSM performs standard mirror image targeting as usual with one

exception. Since the Phasing burn could be excessively retrograde, the
CSM backup of Phasing must be limited to about 50 fps. If this occurs

and the CSM must execute it, the crew must use some special P32 pro-

cedures for CSII to compensate for the inadequate Phasing adjustments.

(The complete procedures are •being documented thoroughly by MPAD and
FCSD.

That's long and maybe confusing. In summary, let me point out

the key things. Our problem - the one that took a day to resolve - was

to figure out some way to work with both spacecraft so that:

a. The rendezvous situation would be completely acceptable -

particularly the lighting and adequate tracking time and

b. That at any point, either spacecraft could take over the
active role as the situation dictates and

c. That the technique be relatively simple - especially not

loaded with special procedures that differ from nominal.

The solution satisfies these things very well much to the credit of

Jerry Bell_ Ed Lineberry, H. David Reed, Milt Contella, and probably
some others.

The tasks to clean this up are:

a. OMAB - Pin down the precise timeline, _V's and TIGSg
lighting, ranges, rates and angles - that is the reference trajectory
for a few key descent aborts.

b. MPB - Establish the rendezvous navigation tracking schedule

and all that goes with it.

* Phasing shall actually occur at a fixed GET corresponding to the

CSI time for an abort occurring at 10 minutes into powered descent.

This GET time will be on a pre-DOl _id.

f-
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c. FCSD - Prepare the detailed crew procedures - particularly

CSM - and identify which specific parts should be given highest simula-

tion priority if the crew can give an__yattention to them preflight.

d. _ OMAB - Compute the rendezvous maneuver biases which must

be applied to one spacecraft solution for use by the other for the
various abort modes.

6. Aborts After Touchdown

Current planning includes two "preferred" times for aborts
after touchdown. "Preferred" is misleading in that for the first

stay/no-stay period, it is preferable to Abort Stage as soon as its
need is recognized and then to carry out the rendezvous sequence

precisely as described above in Section 5.

Since it is considered undesirable to remain in the insertion

orbit through perigee, it was decided to establish a minimum Phasing
burn of I0 fps which will always be executed by the LM to raise perigee.

This, of course_ changes the stay/no-stay decision time about 30 seconds
earlier and the second preferred abort time one minute earlier since
it reduces the catch-up rate in the parking orbit.

7. Here are some odds and ends of interest to me:

a. All rendezvous navigation, both nominal and following

aborts in both spaeecraft_ will be operated to update the LM state

vector regardless of which vehicle is active. This is done because
the CSM state vector is known better inertially than the LM.

b. It is important to recognize that after a descent abort

there is a very good chance the LM will have a substantial DPS and/or

APS capability remaining - particularly the latter. Some of these
rendezvous maneuvers can be very large - up to 120 fps. The MCC mast

be prepared to assess and assist the crew in choosing which engine
should be used to avoid all the many constraints the LM has regarding

plume impingement and APS restarts. Also_ regarding PGNCS minimum

burn accuracy and how to use the interconnect, etc.

8. That's it_

C _

Howard W. Tindall, Jr.

PA:HWTindalI, Jr.:js
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69-PA-T-70A

FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data I_iority Coordination

SUBJECT: Descent Monitoring Mission Techniques - a status report

I think we are beginning to see the light at the end of the Descent

Monitoring Mission Techniques tunnel. At the April 24 meeting on

that subject we thoroughly discussed the integration of the onboard

techniques with the activity at the MCC during powered descent and I

feel the resultant is ss reasonable and complete as possible, con-
sistent with practical operational constraints.

One thing we have finally been able to get under control was this

squirmy idea that there is some way for the crew to compare the

output of the AGS and }DNCS onboard the spacecraft with the objective

of making abort and/or switchover decisions. Obviously there is no

question that a massive system failure will be obvious to them and

their course of action will be clear. Obvious too, is the fact that
• the crew will be monitoring both of these systems as well as many

other data sources throughout powered descent. But_ now known to

everyone, is the fact that there is no way for the crew to compare
AGS and PGNCS such that they are able to detect which system is mal-

functioning, if that malfunction is of a slow drift degradation type,
at least not with the assurance necessary to take any action. There-

fore, just as in the case of ascent, not only is the MCC prime for

carrying out the task of slow drift malfunction monitoring, but we

now recognize that MCC is the only place this can be done. That, my

friends, is a fantastic event - the death of a myth we have been
haunted by for two years. Don't get the idea l'm happy with the situa-

tion. What I am pleased about is that everyone now agrees it is the
situation.

There is another thing about powered descent crew procedures that has

really bugged me. Maybe l'm an "Aunt Emma" - certainly some smart

people laugh at this concern, but I just feel that the crew should not
be diddling with the DSKY during powered descent unless it is absolutely

essential. They'll never hit the wrong button, of course, but if they

do, the results can be rather lousy. Therefore, I have been carrying

on a campaign aimed at finding some way to avoid the necessity of the

crew keying up the on-call displays. This campaign has not been alto-

gether successful. I guess partly beeause not everyone shares my concern.

s_ Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



Although, I started out by saying the end is in sight_ we still have quite
a batch of unresolved issues which I would like to list here so that

everyone can continue to think about them.

a. Thsre is still a wide open question concerning what is considered

our real time minimum landing radar data requirement in order that descent

can be continued. There are many of us who feel that failure to obtain

a certain amount of good landing radar data by some point in the powered

descent is sufficient justification to abort - for examp!e_ landing

radar altitude updating by 13,000 feet has been suggested as a require-

ment. The crew apparently feels that this constraint is not real and

that their observations - visual, I suppose .-are an adequate substitute.

Just how we are able to integrate in these real time crew observations

to overcome the landing radar deficiency has not been established ye_

and I am not sure who, if anyone, is working on it.

b. Although_ a month or so ago_ the decis:_on was made that the

crew is to manually backup the automatic switching of the landing radar

antenna position during a nominal descent, there is still substantial

concern that this is not the right thing to do. For example, the LM
systems people point out that the switch the crew uses to do this must

be cycled from "auto" through the old landing radar position to get

to the new landing radar position and a switch failure could override
a perfectly operating automatic signal and send the antenna scurrying

back to the position it just came from.

c. I am still not content with the AGS altitude update techniques.

That is, how many times and when during powered descent should this be
done?

d. There is some point in powered descent after which it should

be possible to continue the landing with an inoperative gimbal drive

actuator. Procedures for handling this situation in real time remain
to be established.

_oward W. Tindall, Jr. {_ o

_ :_Tindall, Jr.:js
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TO : See list attached DATE: April 15, 1969

69-PA-T-61A

FROM : PA/Chief_ Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: Let's drop one of the lunar surface RR tests

During our review of the G Mission Lunar Surface Mission Techniques

Document on April lO_ we came to a conclusion which may interest you.

It deals with the need, or really lack of need, for the crew to do

some things that are in the current flight plan. Specifically, in

the crew LM timeline, we have included _o periods of LMrendezvous
radar tracking of the conm_nd module - the first is two hours after

landing and the second is two hours before lift-off. Neither of

these periods are really needed although it may be interesting to

try it once° On the other hand_ it does require crew activity, uses

electrical power, wears out the radar, and so forth and may even

place a constraint on command module attitude dnring his sextant

tracking of the LM. It was our conclusion that at least one of these

periods of tracking should be eliminated and we are recommending that
it be the first. The reason for deleting the first is that it

interferes with the crew countdown demonstration (CDDT) for ascent,

which is synchronized with the first CSM passage over the LM. If

the crew were to perform rendezvous radar tracking, the CDDT would

have to be terminated about 15 minutes before "lift-off." By elimina-

ting the rendezvous radar test, the CDDT can ar_ should be run until
about TIG minus one minute.

Although we are not proposing to delete it yet, it should be noted
that the CDDT itseli' is of marginal importance and if it interferes

with other more important activity, it could also be eliminated. It

is not a precise countdown, anyway, since obviously the crew must not

fire pyros, bring the APS batteries on line, pressurize tanksj and so

forth, unless they really intend to lift-off. This CDDT should cer-
tainly be eliminated from lunar landing missions after the first.

As noted in a previous memo, the command module sextant tracking of
the LM is not mandatory either, although the flight controllers will

use the data if they get it to reinforce confidence in their other

data sources. And, of course, the post-flight people will undoubtedly

find it interesting. Here again_ though_ it _ty be worthwhile to con-

sider omitting one of the two sextant tracking periods. We are not

proposing this yet either.

Howard W. Tindall, Jr.

PA :HWTindall_ Jr. :js

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds R_ularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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Memorandum
TO : See list attached DATE: November 4, 1966

68-PA-T-241A

FROM : PA/Chief_ Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: When is the rendezvous radar designate routine (R29) needed?

George Cherry (MIT) asked if it is possible to drop the rendezvous

radar designate routine (R29) out of the descent abort programs (P70

and PT_). He gave me the impression that to do so now would signifi-

cantly reduce their work and permit concentration in testing in more

profitable areas. I don't know when the next Software Board m_eeting

is - soon I hope. Perhaps this would be a suitable subject to bring

up at that time.

Howard W. Tindall, Jr.

PA:HWTindall, Jr.:js

Bug' U.g. oeavings Bonds Reg_lar/y on the Payroll Savings Plan
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• 68-PA-T_3A

FROM : PA/Chief_ Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJEGT: Lunar rendezvous abort smm_ary

i. A great deal of work has gone on over the years on the subject of lunar

abort rendezvous_ spearheaded by Morris Jenkins, Ed Lineberry, Buzz Aldrin
and others. The results of some of this work have already been documented

and more detailed reports are in the works. The primary reason I'm writing

this note is to give _ou a layman's summary of the situation as I understand

it. Basically, it is _ot as complicated a subject as you may have been led

to believe. Also, I want to make you aware that current planning involves

substantial use of the cormmand module, more than you may have thought, since

that's a rather important thing. And, finally, I'd like to point out several

places where inflight abort preparations influence the nominal operations.

2. First of all, l'd like to emphasize one simple, very significant feature
of tl.ese operations. All lunar rendezvous---nominal, contingency, abort---

are essentially the same operation. The only two things that influence how

it w_ll be performed sre:

(a) The phasing situation at the start; that is, which vehicle is ahead

of the other and how fsrj and

(b) which spacecraft is to do the various maneuvers.

Perhaps they are so obvious and simple that they're not worth pointing out

but it turns out everything we do is based on them. It is to be emphasized

that current plans do not include exotic, special maneuver sequences, space-

craft or ground computer programs, operational techniques, etc. In fact,
all Lunar rendezvous ....from (a) Hoh_nn descent following D01, (b) powered

descent and hover, (c) lunar surface, both nominal and abort, and (d) CSM
rescue---are carried out using the standard four maneuver, rendezvous

i sequence---CSI/CDH/TPI/TPF. (For those who don't recall what that means,

see footnote.) The variables to bring about rendezvous are the timing and

magnitude of those four maneuvers, constrained to occur within a limited

1
Coelliptic Sequence Initiation (CSI) is a maneuver which establishes the

proper phasing and differential altitude conditions at the Constant Differential

Altit._de (CDH) maneuver point where the orbits are made ccelliptie. Terminal

Phase Initiation ('I_I) establishes an intercepting trajectory of one spacecraft

with the other, and the Terminal Phase Final (TPF) braking maneuver stops them

from impacting each other.



number of revolutions (primarily due to LM systems constraints) and differ-

ential altitude constrained to be between I0 and 25 miles. Unfortunately,
the final approach often ends up being above instead of below as we woL_id

prefer. This sequence is sometimes preceded by a CSM Hohmann transfer to
a low orbit but only if the CSM is behind the LM at the time of abort and

must assist in the rendezvous. Accordingly, standard maneuver logic is all

that is needed in the R_DCC/MCC and spacecraft computer programs.

3. Let's first discuss the situation after the LM has executed the Descent

!.Orbit Insertion (D01) _mneuver and an abort is required. (Nominally the CSM

is in a 60 ram circular orbit and the LM is in an 8.5/60 nm orbit.)

(a) During this mission phase and even,to a point 30 minutes past

nominal powered descent initiation (I_DI), the LM can perform the rendezvous
without CSM assistance within _- revolutions. Since the LM quickly moves

ahead of the CSM during this mission phase, it must transfer to a higher

orbit than the CtM to get back. Accordingly, a LM active rendezvous will

always be from above the CSM. Since the TPI times are solely dependent

upon the CSM orbit to give optimum lighting conditions, it is possible and
should be a standard procedure prior to DOI to re!ay to the LM crew these

values for a 1 and 2 revolution rendezvous so that they are readily available

for onboard targeting of the maneuver sequence, if needed. CSI is the LM's
abort maneuver and it will always be posigrade and horizontal to raise the
LM's orbit above the CSM's.

(b) If the LM is passive, the CSM must catch _) by dropping to a lower

orbit than the LM. Ed Lineberry!s people have chosen a 20 rga circular orbit

into which the CSM dro_ by making 2 canned Hohmann transfer burns of about

60 fps each. The first is executed one-half revolution after DOI and the

second one-half revolution after that. (Incidental]@, the rendezvous people

are convinced that this CSM orbit and maneuver execution time is as good or

better than any other, regardless of the time an abort situation is

recognized in this mission phase.) The CSM then carries out the standard

CSI/CDH/TPI rendezvous sequence finally arriving about 9¼ hours after DOI.
One somewhat significant feature about all CSM active LM rescues is that

since the LM has a perigee of only 8 or lO miles_ it is impossible to perform_

a coelliptie rendezvous from below. We can't fly the CSM lower than that in
a coelliptie orbit. So all CSM active rendezvous are from above. In this

particu]mr abort case_ it is necessary for the! CSM to stay in the 20 run

catchup orbit long enough to actually pass the LM and set up proper phasing

for a final approach from above. Accordingly, whenever possible the L\i

should at least do the braking---not only to save CSM RCS fuel but because

of its more favorable approach conditions visually.

(c) If the LM's Descent Propulsion System (DPS) doesn't work when the

abort is initiated_ or abort is due to DIXS failure to start at PDI, it is

our proposal to make the CSM active as outlined in (b) in order to avoid
staging the Dims with all its nice consumables. This would keep the whole

process non-time critical. Of course, the LM should stage and become active

at TPI or braking once everything is under control and rendezvous is assured.
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Total CSM delta V required to do this does not exceed about 180 fps in the

worst phasing case (all SPS, except ullage). This introduces an important
concept. The nominal CSM timeline during LM descent should include targeting
and preparing for the Hoffmann transfer maneuver so it can do it if it needs

to. It would countdown to go a little more than one hour after DOI.

4. Now let's discuss aborts from early Powered Descent (PD). During about

the first 8 minutes of PD, or until about hi-gate, almost the same procedures

would be followed as above, since the phasing at abort is the same---LM in

front of the CSM. However, there are two significant differences:

(a) The LM using just the DPS is only able to achieve orbit for the

first 5 minutes of PD. After that the LM must stage and use some APS fuel.

(b) The LM abort insertion orbit is currently targeted for only 10/30 nm

whereas the post-DOl orbit is about 8.5/60 run. This means the CSM cannot get

into a smaller (shorter period) orbit to do a rescue. That is, if the CSM
circularizes at 20 nm it will have the same period as the LM and will not

catch up. This prompts a current program change request for the LM program

(Luminary)_ namely, to change early abort targeting in the DPS abort (P-70)
and APS Abort (P-71) programs to insert into a 10/60 nm orbit to permit CSM

rescue if necessary. Without this we don't have a CSM rescue capability
for this situation.

(c) If the LM does not have to stage to reach •the 10/60 nm orbit, _e

again propose the CSM perform the rendezvous just as described in paragraph

3 in order to saveLM consumables. Of course_ if the LM must stage due to

DPS failure or late abort (after 5 minutes into PD), it might as well go

ahead and do the rendezvous_ i.e., active LM and passive CSM.

5. During the rest of PD (approximately after hi-gate) through ho_er and

even for the first few minutes on the lunar surface, the phasing has changed

such that if the LM aborts it will be trailing the CSM when it gets into

orbit again. That is_ during PD the CSM overtakes the LM and proceeds ahead

of it such that roughly after hi-gate, the LM should insert into the standard

10/30 orbit and, using the standard maneuver sequence, will rendezvous from
below the CSM. CSI will occur 30 minutes after insertion just like a nominal

rendezvous. Conversely_ if after insertion (using the APS, of course), a

CSM rescue of the LM is required, the phasing is right for the CSM to perform

the standard maneuver sequence---essentially "mirror image" of the LM

maneuvers---to reach the LM from above. In either ease_ the rendezvous can
be accomplished within two revolutions.

6. Note then, that during the LM's Hohnmnn descent after DOI, the CSM tra_is

the _ by an increasing amount making the phasing situation progressively

worse. This trend reverses during PD until at some instanb shortly after

hi-gate the phasing is perfectly nominal (when the LM achieves orbit follow-

ing an abort). After that, the phasing degrades again but this time with

the CSM leading the LM, such that the rendezvous by the LM is as we prefer---

from below. The only thing is that the later we abort the longer it takes.
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One thing is evident from this. From an abort trajectory standpoint there

is a "preferred" period to abort. Therefore_ if possible_ we should attempt

to select the "Go/No Go for landing" time in_D within this period. Of course,

many other considerations are involved in this choice_ too.

7. Finally_ I'd like to discuss aborts from the lu_mr surface. Much has

been said about "anytime [Lift off" and a great deal of work has gone and

is going into it. Personally_ I feel it's time we knocked that off_ and I'll

explain why and what we should do instead. But_ first I'd like to point out

a remarkable similarity of the LM's lunar surface situation to any of our

manned earth orbital missions. On the latter_ immediately after insertion

into earth orbitj critical parameters are checked and a Go/No Go for one

revolution is given. And the spacecraft either aborts or goes one revolution.

After that GO/No Go's for more interger revolutions are given at lo_ical

times ....Go for six, Go for 16_ etc. Reentry at these times is seriously

prepared for and that's where the effort goes. Of course; some consideration

is given to coming down in between these planned recovery areas due to

critical systems failures but not much. It can be done but "anytime reentry"
would be BAD NEWS_ We have the same Situation with the LM on the lunar

surface. Immediately after the ]]l°Sis shut off after landing; the spacecraft

should be maintained in the same state as during hover for about three more

minutes. That is_ the guidance system remains in the same program as used

during terminal descent and everything remains prepared to "abort stage."

During this three minutes (or whatever) the crew and the ground make a rapid

check of all critical systems and spacecraft state (such as tilt_ etc.).

Then a "Go/No GO for two hours lunar stay" is given. If it's No Go---

"abort stage" into orbit and follow the standard rendezvous procedures noted

above. If it's a Go for 2 hours lunar stay ....stay and start preparing to

lift off' in 2 hours, if necessary. This includes platform alignments_

guidance system targeting, etc._ and all the rest of it. From here on is

a series of Go/No Go's for more integer revolutions (CSM's) on some logical

basis and serious preparations (targeting_ etc.) should be carried out for

them. That's where _he effort should go. That is_ if things go bad, launch
when the CSM comes over a_in with nominal phasing. Special provisions

should not be made to support a true "anytime launch" capability. That's

]3AD NEWS, too_ Of course, MCC/RTCC programs and displays are available

to handle the situation if it were to occur, but on a low probability

contingency basis. Under some phasing situations_ propellant requirement

and spacecraft failures _ etc._ rendezvous would not result.

8. ;urthermore_ just like for reentry_ I propose discrete lift off times.

for the nominal LM lift off. The countdown should include adequate time,

built-in holdsj etc._ to insure being ready to go on time ....once per CSM

revolution. If that opportunity is missed wait two hours and get the

problem that delayed lift off straightened out. What I'm saying is---all

planning, procedures, ground rules, training and simulations_ etc., should

be oriented to those "probable" lift off times (i.e., 3 minutes after TD

and on-time once per CSM revolution , just like we do for earth orbital
reentry.



9. Well---that was a lot of reading. I hope it helped straighten out for

you what lunar rendezvous aborts are all about. If you still don't under-

stand it's not because it's complicated, but rather because I didn't

explain it well enough. So give me a call. Or the people who are really

doing the work.

Addresseesl

(See attached list)
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Memorandum "
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File No. 68-FM13-445

FROM : FM/Chief_ Mission Plsxming and Analysis Division

SUBJECT: Data requirements during rendezvous sequence

The purpose of this memorandum is to establish a requirement for high

bit rate (HBR) telemetry data during the mission "C" rendezvous sequence.

In a recent postflight analysis meeting between GCD and MPAD, it was

discovered that, based on the current flight plan, the onboard recor-

der was to be on a low bit rate (LBR) for the final phase of the ren-

dezvous (from TPI through TPF). Since the final phase will take place

largely out of sight of ground tracking stations, if only LBR recorded

telemetry data is recovered, a thorough analysis of the rendezvous

systems, ground as well as onboard, will be impossible.

The standard used to evaluate performance of both the RTCC and the

G&N system is the Best Estimate Trajectory (BET). The BET is gener-

ated postflight from a best fit of all available tracking data, aug-
mented during maneuvers by velocity time histories recorded by the

C&N system. When a n_nuber of maneuvers will be made between stations,

as in the rendezvous sequence, the C&N data will be mandatory for

valid trajectory rec_Istruction. In the I2R record mode, the time

history of G&N velocity cannot be recovered from the data.

Therefore, it is requested that DT0 20.13 be changed to make HBR

recorded telemetry data mandatory for the terminal phase of the ren-

dezvous, and that the crew procedures and flight plan reflect this

change. As a minimum, the DSE should be switched to HBR lO seconds

prior to each maneuver and held there until l0 seconds after the

maneuver (and any residual nulling) is completed.

Addressees :

CA/D. Sl_yton
PD/O. E. Maynard

FC_E. F. Kranz

_ cc: (see attached list)

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the R_yroHSavings Plan
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68-PA-T-147A

FROM : PA/Ch:Lef_ Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: Lunar rendezvous shaping up

I. On June 26 we took another wack at the "G" Rendezvous Mission

Techniques. I think we now have most of the basic things squared

away so that we can get into the detail with some confidence. The

most significant decisions were:

a. To make the new plane change maneuver discussed in the last

report with the LM as long as RCS propellant is adequate.

b. To add IMU fine alignments into both the LM and CSM time!ines

right after LM insertion.

c. To increase the time between LM insertion and the CSI maneuver

to 50 minutes.

d. Since that decreases the CDH/TPI At and increases the CSI/CDH

_t, to move the new plane change maneuver from 30 minutes after CDH
to 30 minutes before CDH.

2. It is interesting to note that the timeline now is very similar to the
second half of the "D" mission rendezvous and not so darned crowded as Jt

used to be. It looks like this now:

50 I 20 I 30 i 47 iF

CDH &

INS CSI PC _ TPI

5o lO6 147

3. Ed Lineberry and his guys have done some good work since our last

meeting_ which led to their proposal to make CSI 50 minutes after LM
insertion into orbit. This not only reduces the timeline crowding in

that busy period_ but improves the CSM rendezvous navigation. You see,

since we moved TPI about 45 minutes later (to midpoint of darkness), the

relative range at _nsertion increased to about 320 nautical miles. B_,

delaying CSI_ we maintain the range at about 1150 nautical miles at CSI



as it was before. This also makes it possible to add the IMU alignments
of both the LM and CSM into the nominal time!ine after insertion. We

feel this is quite an advantage since the LMreally needs one after

Ascent_ prior to rendezvous navigation - and the CSM alignment would

have been over four hours old at TPI. And we would have been forced to

add it in as a contingency procedure if the LM crew couldn't see stars

through the AOT in the lunar surface.

4. Shift_n_ CSI later forces CDH to move also, as shown above. This
leads to the "final" change - moving the plane change to before rather

than after CDH. Although we had previously been inclined toward _nkin_i

this burn with the CSM, everyone agreed that as long as the LM has the

fuel it can do it with the least impact on everything. This is because

the LM lateral thrusters are pretty well aligned through the c.g. at

this time in the mission so we can use them making an IMU alignment

unnecessary. In fact_ we are so anxious to avoid realigning that CSM

three gimbal IMU we concluded that if the LMfuel becomes marginal we

should do CSI_ CDH_ and TIllall with the CSM if that permits the LM to
do the plane change. Tradeoff of CSMmaneuvering rather than the LM w_ll

be based on LMRCS propellant remaining_ red l_ne values established
pre-flight. (Action item for Guidance and Performance Branch)

5. Some associated ground rules follow:

a. The plane change will be made by the LM no matter how small -

i.e., there is no minimum threshold.

b. The CSM does mirror image targeting for all LM burns except

the planechange (to avoid the out-of-plane alignment).

c. If the LM becomes passive before CSI_ the CSM will use the

maneuver sequence illustrated above inc_iding an out-of-plane alignment
for the plane change.

d. If the LMbecomes passive at the plane change_ the CDH will be
targeted to force a node 20 minutes after CDH to insure adequate time

for TPI preparation. This is a little _re expensive than 30 minutes,

which is the "natural node," but is worth it to avoid a jam up at TPI.

6. MI_AD w_ill prepare and distribute a memo defining the many paramete_'s
of _interest based on this new timeline. At our next meeting we'll review

that and the rendezw_us navigation tracking schedule. We will also start

the tradeoff of the various g_uidance systems. You know - shall we put
rendezvous; radar data in the AGS? etc.

_ OJ t_
W. Tindall, Jr. _" •

f
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68-PA-T-131A

FROM : PA/Chief_ Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: Let's add a plane change into the lunar rendezvous timeline

The June 13 Lunar Rendezvous Mission Techniques meeting was devoted

to how to handle the plane change. As noted in r&y last bulletin_

this problem had to be solved before we could do any meaningful

work in the development of lunar rendezvous mission techniques. In

my opinion a pretty good approach has been agreed to. It involves

the addition of a new maneuver in the timeline_ specifically, for

cleaning up the out-of-plane situation. Although it is not certain,

I expect this maneuver, which will occur at a fixed time - 30 minutes

after CDH - will be performed by the CSM. It is almost mandatory to
schedule this burn at a fixed time on such a short rendezvous as this

in order to prevent it from interfering with the other maneuvers and

the rendezvous navigation. However_ as you know_ unless it's controlled

somehow_ a plane change (i.e., the node) might naturally occur anywhere.

Therefore_ several other things also had to be settled to permit this

particular approach. They are:

[h. The LM shall burn whatever out-of-plane velocity i_ known to

exist at the CDH time as part of the CDH maneuver. This will force a

node 90° (i.e._ about 30 minutes) later. Both the LM and the CSM have

the onboard capability of computing this parameter using Routine 36,

and the CM crew can input it into the CDH targeting. (The CSM will use
the same routine to target its plane change 30 mirmtes later.)

2. In order to keep the out-of-plane component of the CDH maneuver

within reasonable limits z it is necessary to set up a nominally in-plane

situation at LM insertion. If this is done_ the CDH out-of-plane will

only be due to _3FN Ascent Targeting error and IN PGNCS dispersions

during Ascent. These together are estimated to be no more than 35 fps
which is approximately equal to the in-plane component. This means we

shouldn't have a LM g_g_al lock problem there.

!_. There are two ways of doing this. Either the CSM _st make a

plan( change prior to I_ Ascent or if the required plane cI:ange is less

than 50 fps_ we can yaw steer the LM into the CSM plane d_ ing Ascent.

That is_ if the pre-Ascent plane change required is that s!mll, we can
probably simplify the operation by "dog legging" the LMAscent and omit-

ting the pre-Ascent CSN plane change.
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4. TPI was scheduled to occur 20 minutes before darkness. However, in

order to provide time for this extra maneuver, FCSD has agreed that TPI
can be moved later. Their second preference is a good one - midpoint of

darkness. This gives at least 67 minutes between CDH and TPI which makes

the new plane change maneuver fit in nicely° The timeline Looks like

this now. (All the numbers are minutes. )

_, 35 I . 43 j 30 _ 37
CDH

INS CSI and PC TPI

LH t_3

g zg m8 14%
5- Note that we have moved CSI from 30 to 35 minutes after insertion

and I've asked Ed Lineberry to see if we can move it even later. The pre-
CSI timeline is quite crowded and if the LM has to do an IM_ alignment

after insertion, they will not get much rendezw_us tracking in.

6. To do the plane change, the CSM (or LM) will have to reorient the

IMU_ probably by pulse torquing. In Order to minimize the induced error

which is proportional, to the extent of the reorientation we should probably

only move the platform the amount necessary to avoid gimbal lock - say 20

or 30 degrees. This would mean the crew will not have the FDAI ball at

0,0;0 for the burn.

7. If the CSM does the plane change, it may be preferable to omit all
subsequent sextant tracking and to rely on _ ranging only. With the new

TPI time, there is likely to be some sun interference anyway and it sure

simplifies the CSM pilot's task.

At the next meeting _e'll pin down which vehicle should make the plane

change, review the rendezvous nawtgation tracking schedule for both

vehicles, and begin to fill in the details.

Howard W. Tindall, Jr.

].'.nclosure

List of Attendees

Addressees :

(See list attached)

I_A:]_Tindall, Jr. :jc
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Memorandum
TO : See list below DATE:-_UN _ )9_

68-PA-T-114A

FROM : PA/Chief_ Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: Lunar Rendezvous Mission Techniques

i. On Y_y 28 we finally kicked off the Lunar Rendezvous Mission

Techniques business Because of the im_£nenee of missions "D" and

"E", we started on those f:Lrst some months ago. Now i wish we ha_n'_
because they are so darned complicated. I have a feeling the lunar

rendezvous can be flnJshed up quicker than they can and_ of course,

some of the things _e are planning to do in the lunar opera_Jon should

influence how to go on the development flights.

2. This meeting was devoted to establishing some ground rules upon

which we can base our work as well as making a cursory s'_rvey of

anticipated problem areas requiring special attention. This memo
will do little more than list these ite_. Some of the assumptions

are debateable, of course_ and if ultimately proven wrong_ will require

changing some things. However_ we have got to get started somewhere.

3. The _ollowing is a list of the grounN rules we established:

a. Assume Luminary (the LM spacecraft co_puter p_ogram) will remain

as designed today for the lunar missions.

b. Assume Colossus (the command module splcecraft computer program)

will be the same as designed today_ plus the addition of the CSI and

CDH rendezvous targeting programs and the addition of I_J pulse torquing.

c. Assume the \q_F ranging device onthe command module is operational.

d. Assume the "G" mission lunar rendezvous operation is as currently

planned. That is_ it should be completed within approximately one

revolution. The eoelliptic differential altitude is 15 n.m. and the

terminal phase transfer angle is 130 °.

e. Assume LM liftoff shall be on-time only. That i:;_ there is no
launch window.

f. Assume MEFN rendezvous assistance (that is, participation) is
minLmal as long as the situation remains essentially nominal°
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g. Assume all in-orbit LM maneuvers will be made with the RCS

propulsion system.

h. Assume both spacecraft will update the LM state v_ctor based

on their rendezvous navigation.

i. Assume that if an out-of-plane situation exists after LM ascenv,
all necessary maneuvers will be made prior to TPI to establish an in-

plane re_iezvous situation during terminal phase.

j. Assume all plane change _oneuver targeting _o be execu_e_ by

either vehicle will be done by the CSM based on its sextant tracking.

4. The following is a list of problem areas_ some large and some rather
trivial for which we must seek answers:

a. By far the most significant is the problem of how to handle the

out-of-plane situation. More on this later in the memo.

b. What is the source of the LM state vector in the command module

computer after LM insertion?

c. Should frequent VEF range ambiguity tests be made by the crew
as a standard procedure?

d. Should we include onboard determination of radar angle bias in
the PGNCS?

e. Should rendezvous radar data be input to the AC_?

f. Should in-orbit platform alignments be performed by either
spacecraft after LM insertion into orbit?

g. Should the CSM be targeted for a Holman Transfer to protect a_,inst

a low LM insertion orbit as a standard (that is, nominal) procedure?

5. I believe for the first time the question of how to handle the out-

of-plane situation on the lunar rendezvous is being attacked. Primarily

as a result of our beloved three gimbal platform (choke) any @ifference
in the LM and CSM oroital planes becomes difficult to handle. Current

estimates of MBFN targeting uncertainty for the LM ascent plu_ LM PGNCS
errors d_ring ascent assur(_ us that an out-of-plane situation _ill exist.

Therefore. a basic question to be resolved is - should we plan as a

nominal procedure in the timeline to make a maneuver specifically for

getting the two vehicles into the same plane. The alternate_ of course_
is somehow to pick ulP pieces of the out-of-plane by incorporati:_g out-

of-plane components into the CSI/CDH/TPI burns as much as we can and

/-



t_Jen tak(: care of the rest of it in the terminal phase midcourse

_'Jneuver_. Most of us are inclined to think we should provide a

special .maneuver probably using the co_nand module. Of course_ this

idea immediately leads to another_ namely why not eliminate the command

module plane change prior to LM ascent and incorporate both that and

the dispersions picked up during ascent into a single burn performed

after sufficient in-orbit rendezvous navigation to determine the

actual situation. There is a sort of philosophical question here

since if everything worked perfectly_ no post-ascent pl_ne cha_ge
would be required if '_e made the CSM maneuver before ascent, i_ was

the opinion of the n_ajority_ I think_ that we would be naive to thirS_

that everything will work perfectly. Some of the basic questions to

be answered in order to make this important decision deal with i_s

effect on rendezvous navigation and the impact of an extra maneuver

on the timeline. For example:

a. How does this effect rendezvous radar navigation?

b. How does this effect VHF rendezvous navigation?

c. If we pulse torque the platforms_ will that introduce

unacceptable errors in the rendezvous?

d. What platform orientation shoul6 be used in the CSM before

and after the plane change?

e. How does th2s effect the command module mirror image maneuver

targeting?

f. What is the maximum plane change delta V which 'an be left

until terminal phase? (This also has implications on RCS delta V

residual trimming and possible use of SPS only. )

g. Should the out-of-plane maneuver be made at its natural node
or should two burns be planned instead?

h. Should we plan any out-of-plane yaw steering during ascent?

i. One important matter which Ed Lineberry will discuss with

Milton Contella (FCSD) prior to the next meeting regards selection of

op imum TPI time_ currently set at 20 minutes before darkness. The

qu_ stion Ls how undesirable from a lighting standpoint is it to move
no_inal TPI time later - perhaps even to midpoint of darkness - in

or(er to give more time in the rendezvous sequence to pe _form the plane

ch_ n_e I_neuvers.
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6. Well, there are a lot of questions and few answers. As i noted

previously, its impact is so great on everything, we really must decide

what to do about the plane change before we can get anywhere. So that's

what we'll talk about at the next meeting - June 12th.

Howard W. Tindall, Jr.

Addressees :

(See list attached])

l°A:HWTindall, Jr. :js
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TO :See list attached DATE: October 15_ 1968

68-PA-T-219A

FROM :PA/Chief_ Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBjEcT:LUnar Rendezvous Mission Techniques

A number of people who know about the rendezvous radar (_b-ron Kay_on,
Richard Broderick, etc.) came to our little Lunar Rendezvous Mission

Techniques meeting October 2 and assuaged our anxieties regarding the

possibility of poor shaft angle measurements when the line-of-sight to

the command module passes close to the lunar horizon. According to the
data they presented, the error introduced by multi-path in the rendezvous

radar data is essentially lost in the noise for elevation angles above

I0° from the horizon. (During the nominal lunar rendezvous trackingo , o
begins at approximately I0 elevation and approacaes 20 at CSI.)

Ed Lineberry's people have made sufficient runs to show that it is

possible to use the same CSI targeting data computed in the CMC for

LM maneuver solution comparison (properly biased) and for CSM mirror

image maneuver targeting. We are currently reco_nending that the CHP

use P32 rather than P?2 since this would avoid the necessity of going
through two pre-thrust programs.

One of the most significant things coming from the meeting, i think, was
a report by the M_th Physics Branch people to the effect that the rendezvous

radar data is not expected to be of sufficient accuracy to target plane

change maneuvers prior to terminal phase. The estimated errors are simply

too great (e.g., ii fps, one sigma). Accordingly, all plane change target-
ing prior to terminal phase must come from the CSM which can do an exceilenL

job given as little as I0 minutes worth of sextant tracking (0,5 fps, one
sigma). This does introduce sort of a problem since the technique for deter-

mining the magnitude of the plane change maneuver is to input the time of

interest into the R36 routine. Unfortunately, if we put in the time of the

LM maneuver_ the solution would apply to the out-of-plane the command module

should r_ke at a substantially different place in orbit. For example, at

CSI the command module is leading the LM by as much as 12°. Of course,
the CMP could go through some "mickey mouse" to bias this time as a function

of this phase angle based on some charts or something. However_ he is

already pretty well bogged down with other work and so we are going to put
in a program change request for COLOSSUS Ii giving us a solution based on

the LM state vectors rather than the CSM state vectors somewhat as the 70
series programs complinmnt the 30 series.

....... Buy U.S. gavings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



Jack Wright, TRW_ had an interesting idea regarding the technique for ckeck-

ing the validity of the V_{F range data. it is his impression that th_

rendezvous radar range and range rate measuremen%s are essentially independ-

ent of one another, in effect providing two data sources for comparison w lth

the VHF. Agreement of either of these w_th the VTiF would provide confidence

in its use. The crew display of raw V_ _ data is :mot really accessible to

the CHP in the lower equipment by and, of course, does not provide range

rate at all. Therefore _ the comparison must be against the DSK-Y_display
of range and range rate based on the navigated state vectors which include

the sex_ant observations° it seems to us_ in lieu of real data that this

is probably a valid test of the V}D' since it probably overwhelms the

sextant data in the determination of navigated range and tans e r_Jte. I
would like to emphasize that this is a proposal requiring verification

and may prove to be not _seabie. However, i thought it interesting enough
to pass on to you.

7_owaz;dW. Tindall_ Jr. _

PA :HWTinda ii; Jr. :js
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69-PA-T-109A

FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: How we will handle the effect of mascons on the LM lunar

surface gravity alignments

What do we do if one of those big damn lumps of gold is buried so near

the LM that it screws UP our gravity alignment on the lunar surface?

Without exception, the calculations of all the various far-flung experts
predict that mascons should have no significant effect on our lunar sur-

face gravity alignments. In fact, based on this we have chosen to use

gravity alignments nominally as opposed to star alignments. They are

easier to do and probably more accurate. A few of us got together the

other day, though, to figure out what to do if, contrary to expectation,

some sort of Weird gravity effect is noted, which appears to be acting on
the LM on the lunar surface. This memo is to tell you about that.

As you know we have several sources of data for determining the LM's

• position on the lunar surface (RLS). One of these is through the use of
data obtained from LMplatform measurements of the direction of the lunar

gravity and from AOT observations of the stars. If this determination,

using the LM data, disagrees substantially with the other data sources,
we must consider the possibility that it's due to gravity anomalies. The

sort of difference we are willing to tolerate is 0.3 ° in longitude, which
is more or less equivalent to 0.3 ° pitch misalignment in the platform.

True alignment errors in excess of that could present ascent guidance

problems. Since 0.3 ° is equivalent to about five miles, you'd expect the

crew'S esti_te of position could probably be useful in determining the true
situation. All they'd have to do is tell us they are short or over-shot

the target point a great deal.

If uncertainty still persists, it seems we _zst believe the gravity and use

it for our alignments - both PGNCS and AGS. That is, we have more faith in

it than in our other sources of RI_ determination.. However, if examina-
tion of all these sources convince us that the gravity does have some fun-

nies greater than 0.3 ° associated with it, we would have to modify the crew

procedures in real time such that the ascent platform alignment is done

using the stars (Alignr_nt Technique 2) rather than gravity.

Consideration was given to hedging our bet by aligning the PGNCS to the
stars and using the lumlr gravity alignment in the AGS. Further considera-

tion, however, revealed an interesting and somewhat sad thing. What we

actually discovered was that the ground trajectory processing during ascent

Buy U.& Savi_s Bonds R_ularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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is also affected by downrange position error - that old demon that seems to

be plaguing us in so m_ny ways recently. _e fact is that throughout ascent
we would never know which system was right and so we would never have the

intelligence to switch over from one system to the other. In other words,

there is no point in using different Alig_ent Techniques for the two guid-
ance systems.

The problem noted above is primarily in support of Ascent I rev after land-

ing. After that_ additional very accurate sources of RI_ determination

become available. Specifically CSM sextant tracking of the LM is always

the prime source and if Mike has trouble on one try, he should try again
on later revs - there are plenty of opportunities and little else to do.

If he still fails and the uncertainty noted above exists_ we have the
situation in which LM rendezvous radar tracking of the CSM becomes manda-

tory. You recall we deleted this from the timeline with the understanding

it would be reinserted if we could determine RLS in no other way and this

is that case. We sure don't expect this to happen_ but if it does RR will
be needed.

In summary then:

a. We should always align both AGS and PGNCS to the same data source,
gravity or stars.

b. We use gravity unless we have some concrete reason to question it -

such as all data sources including the crew estimate of RLS are in dis-

agreement with it by _re than 0.3 ° in longitude (pitch). In that case,
use tne stars (both A_5 and PGNCS).

c. Naturally longitude initialization error louses up the ground

ascent trajectory monitoring just like it does descent.

d. If PJ_ uncertainty persists_ either CSM sextant or LM RR tracking
of the other vehicle becomes mandatory.

PA:HWT:js
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69-PA-T-IO5A

FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: Tweak burns

If you can stand it I would like for you to hear the latest on tweak
burns - the trim maneuvers made after LM insertion from a descent

abort. I thought we had this settled and on ice a couple of months

ago but some things have happened which probably make it logical to

revise the tweak rules. The things that have happened are:

a. The LM RCS p]_me impingement constraints have been substan-

tially reduced.

b. Simulations _mve shown that the Flight ]Dynamics Officer (FD0)/

RTCC capability of computing the tweak _neuve:rs on a timely basis is
much better than anticipated.

Some FCSD, FCD, and MPAD guys got together Ju_y 8 and came up with thef

following:

a. Our previous rule was quite simple; if the LM inserted into orbit

with the DPS attach_d_ the command module would make the burn; if the LM

had staged, the LM would make the maneuver. Now that the LM has been
modified with plume deflectors and additional thermal protection, it has

the capability of performing any tweak maneuver we foresee. Accordingly,

the rule is being _Ddified to say that for all descent aborts prior to
PDI + 10 minutes the LM will perform the tweak provided it is within

the RCS plume impingement constraint, regardless of whether the LM has

staged or not. If for some abnormal reason the LM capability is exceeded,
the CSM will perfo_n it; the LM should not stage the DPS just to provide

a greater RCS capability. Also, the LM should not trim insertion condi-
tions.

b. As you recall_ aborts after PDI + i0 minutes require an extra
rev in addition to a phasing maneuver_ which K_kes the tweak burn unneces-

sary. We have also stated that trimming the insertion conditions is nec-

essary. However, if the crew wishes to trim +x there is no objection to
that and obviously if the +x required is large, there is no choice. It

must be trimmed.

c. I would like to emphasize another rule which has been on the books

for a long time but which may not have been clear to the crew. Namely,
if the DPS shuts down with a AV required to reach the insertion conditions

Buy U.£. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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greater than 30 fps, the crew should utilize the APS and PTI to achieve

orbit. We have recommended that automatic Abort Stage sequence to achieve
this.

Howard W. Tindall, Jr.
PA:HWT:js
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Memorandum NASA Manned Spacecraft Center

TO : See llst attached DATE: April _, 1969

69-PA-T-55A

FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: AC_ alignments in lunar orbit and operations on the lunar surface

On April 2 we finally got around to establishing how to operate the
AGS on the lunar landing mission. The two basic subjects for dis-

cussion were how to handle CDU transient pr_}lems when aligning the

AGS to the PGNCS in lunar orbit and how to operate the AGS in total
while on the lunar surface.

I am certainly no authority on CDU transients and only attempt

the following brief description so that the rest of the memo will
make some sense to you. If you are interested in what CDU transients

really are, I recommend that you find an authority on them. There
are lots of 'em - and as many versions. As you know, the AGS uses

the PGNCS as the primary reference in its alignments. As I under-

stand it, CDU transients have something bad to do with the electronics
in the PGNCS which are used to generate the data transmitted to the

AGS which the AGS uses in its alignments. Unless certain precautions

are taken, CDU transients can occur and are not ordinarily obvious
to the crew. I gather that they can result in errors in the AGS

alignments of up to l½ degrees or so. During much of the operation

even the largest misalignment errors would not particularly concern

us. On other occasions, such as during descent, they would essentially
disable the AGS as a useful guidance and control system.

I will go through each of the AGS alignments:

a. LM Activation before Undocking

The command module should be used to orient the spacecraft

to a so-called A_3 calibration attitude which is essentially just

displacing all t_ree spacecraft axes at least I1½ degrees away from

zero or multiples of _5 degrees from the IMU principle axes. This

action, it is said, will permit the AGS alignment and calibration
to be carried out free of CDU transients.

b. Pre-DOI after Undocking

The AGS is aligned to the PGNCS after its AOT alignment in

preparation of DOI. Since AGS alignment errors do not create a problem



but are more of an annoyance in the AGS monitoring of the DOI burn, no
precautions will be taken to avoid CDU transients.

c. Pre-PDI

This alignment in preparation for descent is most critical.

The AGS must be aligned accurately and, in order to minimize drift, it
must be aligned to the PGNCS very late before PDI. The choices here

were to add special crew procedures into an already crowded timeline

to avoid CDU transients vs. taking no precautions against their occur-

ring, but being prepared to redo the alignment if the MCC detects a
CI_ transient alignment error has occurred. Either of these two

approaches were considered acceptable and are almost a toss-up. It

was finally decided %o avoid the special procedures and to take a
chance on the transient. If the MCC determines that a CDU transient

has occurred_ the crew will be informed within 30 seconds and they must
then rezero the CPU's and repeat the alignment. This procedure is felt

to be simpler for the crew and, in particular, it avoids attitude
maneuvers which are part of t_ CDU transient avoidance procedure.

d. Post-lnsertion Alignments

After insertion into orbit the AGS should then be aligned to

the PGNCS. Again in this non-critical period it was decided to take

a chance on a CDU transient occurring, particularly since this align-

ment is carried out within sight of the earth and the MCC is in a

pcsition to advise the crew if a realignment is necessary.

Attached to this memo is a detailed sequential l:ist of AGS options on

the lunar surface at each step of which it is assumed the PGNCS is

still operational. In other words, it is the nominal sequence. If

the PGNCS becomes broken on the lunar surface: different and more

extensive operations will be required, which we have yet to define.

In the development of the attached sequences, solr_ items of interest
and action items popped out which I would like to add here.

a. Whenever RLS is updated in the PGNCS, it should be standard

procedure to update the AGS lunar launch site radius (Address 231).
This update will be based on a voice relay from the MCC of the value

to be input via the AGS DEDA by the crew.

b. With regard to CDU transients during ACS alignments on the

lunar surface, it was decided that we would rely on the MCC to

monitor and advise the crew if a CDU transient has occurred. That
is, the crew would follow _ special procedure to determine if one had



occurred except in the case of no communication.

F

c. Guidance and Control Division and TRW were requested to advise
what timetag should be associated with the CSM state vector voiced to

the crew for input into the AGS in the event the PGNCS has failed.

d. MPAD was asked to determine if it is acceptable to input state

vectors into the AC_ 15 minutes or more prior to PDI. The question here

really is whether or not the AGS numerical integration causes unacceptable
state vector errors for descent aborts if the state vectors are loaded

too early. Early loading, of course, is desirable to reduce crew
activity just before PDI.

All of this AGS jazz will be added to the Lunar Surface Mission Techniques

Document. I think it's the last chunk. We will review the whole subject

of lunar surface activity next week and then can forget it - I hope.

Howard W. Tindall, Jr. _"

Enc losure

PA :HWTindall, Jr. :js



April 2, 1969

First Two Hours on the Lunar Surface

After Touchdown and First Stay Decision

1. PGNCS goes to P68

2. 413 + lO,O00 Lunar Surface flag to store azimuth and terminate
average g

3. 414 + lO,O00 State vector update (V47) after Verification of PGNCS

4. 400 + 30,000 AGS align to PGNCS

5. 400 + 10,O00 Initialize for Ascent

6. 413 + 10_000 Store better azimuth

7. Stay for two hours decision

8. Crew readout to MCC addresses 047 and 053

9. 400 + 60,000 AGS gyro calibration [5 minutes required]

lO. Load J8 = J9 = "45 n.mi. apogee"

_ ll. Verify Ins H = 32 fps and H = 60,000 ft.

12. PGNCS Option 1 alignment

13. 400 + 40,000 Lunar Surface align [3 minute system test]

14. PGNCS Option 2 alignment

15. 400 + 30,000 AGS to PGNCS align

16. 413 + lO,O00 Store best azimuth

17. Crew readout addresses 047 and 053 to MCC

18. Pause

19. Receive Ascent Pad

20. Load AGS azimuth [Address 047 and 053] with _alues for MDC

21. Pause

22. PGNCS Option 3 alignment

23. 414 + lO,O00 State vector update

Enclosure 1 of q



24. Pause

25. 400 + 30,000 Align to PGNCS

26. 400 + I0,000 Initialize for Ascent

27. Verify 410 is "+00000" [Ascent Program]

2S. Exit lunar CDDT and switch AGS to "off" [warm-up mode]

" _ nf 2



April 2, 1969

Normal Ascent

I. Power up AGS [25 minutes required]

2. AGS System Tests (?)

3. Initialize AGS time [K = 90 hours]

4o 414 + i0,000 CDU zero [by state vector update] (V47)

5. PGNCS Option 3 align to REFSMMAT

6. 400 + 36,000 AGS to PGNCS align

7. 400 + 60,000 AGS gyro calibration [5 minutes]

8. 400 + 30,000 AGS to PGNCS align

9. Pause including RR Track of CSM

10. Receive Ascent Pad

ll. Load AGS azimuth [Address 047 and 053] with value from MCC-H

12. Pause

13. PGNCS Option 3 alignment

14. 414 + lO,O00 state vector update

15. Pause

16. 400 + 30,000 align to PGNCS

17. 400 + 10,000 Initialize for Ascent

18. Verify 410 is "+00000" [Ascent Program]
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TO : See list attached DATE: April l, 1969

69-PA-T-52A

FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: PGNCS operations while on the lunar surface

During our March 27 Lunar Surface Mission Techniques meeting I

think we finally settled how we think the PGNCS should be operated.
How many times have I said that before? This memo is to broadcast

a few new items that ]might be of general interest.

NIT has recently made a significant change in the PGNCS lunar surface

alignment program (P57). They have added a new alternative governing

the orientation to which the IMU can be aligned. Specifically, before

this change there were only two alternatives - a "preferred" align-

ment associated with lift-off time computed by the LGC and an align-
ment to a REFSMMAT uplinked from the Mission Control Center. The

new alternative provides the capability of an alignment to the stored

REFSMMAT - that is, the same REFSMMAT to which the IMU was aligned

the last time. This program change significantly simplifies crew

procedures and since it will be used several times during the lunar
stay you should be aware of it.

We have finally converged on the sequence of P57 options to be used
on the lunar surface. They are described in considerable detail in

the attachment. Briefly the sequence is:

a. A gravity alignment (Option i) to determine the direction of
the gravity vector.

b. An A0T star alignment (Option 2) to establish an inertial

reference which can be used with the gravity vector to determine the
LM's position on the lunar surface. This alignment will also provide

a drift check on the IM_ since the pre-DOI AOT star alignment.

c. A gravity and star alignment (Option 3) in preparation for

lift-off at the end of two hours stay, if that is necessary, and to
initialize the system for a sustained IMU drift check.

d. Two Option 3's in the nominal ascent countdown. The first,
which completes the drift check, also sets up the system for the

rendezvous radar tracking of the command module two hours before the

lift-off. The second supports the Ascent itself.

_ Buy U.S. Sawings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



This sequence not only provides all of the data needed to support the

actual operation but also exercises all of the options which makes the

engineers happy. The consensus was that we have trimmed this activity

just about to a minimum and it should be fairly easy to include in the
crew timeline.

Flight Dynamics' flight controllers were requested to select the stars

to be used for the lunar surface alignment on the nominal G mission
as soon as possible.

It is our understanding and recommendation that the IMU will remain

powered up throughout the lunar stay. We should emphasize that it

is also necessary that the LGC remain powered up as in order to main-

tain gyro compensation in the l_J as well as to provide the downlink

data continuously to the Mission Control Center. Apparently there
was some uncertainty about this.

After considerable discussion it was decided that our best course of

action is to update both the LM position on the lunar surface (RI_)

and command module state vector in the LGC during the first two hours

on the lunar surface to support an ascent at that time_ if it is

necessary. The RI_ will be based on the AOT alignment and gravity

vector data as _well as crew observations during the landing and perhaps

on data gathered prior to D01. (The exact manner in which the Mission

Control Center will do this job is the subject of a meeting next week.)
The CSM state vector will be the best MBFN estimate at the time of the

update. This is such an obvious choice you must wonder how we wasted

our time. The only point we were concerned with was making sure that

the RLS and CSM vectors were compatible enough to support ascent guidance

at the end of a two hour stay. We feel that this technique will probably

provide that, but we may want to reconsider after obtaining F mission
experience.

In addition to the Data Select business noted above about how to establish

PJ_, we are also scheduling a meeting specifically to discuss the AGS

operation on the lunar surface next week. After incorporating the

results of those meetings into the Mission Techniques Document for

Lunar Surface Operation_ we will review and finally publish that docu-

ment a couple of weeks later. Hopefully_ at that time this mission
phase should be fairly well closed out.

Enclosure
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LM IMU ALIGNMENT SEQUENCE

1. Pre-undock - align to Mission Control Center REFSMMAT

2. Pre-DOI - P52 AOT align to REFSMMAT (stored)

3. Post Touchdown

a. Option 1 to REFSMMAT to obtain the g vector

Do not torque the IMU - specifically_ the crew should recycle
(V32E-'_out of the program at the VO6N93 torquing angle display

b. Option 2* to REFSMMAT - to obtain IMU drift since pre-DOI align-

ment. Given the g vector of Option 1 this supplies all data

required for LMposition determination on the lunar surface
both onboard and at the Mission Control Center.

c. Update RLS and CSM state vector in the LGC based on best

sources of data available - no attempt is made to make these
"consistent."

l_. Touchdown plus 1¼hr to prepare for RE track or lift-off after
first CSM rev.

Option 3* to landing site - using updated lift-off time from
the Mission Control Center.

5. During lunar stay (about 19 hours duration.) monitor CDU angles

continuously at the Mission Control Center.

6. Lift-off - 2½ hours

Option 3* to REFSMMAT to obtain drift and to align for RR tracking.

7o Update CSM state vector in LGC. Optional update of RLS.

8. Lift-off - 45 minutes

Option 3* to landing site for Ascent.

*(a) If attempt at Option 2 fails because stars are not visible_
replace with Option 3 using sun or earth if possible.

(b) If attempts at Option 3 fail (even with sun or earth) replace
with Option l's.

Note: Unset REFSMMAT flag before #6 above if using Option 1
to eliminate drift effect over long lunar stay.

Enclosure
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Memorandum.--. NASA Manned Spacecraft Center

TO : See list attached DATE: April 4, 1969

69-PA -T-54A

FROM : PA/Chief_ Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: P_ Determination

On April 2 we had a NSssion Techniques meeting to discuss how we

should handle the determination of the LM's position on the lunar

surface (BI_). Specifically, we were concerned with how to deter-

mine its values and, after improved values are determined, when they

should be loaded into the spacecraft computer. One obvious conclu-

sion, if anything callbe called obvious coming from this discussion,

is that we have many excellent data sources for determining RLS, each
of which is estimated to be of a quality r_/ch better than we need to

support the operation.

"RLS" is actually the LM positlon vector on the lunar surface consist-

ing of three components. It is moon fixed - that is_ rotates with

the moon - and is simply the latitude, longitude, and radial distance
of the LM from the _on's center.

Prior to landing it is necessary to establish the values of RI_ to be

used in Descent targeting. For the first lunar landing, where the F

mission will have thoroughly surveyed the landing site, the consensus
is that we should use the RI_ determined on the F mission and only use

in-flight mission G measurements as a system cheek similar to the

horizon check made before retrofire. For landings at sites which have

not been surveyed previously, the ELS r_[st be determined in real time
based on the l_FN/sextant tracking done pre-DOI. The Math Physics

Branch (MPB) of MI_AD proposes that this be handled in the following

way and I think everyone finally agreed it was logical_ at least pend-

ing results of the F mission:

a. The CSM/LM state vectors will be a so-called single pass MBFN
solution based solely on data obtained during the sextant tracking

pass. Orientation of the orbital plane of this solution will be con-

strained by the pre-LOI plane plus confirmed maneuvers. (In fact, MPB
proposed that we use this technique throughout lunar orbit from LOI

through TEI. Data Select and MPB people have the task of establishing
the technique for monitoring rev by rev single pass solutions with the

orbital plane un.constrained to confirm that the pre-LOI value falls
within the scatter of these determinations and of establishing the

limits beyond which they would abandon the pre-LOI plane orientation.)

i Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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way_ it would have to be added back in at that time. In fact_ I should

emphasize that we are not proposing that it be dropped from the timeline 3
but rather that it could be dropped if necessary - so can the sextant

tracking for that matter_ although no reason for dropping it occurred
to us.

In summary, we have many excellent data sources for RLS determination.
How we will use them will be established after the F mission. Rendezvous

radar tracking by the LM on the lunar surface is no longer a requirement.
And, a couple of new _FN facts are that a short arc solution yields a

good position vector and it is proposed that the pre-L01 determined

orbital plane plus confirmed maneuvers be used throughout the lunar
orbit activity.

Howard W. Tindall_ Jr.

PA:HWTindall, Jr.:is
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r Memorandum
TO : S_:e li_:t _ttached DATE: February 5, 196,9

69- PA- T-14A

FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT" Two-stage L01 looks good after C'

Just like in ozher fields of endeavor, it always seems possible to
use actual flight results to prove how smut you were before the

flight. I am writing this note to crow about how C' proved we "done

right" in planning a two-stage L01.

As you recall we originally considered _anua!ly backing up the GNCS

during L01 to avoid an overburn using both burn duration A__ the F_
V counter. However, when we got down to detailed planning on how

to do this, we concluded that we had insufficient confidence in the

_V counter to wait for it to clock out since the consequences of an

overburn are catastrophic. Furthermore, although it sounds simple,
monitoring three data sources simultaneously and taking proper action

at this critical time turned out to be messy. As a result, the final
C' procedure was to backup the GNCS by _nual!y shutting down the S_

if it exceeded the L011 esti_ted burn duration by more than six seconds.
This value was consistent with the 60 x 170 n.m. initial lunar orbit.

If we _d been using a one-stage L01 our r_le would have had to be for
the crew to shut down _nually just about at the no_l burn duration

(no delay) in order to avoid an unsafe pericynthion in the event of a

high thrust engine.

0n C' L011 we actually experienced a burn duration 4.9 seconds in excess
of that expected. _herefore, given a one-stage LOI on C' the crew would

have shut down the S_ manually even though the G&Nwas operating proper_
and then they would have had to make a second burn of about five seconds

duration to finish it off. (In addition to that, we would have been

unable to utilize the flexibility of the two-burn L0! targeting to com-

pensate for the trajectory dispersion following the last trans_nar mid-
course correction and we would have ended up with a _ mile altitude on

the back of the moon rather than a 60 circu_r orbit.)

Incidentally, our ot_er pre-flight conclusion, that is, lack of con-

fidence in the _V counter was also prowm correct on this flight by
several in-flight anomalies including an erratic accelerometer!

Weren't we s_rt?

Howard W. _ndall, Jr. _*

_ PA:tgdTindall, Jr.:isB_ U.&YavingsBon_ RNu_rlyontbeP_rollYavingsPlan
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Memorandum
TO : See list attached DATE; February 24, 1969

69-PA-T-32A

FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: Some things about _FIg orbit determination

A couple of interesting things came out of our Data Selection Mission.
Techniques meeting of February 19.

There had been concern that the last translunar midcourse correction (_C4)
was being scheduled too late before LOI. You recall that it is at LOZ -

5 hours. Math Physics Branch reported that the MBFN I sigma perigee

prediction uncertainty at the time of L01 targeting (at LOI - 2 hours) is

1.4 n.m., assuming MCC 4 is executed to within .2 fps. It was also reported

that if it was unnecessary to perform _C 4 the uncertainty in perigee pre-

diction is essentially constant from L01 - 5 hours through LO_ - 2 hours;

the I sigma value being .4 n.m. The significance of this, of course, is

that our current midcourse correction logic makes it probable that MCC h
will not be required and, therefore, it should be possible to perform LOI
targeting as much as 5 hours before L01 without any additional error if
it is operationally desirable to do so.

If you recall, on the C' mission we stated that MSFN ranging while the
spacecraft was in lunar orbit was unnecessary unless orbit determination

problems cropped up, which they never did. This same procedure applies

to the F mission with one significant exception. In order to give us
the greatest chance of solving our current lunar orbit determinat:ion and

lunar gravitational problems, we would like to obtain as much _FN ranging
as possible during the landmark tracking exercise to be carried out on TEI

day. Although not mandatory, we would like to assign it a priority high
enough that it would be obtained even at some cost of voice communications

and/or other things that might conflict with it. In other words, i_ is
not trivial.

Howard W. Tindall, Jr.

PA:HWTindalI, Jr.:js
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TO : See list attached DATE: February 28, 1969

69-PA-T-40A

FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data _iority Coordination

SUBJECT: There will be no V-HF ranging data collected while tracking the LMon
the lunar surface

It _s been suggested that, in addition to optics and rendezvous radar
tracking one spacecraft of the other while the LM is on the lunar

surface, we should also utilize VHF ranging. This data would certainly

be useful for post-flight analysis if not in real time. I have attempted

to resolve the situation with regard to obtaining this data and have come

to the conclusion that it is too late to get it, as unfortunate as that may

be. The basic problem is in the formulation of the RTCC program. And, the
program changes required appear to be too large for obtaining data which at
best must be labeled "desirable."

Through the years our plans for CSM tracking of the LMwhile on the lunar

surface have all been based on just using the sextant. Obviously, we
intended to use the Lunar 0rb_tal Navigation program (P22), which not
only provides automatic: optics tracking but also complies the desired

optical data, time tags, spacecraft attitude and landmark I.D. in a special

downlist package for transmission to the MCC-H. The RTCC programs have been
formulated to accept this data in that format and process it in real time.

First indications are that the spacecraft Rendezvous Navigation program
(P20) would serve the crew as well as P22 for tracking the LM on the lunar

surface with regard to automatic optics_ and would have the additional

advantage of including VHF ranging data on the downlist. Unfortunately,
though, the P20 downlist format is substantially different than the I>22

downlist and would require rather extensive changes in the RTCC program.
For example, the sextant data is not stored in a batch of five observations

as in P22 but would have to be stripped out one at a time as the observa-

tions are obtained. This could easily cause us to miss some points. But

more important, the RTCC would have to be coded to store them for processing.

Finally, it is to be noted that P20 only collects a VHF data point once per
minute - almost not worth the effort! Implicit in the above is that VHF

telemetry via the CMC is the only source; raw VEF does not come down directly.

i,

In summary, we are abandoning efforts to get VHF for the G flight. It may

be worthwhile to put in a PCR to add VHF sampling to the P22 program and

its downlist at a reasonable data rate. Jim McPherson - would you take the
action on this, if it seems reasonable to you?

Howard W. Tindall, Jr.

PA:tt-_indall, Jr.:js
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Memorandum
NASA Manned Spacecraft Center

TO : See list attached DATE: March 12, 1969

69-PA-T-45A

FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: Simplification to the pre-PDl abort procedure

As a result of a passing comment in one of my previous notes, Toner@
Gibson and George Cherry looked into what it would take to provide

automatic PGNCS targeting for LM aborts at initiation of powered

descent (PDI). They found the capability already exists in the
LIE_INARY program. Eow's that for great.'

The situation I am discussing is when the need for abort is recognized

after D0! and before PDI on a lunar landing mission. The ideal proce-
dure, of course, is for the 124 to make a maneuver at about PDI time

which will set up a nominal rendezvous sequence with CSI ½ rev later.

This is exactly what the DPS and APS abort programs (PT0 and PTI) do
automatically, but it was thought these programs could only be used if

powered descent was actually started and we certainly didn't want to
start powered descent - a retrograde maneuver when the abort maneuver

must be posigrade. That would make it necessary to execute a large

attitude change while thrusting. It turns out that the crew may obtain

automatic targeting for an abort maneuver by proceeding into the descent

program (P63) just as if intending to land, except that he must maneuver

the spacecraft manually into the posigrade abort direction prior to PD!

time. He actually starts the DPS burn in P63 but since P63 does not

start descent guidance until the engine :iS throttled up_ it will auto-
matically maintain the abort attitude th@ crew has established. After

achieving engine stability at about TIG plus five seconds, the crew
can press the Abort buttonwhich will automatically call up the DPS Abort

program (PTO) to com_ute the abort maneuver targets, immediately throttle
up to full thrust, and control the burn.

This certainly seems like a straightforward procedure, completely con-

sistent with standard descent procedures, and aborts immediately after

PDI. I think we should establish this as our primary abort technique
for this mission period.

Great work, Tom and George. Keep that up and I predict you'll go places.

Howard W. Tindall, Jr.

PA:HWTindalI, Jr.:jsBuy U.S. favings Bonds Regularlyonthe Pay_llSavings Plan
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Memorandum
TO : See list attached DATE: October 25, 1968

68-PA-T-237A

FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: X-axis or z-axis for LM TPI?

This memo is in response to a question that came up at the October 21

D Rendezvous Mission Techniques meeting. The question was: What is the
additional LM RCS propellant cost if we use the z-axis RCS translation

rather than the x-axis for TPI? Chuck Pace checked with the MPAD

Consumable people who figured the x-axis would cost about 15 lbs. (taking

into account the required attitude changes and use of the APS interconnect)

and the z-axis will use at least 31 ibs. of RCS propellant (assuming the
best CG location). These numbers are based on current spacecraft data

book information. They intend to verify them through use of a 6D simnla-
tion program in the near future and will document the results.

In the meantime, we can probably use these estimates to decide which to

use - x-axis which costs less RCS or z-axis which avoids breaking radar
lock on.

Howard W. Tindall, Jr.

PA:HWTindalI, Jr. :js
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Memorandum
AUG 5 1968

TO : PA/Manager, Apollo Spacecraft Program DATE:

68-PA-T-186A

EROM : ]?A/Chief, Apollo I_.ta Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: Recommendation to retain the Two-Stage Lunar Orbit Insertion (LOI)
Maneuver

S_is memorandum documents the results of our review of the two-stage

LOI maneuver which you requested as a result of a recent ORBF sugges-

tion that it might be preferable to return to a single burn plan.

Participation in this review involved all operational elements of _C
concerned in this matter. The conclusions are unanimous.

Summary - It is recommended that the two-stage L0I be retained in the

mission plan for the first flight to the moon. The justification can-

not be based on numerical results of analyses. In fact, if you believe

in "Three Sigma" system performance and/or that nothing unexpected

will happen, it can be shown that a single LOI burn is safe and that
a subsequent trim _neuver will not be _eded. Except for the 30

pound RCS cost, no advantage or disadvantage can be assigned a specific

value. That is not to imply that they are valueless, however. There
are very significant considerations and it is our belief the advantages

of a two-burn L0I substantially outweigh the disadvantages - including

the 30 pounds of RCS.

Background - To insert into a 60 n.m. circular orbit it is necessary to

make a LOI maneuver of about 3200 fps which requires an SPS burn of about

380 seconds duration. The acceleration at the end of this maneuver is

approximately lO fps/sec., which reduces the orbital altitude about 7 n.m/

sec. of burn time. This maneuver can be accomplished in one continuous

_neuver or can be discontinuous - that is, performed in two steps. The
first stage of the two-stage LOI in the present lunar mission plan accom-

plishs all but about 150 fps (15 second burn duration) of the LOI resulting

in orbital altitudes of 60 by 170 n.m.; the second stage completes the

process of achieving a 60 n.m. circular orbit. The second stage is performed

entirely in-plane and, with targeting based on lunar orbit MSFN navigation,
will reduce the dispersion of the in-plane orbital elements significantly.

Monitoring procedures can be established for a single-burn LOI, which vote

two systems out of three to assure a safe pericynthion. Therefore, if at

least two systems out of three are working, we are assured a safe maneuver.

Based on current estimates of systems performance (G&_, _V counter, and

SPS engine), the monitoring procedure would cause the crew to shut off

Buy U.S. Sa_ings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
_lo4oe
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the S_ manually, unnecessarily about 20_ of the time - that is, before a

satisfactorily operating G&N sends "Engine Off." However, assuming that
we can tolerate a dispersion of about + ]_ n.m. around the nominal 60 n.m.

circular orbit, in no case (out of lO0--runs) was an in-plane trim maneuver

required. In fact, the manual intervention often improved the situation,

providing a more nominal orbit than the G&N would have achieved. Further-

more, current estimates of systems performance (pre-LOI MBFN, _ during

LOI, and DPS during powered descent) assure us that no out-of-plane trim
maneuver will ever be needed in lunar orbit prior to descent. (See comment
no. I)

The following is a list of advantages of a one-stage LOI:

i. It nominally saves about 30 pounds of RCS propellant which would

be used during LOI2 for ullage, alignment, and attitude hold.

2. Approximately half the time it reduces the number of SPS burns

in a lunar mission by one. (See comment 3a)

3. It reduces the nominal lunar timeline approximately one revolution

(twohours).

4. It reduces terminal supercritical helium pressure build up by about

20 psi. (See comment 3b)

5. It reduces cryogenic hydrogen and oxygen consumption about 0.5

pounds and 5 pounds :respectively.

The following are advantages of a two-stage LOI:

i. Crew Safety

a. Protects against double fai_re including undetected systems

degradation beyond three sigma.

b. l_'otects against the unexpected. This is the first attempt

to insert into lunar orbit and experience has shown that the unexpected

is l_ikely to occur, particularly on first atte_@ts.

c. Provides a more nearly nominal lunar operating orbit, thereby

decreasing the ranges of conditions in Descent, Rendezvous, and Abort for
which the crew must train.

2. Other cons :iderations

a. Makes lunar operations more nearly nominal by assuring

achievement of the pre-planned oribt. (See co_ent no. 2)
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(1) Simplifies procedures - for example, permits use of pre-
mission "canned" CSM LM rescue maneuvers and descent abort switchover
points.

(2) Reduces dispersions on such things as DOI and CDH burn
attitude.

(3) Helps in development and simplifies crew charts and
similar operational aids.

(4) Reduces DPS budget a little bit.

b. Keeps timeline constant in the event a trim burn becomes
necessary.

e. Makes the mission plan and crew procedures less sensitive to

changes in systems performance estimates, development flight experience,
etc.

d. Assures two good (i.e., complete) G&_N tests as opposed to
about an 80% probability of getting one.

e. Avoids a change in the mission plan and all it affects.

That is, everyone has been going and thiz_ing two-stage L0I for eight
months.

The basic problem, of course, is in weighing these lists of advantages

because none of the items on either list is overwhelming. Certainly, the
extra consumable costs and the lower supercritical helium pressure margin

of a two-stage LOI are affordable; on the other hand, it certainly cannot
be said the added risk and greater in-orbit dispersions of a one-burn LOI

are unacceptable. _ese things do not dictate the decision of which way
to go. Nor does the nebulous added risk of an extra SPS restart. This

system's reliability will have been proven more than adequately in-flight
prior to this mission - certainly to the extent that a five-burn mission

is not significantly more dangerous than a four-burn. This must be true

since a relatively high probability, contingency situation requires as
many as four or five extra SPS burns for CSM rendezvous maneuvers to
rescue the LM.

It seemed to the review team that the one vs two-burn LOI decision must

be based primarily on operational considerations - primarily the signi-
ficant advantage of close-to planned conditions as they influence both

a nominal flight and ones conducted under degraded conditions. For

example, assurance of a nominal CSM parking orbit will help immeasurably
in effecting the rendezvous and will substantially reduce the _V costs.

(Add in a system failure - the rendezvous radar or (beacon) for example -

and the advantages n_Lltiply.) AND, it reduces communication requirements
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on a nominal mission. AND, it simplifies everyone's job pre-flight and
in-flight at least a little - sometimes a lot.

But most important of all is our concern for the consequences of the
many things we will not have thought about but will encounter on the

first lunar flight. Anything that can be done to keep the dispersions
small and the procedures simple provides that much more tolerance for

the unexpected and that much more time and attention that can be devoted

to handling them. It seemed to us, the cost of the two-stage LOI is a
small price to pay for these intangible but important benefits.

Enclosure

CC:

AA/R. R. Gilruth

CA/D. K. Slayton

FA/C. C. Kraft, Jr.
EA/M. A. Faget

- PA:HWTindall, Jr. :js
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COMMENTS

This appendix consists of a number of comments which amplify or explain

statements made in the main body of this memorandum. They are separated

r into three categories: l) How the out-of-plane is handled, 2) The in-
plane situation, and 3) Consumables and other things.

1. How the out-of-plane is handled

We plan to make no plane change in lunar orbit prior to descent.

It is expected the pre-LOI MBFNnavigation and targeting plus G&_per-
formance during LOI 1 will provide a more desirable orbital plane than

could be obtained by a trim maneuver based on lunar orbit N_FN navigation

and targeting. That is, after insertion into orbit no new information,
upon which we would be willing to act, will be available until the sextant

observations of the landing site are obtained on DOI day. But more important

than that, there is no need to make a plane change prior to powered descent.

a. The three sigma out-of-plane dispersion of the LOI maneuver

is currently estimated to be about 0.3 °. Major contributors are pre-LOI

MSFN navigation and targeting and G&N control through LOI which have
been RSS'ed to obtain that value.

b. DPS AV required to perform an out-of-plane maneuver is

almost exactly proportional to the square of the landing site displacement

from the orbital plane. One half degree costs 10 fps by itself; however,
when RSS'ed with other descent dispersions, it contributes only about 2
fps to the DPS budget.

Therefore, it is clear the LM has considerably more capability than is

needed to handle the out-of-plane situation which will actually become
known only when the sextant observations are made - even if _FN is two

or three times worse than we expect today. And_ of course, we are

extremely anxious to avoid this extra SPS burn in order to avoid impacting
the DOI day timeline which is almost unacceptably crowded without it.

2. The in-plane situation

The problems in-plane are quite different. Although the mission

techniques are nominally tolerant of fairly large (+ lO n.m.) dispersions

in orbital altitude, these dispersions have a highl_undesirable affect

on the flight from an operational standpoint.

a. Current estimate of the in-orbit dispersion due to pre-LOI MBFN

navigation and targeting and G&N performance is in excess of 7 n.m. (three

sigma). This could be reduced to about 2 n.m. (three sigma) based on post-
LOI MSFN navigation and targeting and G&N performance through the short

LOI 2 burn.

b. It may be argued that without actual experience we have no

assurance the in-lunar orbit MSFN navigation and targeting will be of a
quality to reduce the altitude dispersions as noted above. It is true the
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analysis that yielded those results is solely based on Langley Lunar

,f- Orbitor <]ata whose orbit was not the same as that planned for Apollo.

IIowever, if it is not of that quality, lhe lunar landing i._:in jeopardy

any_lay. It is important to realize that MSFN is a vital in-l_ne part

of the G&N system - not a backup - and its failure would force switch:ing
to an alternate non-landing mission. The point is it either works that
well or we don't land.

c. Considering the problems associated with determining the

lunar potential, no plans are being made to make improvements in it
during the operation. The point is MBFN performance in lunar orbit

should remain essentially constant - not significantly better after a

day than during the first revolution, although by then we should at
least know how well it is working.

3. Consumables and other things

a. It can be shown that by taking adw_ntage of the two-stage
LOI targeting flexibility it is possible to eliminate one of the SPS

translunar midcourse correction (MCC) maneuvers approximately half the

t:ime. Of course, avoiding th_s maneuver does not save ullage RCS since
the MCC does not require ullage.

b. DPS supercritical helium pressure builds up continually

from time of loading before launch until the DPS is used for Powered

Descent. The loading technique is fixed and the pressure rises there-
after with no external control toward its red line value as a function

of time at a rate of approximately 8 to i0 psi/hour. Assuming the

higher rate and one complete extra orbit, the pressure increase is 20
psi.

c. Assuming a 90 amp load, the extra hydrogen consumed will be

less than 0.5 pounds during the extra revolution. The oxygen used for

power will be less than 4 pounds; adding metabolic and cabin leak oxygen

of less than 0.5 pounds each, the total extra oxygen consumed in th_s

revolution is less than 5 pounds.

f_
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Memorandum
TO : See list attached DATE: JUL 30 1968

68-PA-T-173A

FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

_UBJECT: Pulse Torquing to Achieve IMU Realignments

This memo is to describe the gyro pulse torque realign capability

being added to the IMIJ Realign Program in Lumirmry and Colossus, Jr.
Most of it is quoted word for word from a memo Steve Copps (MIT)
wrote last February proposing it.

"The purpose of the program is to provide the capability of moving the

stable member from one orientation to another without losing inertial

reference. The actual program change is an addition to the IM_ Realign

Program (P52). Presently a display comes on showing V06N22 and the

gimbal angles which will be achieved by coarse aligning the gimbals.

This dispTay is being changed to provide the navigator the option of

achieving the new orientation by coarse aligning orbypulse torquing
('enter' achieves one and 'proceed' the other).

"Obviously the most accurate method of realigning the IM_ is to use

star sightings, and if star sightings will be taken there is probably

not much advantage to pulse torquing. However, if there is some doubt

as to one's ability to acquire and mark on stars, or the inertial
reference accuracy required in the next orientation is less than the

error induced bypulse torquing, then this option has great value.

"The time to pulse torque to a new orientation is a consideration. Thef

maximum time to coarse align is 15 seconds. The time to pulse torque

is mnch longer. Since only one gyro is torqued at a time, the total

changes in angle for each axis is summed together and that total angle

is multiplied by 2 (torquing rate is approximately 1/2 degree per
second) to obtain an estimate of realignment time.

"The induced error is directly proportional to the sum of the angles that
each gyro is pulse torqued through. An estimate of the error induced is

obtained by multiplying the sum total of change in angle by .002.

"So a single 90° yaw reorientation would take three minutes and would

induce an error of .180 degrees. The time to pulse torque is alleviated

by the fact that no star sightings are required following the alignment.

ir
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"It should be noted that during pulse torquing there is no need to hold

the spacecraft in a fixed orientation since the IM_ is always inertial.

However, there is a possibility of pulse torquing the middle gimbal into

gimbal lock. It was decided to do nothing about this problem and leave

it to the astronaut to monitor the FDAI or N20 and maneuver if required."

The significant point to be made is that the change is being mechanized

as an option in P52 - the I_J Realignment Program - and so the controls

for achieving the new alignment are the same as exist for that program.

That is, there is no direct way for the crew to tell the system to move

90°. Of course, he can probably fake it out by targeting an External _V

maneuver he has no intention of making - say out-of-plane to get a preferred

REFSMMAT and then go into P52 to realign the IMU to an out-of-plane

orientation. This last paragraph is my comment. Don't call Steve if
its nutty - or me either for that matter.

Howard W. Tindall, Jr.

PA:ITWTindall, Jr.:js
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(

TO " See list below DATE: d_ 7 _9_

6$-I°A-T-IIgA

FROM : PA/Chief_ Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: Some alternate ways of fig_ring out where the LM is on the
moon will be available

For som(J months we have been concerned with the problem of determining

the LM's location after its landing on the lunar surface. This

information is essential in order to do a decent job of Ascent tar-

geting and_ in fact_ a significant error can even influence crew
safety, l°r:imarymodes already implemented in the Control Center/RTCC

for determining LM location utilize observations of the _ with the

CSM sextant and/or observation of the CSM with the LM rendezvous

radar. In each case_ these observations are combined with a knowledge

of CSM location as determined by the M_FN to permit locating the LM.

Another rather simple technique we have developed essentially uses

procedures and computer programs already available to do the job in

_- the same way a sailor at sea does. That i% we are able to detern_ne
the _'s location on the _on quite accurately by making an A0T plat-

form alignment using the stars and by doing a gravity alignment which

in effect establishes direction of local gravity and by then combining

the information obtained. MI°AD is in the process of formulating the

equations to provide this capability in the RTCC and Charley Parker of

the Plight Control Division will submit a request for the RTCC program

change through the regular channels. We will also initiate a I°CR to

implement something similar in the Luminary computer program if it's

as easy to do as we expect.

This not only gives a completely independent means (i.e., data source)

for do:ing thl s job which is valuable for cross checking the prime tech-

niques_ but it also could become the prime mode under certain circumstances.

For example_ if it is necessary to abort one CSM revolution after landing,

we would likely use this technique for determining LM location to target

Ascent, since by that time neither sextant nor rendezvous radar data will

be available to do the job.

Addressees:

(See list attached)

,_ PA:UWT:indalI, Jr. :is
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TO : See list below DATE: MAY 2 9 1968

68-PA-T-108A

FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: Spacecraft computer program - things dealing with lunar descent
and aborts from it

iv I spent an interesting morning at MIT on N_ny 16 with George Cherry,
Dan Lickly, Norm Sears, and Craig Shulenberg talking about Luminary -

how it works and some things that really haven't been defined yet. It
primarily dealt with lunar descent and aborts from lunar descent.

2. Powered Descent Braking Phase (P63)

There is a question in MIT's cumulative mind as to whether the

x-axis override logic is consistant with the current landing radar

utilization logic. Recently a PCR was approved to permit use of land-

ing radar data earlier in powered descent but no changes were mmde in
the x-axis override logic. NIT questioned if this is consistant.

p However, more basic than that, there is the question of whether or

not any of these things should be keyed to navigated altitude as they
currently are, rather than time of initiation from powered descent or

simply crew choice. I believe we all are concerned that using navi-

gated altitude as the system is currently designed may cause the system

to be locked out from doing the right thing. Specifically, if the PGNCS
has computed the wrong altitude for some reason, even though the crew

may know they are getting true altitude from the landing radar, there is
no way to get the PGNCS to accept it. Although this probably won't

happen, the consequences are so serious that none of us could see any
reason for designing the system in this inflexible way. The way the

guidance system currently weighs the landing radar data precludes its

use above 35,000 feet based on some sort of radar specifications. Even

if' the navigated altitude were correct, we may be making a mistake

providing this data lockout in the computer program at this early point
in program development.

3. NIT would like to make a design change in the Powered Descent Landing
Phase programs P65/P66/P67. As currently designed, the crew exits these

final descent programs by hitting "Proceed," which causes the LGC to do

such things as storing gimbal angles and LM position, turning off average
"g," turning off the DAP, turning off the abort monitor (which prevents

f_
I_NCS recognition of an Abort and Abort _tage discrete), sets the lunar

surface flag, displays LM position ta the crew, etc. This procedure is
enabled when the computer thinks the spacecraft is within 50 feet of the

...... Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



lunar surface. There are two potential problems here. First of all the

crew is within one "Proceed" of catastrophy if he prematurely hits the

button inadvertently. This is unlikely but is also unnecessary since
there is no need to terminate that program by a single key stroke. Worse

than that, if for some reason the PGNCS never realizes the altitude is

less than 50 feet, there is no way for the crew to terminate the program
in such a way that all those important functions are carried out. It

is MIT's proposal to change the design by adding a new program (P68)

which would be called in astandard way via Verb 37. This program would

do all the things previously done following the "Proceed" in the final

descent program and could be exited directly to any callable program

crew procedures dictate such as Ascent (P12) or I_J Alignment (P57)-

I think it is a good idea that they do that. P68 would not be called

til several minutes after the lunar landing, of course, in order to

maintain the PGNCS in a state of readiness to Abort Stage from the lunar

surface, if that unlikely event were necessary.

4. I learned some interesting things with regard to the APS Abort program

(P71) - answers to questions noted in last week's bulletin on aborts from

powered descent. Specifically, P71 does not have any so-called short

burn logic. That is, if P71 is called when the duration of an AI_S burn
required to fulfill the targeting requirements is less than four or five

F seconds, the PGNCS will not provide a well controlled cutoff. Actually,
what it will do following Abort Stage is to turn off the APS as soon

as it sees what is going on, which will be late. I asked MIT to look
this over and tell us exactly what will happen in this unlikely event -

for example, how big an overburn will we get? I'm sure this is an
acceptable situation and the procedures we outlined in last week's

memo are still okay. Of course, it may mean that RCS trimming is

needed but at least the spacecraft would be _n a safe orbit while it's

doing it. (Incidentally, if the crew wants to do four jet RCS trimming

following an abort, they will have to call up the DAP data load (R03)
and reset it from the two jet logic used in preparation for powered

descent.)

5. Finally, MIT people noted that there are two ways of calling up the

abort programs (P70 and FT1). The preferable way, of course, is through
the use of the Abort and Abort Stage buttons. The alternate means is

using Verb 37. They noted that program coding and testing could be
carried out more efficiently if we were to delete the Verb 37 mode. None

of us could think of an occassion for using Verb 37 as the primary

technique. In fact, the only contingency conceivable would be to backup

the abort discrete. At the time, I was inclined to think that this

was unnecessary but after further reflection, I am now reluctant to
see that discrete backup removed, particularly in the wake of our stage

verify discussions.

/f



6. I expect to see some PCR's or PCN's in the near future on some of

the things noted above. Maybe this note will give you a little time
to think about them.

Howard W. Tindall, Jr.

Addressees:

(See list attached)
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Memorandum
TO : See list below DATE: MAY2 4 1968

68-PA-T-106A
FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SU_ECT: Spacecraft computer program newsletter

I. I learned some things at MIT last week that seemed interesting

enough to justify this note. Of course, it deals primarily with the
spacecraft computer programs and their i1_luence on the mission

techniques we are developing.

2. Pete Conrad reported that during their KSC LMB simulation, they
have experienced an apparent deficiency in Sundance when making a

docked DPS burn. He says that the DPS engine gimbal angles do not

get changed at all during that low thrust period at the beginning of

the burn which was provided specifically for trimming them. MIT

looked into this problem and agreed that for some reason the program

does appear to work - or not work - like Pete says. Their preliminary

guess as to the course of this is that with low thrust and high inertial

the gimbal trim estimator may be experiencing underflow. That is_ the
computer is simply not able to determine that a movement of the trim

gimbal is necessary as it is currently coded. Of course, the RCS jets
are very active both before and after throttle up.

3. Our requirements for getting rendezvous radar (RR) data on the down-

link while the LM is on the lunar surface was discussed again, and I
am afraid I really blew it. MIT has resisted the program change we

requested and I am beginning to think they may very well be right. That

is, I am not so darn sure any more that the program as currently designed

and coded is not good enough. In any case, George Cherry now proposes

to look into a very si_mple change which can be made in the lunar surface

navigation program (P22), which would substantially increase the frequency

of RR data on the downlink. All that it amounts to is to remove the delay

after the previous computations before the computer collects another batch

of RR data. Right now this delay is 15 seconds. If we eliminate this

delay and operate P22 in the "no state vector update" mode, the computer
should cycle very fast. George Cherry is going to make an estimate of

what this RR downlink frequency would be as well as evaluating the schedule

impact for this change_ I would be surprised if it is nol acceptable to

MSC even if it Js not perfect - whatever perfect is.

4. As Colossus is currently designed, the crew is required to press the

"Proceed" button during the period of maximum reentry G's to obtain a

DSKY display change. A PCR had been submitted to make this procedure



auix_matic. However, on future eonsideration_ we are not so sure that it

is a good thing to do. The initial display parameter in P65 are used in

the primary go/no go logic employed by the crew in evaluating the G&_

performance to decide whether to stay on it or to go with the E$_ backup.
It is essential that they see these parameters and an automatic "Proceed"

could wipe them out before they have seen and digested them under certain

circumstances. Accordingly, I suspect we should delete our request. The

discussions have revealed, however, that some modification in the coding

will probably be needed to make sure the system will work throughout the

rest of the entry even if the crew does not provide the "Proceed" signal.

5- Here is one more note in the continuing "Stage Verify" story. Accord-

ing to John Norton the lunar ascent program (PI2) no longer checks stage

verify. That strikes me as a real improvement in the program but it

mystifies me as how it go changed without a PCR or PCN, or even letting

anyone know. Norton, of course, uncovered it by going meticulously through
the program listing.

Howard W. Tindall, Jr.

Addressees:

(See list attached)

PA:HWTindalI_ Jr.:js
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68-PA-T-60A

FROM : PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: Lunar Reentry Mission Techniques meeting - March 7

i. On March 7 we had a Data Priority Mission Techniques meeting on lunar

reentry. This was the first on this mission phase with contractor partici-
pation. Our objective was to understand the current status of the business

and to begin pinning down the operational procedures to be used onboard the

spacecraft and on the ground. We were particular?y interested in data flow,
decision points and logic, and the actual detailed techniques to be used

during this phase of the mission. Although we intended for it to start just

prior to the final (third) midcourse correction on the way back from the
moon, it turned out the discussion unavoidably included activities earlier

in the flight, starting with the Transearth Injection (TEI) maneuver itself.

Generally speaking, I would say this mission phase is better understood and

more completely developed than any other in the lunar mission. A reasonable

set of mission techniques is more or less in hand right now. Of course,
there is no question that significant changes will be made based on further
analysis and actual flight experience.

Paragraphs 2 through 5 deal with
...... the midcourse correction maneuvers ......

2. Jerry Yencharis (M!OAD) briefly discussed the second midcourse correction

maneuver (MCC2). It is a maneuver to be made entirely in-plane designed to

achieve specific entry interface conditions consistent with a safe reentry

and controlled landing point. Analysis suinmarized in Figure 1 has shown that

this maneuver can be made efficiently anytime in the period between 15 and 25

hours before entry, and so it should probably be scheduled to fit the crew

work/rest cycle. However, some consideration is being given to rescheduling

it in real time based on its magnitude. Obviously, both the nominal time and

real time decision logic must be worked out before that (i.e., now). One

question to be resolved involves basic "small maneuver" philosophy. Specific-

ally, should maneuvers of a magnitude less than the targeting uncertainty be
_ade? We have generally said that they would be so that dispersions would be

equally distributed plus and minus. This, however, is not the currently

proposed technique for these midcourse corrections, and deserves further
examination. It is clear that if this maneuver is made we'll use the External

Delta V guidance mode with the SPS engine (if it is in excess of 8 fps). And it

will be targeted from the ground. Platform orientation can be determined either

onboard or on the ground; this appears to be pretty much a crew preference, and
we'll be interested in their decision.

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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3. A third mJdcourse correcLion (MCC3) is scheduled in the timelinc 2 hours
prior to entry. The real time decision as to whether or not this maneuver

need be made is carried out as follows: The desired flight path angle at

the entry interface is compare_ to the predicted value assuming no MCC3.
Only if the difference in these two exceeds .36° will the maneuver be executed.

This limit has been selected to insure a safe reentry but is large enough to

make the need for this maneuver extremely small. For example_ a 200 sample

_nte Carlo study was made_ and in no case was the MCC3 required. In fact,
the largest flight path angle difference was only about .25° (see Figure !).i
it has been established that this maneuver will be entirely inplane, targeted
from the ground to achieve the desired flight path angle and will utilize the

External Delta V guidance mode. Of course, the :inertial platform must be
aligned prior to this maneuver. Its orientation will not be constrained to

provide any particular pitch attitude display on the FDAI 8-ball during the
burn. Of course, the ORDEAL could be used to give all zeros on the 8-ball.

The actual REg_MMAT to be used during the MCC3 and reentry will be computed

and relayed to the crew from the ground to provide O, O; 0 on the ball at

400,000 feet altitude when the spacecraft is in a heads down, in-plane,
horizontal, wings level attitude 3 heat shield forward.

4o It has also been established that preparations for all maneuvers are
begun 2 hours and 40 minutes before time of ignition to allow sufficient

time to activate the systems from a standby state_ to get all of the
initialization data input into the system and to make all of the various

checks to develop confidence that the burn will be made properly. It was

also decided that the same timeline for bringing up the system, aligning the
platform, etc., would be utilized regardless of whether the MCC3 maneuver is

made or not. FCSD people involved in crew timeline development took the

action item of making sure this is an acceptable approach.

5. Although major emphasis at this meeting was devoted to nominal reentry

procedures with all systems working properly, we did depart long enough to

discuss briefly current plans for handling communications failure occurring

at about the time of the second midcourse correction or later. Specifically,
it was stated that if the ground has transmitted to the spacecraft its MCC2

state vector and targeting command load prior to communications failure,

there should be no attempt made onboard the spacecraft to perform onboard

navigation using the sextant. The point is that onboard navigation can foul

up the state vector and some of us intuitively feel it better to stick with

the last set sent from the ground for entry if it is that current. Various

people did not agree with this rhle_ of eourse_ and so an action item was

promptly levied upon them to determine a superior alternate approach in

detail. In the meantime, we will continue on as described above.

,---
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R_ragraphs 6 through 12 deal with

entry preparation

6. At present the reentry guidance philosophy includes two planned landin(_

areas (PLA) which are illustrated in Figure 2. (All figures attached are

courtesy of MPAD's Lunar Mission Analysis Branch.) PLA i is a thousand mile

band including the primary landing point and giving the capability of bad

weather avoidance. In the event of I_NGOS failure a shorter range landing

point, _ 2, is designated consistent with a no skip, constant g reentry

which is the planned backup reentry mode. Efforts are bein G made to determine

if the PLA I range can be made to include PLA 2 w_th current FNGCS hardware

and software implementation. If so, it is probable PLA 2 would be selected

as the primary recovery area in order to make I_G(]S; EI_ and backup techniques
all compatible.

7. With regard to the constant g reentry_ the MPAD reentry people have the
action item of preparing and delivering updated constant g reentry load

factor profiles to FCOD for their evaluation and, hopefully, buy off. We

anticipate no problem on this. Typical]j, they are a 4 g reentry with a

4 minute duration or a 3 g reentry with a 5 minute duration_ sometimes
preceded by a high acceleration, short duration spike (See Figure 3).

_ 8. It was established that as long as communications exist with the ground,
MSFN data will be used for EN_ initilization. This activity will be scheduled

at some convenient time, probably an hour or so before entry, since it is not

time critical. Although the PNGCS computer is programmed to provide this data,

there is no need to pay any attention to it unless communications prevent

receipt of the ground update.

9. Command module/service module separation will be carried out using manual
attitude control and will occur approxi_mtely 15 minutes before Ei. it was

stated that the Descent program (P-61) will be called up approximately 2

minutes prior to that event. This will enable the PNGCS to accept accelero-

meter inputs making it aware of any small spacecraft translations due to

separation itself and/or due to subsequent attitude control. (Recall command
module attitude control is not done with balanced couples.) Since accelero-

me_r bias could accumulate over a period of time as a significant contributor

to missing the landing point, we spent some time discussing the question of
whether or not allowing the guidance system to accept accelerometer input for

20 or 30 minutes prior to entry interface is acceptable. According to recent

analysis (summarized in Figure 4), down range miss distance due to a 3 si_na

accelerometer bias (calibrated inflight) would be about i0 milesj and cross

range would be about half that much, even if Average G is enabled by the

Descent program (P-61) 30 minutes prior to entry. Some consideration is

apparently being given to adding an accelerometer threshold limit into the

computer program to avoid this small error. Since this worst case error is

really quite acceptable, I would oppose any such program change which I
assume would only be made after approval of a formal program change request.



I0. Cluude Graves' people presented some data to show the maf_nirude of

landing point miss due to platform misalignment, the _njor contributor
(see FigLtre 5). He showed that with 3 sigma gyros the miss distance

was nearly linear at the rate of about .6 of a mile down range and 3 miles

cross range for each hour spent between the last platform alignment and the

entry interface. Since a 3 or 4 hour period of drift would only result in

about 12 miles miss at the worst, we felt it unnecessary to make any further
platform alignments after the third midcourse correction.

Ii. Some thought was given to making a spacecraft attitude check us_n_ the

sextant prior to reentry; however, it was concluded that this really

accomplishes very little. Confidence has been developed in the PNGCS prior
to the MCC3 maneuver and so we would only be uncovering failure subsequent

to that. Furthermore, there are a whole series of PNGCS performance

evaluation tests associated with the reentry itself made before committing
to the PNGCS and there is nothing that could be done to fix the system if

it has failed in that short time. All of which says, the test is useless.

Accordingly, although FCSD has not completed the detailed timeline yet, as
of now there is no known reason for the crew to leave their couches after
MCC3.

_- 12. We had a lengthy discussion with regard to initialization and use of

the EMS roll stability indicator (RSI), also known as the roll attitude

indicator and lift vector indicator. Apparently, this device is merely a

repeater from the FDAI roll bug driven by the GDC. It was originally

included in _he EMB when there was only one FDAI in the spacecraft. However,
now that there are two FDAI's its purpose and value are rather nebulous.

Actually, the discussion took a surprising turn. We started out trying to

figure out how to initialize the damn thing and after much emotional,

confused talk we seemed to arrive at the conclusion that it really has very

little value. Mike Collins intends to obtain a crew position on this, and
Clyde Paulk was requested to pulse G_C on the same subject. The thing that

bugged several of us is that we shouldn't have something displaying wrong
information in the cockpit, and so we should either cover it up with

masking tape or else we should line it up properly, no matter how useless
it is. The problem is that the way the PNGCS controls attitude is not

consistent with the RSI alignment procedure. Therefore, it requires the

crew to control spacecraft attitude manually until .05 g. Actually, I am

not so sure if that ought not to be the procedure anyway, in order to
utilize the horizon as an independent check that the spacecraft is in

proper pitch trim attitude to insure aerodynamic capture of the spacecraft
in the proper attitude. Left unresolved was whether we should submit a

program change request to make the Colossus lunar return reentry program
compatible with that procedure.

F"



-_ ...... Paragraphs 13 through 19 deal with ......
i entry proper

13. The remaimder of this meeting dealt with reentry procedure based on

! Figures 6 and 7 which are attached to this memorandum. Generally speaking,

these procedures for monitoring a nominal reentry and carrying out a backup

i reentry seem to be well thought out and complete. Obviously, there are still

a number of relatively minor refinements or changes which have to be made.

Some of these are the items reported in the following paragraphs.

14. Probably the most important decision to be made during reentry occurs

when the reentry program changes from P-64 to P-65 which occurs just about

at the time of peak g's. At this time, a display of predicted exit velocity

and drag level (VL and DL) appears on the DSKY. The crew must determine if
these values are within limits determined by the ground and relayed to the

crew as part of the standard entry preparation procedure. If they are within

bounds, the crew commits to the PNGCS. If they are outside, the PNGCS has

failed and the crew takes over and flies constant g reentry to PLA2. An

important point to be made here is that the primary PNGCS Go/No Go check is

based on a comparison with the ground and that this is considered absolute!

Of course, the crew does monitor the _ for scroll line violation which

also could result in abandoning the FNGCZ, but that is not a comparison of

one system against the other for performance evaluation. The criteria on7

which this test is based is expected to be tied to the accuracy with which

the ground is able to predict these parameters as opposed to being selected

to establish such things as 3 sigma PNGCS performance, assurance of landing

within some specified distance of the recovery force, or assuring reentry

itself---although it better do at least that_ Graves' people are in the

process of determining values for these limits and then we will know what

sort of reentry may be assured. They expect this work to be completed at

least six months prior to the "E" mission.

15. It was noted in this discussion that a second set of DSKY display

parameters are available in P-65 by a crew input of "proceed" to the

computer. It is evident that the crew is not likely to perform that

operation while experiencing 5 g's_ so Graves was given the action item of

determining whether these display parameters (inertial velocity and altitude

rate) are of any real use to the crew. If they are, it will be necessary to

submit a Colossus program change request to make their appearance automatic

i probably after display of VL and DL for a fixed length of time.
i
I 16. Another PCR Graves intends to submit for Colossus No. 2 would make

PNGCS control of attitude be lift vector up until .2 g's during "second.i
! entry" following a skip. This is felt to be mandatory since a pitch trim

attitude check on the horizon is critically needed at this time. At present

the computer program will drive the spacecraft attitude to whatever bank

angle is consistent with the reentry guidance objectives even though prior

to .2 g's the aerodynamic forces contribute very little to landing point
_- control.

: !
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17. G_'aves' people were r(_quested to exam:inc the EMS scroll lines to _ke

sure no EMS line violation during the second entry would cause the crew to

take over from a perfectly operating PNGCS. That is, we want to make

certain that sufficient rm_rgin is provided to prevent this from happening.

I$. Both MPAD and GAC were requested to develop some sort of tests to be

included in the reentry procedure to determine if the EMB Js performing

properly. NR will probably do some work on this, too. The point is, it
Was apparent from our discussion that all performance evaluation was

• centered on examination of the PNGCS with switehover to the F_ in the event

of its failure. What seemed to be missing was performance evaluation tests

of some sort to make sure the EMS was working well enough to be used.

19. Based on this day's discussion TRW will prepare a mission techniques

flow diagram to start the review cycle on this mission phase. After a

couple of internal _C meetings, I expect we will again call in MIT and NR
and see if we can't put this business on ice.

Enclosures 8

Addressees :

(See attached list)
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TO : See list DATE:

yz67-FV&-39

FROM : FM/Deputy Chief

SUBJECT: A new spacecraft computer program development working philosophy

is taking shape
k

It's becoming evident that we are entering a new epoch regarding develoo-_

men _ 0._ s_ac_c_aT_t__ _ _ tom:pubes_ .n_o_'ams_o- _ and I thou,_'htoi'd try. to _out 'RZ

impression relating to this into words and[ get them out in the open. /
/

Until a few months ago_ our most basic problem was getting the spacecraft

computer progra2ns - and u_tmnate,-y the flight rotes - completed in t_me

to support 5he official flight schedule. This presented such a challenge

to the people involved that intense reluctance was created to making

changes and, after a certain point, even correcting known deficiencies in

the programs. Where necessary, work around procedures were invented as

the only possible solution. Since the January aeciden_ the situation has
f±lonz schedule haschanced considerably in t;.'oways. First of all_ the "'_" "

Ir-- slipped to an extent that computer program development no longer paces

. the flights in any way (including c_, , training and system tests) _ '"

secondly, the value of quality has become supreme. Taese things are most

clearly evident right now on LM-I where it's almost unthinkable to fly

with any known deficiencies in the program - even those which would only

affect very low probability contingency situations - in spite of the face

.a_.t the flight ropes have already been manufactureR. I feel it's Quite

likely the decision will be made to rework the LM-1 program and remanu-

faeture ropes regardless of ir,_act on any of MIT's program development
_n._a mission computer programs. In fact,work, including delivery of the "_"

we have asked MiT to determine the e:<tent of this across-the-board impact

assuming all of the known deficiencies in the LM-1 program are removed,

no matte_ how minor. ,_uch more significanh, however_ is that without

doubt this situation is forcin_ ,as to adopt a new working philosophy

wh-_ch shoul_ 'ce _e_oon__ _ _'-ca__" and __ncluded in all of our plannin_ - program

deve!onment_ _..e_±es,_',:.," man ioadin._, crew training_ s_%cecraft_ systems
I "_ rt

_e.;._s, etc. it is clear that, as Ed Co_s _uts it, program "shelf _1_e

is very shorE. _qaZ !o,'_it is extremely unlikely we will ever fly with
ro-_=¢ _ .... -'-_-.... _ _u:-_+_nt_ol_ "_ "_n advauce of the mission; l..=..c_d of

daze we should release i; at the la_es_ o()ssib!e date.
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The next question to _e answered is - hew far should the work on these

assemblies proceed before being frozen (if you call slush "frozen")
and put on the shelf until some key milastone associated with spacecraft

flight readiness? Should complete flight qualiflcationLevel 5 testing
be carried out with the realization that changes will come along forcing

us to revise the program and thus to repeat substantlalportlons of the

flight verification? Or should we merely carry the proKramdevelopment

through Level 4 testing, resulting in an assembly on theJshelf which is

bug free as far as we know, but Which has not been completely flight
qualified? _here are arguments for both positions. We Kave asked MIT

to consider this subject - program development working philosophy - and
to recommend their preference. We here at _C will do the same and within

a month wi!! be prepared to adopt what appears to be the best over-all

compromise. In any case, I'm sure it will force us to maintain a larger
MIT staff and more program development facilities in order to be in a

position to malntaln and modify these programs until we finally release
them. And we are less likely to have to throw sets of ropes in the
garbage can so often.

I'm not trying to flag this all out as a big problem area. It should

certainly be easier to handle than our previous "schedule is king - anything
is better than nothing" type of problem. But I'm sure what we do will

have some fairly significant implications on everyone involved in the

C business of program development as well as the various users of their._,._ product and I thought it worthwhile to bring it to your attention.

oward W. Tindall, Jr. _

Addressees:

(see page attached)
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United States Government
Memorandum

TO: See list below DATE: OCT 18 1967

FROM: FM / Deputy Chief (Howard W. Tindall, Jr.) 67-FM-T-85 ¢_.
#¢

SUBJECT: Spacecraft computer program development improvements to be
utilized by MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Tex'hnology, Draper Labs)

1. Just for the record, I would like to record a list of program development
improvement ideas which MIT plans to incorporate. This list was gleaned
from discussions by Ed Copps (Edward M. Copps), Fred Martin (Frederick H.
Martin), and Alex Kosmala (Albrecht L. Kosmala) during the week of October
2, 1967.

a) Much more complete program structure design work will be done
prior to program integration. This includes more precise definition of
the program module interfaces. And I suppose things like allotment of
computer memory.

b) Control of program constants will be exercised (?) to insure their
accuracy and to avoid duplication from one procedure into another.

c) In order to avoid the problem of erasable memory conflicts a panel is
being established to manage the use of erasable memory.

d) MIT proposes to initiate a series of periodic internal program design
reviews.

e) Approved program changes will be considered by MIT as they arrive
from MSC (Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas [a.k.a. JSC]) but
will be added into the flight program assemblies in blocks periodically
as opposed to randomly as in the past:.

f) Much fighter assembly control will be exercised with all program
modifications being monitored and reviewed by a higher level of MIT
management. Only those changes really necessary will be permitted.
New assemblies will only be produced once a week as opposed to the
much higher frequency hitherto.

g) Associated with assembly control, specific processors will be "sealed"
internally in the assembly as they become operational as opposed to the
current practice of putting the entire program under configuration
control when all components are working.
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_* _) It is my understandl_ that at present dlg_.tal autopilots

(DAP) arc available for both the LMand command module. On the oLher

hand_ design improvements will probably be necessary on a fairly eon-
_-. tlnuous basis. All modifications in,the DAli's will be made and checked

out in some program other than the murrent flight _rogram assembly used
_i- by the rest of the program developfaezt personnel, .Modified DAP's will

"_?r only be added to this working, assembly wSe_.they are rumalng properly.

_i._." i) M_ch more caordinatlon and com_/nicatlon between the various
_,:,_._ groups involved in software development is essential. It is Martin's
2.._!
,:.: intention to establish standing comm/ttees with _eriodlc meetings for

_:: this purpose. These meetings will also be used for considerationand

' coordination of proposed changes.

J) Apparently_ in the past development of program test plans has

• been carried out by a small group without much assistance, advice or

coordination with other interested parties. Wider participation in
<: this effort both at MIT and _C is planned.

k) MIT has finally decided to utilize discrepancy reporting like
we have requested for well over a year and which has recently proven

to be of great value to them in the latter stages of the SUNDISK

development. They intend to utilize this from the beginning on the

remaining programs.

<C /% !) Associated with the discrepancy reporting, MIT will mainta£n

an up-to-dage operational constraint list. Obviously, one way in
which discrepancies may be eliminated is by establishing work around

procedures or operational constraints on progzmmusage.

m) Steps are being taken to make sure that as problems are found

and corrected in one major program these same flaws are corrected in

the other programs (e.g., SITNDANCE and COLOSSL_).

n) Slow response in the exc_hange of' data, particularly spacecraft

characteristics, has delayed MIT previously. Steps are being taken at

both MIT and _C to provide faster response. When necessary, in lieu
of answers from NSC_ MIT proposes to state their assumptions and proceed

ahead with program developmenZ to avoid delays of this type.

2. As you can see, no_hing particularly startling here but I believe

ever[zone would agree those are all good things to do, that is_ they
should improve the quality of _he program itself and should certainlY

resul_ in cet_ing _he ._o_"done faster. MIT has recently reorganized

their nerzonnel_ somewhat, ..ope_ --_.i_yin a way t_t will allow them to

implemenz these ideas effectively. _ __.,-=,

Howard W. Tlndall, Jr.

(_(_. Addressees:
' (See attached list)
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